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Abstract. 

Following the publication of Simone de Beauvoir's influential book, The 
Second Sex, (1949), many feminist critics in Europe and North America have 
discussed the problems facing women artists and critics of working within 
phallocentric and phallo-symbolic culture and language. Simone de Beauvoir 
was the first to demonstrate how male-dominated culture has used symbolic 
language in order to exclude, repress, and objectify women. Language is one of 
the key mechanisms employed in phallocentric culture to define and construct 
reality and gender identity according to male experience and desire. Feminist 
critics writing since the 1950s,. have been examining the ways in which women 
might find or develop a language through which they can express their own 
experience of reality, gender identity, sexual desire and pleasure. 

Many contemporary women writers and film-makers have appropriated the 
representations of female desire and sexuality that pervade male-dominated 
western culture, deconstructing and subverting them in order to create 
innovative and challenging representations of their own. They refer to, and draw 
upon, the traditional imagery and conventions of classic Hollywood cinema, 
using such references to serve their own ends and create their own meanings. 
They have also radically deconstructed and reappropriated stereotypical 
pornographic images, exploring the possibility of creating a female-oriented, 
woman-centred, non-misogynous erotica. 

Women working in the fields of literature and film are attempting to explore 
and develop alternative representations of female desire and gender identities, 
experimenting with new vocabularies of representation in order to explore 
women's perceptions of their multiple identities and their experience of 
themselves as desiring subjects. They have taken some of the most negative 
representations of women constructed by phallocentric culture, and 
reappropriated them in order to create innovative, alternative forms of 
representation and a radical critique of the social construction of "femininity" and 
gender identity. 
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Chapter 1. The Construction of Identity and the Expression of Desire. 

In this first, introductory chapter, I shall trace the main developments, since 
the 1960s, in feminist theories concerning the construction of gender identity 
and desire in western, phallocentric culture; I shall also examine the connections 
between contemporary women's literature and cinema; and discuss the ways in 
which women have used both the media of writing and film in their analysis and 
representation of the problems of gender construction. 

Feminist writers and thinkers have agreed that our sexual desire and 
gender identity are not absolute natural entities essential to our existence as 
human beings, but are cultural phenomena, always defined and structured, 
given in meanings and representations, by our immediate culture, society and 
history. This creates many problems for the contemporary woman writer and 
film-maker concerning female sexuality, and, indeed, the whole concept of 
femininity, since if they are always culturally determined, how can they ever be 
understood? Equally, if femininity is a social construct, how can it be changed or 
subverted in any real way, since at best it will only be replaced by another social 
construct, albeit a more desirable one? Many feminist writers and artists have 
explored this dilemma, attempting to reach some kind of solution or resolution of 
the problem, but without avoiding the difficulties and complexities involved. 

In this chapter, I shall discuss some early works by contemporary women 
writers and film-makers, looking at the way they have represented female 
sexuality, gender identity and its construction. While much highly influential 
critical work has been produced by women, since the rise of the contemporary 
women's movement at the end of the 1960s, in both literary and film theory, it is 
important to recognise the contribution made by women's creative work to the 
understanding and development of feminist theory and politics. Theory and 
practice in feminist literature and cinema necessarily complement and feed one 
another. A radical feminist criticism needs creative work produced by women 
and designed primarily with a female audience in mind, in order to flourish and 
be effective. 

'something to be carefully iced and ornamented'. ' 

The Canadian writer, Margaret Atwood, wrote her first novel, The Edible 
Woman, in 1965 at the age of twenty-four. In an 'Introduction' to the new British 
Virago edition, which she wrote in 1979, Atwood comments: 

The Edible Woman, then was conceived by a twenty-three- 
year-old and written by a twenty-four-year-old, and its more 

1 Margaret Atwood. The Edible Woman, (first published in Canada, 1969; first published in U. K. 
by Andre Deutsch, 1979; this edition Virago Press, London, 1980, sixth reprint, 1989), p 208. 
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self-indulgent grotesqueries are perhaps attributable to the 
youth of the author, though / would prefer to think that they 
derive instead from the society by which she found herself 
surrounded. 2 

This novel was first published in North America in 1969, at the time when 
contemporary feminism was first emerging there. Atwood describes the text as 
'protofeminist rather than feminist', and points out that, while the novel may 
superficially appear to be in sympathy with the feminist political climate of that 
period, in fact it lacks the optimism and the hopeful vision of early feminist 
thought: 

there was no women's movement in sight when / was 
composing the book in 1965, and I'm not gifted with 
clairvoyance, though like many at the time I'd read 
Betty Friedan and Simone de Beauvoir behind locked 
doors. ft's noteworthy that my heroine's choices remain 
much the same at the end of the book as they are at the 
beginning: a career going nowhere, or marriage as an 
exit from it. But these were the options for a young 
woman, even a young educated woman, in Canada in 
the early sixties. 3 

The Edible Woman is an extremely witty and amusing novel - the most 
clearly and deliberately humorous of the eight novels Atwood has written over 
the last thirty years. 4 It tells the story of Marian, a young woman recently 
graduated from college, working in a boring job with little future prospect of 
anything more fulfilling, whose only escape would appear to be through marriage 
to her conventional boyfriend, Peter. Unfortunately, her engagement to Peter 
leads to an increasing loss of control over her life as Peter takes charge, and 
also a corresponding loss of control of her body which, apparently expressing 
her unconscious rebellion and discontent, refuses to stomach food. 

This novel is profoundly concerned with issues of identity; a concern that is 
reflected in its structure since the first part of the text is written in the first person, 
with Marian as the narrator of her own story, directly commenting on the people 
around her and the events in her life. After her engagement to Peter, however, 
the narrative voice changes into the third person, talking about Marian, thus 
emphasising the threat her proposed marriage offers to her identity and 
autonomous subjectivity. It is only once she realises that marriage to Peter is 
not right for her and bakes him a substitute for herself -a cake in the shape of a 

2 Ibid., p 7. 
3 Ibid., p 8. 
4 Atwood's most recent novel, The Robber Bride, was first published in the U. K. by Bloomsbury 
in 1993. Atwood has also published four collections of short stories and twelve books of poetry. 
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woman - that Marian is given back her own voice in the text and the final part of 
the novel returns to the first person narrator. 

Margaret Atwood writes of the novel's 'more self-indulgent grotesqueries', 
and it is true that this text somewhat resembles Lewis Carroll's Alice Through 
The Looking Glass, with the sensible and down-to-earth heroine surrounded by 
a wide variety of weird, bizarre, or grotesque characters. In fact, however, these 
are portrayed on the whole with a subtlety and self-discipline surprising in so 
young a writer, which make the characters amusingly - sometimes alarmingly - 
familiar and recognisable. 

In the context of the present discussion, what is interesting about this cast 
of characters is that they each function to provide possible gender role models 
from which Marian must choose, both in order to define her own identity as a 
woman and to define the kind of masculinity she can relate to and desire. At the 
beginning of the novel, Marian is content in her casual and undemanding 
relationship with Peter. Peter conforms to the ideal image of the young, 
unmarried male in western culture, with his promising career as a lawyer, his 
tastefully, although spartanly, decorated apartment, and his discreet, if boring, 
goodlooks: described by Marian as 'ordinariness raised to perfection'. 5 Peter 
claims to be a confirmed bachelor, and it would appear that the previous 
success of their relationship has been based upon the assumption that neither of 
them wanted commitment. Peter's first appearance in the novel comes when he 
telephones Marian at her office to cancel a dinner engagement because the last 
fellow bachelor left among his old college friends is getting married. Peter is 
ostensibly deeply depressed by this turn of events but it becomes evident to the 
reader, although not to Marian, that this is the event which motivates Peter's 
decision to get married himself. Ironically, the evening that they become 
engaged has earlier seen Marian's first strong feelings of alienation and 
estrangement from Peter. While drinking in a bar with friends, she has to listen 
to him boasting about a shooting expedition he once went on, and glorying in 
having caused the violent death of an animal. Marian finds herself distanced 
from him: 

The quality of Peter's voice had changed; it was a voice 
l didn't recognise. [ .j 'God it was funny. Lucky thing Trigger and me had the 
old cameras along, we got some good shots of the whole 
mess. [. ]' 

Peter's voice seemed to be getting louder and faster - 
the stream of words was impossible to follow, and my 
mind withdrew, concentrating instead on the picture of 
the scene in the forest. [.. J Peter stood with his back to me 
in a plaid shirt, his rifle slung on his shoulder. A group of 
friends whom / had never met, were gathered around him, 
their faces clearly visible in the sunlight that fell in shafts 

5 The Edible Woman, p 61. 
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down through the anonymous trees, splashed with blood, 
the mouths wrenched with laughter / couldn't see the 
rabbit. 

/ leaned forward, my arms on the black table-top. l 
wanted Peter to turn and talk to me, / wanted to hear his 
normal voice, but he wouldn't 6 

Following their engagement, Marian increasingly changes from being an 
independent, active young woman to conforming to the cultural ideal of the 
gentle, passive dependent female: 

'When do you want to get married? ' he asked, almost gruffly. 
My first impulse was to answer, with the evasive flippancy 

I'd always used before when he'd asked me serious questions 
about myself, 'What about Groundhog Day? ' But instead l 
heard a soft flannelly voice l barely recognized, saying, 'I'd 
rather have you decide that. I'd rather leave the big decisions 
up to you. ' / was astounded at myself I'd never said anything 
remotely like that to him before. The funny thing was l really 
meant it. 7 

Peter's attitude towards her correspondingly changes to become more and 
more possessive, controlling, and dictatorial, in a manner that seems at times 
almost sinister: 

Lately he had been watching her more and more. 
Before, in the summer, she used to think he didn't 

often look at her, didn't often really see her[. .J These 
days however he would focus his eyes on her face, 
concentrating on her as though if he looked hard 
enough he would be able to see through her flesh 
and her skull and into the workings of her brain. She 
couldn't tell what he was searching for when he looked 
at her like that. /t made her uneasy. 8 

The main alternative to Peter provided in the novel is offered by a skinny 
and eccentric post-graduate student named Duncan, who, in direct contrast to 
Peter, transgresses most of the cultural expectations and images of masculinity. 
Where Peter's favourite past-times are hunting and photography - to both of 
which he brings the same predatory attitudes, Duncan's favourite forms of 
relaxation are visiting the laundromat and ironing clothes. Duncan displays 
many of the qualities psychoanalytic theory has traditionally ascribed to women; 

6 Ibid., p 69. 
7 Ibid., p 90. 
8 Ibid., p 149. 
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he is narcissistic, devious, and emotionally manipulative. His very self- 
absorption, however, allows Marian the space to be herself, and the reader 
begins to suspect that this is partly a deliberate strategy adopted by Duncan. 
Unlike Peter's possessiveness and intrusiveness, Duncan recognises Marian as 
an autonomous individual, separate from himself, and for whom he adamantly 
refuses to accept any responsibility. He also warns her against trying to relate 
to him in a socially acceptable "feminine" manner. While Marian comes to 
regard Peter as a psychological cannibal, wanting to devour her, Duncan makes 
a counter claim that it is women who are more prone to emotional cannibalism: 

Although his face was turned away so that he couldn't 
see mine, he said in a soft dry voice, 'l can tell you're 
admiring my febrility. / know it's appealing, /practice 
at it; every woman loves an invalid l bring out the 
Florence Nightingale in them. But be careful. ' He 
was looking at me now, cunningly, sideways. 'You 
might do something destructive: hunger is more basic 
than love. Florence Nightingale was a cannibal, you 
know. '9 

When Marian tells Duncan of her engagement to Peter, Duncan 
characteristically dismisses the information as irrelevant and of no concern to 
him. For Duncan, the engagement does not mean that Marian belongs to Peter, 
or that she is any less a free-agent, and for Marian, Duncan's casual attitude 
comes as a liberating relief from Peter's increasingly proprietary attitude: 

He kissed the end of her nose. 'You're just another 
substitute for the /aundromat. ' 

Marian wondered whether her feelings ought to be 
hurt, but decided they weren't. - instead she was faintly 
relieved. 'l wonder what you're a substitute for, then, ' 
she said. 

'That's the nice thing about me. /'m very flexible, I'm 
the universal substitute. ' He reached up over her head 
and turned off the light. 10 

Marian instinctively keeps Duncan a secret from Peter, and from the rest of 
her friends; her increasing involvement, both emotional and sexual, with Duncan 
seems to happen in a separate dimension of her life where her old, independent 
self still functions. In spite of the relief she derives from his friendship, she 
never becomes dependent on him. At the end of the novel, after Marian has 
recovered her first person narrative voice, she breaks off her engagement, 
sending Peter away alarmed by her offering of the symbolic cake: 

9 Ibid., p 100. 
10 Ibid. 
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'You've been trying to destroy me, haven't you, ' 
she said. 'You've been trying to assimilate me. But 
I've made you a substitute, something you'll like much 
better. This is what you really wanted all along, isn't 
it? l7/ get you a fork, 'she added somewhat prosaically. 

Peter stared from the cake to her face and back again. 
She wasn't smiling. 

His eyes widened in alarm. Apparently he didn't find 
her silly. 

When he had gone - and he went quite rapidly, [.. J he 
seemed embarrassed and eager to leave and even 
refused a cup of tea - she stood looking down at the 
figure. So Peter hadn't devoured it after all. As a 
symbol it had definitely failed 11 

Interestingly, it is actually Duncan who helps Marian eat the cake, instead 
of Peter, cheerfully rejecting the symbolic meanings Marian has attached to it: 

'That's ridiculous, ' he said gravely. 'Peter wasn't 
trying to destroy you. That's just something you 
made up. Actually you were trying to destroy him. ' 

/ had a sinking feeling. 'Is that true? ' / asked. 
'Search your soul, ' he said, gazing hypnotically at 

me from behind his hair. He drank some coffee and 
paused to give me time, then added, 'But the real 
truth is that it wasn't Peter at all lt was me. / was 
trying to destroy you. ' 

/ gave a nervous laugh. 'Don't say that ' 
'Okay, ' he said, 'ever eager to please. Maybe 

Peter was trying to destroy me, or maybe / was 
trying to destroy him, or we were both trying to 
destroy each other, how's that? What does it 
matter, you're back to so-called reality, you're a 
consumer. ' 

'Incidentally, '/ said, remembering, 'would you like 
some cake ? '/ had half the torso and the head left 
over. 
He nodded. [... J 
'l didn't know you could bake cakes, 'he said after 

the first forkful. 'lt's almost as good as Trevor's. ' 12 

11 Ibid., p 271. 
12 Ibid., pp 280,281. 
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Margaret Atwood has written of this motif of the woman made of cake that 
she had 'been speculating for some time about symbolic cannibalism. Wedding 
cakes with sugar brides and grooms were at that time of particular interest to 
me'. 13 The idea of a woman as a consumer item to be possessed and 
assimilated runs through the novel. Towards the end, when Peter has planned 
to give a party, partly in celebration of their engagement, he hints to Marian that 
she should get her hair done and buy a new dress - one 'that was, as he put it, 
"not quite so mousy" as any she already owned'. 14 Marian's growing submission 
to Peter's wishes, and her increasing lack of assertiveness, are emphasised as 
she buys a dress that she does not feel comfortable in because of pressure from 
the saleslady: "'It's you, dear, " she had said, her voice positive'; and this is 
emphasised even more strongly when Marian goes to the hairdressers and is 
reduced to a state of total passivity and psychological paralysis. The 
hairdresser does her hair in an elaborate and ostentatious style of his own 
choosing, with no regard for her wishes or respect for her personality - he 
transforms her into a fashionable object, modelled after a male ideal: 

she walked towards the house across the slippery road, 
balancing her head on her neck as though she was a 
juggler with a fragile golden bubble. Even outside in the 
cold late-afternoon air she could smell the sweetly- 
artificial perfume of the hairspray he had used to glue 
each strand in place. Though she'd asked him not to 
put on too much; but they never did what you wanted 
them to. They treated your head like a cake: something 
to be carefully iced and ornamented. )5 

It is significant that, on the evening of the party, Peter is enthusiastic about 
Marian's new image, impervious to her discomfort and sense of alienation, 
whereas Duncan, whom she has invited in a moment of panic to come to the 
party, is dismayed at the sight of her: 

He took hold of her arm, tugged her into the hall, and 
closed the door behind her 
He stood for a moment peering silently at her from 

under his hair, examining every new detail. 'You 
didn't tell me it was a masquerade, 'he said at last. 
'Who the hell are you supposed to be? ' 16 

Duncan relates to Marian as an independent, autonomous being, not as an 
object of desire, nor as a commodity that will enhance his social image. 

13 Ibid., p 7. 
14 Ibid., p 208. 
15 Ibid. 
16 Ibid., p 239. 
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Marian's growing sense of being a consumable object that Peter wishes 
to devour and assimilate into his lifestyle as an extension of himself, explains her 
increasing inability to eat. While she is not consciously aware of the reasons for 
her growing repulsion towards food, and particularly towards all foods derived 
from animals, it is a way of taking back control through her body, and also a 
refusal of the traditional female role by rejecting the normal bodily processes. 
After she has asserted her independence and broken free of her engagement to 
Peter, she regains her appetite and her ability to stomach food. Theories that 
explain women's eating disorders as being a form of cultural protest may be 
useful for throwing light on Marian's inability to eat. 

For example, in her study of women and madness, Elaine Showalter traces 
the cultural history of the condition commonly known as anorexia nervosa. 
Anorexia nervosa was first coined as a medical label and first claimed by the 
medical profession as a clinical syndrome in 1873. Ever since that date, it has 
been regarded as a neurotic condition almost exclusively affecting adolescent 
girls and young women. Showalter argues that the fasting behaviour of the first 
nineteenth-century women diagnosed as anorexic can be interpreted as a form 
of cultural protest, because it actually corresponded very closely to the social 
ideal of female behaviour and to the popular Victorian notion of the pure, 
spiritual, self-sacrificing, angelic, feminine woman -a notion which rejected and 
denied the physical bodily experiences and sexuality of women: 

In her attempt to become the incorporeal Victorian 
angel, unaffected by earthly appetite, the anorexic 
particularly renounced meat [ .. J Meat, the "roast beef 
of old England, " was not only the traditional food of 
warriors and aggressors but also believed to be the 
fuel of anger and lust. Disgust with meat was a 
common phenomenon among Victorian girls, a 
carnivorous diet was associated with sexual precocity, 
especially with an abundant menstrual flow, and even 
with nymphomania. [.. j Thus, in the rigid control of 
her eating, the anorexic both expressed her fear of 
adult sexual desire and enacted an exaggerated form 
of the deadening life of the dutiful daughter . 

17 

This desire to starve the female body in order to control its adult sexual 
functioning seems to lie behind Marian's own repulsion with food in Atwood's 
novel. Marian, like the nineteenth-century women discussed by Showalter, finds 
meat particularly impossible to eat and ends up able to eat only vegetables and 
peanut butter. 

Since, as we have seen earlier, Florence Nightingale is referred to in The 
Edible Woman, as a popular cultural image of female nurturing, it is interesting 

17 Showalter. The Female Malady., Women, Madness and English Culture, 1830-1980, (first 
published by Pantheon Books, New York, 1985; this edition, Virago, London, 1987), p 129. 
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that, as Showalter points out, Florence Nightingale also viewed voluntary fasting 
by women as a form of cultural protest: 

To have no food for our heads, no food for our hearts, 
no food for our activity, is that nothing? If we have no 
food for our bodies, how we do cry out, how all the 
world hears of it, how all the newspapers talk of it, with 
a paragraph headed in great capital letters, DEA TH 
FROM STAR VA TION! But suppose one were to put a 
paragraph in the "Times, " Death of Thought from 
Starvation, or Death of Moral Activity from Starvation, 
how people would stare, how they would laugh and 
wonder! One would think we had no heads or hearts, 
by the indifference of the public towards them. Our 
bodies are the only things of any consequence. 18 

Marian's own fasting is certainly not deliberate, and she has no 
understanding of its causes and reasons, but her internalisation of the disgust 
and horror of the female body embedded in patriarchal culture is made very 
explicit. The representations of female physiology and of women's bodies in the 
novel, as seen through Marian's eyes, are unremittingly negative and grotesque. 
At the Christmas party held in her all-female office, for example, Marian 
experiences an appalled rebellion against the female body, inspired by watching 
her colleagues: 

they all wore dresses for the mature figure. They were 
ripe, some rapidly becoming overripe, some already 
beginning to shrivel; she thought of them as attached 
by stems at the tops of their heads to an invisible vine, 
hanging there in various stages of growth and decay[.. ] 

She examined the women's bodies with interest, critic- 
ally, as though she had never seen them before. [.. ) 
What peculiar creatures they were, and the continual 
flux between the outside and the inside, taking things in, 
giving them out, chewing, words, potato-chips, burps, 
grease, hair, babies, milk, excrement, cookies, vomit, 
coffee, tomato juice, blood, tea, sweat, liquor, tears, and 
garbage.... 

For an instant she felt them, their identities, almost their 
substance, pass over her head like a wave. At some 
time she would be - or no, already she was like that too; 
she was one of them, her body the same, identical, merged 
with that other flesh that choked the air in the flowered room 

18 Florence Nightingale. Cassandra, ed. Myra Stark, (Feminist Press, Old Westbury, New York, 
1979), pp 41,42, quoted in Showalter. The Female Malady, p 128. 
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with its sweet organic scent; she felt suffocated by this 
thick sargasso-sea of femininity. 19 

The pregnancy of her friend, Clara, is similarly described in unrelievedly 
negative terms: 

Clara's body is so thin that her pregnancies are always 
bulgingly obvious, and now in her seventh month she 
looked like a boa-constrictor that has swallowed a 
watermelon. [ .. ] She lay back in her chair and closed her eyes, looking 
like a strange vegetable growth, a bulbous tuber that 
had sent out four thin white roots and a tiny pale yellow 
flower: 20 

In the text it is repeatedly emphasised that Clara's pregnancies have been 
unplanned, underlining the sense of the adult female body as being outside the 
woman's control. 

These negative representations of women's physiology seem to date the 
novel as being a pre-feminist text, although it should be stressed that throughout 
her writing career Atwood has refused to produce idealised images of women, or 
to conform unquestioningly to any feminist theory or ideology. It is interesting, 
however, to compare a passage from The Edible Woman with a similar passage 
in the overtly radical feminist novel, The Women's Room, written by Marilyn 
French and published in the U. S. A. in 1977. The passage in Atwood's text 
occurs when Marian visits Clara in hospital after the birth of her baby. Clara, 
commenting on the other women surrounding her in the ward, tells Marian: 

Maybe it's the hospital atmosphere, but all they ever 
talk about are their miscarriages and their diseases. 
It makes you feel very sickly after a while: you start 
wondering when it'll be your turn to get cancer of the 
breast or a ruptured tube, or miscarry quadruplets at 
half-weekly intervals; no kidding, that's what happened 
to Mrs. Moase, the big one over there in the far corner 
And christ they're so calm about it, and they seem to 
think that each of their grisly little episodes is some 
kind of service medal., they haul them out and compare 

ud them and pile on the gory details, they're really pro 
of them. Its a positive gloating about pain. / even find 
myself producing a few of my own ailments, as though 
/ have to compete. / wonder why women are so morbid? 21 

19 The Edible Woman, pp 166,167. 
20 Ibid., pp 31,32. 
21 Ibid., p 130. 
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This passage articulates the traditional cultural notions of women as 
masochistic, enjoying pain and martyrdom, and of the female body as the site of 
sickness, disease, and disfunction. Elaine Showalter argues, in The Female 
Malady, that ever since the rise of the male-dominated medical profession, 
during the nineteenth century, as a major authority in society, sick roles and sex 
roles have become closely connected. The very fact of being female - of being 
not-male - has been defined as a state of being, at least potentially, ill. 

The contrasting passage in The Women's Room occurs when the central 
character, Mira, is also in hospital following childbirth; but Mira's perceptions of 
her fellow patients are strikingly different to Clara's: 

They did not complain, they did not insist, they did not 
demand, they did not seem to want anything. Mira, used 
to the egotistic male world with its endless 'l; being in 
fact part of it herself, was astonished by the selflessness 
of these women. [.. ] 

She listened and she heard their acceptance, their love, 
their selflessness, and for the first time in her life, she 
thought that women were great. Their greatness made 
all the exploits of warriors and rulers look like pompous 
self-aggrandizement, made even the poets and painters 
look like egotistical children jumping up and down shout- 
ing, 'Look at me, Ma! ' Their pains, their problems, were 
secondary to the harmony of the whole. [.. J Brave they 
were. Brave and good-humoured and accepting, f... ] 
laying aside their desire like a crushed flower from their 
first prom stuck in the back of a baby book. 22 

The wittily sarcastic and critical tone of the extract from Atwood's text 
strikingly differs from the positive and celebratory tone of this passage by 
French. What is similar, however, is the oppressive lack of options and 
limitations in the lives of the women portrayed in both these novels. 

Marian's feelings of stultification and claustrophobia - of being trapped in a 
narrow life she does not want - are expressed in Atwood's novel first, not in 

relation to Peter and her engagement, but in relation to the compulsory pension 
plan run by her firm: 

'l don't think I'd like to join the Pension Plan, '/ said. 
'Thank you anyway. ' 

'Yes, well, but it's obligatory, you see, 'she said in a 
matter-of-fact voice. [ .. 

) 
/ signed, but after Mrs. Grot had left / was suddenly 

22 Marilyn French. The Womens Room, (first published in the U. K. by Andre Deutsch, 1978; this 

edition, Sphere Books, London, 1978, reprinted 1979), pp 75,76. 
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quite depressed; it bothered me more than it should 
have. lt wasn't only the feeling of being subject to rules 
/ had no interest in and no part in making: you get 
adjusted to that at school lt was a kind of superstitious 
panic about the fact that / had actually signed my name, 
had put my signature to a magic document which 
seemed to bind me to a future so far ahead / couldn't 
think about it. Somewhere in front of me a self was 
waiting, pre-formed, a self who had worked during 
innumerable years for Seymour Surveys and was now 
receiving her reward. A pension. l foresaw a bleak 
room with a plug-in electric heater 23 

The novel, as Atwood herself has pointed out, in her introduction of 1979, 
offers Marian few choices and closes with her facing a future as limited and as 
narrow as that available to her at the beginning of the text. While this may 
reflect the social climate in which it was written, Atwood claimed that the feminist 
movement actually achieved little real social change in the position of women 
during the 1970s: 

lt would be a mistake to assume that everything has 
changed. In fact, the tone of the book seems more 
contemporary now than it did in, say, 1971, when 
it was believed that society could change itself a 
good deal faster than presently appears likely. The 
goals of the feminist movement have not been 
achieved, and those who claim we 'e living in a 
post-feminist era are either sadly mistaken or tired 
of thinking about the whole Subject. 24 

The bleakness and negativity of the novel's vision, masked although it is by 
humour, may also reflect the youth of the writer and the fact that it is such an 
early work. Later in this chapter we shall find similarly bleak endings in two 
other early novels: The Magic Toyshop, the second novel of the British writer, 
Angela Carter, first published in 1967; and the first novel by the Afro-American 
writer, Toni Morrison, The Bluest Eye, originally published in 1970. 

In spite of the limited choices open to Marian, however, The Edible Woman 
does portray some overtly radical and transgressive attitudes towards female 
sexuality, and while some of these attitudes might reflect the sexual 
"permissiveness" of the 1960s, others seem radical even for that period. 
Marian's flatmate, Ainsley, for example, startles Marian by making a positive 
decision to have a baby, and raise the child as a single mother, although, 
admittedly, she does renege on this afterwards when she hears from a 

23 The Edible Woman, p 21. 
24 Ibid., p 8. 
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psychologist that if the child is a boy he might grow-up homosexual without a 
father. Ainsley is a psychology graduate, and through her, Atwood frequently 
satirises the notions of popular psychology. Considering the unquestioning 
attitudes towards male sexuality current during the 1960s, when women who 
didn't enjoy sex or didn't find it satisfying were blamed, rather than their partners, 
and considered to be frigid (attitudes expressed, for example, by sexologists 
such as Masters and Johnson) Marian's criticisms of Peter as a lover are also 
surprising and subversive: 

Peter stretched and yawned beside me, grinding my 
arm against the porcelain. l winced and withdrew it 
gently from beneath him. 

'How was it for you? ' he asked casually, his mouth 
against my shoulder. He always asked me that. 

'Marvellous, 'l murmured; why couldn't he tell? One 
of these days / should say 'Rotten, 'just to see what 
he would do; but / knew in advance he wouldn't 
believe me. 25 

It seems significant that Marian is only able to reclaim her independence 
and autonomy, and finally able to reject Peter, after she has actively asserted 
her right to choose for herself and to control her life, by taking the step of 
actually having sexual relations with the androgynous and non-macho Duncan. 
This active step seems to lead to the gradual restoration of her sense of 
autonomy and of her separate identity, as if exercising her right to a sexuality 
independent of Peter, enables her to break out of the paralysis her engagement 
has caused her. Duncan's own androgynous passivity creates a space in which 
Marian can assert her own sexuality and desire. 

The Freudian 'Family Romance'. 

But what is this thing called "sexuality"? What does the word actually 
mean and what is its significance? The actual term sexuality did not exist 
before the nineteenth century, nor did the idea of sexual pleasure. Previously, 
"sex" had been used as a noun "the sex" to denote the female sex. Stephen 
Heath, in his discussion of the social and political history of contemporary 
sexuality, points out that the word sexuality, used in the sense we understand it 
today, first appeared in a set of Clinical Lectures on the Diseases of Women, 
written by the physician, James Matthews Duncan, published in 1889, where we 
find the sentence: 'In removing the ovaries, you do not necessarily destroy 
sexuality in a woman. ' Here we have a reference to the capability of sexual 
feeling as against the purely physiological quality of sex. Heath writes, 
'Sexuality, human experience of the sexual, is as old as language, as old as 

25 Ibid., p 62. 
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human being; "sexuality" particular construction of that experience, goes back 
little more than a hundred years'. 26 

Sexuality came to be seen as more than just the physical function of 
reproduction, and, indeed, came to be regarded as an area of difficulty and 
concern, during the nineteenth century, and this difficulty was particularly 
identified as involving women. This awareness of a problem grew out of the 
conflicts within Victorian industrialised, capitalist society, when images of 
women, more than at any other time in British cultural history, were divided 
between the two extreme stereotypes of evil, promiscuous whore and self- 
sacrificing, pure "angel in the house". Male physicians and scientists preferred 
to believe that most women were naturally devoid of a powerful sexual drive, and 
were unable to experience sexual desire or pleasure, but as the century 
progressed, they were increasingly forced to admit this was not always the case. 
This denial and fear of women's sexuality led to the pathologising of it as a 
medical matter - as a sickness. The concept of "hysteria" as a psychological 
condition of sexual disturbance became popular, and was seen as a specifically 
female problem. This view was reinforced at the end of the nineteenth century, 
when the Viennese psychoanalyst, Sigmund Freud, developed his theories of 
sexuality as a driving, motivating force behind human desire and behaviour. To, 
again, quote Stephen Heath: 

In every sense psychoanalysis answered to the 
nineteenth-century hysteria it took as its first and 
decisive object. What works is identity, genital 
organization, the phallus, that difference, "the 
polar character of sexuality"; having or not, 
variations from there, with the woman as other 
to the man, his difference, less and more, falling 
short and beyond; she lacks the phallus, is less, 
but since she is therefore different, she is also 
more, excessive, beyond him, an enigma. 27 

Thus, our conception and understanding, in contemporary western society, 
of sexuality and sexual pleasure is relatively new, and has been largely shaped 
by the development of psychoanalysis, and particularly by Freud's highly 
influential theories. It is difficult and inadvisable, therefore, totally to exclude or 
discount psychoanalytic theory from any useful discussion of contemporary 
representations of the "feminine". It is, however, necessary to allow for Freud's 
omission of women's subjective experience and his repression of the 
autonomous existence of female sexual desire and pleasure. Freud correlated 
socially gendered passive and emotional femininity with the female in essence, 
and gendered intellect, rationality, and the will to act, as fundamentally male. 
Women have usually been defined purely in terms of gender - of their difference 

26 Stephen Heath. The Sexual Fix, (Macmillan Press, London, 1982, reprinted 1984), p 11. 
27 Ibid., p 47. 
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from men; and their sexuality has been viewed in relation to, and as a response 
to, male desire. Whenever female sexuality has been considered as existing independently, it has been viewed in phallocentric western culture as a problem; 
as dangerous and in need of male control. It should be recognised, however, 
that Freud's theoretical writings on gender were not static, and can be 
contradictory. In some of his last pieces of writing, he partly acknowledges the 
problems raised by the concepts of "masculine" and "feminine"; for example, he 
wrote that: 'pure masculinity and femininity remain theoretical constructs of 
uncertain content'. 28 Freud believed all human beings developed from a 
fundamental state of bisexuality, but also regarded their development into 
traditional polarised, heterosexual roles and identities as desirable, and even 
essential for mental health. He believed that it was necessary for the girl child to 
develop from a state of active, assertive bisexuality to a responsive, passive 
"feminine" sexuality to which, he argued, she was destined by her anatomy: 'The 
question then arises of how this happens: [... ] how does she pass from her 
masculine phase to the feminine one to which she is biologically destined? ' 

Freudian theory follows the birth of the bisexual, polymorphously perverse 
infant, through her symbiotic union with the mother, her primary narcissism and 
pleasure principle, to the development of desire. It continues through the 
Oedipal process, began by the entry of the father into the mother-daughter dyad, 
introducing the heterosexual and incest taboo and the girl's recognition of her 
genital "lack" and her development of penis envy. Freud viewed women as 
expressing their sexuality through a type of narcissism, in an attempt to reassert 
their pre-Oedipal sense of wholeness and self-love, thus compensating for their 
Oedipal "castration" or lack of the phallus. In order to achieve this end, the 
woman has to make her whole body take on the role of object of desire (of the 
other), becoming the phallus for the other. Thus, expression of genital sexuality 
in woman is expected to be passive and subservient, locked into the phallic 
primacy of the heterosexual system. 

Freud viewed the bisexual infant, in her earliest bonding with the mother, 
as having no sense of self, existing in a symbiotic union with her mother. For 
both Freud and the French psychoanalyst, Jacques Lacan, the pre-Oedipal 
phase marks the importance of desire in the infant's life and the beginning of 
sexual feelings. In the demand for pleasure - for the breast, for nourishment and 
physical containment - the child begins to control the mother's presence and 
absence through language, substituting a linguistic mode which she can control 
for the mother's presence/absence which she increasingly finds she cannot. 
According to Jacques Lacan, identification with the mother actually destroys the 

28 Freud. 'Some Psychical Consequences of the Anatomical Distinction between the Sexes' 
(1925), Standard Edition of the Complete Psychological Works of Sigmund Freud, Vol. XIX, 
trans. Alix and James Strachey, (Hogarth Press and the Institute of Psycho-Analysis, London, 
1955), p 258. 
29 Freud. 'Femininity', New Introductory Lectures on Psycho Analysis, trans. & ed. James 
Strachey, (The International Psycho-Analytical Library, eds. M. Masud R. Khan, No. 24), 
(Hogarth Press and the Institute of Psycho-Analysis, London, 1964; corrected reprint, 1974), p 
119. 
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self even as the girl child imagines herself whole through identification with the 
other because she is completely dependent on the mother. Lacan places the 
formation of the unconscious at this point in the development of the child, which 
he sees as congruent with the development of language. 

According to Lacan's theory, sexual desire is formed by language, so that 
the objects of desire and the expression of sexuality are socially produced - are 
learned, not innate or biologically determined. Lacan identifies, jouissance as a 
form of sexual pleasure particular to women, and experienced beyond the 
phallus. In acknowledging such non-phallic sexuality in women, Lacan has at 
least relaxed the narrow constraints embodied in Freud's belief that female 
sexuality has, of necessity, to be bound to male sexuality. In Lacan's theory, 
however, jouissance is beyond discourse - outside language and the symbolic - 
and is therefore unknowable, thus denying women access to, and control of, 
language in the expression of their sexuality and desire. The main problem it 
raises is the question of subjectivity and language, for trapped within the male 
symbolic order of language and culture - the 'Law-of-the-Father' - how can 
women express themselves by means of language, and if they return to the pre- 
Oedipal, non-symbolic, imaginary - to the symbiotic mother-daughter bonding of 
infancy - how can they have subjectivity? 

Nonetheless, Lacan's theoretical work has been important and influential in 
the writings of feminist critics - particularly the French psychoanalytic feminists, 
such as, Julia Kristeva and Luce Irigaray. Lacan does explain the social 
construction of "femininity" and "masculinity" and this presents possibilities for 
change. Lacanian theory, with its emphasis on language and culture, places the 
development of the child within the social and psychic rather than the biological 
sphere. Approached from a feminist perspective, it therefore can be used to 
account for the oppression of women within patriarchal society. It positions the 
child as having to line up against the phallus as either having or lacking; women 
then necessarily have to become the phallus in order to gain access to it; and 
can take up only a marginal place within the symbolic order as the lack, Other, 
with no subjectivity as The woman. Lacanian theory argues that no one - male 
or female - possesses the phallus as primary signifier, however, in male- 
dominated society the penis has misappropriated the phallus, thus privileging 
the male. The man, suffering from his own Oedipal loss and fears, projects 
these on to the woman, seeing her as castrated - defined solely by her "lack". 

Feminist film theorists, such as E. Ann Kaplan, have drawn links between 
the processes of psychoanalysis and the processes of classic Hollywood 
cinema. Since the first development of cinema in the early years of the twentieth 
century, sexuality and cinema have always been closely interrelated. As E. Ann 
Kaplan has written, in Hollywood cinema: 

Sexuality is splattered everywhere and yet 
nowhere recognised; the mechanisms that 
worked to control female sexuality in the 
earlier decades [.. J implicitly recognised the 
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force and danger of female sexuality; in the 
1950s, the fear of female sexuality seems to 
be repressed - hence it overflows everywhere 

.. J But since the fear has been repressed, the 
films pretend that female sexuality somehow 
isn't really there in all its actual explosiveness. 30 

Kaplan asserts that the effect of Freudian Oedipal processes can be 
traced in all the dominant art forms in western culture, but that it should be 
recognised that these are rooted in a specific socio-historical context. The 
recurrence of Oedipal themes in western cultural representations results from 
the historical structure of the family in western civilisation. Thus, while Kaplan 
argues that psychoanalysis provides a useful critical and theoretical tool, it 
should not be seen as uncovering essential "truths" about human psyche, but as 
belonging in a historical context: 'Oedipal themes occur at those historical 
moments when the human family is structured in specific ways that elicit Oedipal 
traumas'. 31 Kaplan claims that psychoanalysis is useful as a theoretical and 
analytic tool, but only within the context of the industrial social organisation that 
is characteristic of the twentieth century. She also argues that the psychic 
patterns of western civilisation in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, 
required the development of cinema for its unconscious release, and needed the 
development of psychoanalysis in order to understand and adjust the 
disturbances caused by the capitalist social structures that work to confine 
individuals in western culture. This means that, according to Kaplan's argument, 
psychoanalysis and classic cinema both support the status quo, working as tools 
of social control; however, they are not eternal and unchanging but linked to a 
particular historical moment, and so are open to resistance and change. She, 
therefore, argues that psychoanalysis is an important tool for feminist film critics: 

The signs in the Hollywood film convey the 
patriarchal ideology that underlies our social 
structures and that constructs women in very 
specific ways - ways that reflect patriarchal 
needs, the patriarchal unconscious. [... ] 
Using psychoanalysis to deconstruct Hollywood 
films enables us to see clearly the patriarchal 
myths through which we have been positioned 
as Other (enigma, mystery), and as eternal and 
unchanging 32 

30 E. Ann Kaplan. Women & Film. - Both Sides of the Camera, (first published by Methuen, 1983, 
this edition, Routledge, London and New York, 1988), p 4. 
31 Ibid., p 24. 
32 Ibid., pp 24,25. 
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Much theoretical work has been produced on the connections between 
representation and gender, visual pleasure and voyeurism. Many writers, like 
John Berger 33and Laura Mulvey, 34have pointed out that men have largely 
defined and constructed visual and popular media images of sexuality and 
gender through the various forms of representation in cinema, television, 
fashion, advertising, and also in most popular narratives. John Berger has 
argued that generally men are the subjects of vision, shown to be in control of 
the gaze; women are the surveyed, the objects of that gaze and controlled by it. 
'men act and women appear. Men look at women. Women watch themselves 
being looked at. '35 Berger also claimed that 'the surveyor of woman within 
herself is male', 36a claim that many contemporary feminist artists and critics 
have taken issue with, arguing for the possibility of an autonomous female gaze, 
and developing ways of thinking about a female surveyor within women, in order 
to create the possibility of specifically female values being attached to images 
and representations. 37 

Early feminist film criticism was concerned with examining the way the 
camera looks at the body of the woman in classic mainstream cinema. During 
the 1970s, feminist critics, like their literary counterparts, used a sociological 
approach, ascribing negative or positive roles to the performances of female 
stars in popular films, attempting to understand why women had been 
stereotyped. From the mid-1970s, there was a growing dissatisfaction with this 
approach, and the development of psychoanalytic feminist analysis in order to 
explain the way women had been seen/placed/positioned by the dominant male 
order. This psychoanalytic criticism was concerned with the way that ideas are 
created and permeated in culture, how cinema rearticulates the place of the 
woman in a patriarchal society, and with examining the formulation of 
subjectivity. 

In the late 1970s, feminist film critics, such as B. Ruby Rich, went on to 
question how women could move beyond the traditional placing of women in 
male-dominated cinema, rather than just analysing and explaining it. Rich 
claimed that film theory had eliminated women from both the screen and the 
audience, and that there was a need to include the woman film spectator, by 
examining the processes that determine how films evoke responses and how 
spectators produce those responses. In 1978, Rich was involved in a 
discussion among feminist film critics concerning the need to break away from a 
preoccupation with the construction of women in patriarchal cinema. W The 
challenge confronting feminist criticism was to move beyond these 

33 Ways of Seeing, (BBC and Penguin Books, London and Harmondsworth, 1972). 
34 Visual and Other Pleasures, (Macmillan Press, 1989). 
s' Ways of Seeing, p 47. 
36 Ibid. 
37 For example, see photographer, Nancy Honey's collection, Woman to Woman, (Hexagon 
Editions, 1990), and the collection of essays edited by Lorraine Gamman and Margaret 
Marshment, The Female Gaze, (The Women's Press, 1988). 

Published in 'Women and film: a discussion of feminist aesthetics', New German Critique, No. 
13, (1978). 
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preoccupations, to recognise that women had always participated in the 
processes of cinema, both on the screen and in the audience, and to 
reappropriate this involvement in order to develop a feminist film aesthetic. 

Avant-garde feminist film critics, such as Laura Mulvey, argued for the 
need to create films that transgress the processes of classic cinema, by rejecting 
narrativity and denying the traditional forms of pleasure offered by mainstream 
cinema. Mulvey argued that a feminist counter-cinema had to deny the visual, 
sensual and erotic pleasure traditionally produced by cinema, in order to be 
liberating and non-oppressive to women. Such a feminist cinema would 
construct the woman as spectator and refuse to offer repressive, masochistic or 
objectifying identifications for the female spectator. Mulvey, herself, attempted 
to put her theory into practice, collaborating with the male avant-garde film 
theorist, Peter Wollen. 39 Other women film-makers have also addressed this 
project; one of the most famous being the French film-maker, Chantal Akerman, 
whose experimental work in the 1970s was extremely minimalist, employing 
long, static shots, and "real" action time. 40 Akerman was trying to create a new 
visual language for women's cinema, in order to resolve the problem of 
representing female sexuality in ways that avoided male constructions and 
stereotypes. She wanted to reveal that which is usually omitted from commercial 
cinema - to represent the gaps and ellipses in phallocentric culture. Akerman 
was unusually successful in so far as she achieved recognition and acceptance 
by the white, male, avant-garde cinema world. 

This approach can be criticised, however, on the grounds that such films 
are both inaccessible and boring for the majority of spectators, so that in their 
attempts to be progressive, they risk being self-indulgent, "precious" and 
apolitical. Classic Hollywood cinema did bring pleasure to women spectators, 
much, although not all, of which, did result from an identification with the 
fetishisation of the female star, and from a masochistic experience of erotic 
pleasure from identifying with her positioning as object of the male gaze. 
Pleasure is traditionally associated with, and expected from, cinema in western 
culture. The feminist critic, E. Ann Kaplan, argues for the need for radical 
feminist films that do not offer repressive identifications, yet do satisfy the 
spectators' craving for visual cinematic pleasure. 

The Child in the Adult. 

The radical feminist German film-maker, Margarethe von Trotta, has 
adopted a different strategy to that of avant-garde women film-makers - one of 
social realism and direct political involvement, but also maintaining a female 
perspective and woman-centred orientation. In her film, Marianne and Juliane, 
or The German Sisters, 41 for example, the stylistic technique used by von Trotta 

39 Riddles of the Sphinx, (U. S. A., 1976); Amy. ' (U. S. A., 1980). 
40 See, for example, Je, Tu, //, Eile, (France, 1974). 
41 Margarethe von Trotta. Die bleierne Zeit, (Germany, 1981). 
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is bleakly realist in effect, employing an eye level camera, used for moderately 
long takes, and naturalistic lighting. Von Trotta explores her characters using 
lingering close-up shots of their faces, inviting the spectator to share their often 
intense emotion. These close-ups do not construct the characters as objects of 
the gaze, of camera or spectator, in the manner of male-dominated classic 
cinema, but emphasise the characters' alienation and inner struggle. 

Von Trotta draws upon both a psychological and a sociological approach in 
this film to examine female identity, ego formation, and close relationships and 
identification between women. The sisters whose relationship is the central 
focus of the film, Juliane and Marianne, are portrayed, firstly, within the specific 
historical and political context of post-war Germany, and secondly, within the 
particular personal background of their family relationships, and of their 
childhood and upbringing in a middle-class home, dominated by their repressive, 
puritanical father, a Christian minister of religion. 

Margarethe von Trotta based the screenplay of this film upon the actual 
history of the sisters, Christiane and Gudrun Ensslin, researching their story, 
with Christiane's help and co-operation, after Gudrun's death in prison which 
was widely suspected to have been murder - Gudrun Ensslin was a member of 
the Baader Meinhof terrorist group during the 1970s. Von Trotta, however, has 
also claimed that she intended the film to be a fictional representation, not a 
documentary about the fate of the Ensslin sisters. This is an important 
statement, since the film clearly reflects von Trotta's personal concerns and 
preoccupations - such as, her interest in examining the way patriarchal culture 
limits and defines female identity, and the arena open to women for effective 
political action - concerns also displayed in her other films. 42 

My reading of The German Sisters, differs in places from that of other 
feminist critics, since while I accept the central importance of the sisters' 
relationship, my interpretation of the character of Marianne, the terrorist sister, is 
more positive. I do not agree, for example, with E. Ann Kaplan that Marianne 
identifies with her authoritarian father or that she has a 'blind devotion' to him. 43 
I also disagree with Ellen Seiter when she asserts that von Trotta portrays 
Marianne as 'hard, cynical, contemptuous of others', and claims that the film fails 
to explain the serious decisions and beliefs that lead to Marianne's political 
commitment and radical terrorist activism. ̀  

The film opens when the two sisters are in their late-thirties. Juliane, the 
elder, is a committed feminist, working to promote women's rights through 
journalism and mainstream political and legal action. Significantly, the film both 
opens and closes with scenes that centrally involve Marianne's young son, Jan, 
who is to be abandoned and mothered by both sisters in the film. This focus 
connects with the theme of the importance of childhood as a formative and 

42 For example, Friends and Husbands, (Heller Wahn), (Germany, 1982). 
43 See E. Ann Kaplan. Women and Film, p 108 & 110. 
44 See Ellen Seiter. 'The Political is Personal: Margarethe von Trotta's Marianne and Julian', 
Films for Women, ed. Charlotte Brunsdon, (BFI Publishing, London, 1986; reprinted 1987), pp 
111 & 115. 
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crucial period in the construction of adult identity. Juliane is childless from 
choice, but Marianne, at the beginning of her marriage, wanted children -'to 
show me up, ' Juliane declares with some bitterness. At the start of the film, 
Marianne has abandoned her husband, Werner, and her son, in order to join the 
terrorist group, and Werner leaves Jan to be cared for by Juliane, before going 
off and committing suicide: thus adding, by this selfish betrayal, his own 
abandonment of the child to Marianne's previous rejection. Juliane compounds 
this abandonment by refusing to take responsibility for the boy and leaving him 
in a foster home. 

Throughout the film, von Trotta uses flashbacks to the sisters' own 
childhood, exploring the social and psychological influences that have worked to 
form their identities and life choices. The impression most forcibly made through 
the portrayal of the sisters' relationship, both in the past and in the present 
action of the film, is of the intense importance each of the sisters holds for the 
other. They seem obsessed with each other, and most of their actions appear to 
be performed in order to elicit the response or reaction of the other. While, for 
example, Juliane expresses anger and resentment towards Marianne when 
discussing her with Werner or with her partner, Wolfgang, at the beginning of 
the film, when Marianne actually telephones her, although she is in a meeting 
with her feminist colleagues, Juliane drops everything and rushes off to a secret 
assignation with Marianne, as urgently as if she were going to meet a lover. 

The intense closeness of their relationship is explained by the periodic 
flashbacks to their childhood, when their close, mutually supportive, 
conspiratorial sympathy and alliance protected them emotionally in the grim 
household, strictly ruled by their tyrannical and misogynous father - against 
whom their ineffectual, totally submissive mother offers no protection. Born 
towards the end of the second-world-war, as small children they are subjected to 
the traumas of bombing - in one scene we see their mother waking them in the 
middle of the night and taking them to shelter from an air-raid. They are the two 
eldest children in a large family, separated in age only by a year or two. The 
rest of the children were clearly born some years later, after the war was over. 

In adolescence, Juliane takes on the role of rebel, defying her father and 
his rigid ideas of appropriate feminine behaviour; wearing black jeans to school, 
smoking in secret, and listening to rock music. Marianne takes on the role of 
well-behaved, dutiful daughter, conforming to the expectations of school and 
home. It is made clear, however, that the two girls adopt roles that complement 
each other's, and that they are usually in collusion. When their father, for 
example, forbids Juliane to go to the school dance, Marianne sits on his lap and 
coaxes him into changing his mind, she then similarly coaxes Juliane into 
accompanying her to the dance rather than remaining sulking at home. 
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1. Marianne sitting on her father's lap, playing the dutiful daughter. 

2. Juliane, in her role of rebel, smoking in secret at school. 
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3. Marianne daring Juliane to dance alone at the school dance. 

4. Juliane dancing alone. 
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In a striking scene at the dance, Juliane shocks the conventional social 
gathering by dancing on her own. While other feminist critics have discussed 
this scene in terms of Juliane's independence, rebelliousness, and originality, 45 
they seem to overlook the fact that it is Marianne who thinks up and instigates 
this action, daring Juliane to do it and betting her'a ticket to America' that she 
will not have the nerve. Thus, Juliane's provocative action originates with her 
younger sister. 

While both sisters are portrayed as intelligent, imaginative and sensitive, 
Marianne, far from being less sensitive to the feelings of others, is actually 
motivated by a greater sensitivity. Even as an adolescent, she expresses a 
fierce longing to alleviate the sufferings of others, and her role of dutiful 
daughter appears to be deliberately adopted in order to keep the peace at home. 
There are two notable scenes in the film where the sisters are shown sitting side 
by side, watching a film within the film. The first of these is, again, set in their 
adolescence, when they are at a youth retreat camp and their father is showing 
the young people Alain Resnais' film, Night and Fog, portraying the 
concentration camps and the effects of the holocaust. Von Trotta effectively 
portrays the pain and bewilderment of the two girls as they grapple with the 
burden of their inheritance, as Germans, of a past they did not choose or create. 
Unable to bear the visual images projected on the screen, first Juliane walks out 
in the middle of the film, immediately followed by her sister, and we see them 
being physically sick in the bathroom. In a protective gesture, Juliane puts her 
arms around the younger girl's shoulders, and they lean against each other for 
mutual comfort. 

On the second occasion, when they are in their twenties, we see them 
watching a news documentary about Vietnam. On this occasion, however, 
Marianne appears significantly more distressed by the disturbing images than 
her elder sister - she leans over to Juliane and whispers, 'I'll never accept that 
nothing can be done about that. ' 

Juliane claims that Marianne only rejected bourgeois, conventional values 
and lifestyles, after she, Juliane, adopted a more respectable, mainstream, 
conforming attitude, channelling her radical opinions into reformist strategies 
and political action. Juliane thus interprets Marianne's extreme political 
commitment and terrorist activities as a direct reaction to herself and a 
deliberate reversing of their roles of rebel and dutiful daughter. The scene 
where Marianne and two of her male terrorist colleagues burst into the home of 
Juliane and Wolfgang in the middle of the night, demanding coffee and being 
offensively provocative and arrogant, would appear to justify Juliane's view. 
However, when Juliane asks her why she behaved in such a manner that night, 
after Marianne has been arrested and imprisoned, Marianne claims she wanted 
Juliane to join their group and was giving her an opportunity to do so. 

45 See E. Ann Kaplan. Women and Film, p 108, and Ellen Seiter. 'The Political is Personal', p 
112. 
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During a significant sequence in the film, when Marianne and her political 
colleagues are in Beirut, we are shown a very different picture of her. This 
sequence is narrated in Marianne's own voice, through her detailed and 
enthusiastic letters home to Juliane. In Beirut, Marianne is happy and relaxed, 
caring and generous. Among the local Palestinian people who value and 
appreciate her political commitment, Marianne blossoms emotionally, feeling 
accepted and useful among comrades. 

As both E. Ann Kaplan and Ellen Seiter have pointed out, one problem with 
the film is that the spectator views Marianne almost exclusively through Juliane's 
eyes. However, since Marianne's death occurs in the middle of the film, this is 
partly inevitable, and also, I think, strategically intended. The frustration 
experienced by the spectator attempting to puzzle out and understand 
Marianne's choices and actions, echoes and reflects Juliane's own frustration 
and incomprehension. The spectator is not meant to accept Juliane as a reliable 
or omniscient point of view - indeed, the film makes it clear that she is neither. 

The film also makes it clear that the two sisters not only share a similar 
childhood and family background, but also a similar desire for political change - 
Juliane admits that she can sympathise with Marianne's political ideals - and 
also similar obsessional impulses and emotional failings. After Marianne's 
arrest, Juliane becomes increasingly wrapped up in her, visiting her as often as 
she can, writing about her professionally, as a journalist, and allowing concern 
for Marianne to take over the rest of her life, so that it interferes more and more 
with her home life with Wolfgang. Juliane's identification with Marianne is made 
visually explicit in a scene, after Marianne's trial when she has been moved to a 
top-security prison, when Juliane, visiting her sister, is only allowed to 
communicate with her through a reinforced, sound-proof, glass barrier. The 
glass becomes misted over, and as Juliane moves in order to see her sister's 
face, we see her reflection superimposed upon Marianne's so that the faces of 
the two sisters become difficult to distinguish, (see plate 6, p. 32). 
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After Marianne dies, Juliane becomes totally obsessed with proving that 
her death was murder, not suicide. Ironically, Juliane finally succeeds in proving 
that her sister must have been murdered, but only to find that so many years 
have passed since the death, and the political climate has changed so greatly, 
that no one cares or has any interest, and she can find no platform to publicise 
her findings. Juliane's blind obsession with this cause is portrayed as being as 
selfish, fanatical, misguided, and irresponsible as Marianne's actions. As an 
obsession, it destroys her relationship with Wolfgang and comes to dominate her 
life. The spectator can only agree with Wolfgang when he tells Juliane that he 
would have more sympathy with her if her concern was for the child, Jan, rather 
than for her sister. Juliane, however, totally ignores Jan's existence, until the 
very end of the film when he is forced upon her consciousness because children 
in the neighbourhood of his foster home have set him on fire, after discovering 
that his mother was a terrorist. 

The film closes with Juliane bringing the traumatised boy home to live with 
her. In the final sequence, Jan takes the photograph of Marianne from the wall 
and tears it up, thus destroying the image that has uselessly dominated Juliane's 
life for so many years. Juliane, in response to this action, tells Jan that his 
mother'was an extraordinary woman', and promises to tell him all about her. 
The last words of the film come from Jan, peremptorily ordering her to begin, 
thus reinforcing the theme of the primacy of childhood and of the central and 
formative influence on the child of family relationships. 

'made of flesh and blood' or'a wind-up putting-away d oll'? 46 

While women film-makers, like Margarethe von Trotta, are using the 
medium of film to create their own representations, subverting and 
deconstructing the conventions of classic cinema, many contemporary women 
writers refer to, and draw upon, the traditional imagery and representations of 
such cinema in their work, using such references to serve their own ends and 
create their own meanings. The novelist and critic, Angela Carter, for example, 
was fascinated with classic Hollywood cinema, and frequently turned to it for 
inspiration in her work. 

Like Margaret Atwood, Angela Carter started writing in the 1960s. It is 
important to bear in mind that Angela Carter's work changed a great deal over 
the twenty-seven years she was writing, and that her attitudes towards women, 
and the ways in which she portrayed them, became more sympathetic and 
celebratory. In 1970 she went to Japan for two years, and she has written of this 
experience, 'In Japan I learnt what it is to be a woman and became 
radicalised'. 47 In her early novels, written before her time in Japan, such as 

46 Angela Carter. The Magic Toyshop, (first published by Wm. Heinemann, 1967; this edition, 
Virago, London, 1981, reprinted 1984), pp 1& 76. 
47 Angela Carter. Nothing Sacred, (Virago, London, 1982), p 28. 
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Shadow Dance and Love, the female characters often seem to be punished for 
transgressing the sexual mores of patriarchal society. Love was first published 
in 1971, and when it was republished in a revised edition, in 1987, Carter wrote 
an 'Afterword' to the novel, in which she says: 

Love was written in 1969 [.. J I'd intended to write a 
little about the novel and how / feel about it after nearly 
twenty years, how I feel about what seems to me now 
its almost sinister feat of male impersonation, its icy 
treatment of the mad girl and its penetrating aroma of 
unhappiness. [.. ] 

I've changed a lot since 1969, and so has the world; 
l'm more benign, the world is far bleaker 48 

Carter's later works, written after her experiences in Japan, more 
deliberately disturb and challenge cultural conventions of sexuality and gender. 

Carter was always deeply interested in the processes of cinema and with 
those of psychoanalysis. She wrote the film scripts for films based on two of her 
works of fiction, and the second of these, made of her novel, The Magic 
Toyshop, 49 was described in one review as a 'mad waltz between Freud and E. 
Nesbit'. 50 It is true that the story has resonances of E. Nesbit's fantasies for 
children, with a family of children orphaned, left alone to cope in a world where 
"reality" no longer seems to have any stable meaning. As for the reference to 
Freud, Carter, like other feminist writers, sees some psychoanalytic theory, for 
example, the work of Lacan, as offering a subversive potential. She accepts, to 
some extent, certain psychoanalytic terms and models, assimilating and 
appropriating the theories of Freud and Lacan for her own purposes, redefining 
and reinterpreting them. Both of Carter's screenplays, and the literary texts from 
which they're drawn, are concerned with the burgeoning sexuality of an 
adolescent girl. A 'mad waltz' is an apt description of Carter's radical and 
subversive treatment of this theme. 

Angela Carter was not a writer whom all radical feminist critics found 
comfortable or acceptable. She was criticised for her representations of female 
sexuality by critics like Patricia Duncker, who claimed that 'Carter envisages 
women's sensuality simply as a response to male arousal. She has no 
conception of women's sexuality as autonomous desire'. 51 It is important to 
recognise, however, that Carter saw it as necessary to explore women's 
sensuality and sexual experience in terms of a particular social context. While 
many contemporary feminist writers and critics, working in the 1970s and early 
1980s, saw it as their task to present new, positive images of women as 

' 'Afterword', Love, (Picador, London, 1988), p 113. 
49 Directed by David Wheatley, (U. K., 1986). 
50 City Limits, 1986. 
51 Patricia Duncker. 'Re-imagining the fairy tales: Angela Carter's bloody chambers', Popular 
Fiction: Essays in Literature and History, eds. P. Humm, P. Stigant, & P. Widdowson, (Methuen, 
London, 1984), p 6. 
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powerful, and as actively and assertively sexual, Carter refused to produce 
beautiful and idealised images of women because she wanted to explore the 
truth about the way women actually have to live in a particular socio-political 
context -a context which limits and controls their sexual experience. In her radio 
play, 'Come Unto These Yellow Sands', we read that 'The beautiful thought in a 
world of pain is, in itself, a crime'. 52 Carter would have regarded it as 
irresponsible and as avoiding the issues at stake, to present images of women 
and of female sexuality that did not critically reflect and examine the problems 
women actually have to face in western culture. This meant that she consciously 
explored such sensitive areas as pornography and female masochism. Patricia 
Duncker was unable to understand Carter's motives, claiming that 'Carter's 
extraordinary fascination with de Sade simmers at the root of what is both 
disturbingly reactionary and sadly unoriginal in her work'. 53 It certainly cannot be 
denied that Carter's earlier works are frequently very disturbing, even shocking, 
but this appears to have been one of her aims. It can be argued that if a writer 
never has a utopian moment, never offers a positive vision of an alternative to a 
painful reality, there is a risk of losing any impetus for change - the writer's work 
may simply elicit a response of depression and despair in the reader. In Carter's 
later works, however, and particularly in her last two novels, Nights at the Circus 
and Wise Children, we find a far more positive, celebratory and powerful 
portrayal of women and of their sexuality. 

If we compare Carter's novel, The Magic Toyshop, first published in 1967, 
with the screenplay she wrote nearly twenty years later for the film based upon 
the novel, the change in her attitudes over that period becomes evident. In the 
novel the central female protagonist, a young girl named Melanie, dresses up in 
the middle of the night in her mother's wedding dress, and goes out into the 
moonlit garden. The front door of her comfortable family home slams upon her, 
forcing her to return to her bedroom by climbing up an old apple tree, and in the 
process the wedding dress is torn and spoilt. The obvious Freudian symbolism 
underlying all these details is emphasised further by the death of Melanie's 
parents, leaving herself and her younger brother and sister at the mercy of their 
sinister Uncle Philip, an extraordinary toy and puppet maker who is insanely 
obsessed with his own puppet theatre. The inhabitants of the strange toyshop 
where the three orphans are sent to live, include Uncle Philip's red-haired Irish 
wife, Margaret, struck dumb on her wedding day, and Margaret's two brothers, 
gentle Francie, who turns out to be Margaret's lover, and dirty, irrepressible 
Finn, who kisses Melanie in a mysterious ruined pleasure gardens. 

Uncle Philip represents all that is most repressive in patriarchal culture, 
imposing the most rigid distinctions in sexual roles - refusing, for example, to 
allow Melanie to wear trousers - bullying his downtrodden wife, insulting her and 
her brothers' Irish nationality, and possessing a fiercely negative and 
condemnatory attitude towards pleasure, particularly sexual pleasure. The 

52 Come Unto These Yellow Sands: Four Radio Plays, (Bloodaxe Books, Newcastle upon Tyne, 
U. K., 1985), p 24. 
53'Re-imagining the fairy tales', p 6. 
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incestuous love between Margaret and Francie is portrayed as a positive and 
valuable alternative, subversive of patriarchal law: a sincere, genuine, delighted 
love. 

Finn, the younger brother, however, is an ambiguous character, at times 
appearing to be a sexual threat to Melanie, but at other times seeming harmless 
and friendly. There is, for example, his voyeurism when he peeps at Melanie 
through a hole he drills in her bedroom wall. But it is also Finn who destroys the 
phallic swan puppet that Uncle Philip creates to violate Melanie, when he forces 
her to take the place of one of his puppets and play the part of Leda. Finn's 
destruction of the swan can be interpreted as representing the destruction of 
violent masculine sexuality, possibly within himself. 

The novel ends, however, with the apparent triumph of Uncle Philip who 
burns down the toyshop with, it would appear, Margaret, Francie, and Melanie's 
baby sister, Victoria, inside. Although the ending is a little ambiguous - it is just 
possible that they may have escaped - the novel closes with Finn and Melanie 
left alone together, apparently the only survivors. From the moment that she 
puts on her mother's wedding dress, in Freudian Oedipal terms symbolically 
causing her mother's death, Melanie is continuously punished throughout the 
novel, and is finally abandoned to a ghastly limited future as Finn's wife: 

Melanie had a prophetic vision as Finn sat beside her 
in his outrageous jacket, unclean in the clean sheets, 
yawning so that she saw the ribbed red cathedral of 
his mouth and all the yellowed teeth like discoloured 
choirboys. She knew they would get married one day 
and live together all their lives and there would always 
be pervasive squalor and dirt and mess and shabbiness, 
always, forever and forever. And babies crying and wash- 
ing to be done and toast burning all the rest of her life. 
And never any glamour or romance or charm. Nothing 
fancy. Only mess and babies with red hair. 54 

This is in direct contrast to Melanie's daydreams at the beginning of the 
novel of her future bridegroom and adult life: 

she used the net curtain as raw material for a series 
of nightgowns suitable for her wedding night which 
she designed upon herself. She gift-wrapped herself 
for a phantom bridegroom taking a shower and clean- 
ing his teeth in an extra-dimensional bathroom-of-the- 
future in honeymoon Cannes. Or Venice. Or Miami 
Beach. She conjured him so intensely to leap the 
spacetime barrier between them that she could almost 
feel his breath on her cheek and his voice husking 

54 The Magic Toyshop, p 177. 
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7. Melanie "gift-wrapped for a phantom bridegroom". 

8. Aunt Margaret transformed. 
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'darling. V4 
She stuck moon-daisies in her long hair and looked 

at herself in her mirror[.. ] 
She said to the daisy girl with her big, brown eyes: 'l 

will not have it plain. No. Fancy. lt must be fancy. ' 
She meant her future. 55 

In an interview on BBC Radio 4, Angela Carter claimed that in this novel, 
her second, written when she was in her twenties, she expressed the impatience 
she felt with the recently discarded beliefs and illusions she herself had held as 
an adolescent, and that in putting Melanie through the mill in such a way, she 
was partly punishing the fifteen-year-old girl she had once been. She went on to 
say that when she came to write the screenplay for the film of The Magic 
Toyshop, when she was in her forties, she felt far more benign and tolerant 
towards Melanie's romantic adolescent ideas, and took a more maternal and 
sympathetic approach towards her story. 

One of the most striking differences between the novel and the film script is 
found in their endings. As I have mentioned, the novel ends on an ambiguous, 
fairly pessimistic and destructive note. The film, in contrast, ends with the total 
defeat of Uncle Philip - even his beloved puppets turn against him, and the 
triumph of Margaret and Francie who are endowed with the status of archetypal 
divinities and depart in a blaze of light with the baby Victoria, while Finn and 
Melanie watch Uncle Philip, now a wooden puppet himself, being burned at the 
top of a great bonfire in a local community celebration of Guy Fawkes' night, with 
fireworks exploding all around them. 

Suggestions of Margaret and Francie possessing some kind of primeval, 
archetypal power and stature also exist in the novel. Their love is described as 
'a hieratic and ancient presence' and 'the most primeval of passions'. 56When 
Philip has discovered them in each others' arms and proceeds to burn the 
house, Margaret materialises in the room where Finn and Melanie are hiding, 
carrying Victoria. We read that she 'was a goddess of fire; her eyes burned and 
her hair flickered about her'. 57 The scene in the film is very similar, although 
here Margaret has come to collect Victoria from Finn and Melanie, but her 
transformation into a powerful, flaming goddess is retained and translated into 
graphic visual representation, (see plate 8, p. 37). 

A weakness in the film compared to the novel lies in its failure to develop 
Francie as a character, so that his sudden assumption of power and positive 
action at the end is surprising and unconvincing, as he has previously made little 
impression on the spectator. In the written text, on the other hand, our sense of 
him as a force to be reckoned with is increasingly established throughout the 
story, especially in the development of Melanie's affection for, and reliance 

55 Ibid., pp 2,6,7. 
56 Ibid., p 195. 
57 Ibid., p 197. 
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upon, him. In the film, however, Francie appears sullen and withdrawn - hardly 
an adequate character to represent an antithesis to Philip. 

The character of Melanie in the film also seems different and less satisfying 
than her portrayal in the novel. This is evident in the scene in the ruined 
pleasure gardens when Finn kisses her. In the film Melanie fights him off and 
runs away; we next see her back at the toyshop, running into her bedroom and 
flinging herself upon the bed, apparently in tears. It soon becomes clear, 
however, that she is giggling, and then she rolls over in a voluptuous manner 
and demands of her teddy bear whether he thinks Finn 'knows how to do it'. In 
the novel, Melanie's behaviour is both more convincing and more consistent with 
her situation as an inexperienced, immature, recently bereaved adolescent. 
Although she does fight off Finn when he kisses her, she does not over-react so 
unnecessarily as in the film, but withdraws into herself, practising the dignity 
teenagers so often use in order to "save face" and protect themselves 
emotionally. She doesn't run away but returns home with Finn and behaves with 
her aunt and little sister as if nothing has happened. When she goes up to her 
bedroom in order to be alone, far from crying or giggling over whether Finn 
'knows', she sits quietly on the bed: 

huddling in her damp raincoat and picking at the 
stitches of the band on her arm. 

'Is there something wrong with me that / felt such 
a blankness? And after that it seemed so horrible, 
is there something even more wrong with me 
because / thought it was so horrible? ' 

Or was it because it was Finn who kissed her and 
not a man like the men in whose arms she had 
imagined herself when she used to imagine things 
like that, in the past? And now she would never be 
able to imagine them again because she would think 
of Finn's wet kisses. She found she had torn most of 
the mourning band away from her sleeve and there 
was nothing for it but to pull it off entirely. 58 

There are subtle references in the novel to the traditional fairy tale, The 
Sleeping Beauty. Melanie's pampered, sheltered childhood in her comfortable 
parental home can be seen as representing a state of sexual and emotional 
limbo or sleep. When she is kissed by Finn in the mysterious garden, it is as if 
he awakens her to experience the harsh realities of life and to the existence of 
her own sexuality. In picking off the mourning band, she is removing the last 
trace of her childhood relationship with her parents and the last remaining signs 
of her past. The economy of Carter's prose style poignantly expresses Melanie's 
sense of loss as she is forced to face the unprotected adult life ahead of her. 

58 Ibid., pp 107,108. 
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Melanie's anxiety that her response to Finn is "not normal" and that there is 
'something wrong' with her because she did not enjoy his kisses, is a 
recognisable and typical reaction for a teenage girl. Carter is also referring ironically to Freud's response to his patient 'Dora', when she tells him about the 
episode in her life when she was kissed, at the age of fourteen, by her father's 
friend, Herr K. Freud regards her as abnormal and disturbed for being so horrified and repelled by this incident. 59 Carter is highlighting Freud's influence 
on the way western society views "normal" female sexuality purely as response 
to male sexual desire. The portrayal of this whole episode of the kiss in the 
pleasure gardens is far more concise and restrained in the novel, with the 
emotion subtly and accurately conveyed, unlike the scene in the film which jars 
on the spectator with a sense of falseness and a lack of conviction. 

Another difference can be found in the scene where Melanie plays Leda in 
her Uncle's puppet theatre. Philip, who is activating and controlling the swan 
puppet, causes it to mount her in a terrifying assault. Melanie is far more 
shocked and distressed in the novel than she appears to be in the film. The film 
shows her scrambling to her feet at the end of the play and curtseying to the 
audience, accepting their applause in company with the swan. In the novel, she 
is so shocked and frightened that she loses her sense of time and identity, and 
the curtain is drawn upon her still lying on the stage until Finn comes to help her. 
The film adaptation detracts from Finn's later action in avenging Melanie by 
destroying the swan, and also omits his significant act of burying the swan in the 
pleasure gardens - in the film it is burnt on the Guy Fawkes bonfire instead. 

There is a similar problem with Melanie's different reaction in the film to 
Finn's kiss in the gardens; portrayed as a stereotypical "hysterical" female 
reaction, it weakens our sense of shock and outrage on her behalf when she 
discovers, shortly afterwards, the peep-hole bored in her bedroom wall and 
Finn's voyeuristic spying on her. 

In many places in the novel, Melanie is given more dignity and more self- 
control than in the film. In the film, however, she is allowed a stronger and more 
active sexuality; as in the scene described where she appears to derive some 
pleasure from Finn's kiss once she is in her bedroom and certainly doesn't 
appear to suffer from the doubts and anxieties that beset her in the novel. It may 
be that Angela Carter's change in attitude over the twenty years separating the 

59 He [.. ] clasped the girl to him and pressed a kiss upon her lips. This 
was surely just the situation to call up a distinct feeling of sexual 
excitement in a girl of fourteen who had never before been approached. 
But Dora had at that moment a violent feeling of disgust, tore herself 
free from the man [. j 
the behaviour of this child of fourteen was already entirely and completely 
hysterical. / should without question consider a person hysterical in whom 
an occasion for sexual excitement elicited feelings that were preponderantly 
or exclusively unp/easurab/e 

Sigmund Freud. 'Fragment of an Analysis of a Case of Hysteria' (first pub. in German, 1905), 
The Standard Edition of the Complete Psychological Works of Sigmund Freud, Vol. VII, trans. 
Alix and James Strachey, (Hogarth Press and the Institute of Psycho-Analysis, London, 1953); 
this edition, Case Histories /, (Pelican Books, Harmondsworth, U. K., 1977, reprinted 1985) p 59. 
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film-script from the novel, while bringing a mellowing and benignity towards 
Melanie, also led to a blunting and dimming of her remembrance of the 
tormenting doubts and the agonies of insecurity and lack of confidence suffered 
by adolescents. 

The film, however, also undermines the more active sexuality it portrays in 
Melanie, by implying than it is manipulated by the men around her. The film 
opens with a performance of Philip's puppet theatre, and as the female puppet 
dances on the stage her image is gradually replaced by Melanie dancing in her 
bedroom in her parent's house. This merging of Melanie and the puppet 
anticipates the later scene when Melanie takes part in the puppet theatre as if 
she actually were one of Philip's puppets. 

Besides having been adapted for the cinema by Angela Carter as a 
screenplay, the novel also reflects, through Melanie's consciousness, Carter's 
fascination with cinema. Melanie is often portrayed as thinking in visual, 
cinematic terms. When she is kissed by Finn in the ruined pleasure gardens, for 
example, before she panics at the unwonted intimacy, we read that Melanie 
'thought vaguely that they must look very striking, like a shot from a new-wave 
British film, locked in an embrace beside the broken statue'. 60 Earlier in the text, 
when she has first begun to adjust to life in her uncle's house, Melanie attempts 
to cope with the bleakness of her new situation by imagining that it is all a film 
she is watching on a cinema screen: 

she found it made things easier if she dramatised them. Or 
melodramatised them. /t was easier, for example, to face 
the fact of Uncle Philip if she saw him as a character in a 
film, possibly played by Orson Wels. She was sitting in 
a cinema watching a film. Soon a girl in white would come 
round selling ice-cream, salted nuts and popcorn. But the 
flavour of the month was no flavour at all. [.. ] 

Watching a film was like being a voyeur, living vicariously. 61 

It is significant that even at this early point in the text, Melanie experiences 
the sensation of having been transformed by her uncle into a puppet, or 
automaton. As she dries up the cutlery and puts them away neatly, she feels 
herself to be 'a wind-up putting-away doll, clicking through its programmed 
movements. Uncle Philip might have made her over, already. She was without 
volition of her own. ' 62 This theme of the woman being turned into a clockwork 
doll or automaton is one I shall be discussing in more detail in later chapters of 
this thesis. 

60 The Magic Toyshop, p 106. 
61 Ibid., p 76. 
62 Ibid. 
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9& 10. The dancing female puppet merges into the figure of Melanie 
standing before her mirror. 
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The opening scene of the puppet theatre and the female puppet blending 
into Melanie's image, is exclusive to the film - the novel opens with Melanie in 
her bedroom. The two texts are similar at this point, however, with both 
portraying Melanie examining herself in her mirror, exploring her adolescent 
body, obviously fascinated and pleased by her burgeoning womanhood. The 
novel opens with these words: 

The summer she was fifteen, Melanie discovered she 
was made of flesh and blood. 4, my America, my ne w 
found land. She embarked on a tranced voyage, explor- 
ing the whole of herself, clambering her own mountain 
ranges, penetrating the moist richness of her secret 
valleys, a physiological Cortez, da Gama or Mungo Park 
For hours she stared at herself, naked, in the mirror 63 

The references to male explorers who have discovered distant continents, 
remind us of the phallocentric representation of the female body as mystery and 
darkness, unknowable and potentially dangerous - alien territory to be 
conquered and possessed. In this first section of the novel, we can also find 
other references to the cultural representation of femininity, since Melanie 
models herself upon the female nudes of several famous male artists. These 
scenes are also portrayed in the film, showing Melanie absorbed in front of her 
mirror, tracing her naked breast with a finger, and draping herself with a shawl in 
imitation of Botticelli's The Birth of Venus. 

This mirror scene in both texts seems to contain an oblique reference to 
the psychoanalytic theory of Jacques Lacan. For Lacan, the young child going 
through the Oedipal process and her first separation from the mother, is 
fragmented, foundering in phantasies of love and hate and in inexpressible 
emotions. This fragmentation is resolved when the child sees and recognises 
herself in a mirror image as an integrated and coherent individual, distinct and 
separate from her environment and from the people around her. This is a 
satisfying and seductive image, providing an experience of autonomous identity, 
and recreating the I reflected back to the infant by the mother/other in the pre- 
Oedipal phase. According to Lacan, however, this is also a misrecognition, 
since the child sees herself as whole and integrated, a complete identity, while 
in fact, her emotional development has not reached so advanced a stage and, in 
actuality, she remains fragmented. 

The mirror scene at the opening of The Magic Toyshop, is obviously not a 
literal interpretation of Lacan's theory but a playful reappropriation of it, since 
Melanie is not an infant but an adolescent. However, Melanie is discovering her 
adult female identity in the mirror, and in an ironic reference to Freud's 'family 
romance', her new-found adult sexuality seems to lead to her parents' fatal 
accident and her sudden abandonment in a hostile world. It is significant that in 

63 Ibid., p 1. 
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her Uncle Philip's house there are no mirrors - Philip has forbidden the use of 
mirrors anywhere in the building. This emphasises Philip's position as 
representing oppressive patriarchal culture, denying subjectivity to all those it 
perceives as other and as objects to be possessed and dominated by the 
authoritarian male subject. Western patriarchal culture has traditionally viewed 
women, children, and the races it colonised as property, lacking human status 
and subjectivity. Philip even denies language to his wife, who has not spoken 
since her wedding day, and would like all women to be speechless - when she 
first arrives at the toyshop, Finn warns Melanie to 'only speak when you're 
spoken to. He likes, you know, silent women'. 64 

According to Lacan's theory, this 'mirror phase' of development is 
precipitated by the entry of the father into the mother-infant dyad, frustrating the 
child's love and possession of the mother. The father's presence forces the 
child to recognise the phallus and the Law-of-the-Father, together with their 
enforcement of the incest taboo and prescribed heterosexuality, introducing the 
child to phallocentric civilisation and language. Carter radically subverts this 
theory by having Margaret's speech restored when her incestuous relationship 
with Francie is made explicit, and when she and her lover/brother finally rebel 
against Philip and his oppressive control. Again, the film is somewhat different, 
having Margaret recover her speech earlier, after Finn tells them about 
destroying the swan, whereas in the novel she continues silent until the moment 
she bids farewell to Finn and Melanie: 

The bedroom door burst open and Aunt Margaret 
ran in in a red veil of dishevelled hair, the pretty 
green dress ripped half off her shoulders, holding 
a wailing Victoria. /t was a storm in the room. The 
rug lifted off the floor in the gale she brought with 
her. 

'Get out, ' she said. 'Now. ' She could speak 
Catastrophe had freed her tongue. Her voice was 
thin but true. 'Get out while there is time. l'll keep 
the baby safe. Whatever happens, she'll be safe. ' 

'Where is Francie? ' 
All right. But we must stay and finish our business 

with Philip. ' With her voice, she had found her strength, 
a frail but constant courage like spun silk. Struck dumb 
on her wedding day, she found her old voice again the 
day she was freed. 65 

This issue of women finding their own voice, free of oppressive patriarchal 
control, has been a central concern for many women writers and critics during 
the last three decades. As we have seen, Carter, herself, felt she had adopted a 

64 Ibid., p 63. 
65 Ibid., p 197. 
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male-identified voice in her early works, hostile to a female perspective, and the 
development of such a woman-centred perspective has been a challenge and a 
motivating desire for many contemporary women writers in Europe and the 
U. S. A. 

In putting her literary texts, The Company of Wolves, and The Magic 
Toyshop, on to the big screen, Carter attempted to produce visual images of 
magic realist fantasies. In an interview with Adam Mars-Jones, given in 1984, 
Carter described the exhilaration she felt, having written the screenplay of The 
Company of Wolves, when the film was a box-office success and shown nation- 
wide on commercial cinema. She said that it gave her'the sense - quite 
unhealthy sense - of power [... ] beaming the figments of one's imagination 
across the country [... ] blasting all those cinema screens with images of 
unrepressed libido'. 

These 'images of unrepressed libido', found in her fiction as well as her 
screenplays, are drawn from many sources, including psychoanalytic theory, 
pagan mythology, traditional folk and fairy tales, and if we follow the 
development of her work over the twenty years she was writing, we see a 
continuous movement away from straightforward realistic narrative, a growing 
awareness of the limitations of realism, and an increasing degree of 
experimentation and innovation in both form and content. Her later work 
incorporates more and more freely the techniques of fantasy, surrealism, the 
Gothic, and the bizarre and grotesque. In spite of this move away from realism, 
an important element in her writing is its radical social and political analysis: its 
critical questioning of the dominant cultural order and its accepted 
representations of reality and sexuality. Her aim as a writer was subversion and 
strategic intellectual terrorism. She always displayed a sophisticated 
understanding and awareness of the influence and effects of cultural 
representations, whatever the medium she wrote for; be it cinema, radio, 
journalism or fiction. 

Speaking Ourselves: Speaking Our Sexuality. 

The feminist critic, Maggie Humm, referring to the modern French thinker 
and writer, Michel Foucault, 66has argued that it is the language of sexuality 
which scripts social positions as much as the sexual politics of the gaze. Humm 
asserts that, 'What is at stake is not "looking" but also "speaking", we can take 
the feminist analysis a step further by investigating the other side of the dyad -a 
woman subject's relation to the process of speaking. ' 67 Humm is arguing that it 
is the interconnection between visual and verbal discourses in cultural 

66 Specifically to the concluding chapter of Michel Foucault, The History of Sexuality, vol. 1, 
(Vintage, New York, 1980). 
67 Maggie Humm. 'Is the Gaze Feminist? ' Perspectives on Pornography. Sexuality in Film and 
Literature, ed. Gary Day and Clive Bloom, (Macmillan Press, London, 1988), p 73. 
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representations which place women in a passive and powerless position in 
relation to men. She writes: 

sexuality is like a language only brought into being 
through the process of learning. [ .. ] The question we should pose is [... J the question 
E. Ann Kaplan poses in Women and Film Noir. - 
'What is being said about women here ? 'and (more 
appositely) 'Who is speaking? ' It is important not to 
isolate particular modes of representation but to 
look at the context of representation which includes 
the voice in a fuller discourse of sexuality. 68 

Following the publication of Simone de Beauvoir's influential book, The 
Second Sex, 69many feminist critics in Europe and the United States, such as 
Julia Kristeva, Helene Cixous, Mary Daly, and Adrienne Rich, have discussed 
the problems facing women artists and critics of working within phallocentric and 
phallo-symbolic culture and language. Simone de Beauvoir was the first to 
demonstrate how male-dominated culture has used symbolic language in order 
to exclude, repress, and objectify women. Language is one of the key 
mechanisms used in phallocentric culture to define and construct reality and 
gender identity according to male experience and desire. Feminist critics writing 
since de Beauvoir, have been examining the ways in which women might find or 
develop a language through which they can express their own experience of 
reality, gender identity, sexual desire and pleasure. This is a problematic 
endeavour; as Maggie Humm has written with reference to feminist writers, such 
as Mary Daly, Monique Wittig, Helene Cixous and Luce Irigaray, who are 
interested in developing new forms of female language: 'Exploring the 
geography of female pleasure is never simple for these feminist writers. ' 70 It is 
in the actual practice of writing, of language in use, its mode of representation, 
the way it is used in ordering meaning, the positioning of subjectivity, that a 
writer can subvert accepted notions of reality or sexual identity. 

Maggie Humm has written with reference to French feminist writers, such 
as Helene Cixous and Luce Irigaray, who are interested in developing new forms 
of female language: 

Perhaps this is why both Cixous and Irigaray tell stories. 
They create sexual fables about signification because 
none of these feminists believe that language should 
make definitive statements. [.. J The geography of fe- 

68 Ibid., p 80. 
69 Le Deuxieme Sexe, (Gallimard, 1949); [ The Second Sex, trans. H. M. Parshley, Vintage, 
London, 1974]. 
70 Maggie Humm. Feminist Criticism: Women as Contemporary Critics, (Harvester Press, 
Brighton, U. K., 1986), p 52. 
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male sexuality becomes the very shape of these critics' 
texts. Their writings might be better described as prose 
accounts of female love told in the form of fable. 71 

Traditionally fairy tales and fables have been widely appreciated and used 
- reworked and reinterpreted - by contemporary women writers and artists. This 
is not surprising since such tales 'are the expression of desire and imaginary 
fulfilment [... ] a form which gets at an emotive content much deeper than 
objective experience'. 72 Also, these tales often represent ways of looking at 
sexuality and at gender roles and ways of symbolically exploring the 
relationship between sexuality and violence. 

Luce Irigaray has challenged Lacan's idea of female sexual pleasure, 
jouissance, as being unknowable, outside language and discourse. She argues 
that such male concepts are a phallic refusal to accept an otherness not 
modelled on the phallic. Lacan promotes his idea of jouissance because this 
'supplementary' jouissance beyond the phallus, reconfirms the phallus as the 
fixed reference point, the only given signifier for symbolic and sexual 
representation. Irigaray argues further that jouissance is not so much a 
jouissance that women cannot speak of or do not know, rather it is one Lacan 
cannot hear for he does not know how or where to listen. Irigaray and Cixous 
both argue for a female jouissance, a desire and pleasure, beyond the phallus, 
that deconstructs the phallocentric conceptualisation of sexuality. They also 
argue that it is from this place of female desire and pleasure that women can find 
their own language and develop non-phallic vocabularies of representation: 

In body. - More so than men who are coaxed toward 
social success, toward sublimation, women are body. 
More body, hence more writing. [. ] 

Let us not be trapped by an analysis still encumbered 
with the old automatisms. Its not to be feared that 
language conceals an invincible adversary, because 
it's the language of men and their grammar. We mustn't 
leave them a single place that's any more theirs alone 
than we are. 

If woman has always functioned "within" the discourse 
of man, a signifier that has always referred back to the 
opposite signifier which annihilates its specific energy 
and diminishes or stifles its very different sounds, it is 
time for her to dislocate this "within"; to explode it, turn 
it around, and seize it to make it hers, containing it, 
taking it in her own mouth, biting that tongue with her 
very own teeth to invent for herself a language to get 

71 Maggie Humm. Feminist Criticism, p 52. 
72 Ibid., p 53. 
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inside of. 73 

It is necessary to bear in mind, however, that while all women share certain 
physical experiences in common, there are also many differences between 
women, and that, for example, black women's experiences of their bodies and of 
the way their bodies and their sexuality are culturally represented, is very 
different to the experiences of white women. Donna Haraway asserts 'the 
noninnocence of the category "woman". [... J Cyborg feminists have to argue that 
"we" do not want any more natural matrix of unity and that no construction is 
whole. ' 74 Judith Butler similarly writes that 'the category of women is internally 
fragmented by class, color, age, and ethnic lines, to name but a few'. m The 
question of creating a language of her own is particularly vital to the woman of 
colour whose experience of being silenced has historically been more intense 
and oppressive than that of white women: 'Figuratively and literally, language 
politics pervade the struggles of women of color, and stories about language 
have a special power in the rich contemporary writing by U. S. women of color. ' 76 
The work of the African-American writer, Toni Morrison, offers a particularly 
good example of the use of rich and complex language in order to create radical 
texts. 

'exquisitely learned self-hatred' 77 

While it is necessary to acknowledge the importance and influence of 
psychoanalytic theory upon feminist criticism, it is also necessary to recognise 
its limitations. Such theory is rooted in white, phallocentric culture and is 
therefore particularly inadequate, and often inappropriate, when applied to the 
work of black women and women of colour. Barbara Christian, in her study of 
the development of black women's writing, has described the novels of Toni 
Morrison - using the word employed by Maggie Humm in relation to Cixous and 
Irigaray - as 'contemporary fables'. Referring to Morrison's early novels, 
Christian writes: 

In creating fables, she weaves together the quest ofyoung 
black girls for womanhood with the cultural values of their 
communities. She structures her tales by showing how the 
mythological system of their communities, specifically their 
concepts of time, nature, and death, relate to their definition 
of woman. By so doing, she dramatizes the effects this 

73 Helene Cixous. 'The Laugh of the Medusa', New French Feminisms, p 257. 
74'A Manifesto for Cyborgs', Feminism/Postmodernism, ed. Linda J. Nicholson, (Routledge, New 
York & London, 1990), p 199. 
7' 'Gender Trouble', Feminism/Postmodernism, p 327. 
76 Donna Haraway, 'A Manifesto for Cyborgs', p 217. 
n Toni Morrison. The Bluest Eye, (first published in the United States, 1970; first published in 
U. K. by Chatto & Windus, London, 1979; this edition published by Picador, London, 1990), p 50. 
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definition has on her girl- women. 78 

The central plot of Morrison's first novel, The Bluest Eye, tells the story of 
Pecola Breedlove, a young black girl from a severely impoverished family, who 
desperately longs for blue eyes - in fact, for the bluest eyes. This apparently 
simple theme opens up the complex problem of the nature of cultural 
representations of beauty, love, femininity, and the ideal family. 

The novel is structured on two basic patterns; firstly, upon the four seasons 
of the year, drawing upon natural symbolism derived from this yearly cycle; and 
secondly, upon the significant employment of a common children's primer, Dick 
and Jane, used in schools in the United States to teach children to read (the 
equivalent in Britain during the same period was Janet and John). Morrison 
quotes a passage from the Dick and Jane primer at the start of the novel, 
repeating it three times in succession - the second time omitting all punctuation, 
and the third time running all the words together. Throughout the text, whenever 
she introduces members of Pecola's family or her home, Morrison quotes 
different sections from this same passage. This telling use of Dick and Jane 
emphasises how totally inappropriate these images of the ideal, middle class, 
white American family are to a black child from Pecola's background, and how 
far the education system marginalises and invisibilises the experiences and 
homelife of non-W. A. S. P. children. As the novel unfolds, Morrison dramatises 
the damaging effects these and other dominant cultural representations have on 
the black community in general, and on Pecola's family in particular, fostering 
self-hatred, internalised oppression, dissatisfaction and despair. 

As in many of Morrison's later works, The Bluest Eye has a complex 
narrative structure. There are two central narrators in the text: the young girl, 
Claudia MacTeer, a friend of Pecola's, whose more intimate narrative draws the 
reader into a close empathy with the struggles of a young black girl developing 
into womanhood in a difficult, and often hostile, environment; and, secondly, an 
impersonal, omniscient narrator, who gives the reader a wider perspective and 
understanding of the background to the story and of the lives of the various 
different characters. In addition to these central narratives, the omniscient 
narrator also takes us into the minds of different protagonists, such as Pauline 
Breedlove, Pecola's mother, allowing them to speak for themselves, in their own 
voices. 

Claudia, as narrator, provides both a sympathetic commentary upon 
Pecola's tragic story and a contrasting relief to Pecola's self-loathing and 
internalised racism. While Claudia is also from a poor, urban, black family, her 
parents are able to give her love and security which Pecola's are not. Claudia's 
mother provides a strong, confident, assertive role model, while Pauline 
Breedlove has been totally seduced by the cultural representations of Hollywood 
cinema, and has emotionally abandoned her family and her shabby home in 
favour of the white family who employ her to work in their smart, spacious house. 

78 Barbara Christian. Black Women Novelists: The Development of a Tradition, 1892-1976, 
(Greenwood Press, Westport, Connecticut, 1980; paperback edition, 1985), pp 175,176. 
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Pecola has accepted the generally held opinion that she is ugly and believes 
she can only ever be loved if she can change her eyes to blue, but Claudia, on 
the other hand, rebels against this cultural ideal of beauty as necessarily white, 
blonde, and blue-eyed. Claudia's vitality and self-asserting, life-affirming rage - the rage of the survivor - contrast with Pecola's submissive passivity. Claudia 
refuses to accept, and to conform to, the conviction of the adults around her that 
all little girls desire blue-eyed, golden-haired dolls, and aspire to possess this 
type of feminine beauty: 

all the world had agreed that a blue-eyed, yellow-haired, 
pink-skinned doll was what e very girl child treasured. 
'Here, 'they said, 'this is beautiful, and if you are on this 
day 'worthy' you may have it. '/ fingered the face, wondering 
at the single-stroke eyebrows; picked at the pearly teeth 
stuck like two piano keys between red bowline lips. Traced 
the turned-up nose, poked the glassy blue eyeballs, twisted 
the yel ow hair. l could not love it. But/ could examine it 
to see what it was that all the world said was lovable. [.. ] 

/ destroyed white baby dolls. 79 

When Claudia's parents persist in giving her such dolls every year for 
Christmas, she dismembers them - in spite of the adult disapproval she attracts - 
taking the dolls apart in order to discover what it is that makes them so desirable 
to others. As she gets older she experiences similar violent feelings towards 
little white girls who appear to receive the same inexplicable love and adulation 
as the dolls: 

The truly horrifying thing was the transference of the 
same impulses to little white girls. The indifference 
with which / could have axed them was shaken only 
by my desire to do so. To discover what eluded me: 
the secret of the magic they weaved on others. What 
made people look at them and say, Awwwww, 'but 
not for me? The eye slide of black women as they 
approached them on the street, and the possessive 
gentleness of their touch as they handled them. 80 

It is only when Claudia has grown old enough to fully realise how socially 
unacceptable such aggressive urges are, that, forced by her sense of shame, 
she transforms and sublimates her violence into the culturally expected 
admiration. 

Unlike Claudia, Pecola appears, throughout the novel, to be a pathetic 
victim, despised, rejected, and abused by everyone around her, except for 

79 The Bluest Eye, pp 14,15. 
80 Ibid., p 15. 
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Claudia and her sister Frieda, and the three women prostitutes who live in the 
flat above the Breedloves'. Pecola's acceptance of, and collusion with, her 
victimisation grates at times upon the reader, and similarly irritates Claudia who 
would like to infuse Pecola with some of her own strength and spirit: 

Pecola stood a little apart from us [... J She seemed to fold 
into herself, like a pleated wing. Her pain antagonized me. 
/ wanted to open her up, crisp her edges, ram a stick down 
that hunched and curving spine, force her to stand erect 
and spit the misery out on the streets. But she held it in 
where it could lap up into her eyes. 81 

At the end of the novel, after being raped by her father, Cholly Breedlove, 
and having given birth to a baby who dies, Pecola escapes into madness. She 
becomes more than half convinced that her eyes have actually turned blue, but 
another part of herself is torn apart by the effort to maintain this conviction. As 
Claudia comments in her closing narrative, 'A little black girl yearns for the eyes 
of a little white girl, and the horror at the heart of her yearning is exceeded only 
by the evil of fulfillment. ' 82 

Pecola's unwanted baby is only regarded with any concern by Claudia and 
Frieda - to the adults in their community it is only an embarrassment and an 
inconvenience. Claudia desperately wants Pecola's baby to live: 

l thought about the baby that everybody wanted dead, and 
saw it very clearly. lt was in a dark, wet place, its head 
covered with great O's of wool, the black face holding, like 
nickels, two clean black eyes, the flared nose, kissing-thick 
lips, and the living, breathing silk of black skin. No synthetic 
yellow bangs suspended over marble-blue eyes, no pinched 
nose and bowline mouth. More strongly than my fondness 
for Pecola, / felt a need for someone to want the black baby 
to live -just to counteract the universal love of white baby 
dolls, Shirley Temples, and Maureen Peals. And Frieda 
must have felt the same thing-83 

As I mentioned earlier, throughout the text, Morrison draws upon the 
symbolism of the natural world and the seasons of the year. When the baby 
dies, Claudia and Frieda believe that they are partly responsible because the 
marigold seeds they planted for the baby have not grown. 

The novel exposes the profoundly damaging effects upon the lives and the 
relationships of black men and women of the idealised images of masculinity, 
femininity, and the family, articulated through the representations of white- 

81 Ibid., p 57. 
82 Ibid., p 162. 
83 Ibid., p 149. 
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dominated culture. These images are ones without meaning to the Afro- 
American community because of its separate, distinctive cultural traditions and 
its history of slavery. Pecola's parents both suffer from the effects of this cultural 
trauma and damage. Cholly Breedlove never fully recovers from an incident in 
his adolescence when, during his first sexual encounter with a girl friend, two 
armed white men discover them and force him to continue for their amusement. 
Powerless to avenge this humiliation upon the men, Cholly directs his rage 
against the girl: 

Sullen, irritable, he cultivated his hatred of Darlene. Never 
did he once consider directing his hatred toward the hunters. 
Such an emotion would have destroyed him. They were big, 
white, armed men. He was small, black, helpless. His sub- 
conscious knew what his conscious mind did not guess - that hating them would have consumed him, burned him up 
like a piece of soft coal, leaving only flakes of ash and a 
question mark of smoke. He was, in time, to discover that 
hatred of white men - but not now. [.. .J For now, he hated 
the one who had created the situation, the one who bore 
witness to his failure, his impotence. The one whom he 
had not been able to protect, to spare, to cover from the 
round moon glow of the flashlight. 84 

This anger and hatred are similarly directed and expressed against his 
wife, Pauline, who responds in kind. Like many other contemporary black 
women writers, such as Alice Walker and Gloria Naylor, Morrison unflinchingly 
portrays violence and hostility in black men towards black women and children, 
but also explicitly traces and uncovers its roots in the refusal of white-dominated 
culture to allow black men the achievement or fulfilment of the idealised fantasy 
of masculinity it continuously promotes. 

Pauline Breedlove, during the earlier, unhappy years of her marriage to 
Cholly, discovers comfort and escape in the fantasies of the cinema, although 
she can only live these fantasies vicariously as a passive spectator. Her 
fascination with popular Hollywood cinema seduces her into a total acceptance 
of its false ideals of romance and physical beauty: 

Probably the most destructive ideas in the history of human 
thought. Both originated in envy, thrived in insecurity, and 
ended in disillusion. In equating physical beauty with 
virtue, she stripped her mind, bound it, and collected self- 
contempt by the heap. [ .. ] She regarded love as possessive 
mating, and romance as the goal of the spirit. lt would be 
for her a well-spring from which she would draw the most 
destructive emotions, deceiving the lover and seeking to 

84 Ibid., p 118. 
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imprison the beloved, curtailing freedom in every way. 
She was never able, after her education in the movies, to 

look at a face and not assign it some category in the scale 
of absolute beauty, and the scale was one she absorbed in 
full from the silver screen. 85 

After her children are born, Pauline judges them, and finds them wanting, 
by this ideal of beauty. Of Pecola, for example, she says: 

A right smart baby she was. / used to like to watch her. 
You know they makes them greedy sounds. Eyes all 
soft and wet. A cross between a puppy and a dying 
man. But / knowed she was ugly. Head full of pretty 
hair, but Lord she was ugly. '86 

Pecola grows up unable to escape from this view of herself as ugly, and 
because the representations of white, racist culture teach that only the beautiful 
are loveable and desirable, she also grows up loveless and full of self-hatred. 

It is important to acknowledge, however, that in this novel Morrison does 
offer alternative and more positive images of black women and of black female 
identity. Firstly, there is the strength handed on to Frieda and Claudia by their 
mother, and their intelligent, self-protective strategies for survival: 

We had defended ourselves since memory against 
everything and everybody, considered all speech a 
code to be broken by us, and all gestures subject to 
careful analysis; we had become headstrong, devious, 
and arrogant. Nobody paid us any attention, so we 
paid very good attention to ourselves. Our limitations 
were not known to us - not then. Our only handicap 
was our size 87 

Secondly, we find in the text a tender and celebratory description of the 
lives of black women in the rural Southern community in which Cholly Breedlove 
was raised: 

Everybody in the world was in a position to give them 
orders. White women said, 'Do this. ' White children 
said, 'Give me that. ' White men said, 'Come here. ' 
Black men said, 'Lay down. ' The only people they 
need not take orders from were black children and 
each other. But they took all of that and re-created it 

85 Ibid., p 95. 
86 Ibid., pp 97,98. 
87 Ibid., p 150. 
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in their own image. They ran the houses of white 
people, and knew it. When white men beat their men, 
they cleaned up the blood and went home to receive 
abuse from the victim. They beat their children with 
one hand and stole for them with the other The hands 
that felled trees also cut umbilical cords; the hands that 
wrung the necks of chickens and butchered hogs also 
nudged African violets into bloom; the arms that loaded 
sheaves, bales, and sacks rocked babies to sleep. They 
patted biscuits into flaky ovals of innocence - and 
shrouded the dead. They plowed all day and came home 
to nestle like plums under the limbs of their men. The 
legs that straddled a mule's back were the same ones 
that straddled their men's hips. And the difference was 
all the difference there was. 88 

These women hold their families and their communities together by the 
sheer force of their strength and will, gaining support and nurture only from each 
other. Pauline Breedlove's tragedy is that she loses the support of this kind of 
female community when she and Cholly move North to live in the city, and 
instead she finds herself among a more sophisticated, urban black community 
that causes her to feel rejected and inferior. It is this sense of inferiority and 
isolation that drives her into attempting to emulate and model herself upon the 
white film stars she watches on the cinema screen. 

The stereotypical representations of romance, ideal physical beauty and 
femininity, created by classic Hollywood cinema, have not, by any means, only 
adversely effected black women's sense of themselves and of their identity. 
Contemporary feminist film critics have examined such representations and 
analysed their cultural and political significance. In later chapters of this thesis, 
shall be discussing this analysis and its significance in more detail. 

In Part II, (Chapters 2- 4), I examine the constructions and representations 
of female desire and sexuality that pervade male-dominated, western culture. I 
also explore the use and appropriation of such current cultural representations 
on the part of contemporary women writers and film-makers: looking, for 
example, at their radical deconstruction and reappropriation of stereotypical 
pornographic images. 

In Chapter 2, which follows, I make a detailed analysis of the debate within 
the feminist movement over the issue of pornography and the question of 
censorship. I discuss the controversial writings of the Marquis de Sade, 
pornographer extraordinaire, in relation to his effect and influence upon 
contemporary thought and debate concerning sexuality and its representation; 
particularly looking at the discussion of his work by feminist critics and theorists. 

88 Ibid. p 108. 
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I also discuss the debate between women writers, critics, and artists over 
representations of the female body and the question of the possibility of creating 
a female-oriented, woman-centred, non-misogynous erotica, and consider what 
qualities might characterise such an erotica or pornography and distinguish it 
from that produced by and for men. 

In my analysis of the feminist pornography/censorship debates, I 
concentrate on the use of language and the means of expression adopted by the 
various protagonists. I have done this partly in an attempt to clarify the problems 
we have as feminist critics in communicating and interacting with one another. 
By highlighting the different ways in which these writers use and manipulate 
language, and the style of rhetoric they employ to convey particular ideas and 
emotions, I hope to uncover the absences - what is not-said - as well as what is 
explicit, in an attempt to discover the hidden subtexts. I am interested in the 
question of how far women are using the emotive issue of pornography in order 
to write about something else - using it as the site of a quite different 
unconscious exploration or personal conflict, such as their own sexual desires, 
fantasies, identities. 

In the following chapter, Chapter 3, I develop the discussion of cultural 
representation further, exploring the connections between fantasy, sexuality, and 
violence. In psychoanalytic terms there is a significant connection between 
fantasy and desire: the fantasies of the unconscious mind are a means of 
shaping the secret, and often forbidden, desires of the fantasising subject, 
allowing these desires expression in the imagination, without actual satisfaction. 
It seems clear that our fantasies both help to construct and are also shaped by 
our sexual desire. Thus, as Rosemary Jackson points out, Sade described his 
violent pornographic writings as 'strange fantasies which double the effect of 
desire, without extinguishing it'. 89 

In literary terms, however, fantasy has somewhat different, although not 
unrelated, meanings. Fantasy as a literary genre involves the creation of 
images that do not exist in the actual, primary world, and the representation of 
those images as if they are actual, or possess an actual existence in the primary 
world. Literary fantasy should, therefore, have a quality of arresting strangeness 
and yet be grounded in a manner that renders it believable, and in some way 
familiar, to the reader. In this chapter, I look at both the relationship between 
fantasy and desire and at the function of fantasy as a process in the creative 
arts. 

I also examine the figure of the female prostitute as it is employed and 
represented in contemporary women's writing and cinema, and I discuss the 
politics of desire, of dominance-submission patterns in western culture, and the 
way these are reflected in current cultural fantasies and representations. 

In Chapter 4, I look at feminist theory that examines more closely the 
relationship between representations of gender and sexuality and the socio- 
political context in which they are produced, and also at creative writing and film- 

89 See Rosemary Jackson, Fantasy. - The Literature of Subversion, (Methuen, London & New 
York, 1981), p 75. 
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making by women that treats pornography by demonstrating its connection with 
actual male violence and political oppression. 

I discuss feminist theories of vision and of the relationship between vision 
and gender, and examine the concept of the gendered gaze. I particularly look 
at the influence of cinema upon concepts of gender identity and sexuality in 
popular culture. I examine psychoanalytic theories of the processes of 
objectification, of voyeurism and the power of the coercive gaze in the current, 
phallocentric, sexual economy. I also discuss critical and creative work by 
women that explores the possibilities of a female subjectivity and a female gaze 
in the visual arts. 

In Part III of the thesis, I examine the different ways in which contemporary 
women writers and film-makers are attempting to explore and develop alternative 
representations of female desire and gender identities. I also look at the means 
with which they are developing new vocabularies of representation in order to 
explore women's perceptions of their multiple identities and their perception of 
themselves as desiring subjects. 

In Chapter 5, I look at representations of motherhood and of mother- 
daughter relationships. Many contemporary women writers and film-makers 
have seen the image of the mother as offering a potential source of language 
and symbolism for representing female identity and desire, and relationships 
between women, without reproducing current, phallocentric stereotypes. 
However, I also discuss the questions and problems this raises, since 
motherhood and our relationships with our mothers are areas of conflict and 
ambiguity for most women in western culture. 

In the following two chapters, I analyse critical and creative work produced 
by women that attempts to subvert conventional notions of gender identity, 
challenging and deconstructing the binary division of gender, with all its social 
and political implications, that underlies phallocentric western culture. 

In Chapter 6, I particularly examine the concept of androgyny, and the 
transgressive use made by Sade, in his writings, of the figure of the androgyne. 
I concentrate on the Sadeian interpretation of androgyny in order to explore the 
way it has been reinterpreted and reappropriated by two contemporary women 
writers, Angela Carter and Jeanette Winterson. I discuss the fictional 
representations of gender instability and androgynous identity created by these 
two writers. 

In Chapter 7, I examine the work of contemporary women writers and film- 
makers treating the subject of gender disguise and crossdressing. I look at the 
ways in which feminist writers and film-makers have used transvestite characters 
in their work, violating and subverting traditional gender roles and identities, in 
order to explore the construction of gender. I discuss the cultural history and 
political implications of ritual crossdressing, and also examine critical writings by 
women on this subject, considering both the positive and negative meanings for 
women of gender disguise. I explore the concept of gender as masquerade and 
performance, as fluid and unstable, and ideas of gender as consisting of multiple 
identities that can be adopted or discarded at will. 
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In the final chapter, Chapter 8, I examine the ways in which contemporary 
women writers and film-makers have taken some of the most negative and 
misogynous representations of women existing in phallocentric culture, and have 
reclaimed and reappropriated them in order to create innovative, alternative 
forms of representation of female identity and desire, and in order to make a 
radical critique of the social construction of the "feminine". 

I look at the problematic question of female violence, considering the ways 
in which contemporary women writers and film-makers have represented 
violence and have portrayed violent and aggressive behaviour by women in 
order to explore political and social issues. 

I also discuss the figure of the madwoman, and examine the way women 
writers and film-makers have represented madness or mental illness in women, 
often drawing connections between the madwoman and the woman as artist and 
writer. 

In this last chapter, I look at transgressive and startling representations of 
female desire and identity, produced by contemporary women in order to find 
new forms of expression and sources of female-oriented, woman-centred 
language, imagery, and symbolism, and in order to define their own meanings 
and experiences, conveyed through new, alternative, vocabularies of 
representation. 
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Part II. 
Representations of Desire: 

Appropriating Current Cultural Imagery. 
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Chapter 2. Representations of Desire: 
Pornography, Feminism, and Language. 

The Feminist Pornography/Censorship Debates: A Summary 

One of the most significant issues to emerge and split the feminist 
movement since the 1970s has been that of pornography - its causes, its 
significance, its consequences, and whether state-imposed censorship is or is 
not an appropriate response to it. This whole issue also raises the related 
question of women's sexuality and sexual desire, and how they might be 
constructed and represented by women writers, film-makers, and artists. 

Women, all of whom would describe themselves as feminist, have been 
divided into conflicting positions over these problems. While it is possible to 
identify two extreme, opposing view-points, the pornography debate is highly 
complex, and within it women have adopted a wide range of attitudes and 
approaches. 

There has been much discussion concerning what actually constitutes 
pornography, and different feminist writers have produced very different 
definitions of what the word pornography signifies. Andrea Dworkin, one of the 
most extreme of the anti-pornography, pro-censorship writers, has defined 
pornography according to its original Greek linguistic root as meaning 'the 
graphic depiction of vile whores', ' claiming that this original meaning is still 
fundamental to the significance and function of pornography today. According to 
Dworkin, pornography produced by men and giving a male point of view, defines 
woman as whore and as existing only to sexually service men: 

Whores exist only within a framework of 
male sexual domination [.. J Men have 
created the group, the type, the concept, 
the epithet, the insult, the industry, the 
trade, the commodity, the reality of 
woman as whore. Woman as whore 
exists within the objective and real 
system of male sexual domination. 2 

Susanne Kappeler, who adopts a similar position to Dworkin, has suggested 
that pornography is not a specific form of sexuality but a form of cultural 
representation: 

The traditional debate has focused on "porn" 
at the expense of 'grraphy' an emphasis 
duly reflected in the customary abbreviation 

1 Pornography: Men Possessing Women, (The Women's Press, London, 1981), p 200. 
2 Ibid. 
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to 'porn" "Porn'; in this slippage, has 
gradually come to mean "obscene sex" or 
"violent sex" - forms of sexuality we 
disapprove of. 3 

Kappeler analyses pornography in terms of the relationship between 
representation and the actual external world, placing pornography within the 
context of other forms of cultural representation in Western society. 

Alison Assiter, in her essay, 'Romance Fiction: Porn for Women? ', 4 defines 
pornography as 'the representation of the eroticisation of relations of power 
between the sexes'5, and claims that in pornography man treats woman 'as an 
object whose sole wish is to satisfy his desires. ' 6 Angela Carter, however, 
argues, in The Sadeian Woman, 'Pornographers are the enemies of women 
only because our contemporary ideology of pornography does not encompass 
the possibility of change'.? Carter develops her concept of 'the moral 
pornographer who 'might use pornography as a critique of current relations 
between the sexes. 18 

This brief summary of the different positions adopted by women writers on 
the contentious issue of pornography, may well seem confusing and 
overwhelming. This, however, is appropriate considering the bewildering 
number of opinions and theories that have been expressed and written on the 
subject in the last two decades. 

Another question raised by the pornography/censorship debates concerns 
erotica - is it different from pornography, and, if so, how is it different? Andrea 
Dworkin claims that 'erotica is simply high-class pornography', 9 while writers like 
Kathy Acker, on the other hand, promote the right to explore human sexuality 
through erotic art. Dworkin goes on to say that 'In the male system, erotica is a 
subcategory of pornography. '10 This could suggest that Dworkin is saying that 
outside the male system it would be possible to have a morally defensible form 
of erotica - perhaps something similar to Angela Carter's idea of a 'moral 
pornography'. This inevitably leads us to question whether pornography must 
always, by definition, be offensive, or if it is possible to produce an acceptable 
form of pornography for women -a feminist pornography. 

Throughout the last ten years there has been a growing interest in feminist 
and lesbian erotica, and even pornography. The USA has seen the birth of 
lesbian sex magazines, such as On Our Backs; in Australia, in 1985, a group of 

3 The Pornography of Representation, (Polity Press, Cambridge, 1986), p 2. 
4 Perspectives on Pornography. Sexuality in Film and Literature, eds. Gary Day and Clive Bloom, 
(Macmillan Press, Basingstoke, Hampshire and London, 1988), pp 101-112. 
5 Ibid., p 103. 
6 Ibid. 
7 The Sadeian Woman: An Exercise in Cultural History, (Virago, London, 1979), p 3. 
8 Ibid., p 19. 
9 Pornography, p 10. 
10 Ibid. 
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feminist women formed a 'porn' video group - firmly resisting pressure to use the 
term 'erotic'; and in Britain 1989 saw the publication of Serious Pleasure, a 
controversial collection of lesbian erotic stories and poetry from the independent 
feminist press, Sheba, which has proved extremely popular among some lesbian 
feminists. It is significant that all these projects are lesbian: it seems probable 
that any attempt to create a heterosexual pornography for women that did not 
merely reproduce current pornographic representational images, would face far 
more complex problems in finding acceptable forms of sexual and erotic 
representation and expression. Nonetheless, these erotic works, mentioned 
above, and others like them, have aroused some deeply hostile reactions among 
radical feminists, who see their production as a betrayal of the Women's 
Movement, embracing pornography instead of resisting it. These feminists 
believe such lesbian erotica is produced by male-identified, sexual liberals who 
are exploiting other women. " 

The radical feminist anti-pornography movement has its roots in the 
formative views of early 1970s feminism, and correlates pornography with 
violence against women, epitomised in Andrea Dworkin's argument that 
pornography is rape. An influential catch-phrase of this political radical feminist 
movement was 'Pornography is the theory; rape is the practice', and writers like 
Dworkin claim that pornography is concerned with male power and is a strategy 
of oppression and subordination. Dworkin sees male power as being the major 
theme of pornography as a genre: she writes that, 'The valuation of women in 
pornography is a secondary theme in that the degradation of women exists in 
order to postulate, exercise, and celebrate male power. '12 Dworkin goes on to 
argue that male power is intrinsically concerned with violence: 'Men develop a 
strong loyalty to violence.. . the prime component of male identity. '13, and that 
sexuality in patriarchal, phallocentric culture, therefore, necessarily involves a 
demonstration and celebration of male force and domination: 'The reduction of 
human erotic potential to "sex", defined as the force of the penis visited on an 
unwilling woman, is the governing sexual scenario in male-supremacist 
society. '14 According to Dworkin, 'Pornography reveals that male pleasure is 
inextricably tied to victimising, hurting, exploiting. '15 The essentialist 
reductiveness of these statements by Dworkin is a problem I shall be returning 
to. 

Some feminist writers, like Dworkin, who hold these strongly anti- 
pornography views, regard lesbian erotica as being no different to male 
pornography, claiming that both are products of the pornographic imagination 
which essentially objectifies women and separates their sexuality from their 
personalities and identities as individual women. They criticise feminists with 

11 This view has been expressed, for example, by both Andrea Dworkin and Sheila Jeffreys, and 
is an accusation I discuss in more detail in a later chapter. 
12 Pornography, p25. 
13 Ibid., p 51. 
14 Ibid., p 55. 
15 Ibid., p 69. 
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more liberal sexual ideas, claiming that they have eroticised their own 
subordination and oppression in the name of sexual freedom. Angela Carter, for 
example, has frequently been criticised for her interest in the Marquis de Sade, 
and her belief in the potential in sexuality for being a radical and liberating force. 
Susanne Kappeler argues that: 

Carter, the potential feminist critic, has 
withdrawn into the literary sanctuary, has 
become literary critic: "Sade" is no longer 
the man she so carefully researched, the 
multiple rapist and murderer, but as 
writer, as pornographer, deserves a 
literary critical response that treats him as 
artist and writing subject [.. ] Sade is a 
Cultural Edifice (a rock of culture). A 
literary artefact, removed by convention of 
the literary beyond the reach of political, 
of feminist critique. Sade's pornographic 
assault on one particular patriarchal 
representation of woman - the Mother - 
renders him, in the eyes of Carter, a 
provider of a service to women. 16 

Kappeler argues that Carter is mistaken in believing that Sade offers women 
the possibility of sexual freedom, claiming that all Sade offers is the freedom to 
serve men sexually: 

Sade, with the flourish of his magician's 
hat, emerges from this extraordinary 
edifice of rhetoric to bow with a smile: 
Nature Himself! For, these pleasures 
of women (chains, rape and murder), 
Nature makes their duty, Nature wills. 
Carter, still lolling in the literary sanctuary, 
applauds this creation and sees an 
'ideology not inimical to women' in this 
'exhilarating burst of rhetoric : 17 

Andrea Dworkin has also responded in a hostile and critical manner to 
Carter's examination of Sade. Dworkin claims that Sade 'embodies and defines 
male sexual values. In him, one finds rapist and writer twisted into one scurvy 

16 The Pornography of Representation, p 134. 
17 Ibid., p 135. 
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knot. His life and writing were of a piece, a whole cloth soaked in the blood of 
women imagined and real. '18 

Why, we might ask at this point, has the Marquis de Sade, and his writings 
of the late 18th century, come to be considered so important and become such a 
bone of contention among contemporary feminist critics? 

The Marquis de Sade: 'the world's foremost pornographer'19 

During this century, Sade's writings have attracted much attention from male 
critics. Several modern French thinkers, such as Georges Bataille, Michel 
Foucault, Pierre Klossowski, and Roland Barthes, have sought to retrieve Sade's 
work from obscurity and calumny. Among feminist critics, however, as we have 
noted, opinion on Sade is divided; some have attempted to positively re- 
evaluate Sade's writings, Simone de Beauvoir, for example, and Luce Irigaray 
who regards Sade's explicitness as being of value: 

After all, it is better for the sexuality that 
underlies our social order to be exercised 
openly than for it to prescribe that social 
order from the hiding place of its repressions. 
Perhaps if the phal/ocracy that reigns every- 
where is put unblushingly on display, a 
different sexual economy may become 
possible ? 20 

Irigaray claims that Sade exposes a sublimated homosexual closed-circuit 
underlying all social relations. This theory, which has been developed further by 
Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick 21 as one of a homosocial closed-circuit, reinforcing 
homophobia as well as misogyny, is similar to the views held by Jane Gallop. 
The centrality of a relationship of power and exchange, which Kappeler 
emphasises as fundamental to pornography, is recognised and given importance 
in the work of Sade. His libertines are always rich and powerful, often occupying 
positions in society of authority and prestige: they are bishops, judges, bankers, 
doctors, teachers, government ministers - and they freely and eagerly take 
advantage of their status and power in order to exploit and abuse their 
dependants and victims. Sade, as Jane Gallop has shown in her book, 
Intersections: A Reading of Sade with Bataille, Blanchot, and Klossowski, while 

18 Pornography, p 70. 
19 Ibid. 
20 Luce Irigaray, "'Frangaises, " ne faites plus un effort... ', ["'Frenchwomen, " Stop Trying'], Ce 
sexe qui n'en estpas un, [This sex which is not one], trans. Catherine Porter, with Carolyn Burke, 
(First pub. Minuit, France, 1977: this edition, Cornell University Press, New York, USA, 1985), p 
203. 
21 See Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick, Between Men: English literature and male homosocial desire, 
(Columbia University Press, New York, 1985). 
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frequently employing the figure of the prostitute and the theme of prostitution, 
moves the action of his novels away from the brothel and out into the wider 
society, exposing the universal nature of the pornographic relationship, 
revealing sexual power relations as underlying all social institutions, indeed, 
structuring the very fabric of society. This explicitness of Sade's, his readiness 
to expose the sexual underpinnings of political and social institutions, and the 
fundamental alienation and lack of meaningful interaction and communication 
between the protagonists engaged in the act of sexual intercourse, is frequently 
seen as his most radical contribution to modern theory and debate on sexuality. 
Jane Gallop, for example, writes that 'Perversion must be defined as deviation 
from a norm, but Sade, according to Pierre Klossowski, thinks perversion to be 
already implicit in all the normal institutions of society. Sade's deviation is his 
explicitness. '22 In Sade's writings, sexuality is a political matter: Angela Carter 
claims that Sade 'enlarges the relation between activity and passivity in the 
sexual act to include tyranny and the acceptance of physical and political 
oppression'23, and she goes on to say 'he treats the facts of female sexuality not 
as a moral dilemma but as a political reality. In fact, he treats all sexuality as a 
political reality. '24 

The critics, Stephen Heath25and Susanne Kappeler have both pointed out 
that in contemporary Western society sexuality has become rigidly polarised, 
with sexual roles and identities inflexibly set and fixed. Speaking of 
interpersonal sexual relations, Kappeler writes 

In the present dominant cultural representation 
of sexuality, sex is as monologic as speech, 
particular roles being assigned and fixed, as 
the roles of speakers and listeners, individuals 
and masses, givers and takers are assigned 
as personal identities. 26 

These fixed gender identities and rigidly defined sexual roles are 
continuously overturned and violated by Sade throughout his writings: his 
libertines, both male and female, indulge in homosexual practices, usually 
preferring them to heterosexual relations, and delightedly play with sexual roles, 
becoming husband, wife, pimp, whore, or john, according to their whim and the 
pleasure of the communal sexual game - for Sade's libertines nearly always 
"play" together in groups - creating what Pierre Klossowski has referred to, in 
Sade mon prochain, as a universal prostitution of beings', 27 and what Jane 
Gallop eloquently describes as 'a vertiginous spin erosive of individual identity, a 

22 Intersections: A Reading of Sade with Bataille, Blanchot, and K/ossowski, (University of 
Nebraska Press, 1981), p 5. 
23 The Sadeian Woman, p 26. 
24 Ibid., p 27. 
25 See The Sexual Fix, (Macmillan Press, London and Basingstoke, 1982). 
26 The Pornography of Representation, pp 198,199. 
27'Le Philosophe Scelerat', Sade Mon Prochain, (Editions du Seuil, Paris, 1967), p 25. 
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perpetual masked ball. '28 Jane Gallop sees this masked dance, this playing 
with, and fluid interchanging of, sexual roles, as an exciting and positive element 
in Sade's work. She has claimed that 'as Sade violates certain sexual identities, 
so our reading, a Sadian antihumanism, becomes necessarily a feminist 
disturbance of the distinction masculine/feminine and the correlative privilege of 
the male, ideal sphere. '29 

The kind of extreme, outrageous perversity Sade wished to invoke is found 
in a thorough disruption of identity, and the reason that the figure of the whore is 
so important in Sade's texts lies in the violation of integrity, of identity, it implies. 
Sade's libertines all aspire to be whores, continuously responding to new desires 
and perversions of their friends and accomplices. 

Susanne Kappeler has argued that the prostitute is always identified as 
female, and to Sade, in fact, female sexuality essentially involved being a whore. 
In Sade's texts, Woman is Whore, and women who resist this essential, ultimate 
feminine destiny, on the grounds of virtue and chastity, such as Justine in the 
novel of that name, and Eugenie's mother, Madame de Mistival, in Philosophy in 
the Boudoir, arouse his fury and are terribly punished. Sade's female libertines 
eagerly embrace their destiny, Madame de Saint-Ange, for example, tells 
Eugenie, 'I assure you that if I do not work as a whore, I always play as one [... ] I 
love thus to be named. Saint-Ange, the wealthy aristocrat, does not prostitute 
her body for money, but for enjoyment. Jane Gallop claims, in Feminism and 
Psychoanalysis: The Daughter's Seduction, that 'The prostitute as subversive 
force is not she who does it for money, but the woman who, like Saint-Ange, 
does it for pleasure [... ] By class a noble lady, she does not take on the identity 
prostitute; she prostitutes her identity'. Susanne Kappeler does not agree, 
arguing that 

women's prostitution for pleasure, for love; 
for class glamour instead of as commerce is 
a cornerstone of the Freudian family as it is 
of the sadean [sic] aristocracy. Subversion is 
introduced, precisely, by the contrast of the 
paid victim: she represents the danger of 
a, juxtaposition of the whore and the wife, 
the governess and the mother, the 'servant- 
girl' and the 'noble lady' which reveals the 
true structural relations of the women in 
the family 31 

28 Intersections, p 80. 
29 Ibid., p 3. 
30 Dialogue 3, Philosophy in the Boudoir tr. Richard Seaver and Austryn Wainhouse, (Grove 
Press, New York, 1965). 
31 The Pornography of Representation, p 204. 
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Kappeler points out that in Freud's Case History of 'Dora, neither Freud nor 
Dora can accept the common experience and destiny shared by the paid female 
servant with Dora's mother and Frau K., as objects of exchange between men, 
substitutable and economically dependent, valued only for the sexual services 
they offer to their men. 

Kappeler, however, does also claim that female sexual infidelity is a 
subversive strategy, quoting Jane Gallop: 'Gallop positively advocates infidelity, 
that is, not sticking to the rules of the game, the law of the sanctuary, the Name- 
of-the-Father: 

Infidelity then is a feminist practice of 
undermining the Name-of-the-Father 
The unfaithful reading strays from the 
author, the authorized, produces that 
which does not hold as a reproduction, 
as a representation. Infidelity is not 
outside the system of marriage, the 
symbolic, patriarchy, but hollows it out, 
ruins it, from within. 
Critique with gender, adultery being the sin of the female spouse. '32 Here, 

ironically, Kappeler comes close to agreeing with Sade, who also regarded 
female sexual infidelity as subversive and a desirable undermining of the 
institution of the family and the Name-of-the-Father: 

in absolutely destroying all marital bonds, 
there are no longer born, as fruits of the 
woman's pleasure, anything but children 
to whom knowledge of their father is 
absolutely forbidden, and with that the 
possibility of belonging to only one family 33 

Angela Carter views Sade as a terrorist -a sexual revolutionary: 

Whatever else he says or does not say, 
Sade declares himself unequivocally for 
the right of women to fuck - as if the period 
in which women fuck aggressively, 
tyrannously and cruelly will be a necessary 
stage in the development of a general 
human consciousness of the nature of 
fucking; that if it is not egalitarian, it is 
unjust. Sade does not suggest this 

32 The Pornography of Representation, pp210,211, quoting Jane Gallop, Feminism and 
Psychoanalysis, (Macmillan Press, 1982), p 48. 
33 From the long revolutionary pamphlet, 'Yet Another Effort, Frenchmen, If You Would Become 

Republicans', inserted into Philosophy in the Boudoir, Dialogue 5. 
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process as such; but he urges women to 
fuck as actively as they are able, so that 
powered by their enormous and hitherto 
untapped sexual energy they will then be 
able to fuck their way into history and, in 
doing so, change it. 34 

Sade, however, seemed to equate female pleasure with extreme passivity 
and masochism more than with aggression, tyranny and cruelty, usually 
identifying the "feminine" as "victim". 

Sade and Lacan: Two 'Pricks'? 

Sade's libertine heroes frequently revel in being "feminine" and in playing a 
"woman", and Sade himself seems to have taken great pleasure in adopting the 
passive sexual role: in spite of the gratification he clearly derived from causing 
pain to others, he appears to have equally enjoyed being a victim, and seemed 
to wish to identify himself with the "victim/woman". His secret envy of female 
sexuality and sexual experience may explain his violent hatred and resentment 
of its reproductive powers, and the appalling torments and atrocities meted out 
to mothers and pregnant women in some of his writings. 

It is interesting to note that Jane Gallop's definition of the term 'a prick', 
offered with reference to Jacques Lacan, in Feminism and Psychoanalysis, is 
remarkably applicable to Sade, especially since she claims that'The prick, in 
some crazy way, is feminine. ' Gallop writes: 

Unlike (although related to) phallocentrism, 
which women resent on principle, the prick 
is both resented by and attractive to women. 
In vulgar (non philosophical) usage, the 
prick' is both the male sexual organ [.. ] and 
an obnoxious person - an unprincipled and 
selfish man who high-handedly abuses 
others, who capriciously exhibits little or no 
regard forjustice. Usually restricted to men, 
this epithet astoundingly often describes 
someone whom women (or men [.. J in a non- 
phallic position), despite themselves, And 
irresistible. 35 

Gallop goes on to explain the 'crazy' femininity of the prick thus: 

34 The Sadeian Woman, p 27. 
35 Feminism and Psychoanalysis, pp 36,37. 
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an exposure of the father as desiring, a view 
of the father as prick, a view of the father's 
prick, feminizes him. Lacan, inasmuch, as 
he acts gratuitously nasty, betrays his 
sexualized relation to his listeners. The 
phallic role demands impassivity; the prick 
obviously gets pleasure from his cruelty. 
The evidence of the pleasure undermines 
the rigid authority of the paternal position. 36 

While Gallop wrote these words in reference to the French psychoanalyst, 
Lacan, and his behaviour when giving lectures and seminars, they are strikingly 
relevant to the Marquis de Sade. In a letter to his wife of 1783, from Vincennes 
fortress where he was imprisoned, Sade makes it clear that his outrageous 
pornographic writings, begun in the Bastille with The 120 Days of Sodom, were 
a deliberate act of defiance, a sort of aggressive sexual "come-on". Certainly 
much of Sade's fiction (and often his personal letters, too) is 'gratuitously nasty' 
and reveals an excessive sexual self-consciousness on the part of the writer. It 
also openly reveals the obvious pleasure Sade derived from writing such 
transgressive, anarchic works, delightedly portraying sexual perversion and 
obscene acts of every imaginable kind. Sade frequently writes like an angry 
little boy wanting to shock and annoy a parent in return for some chastisement: 

you fancied you were sure to work 
wonders, /V wager, by reducing me 
to an atrocious abstinence in the 
article of carnal sin. Well, you were 
wrong: you have produced a ferment 
in my brain, owing to you phantoms 
have arisen in me which / shall have 
to render rea/. 37 

His transgression has led to his expulsion from the powerful phallocentric 
order, cast out by the rigid patriarchal authorities, condemned to imprisonment, 
as the naughty child is confined to his bedroom by the irate parent. Sade also 
openly exposes his desire, as well as his defiance and his pleasure. 

Talking again of Lacan, Gallop claims that (like Sade) he coveted and 
sought the female sexual experience of pleasure, which Lacan named 
jouissance; 'the other satisfaction, that which responds to phallic pleasure'. 
Gallop describes how Lacan, while deriving phallic enjoyment from his lectures, 
'where everyone adoringly takes down his every word' also desires to mingle 

36 Ibid., p 38. 
37 Letter of 1783, from Vincennes Fortress, written by the Marquis de Sade to his wife. Quoted 
from Seaver & Wainhouse edition, p 134. 
38 Lacan's lecture of 20th February 1973, 'Dieu et la jouissance de La femme'. 
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with his audience and talk amongst them, "'with the women", in an attempt to get 
at the other enjoyment, that which responds to the phallic'. 39 He desires to be 
"with the ladies", but without actually sacrificing his phallic position. 

In a similar vein, Sade writing to his wife, diagnosed his need for being "with 
the women". He was talking of his imprisonment and it causes - which he chose 
to regard as being primarily due to his inclination towards homosexual sodomy - 
and described how he would have cured himself, referring to himself as Mr 6 
because he occupied Cell No 6 in Vincennes fortress: 

Had l been given Mr 6 to cure, I'd have 
proceeded very differently, for instead of 
locking him up amidst cannibals l would 
have cloistered him for a while with girls, 
[.. ] Yes, in the middle of a harem Mr 6 
would have become the friend of women; 
he would have discovered and felt that 
there is nothing so beautiful, nothing so 
great as her sex [... J Occupied solely in 
serving ladies and in satisfying their dainty 
desires, Mr 6 would have sacrificed all his 
own [. ]The whole treatment would have 
ended with our sufferer appeased and at 
peace; and lo! see how out of the depths 
of vice I would have enticed him back to 
virtue. 40 

(lt is in character that Sade refers to himself as a 'sufferer', not as a 
criminal. ) 

Whether this treatment would really have cured Sade of his misogyny is 

questionable, particularly considering the satiric and bantering tone he usually 
adopted in his letters to his wife. Almost certainly, this letter was written, at least 

partly, "tongue in cheek"; there can be no doubt that Sade never sacrificed any 
of his desires in the service of his long-suffering (and extraordinarily devoted) 

wife. 
All Sade's male libertines, whether they confine their sexual interests to 

other men or are attracted to both sexes, only ever express any gentle feelings 
towards male sexual objects. Mutual tenderness and affection is only ever found 
in homosexual unions: it is never expressed between heterosexual couples. 
Generally speaking, although they may show respect for their female libertine 

colleagues, Sade's male libertines regard women with contempt, merely as 
objects existing only for their pleasure and convenience. 

39 Feminism and psychoanalysis, p 34. 
40 Letter from Sade to his wife from Vincennes fortress, written in 1783, quoted from Seaver & 

Wainhouse edition, p 135. 
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As we have already noted, Luce Irigaray has argued that a homosexual 
closed circuit underlies all our heterosexual relations. The powerful male 
community, portrayed in Sade's fiction, exists throughout all the institutions of 
society and represents a sublimated male homosexuality, which, according to 
Irigaray, structures all social institutions, including the marital, the academic, and 
the commercial. Even the Freudian theory of heterosexuality, being a 
phallocentric sexual theory, excluding otherness, is exposed as a mediated form 
of homosexuality. Heterosexuality, based, as Levi-Strauss has shown, upon the 
exchange of women between men, is an interaction between male subjects. All 
social institutions, products of patriarchal culture, are male-dominated and male- 
controlled, necessarily excluding women from patriarchal power structures 
unless they are willing and able to give up their identity as women. 

Irigaray claims that this homosexual network goes unquestioned and 
unchallenged because the homoerotic element is sublimated into an accepted 
homology. Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick has developed this idea further, showing 
that this homology actively represses and oppresses the homosexual element. 
In Sade's writings, however, this homosexuality is exposed and made explicit - 
and is, in fact, deliberately celebrated. As Jane Gallop has written; 'Like Lacan, 
the knowledgeable libertine profits from phallocracy, in such an unabashed 
manner as to reveal the homosexual closed circuit which underlies our supposed 
heterosexual culture. '41 Irigaray finds this explicitness in the Sadeian scenario a 
redeeming quality, claiming, as we have noted above, that 

it is better for the sexuality that underlies 
our social order to be exercised openly, 
than for it to prescribe that social order 
from the hiding-place of its repressions. 
Perhaps if the phallocracy that reigns 
everywhere is put unblushingly on display, 
a different sexual economy may become 
possible? 42 

Irigaray, like Jane Gallop and Angela Carter, appreciates the overt quality of 
the Sadeian text, recognising in it subversive potential, but Susanne Kappeler, in 
response to Irigaray's statement/question, dismisses Sade as profiting, himself, 
from the existing sexual economy that worked to his advantage as a male 
aristocrat: 

Yet the question is uncertain in its 
address: who will see with her, and 
who will, on the basis of what they see, 
want 'another sexual economy'? But 
Sade has seen already, and his 

41 Feminism and Psychoanalysis, p 85. 
42 'Francaises', Ce sexe qui n'en estpas un, p 203. 
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descendants have seen too - they are 
the very subjects of cultural seeing. 
What they do, on the basis of what 
they see, is not want another, fairer, 
more egalitarian economy, but profit 
from the one that institutionalises their 
advantage. 

This is not entirely true, however, since Sade was incarcerated in prisons 
and asylums for twenty-seven years by the male-dominated authorities of his 
time, for his transgressive sexual behaviour. While he may have come to derive 
a curious, twisted pleasure from his own punishment and mortification, he was 
essentially anarchic and anti-establishment in his attitudes. As Eve Kosofsky 
Sedgwick has argued, overt homosexuality is unacceptable to the homophobic, 
patriarchal, homosocial powers. Sade consciously set out to disturb and outrage 
the moral and sexual conventions of society, wanting to shock. He openly 
promoted homosexuality and lesbianism, and the defiant flaunting of rigid sexual 
roles and conventions. Nonetheless, Sade was no radical where women are 
concerned - his rampant misogyny cannot be realistically denied. 

Andrea Dworkin claims that the Sadeian scenario underpins the whole of 
modern Western culture, and works in the shaping of men's perceptions of 
women as well as all sexual relationships. Dworkin writes that 'Sade's 
importance... is not as dissident or deviant: it is as Everyman, a designation the 
power-crazed aristocrat would have found repugnant but one that women, on 
examination, will find true. 44 In contrast, in her recent text, Sexual Personae, 
Camille Paglia deliberately embraces Sade's world-view, designating him 'the 
most unread major writer in western literature' and 'a great writer and 
philosopher whose absence from university curricula illustrates the timidity and 
hypocrisy of the liberal humanities. 'Considering the amount of literary 
criticism that, as we have seen, has been devoted to Sade's works over the last 
few decades - there seems hardly a major modern thinker that hasn't felt obliged 
to make a contribution - it seems hardly accurate to call Sade 'the most unread' 
writer, major or minor! It should be remembered that Paglia would be unlikely to 
call herself, in any way, a feminist writer, and frequently criticises feminist 
ideologies; indeed, the misogyny she displays throughout her text is almost as 
intense as that of Sade himself. Her extreme adulation of Sade is, however, 
interesting, since it highlights the controversial quality of his work and the 
diversity of positions adopted by critics discussing it. Like the debates on 
pornography/censorship, there seems no way of reconciling the widely differing 
and conflicting view-points. Sade's texts do appear to be of some importance as 

43 The Pornography of Representation, p 210. 
44 Pornography, p 100. 
45 Sexual Personae, (Penguin Books, 1991), p 2. 
46 Ibid., p 235. 
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most writers in the pornography/censorship debates regard him as being the 
father and originator of the modern pornographic literary genre. 

It is also worth noting that many contemporary women writers and film- 
makers are exploring in their work the images of women used by Sade, such as 
the whore, the lesbian, the androgyne, the mother and the daughter, in their 
attempts to develop new and innovative representations of female identity and 
desire. 

In fact, pornography seems to have become a central preoccupation in both 
feminist critical and creative work. However, two divergent modes of treatment 
can be loosely identified. The first uses typical pornographic motifs and themes 
in order to attack pornography and to demonstrate its connections with male 
violence and oppression: good examples being Andrea Dworkin's critical writing, 
Margaret Atwood's fiction, such as her novel, Bodily Harm, and the film, Broken 
Mirrors, directed by Marleen Gorris. The second mode of treatment debunks 
and subverts stereotypical pornographic themes and images in order to 
undermine and deconstruct the existing sexual economy, and to reappropriate 
and recodify representations of sexuality and desire: good examples can be 
found in Angela Carter's critical work as well as in her fictional writing, and in the 
films, She Must Be Seeing Things, directed by Sheila McLaughlin, and Mano 
Destra, by photographer Cleo Uebelmann's group of film-makers, The Dominas. 

These two very different approaches to the problematic issues raised by 
pornographic and erotic representations are equally as important, and in 
different ways are both attempting to confront and resolve the difficult questions 
around the expression of complex female erotic sensibilities. It is a pity that 
women adopting one of these different approaches, seem so often to 
misunderstand and bitterly oppose work by women coming from the other 
perspective. 

It is possible to receive the impression that the Women's Movement has 
become so polarised over these questions that real debate is no longer possible. 
One major problem seems to lie in judging what representations of female 
sexuality and desire are offensive and what are acceptable. While it is doubtful 
whether many women would fail to object to images of men degrading and 
torturing women, some feminist critics, such as Susanne Kappeler, appear to 
find all representations of the female body and of women's sexuality offensive 
and exploitative, and seem prepared to condemn women who find such 
representations pleasurable. 

It can be argued that women who derive pleasure and enjoyment from these 
representations, are merely suffering from a lack of political awareness and 
consciousness, revealing an inadequate political analysis of their own sexual 
oppression and culturally-conditioned sexual response to these images. On the 

other hand, we are all products of our social and cultural conditioning, so it 

seems questionable as to whether we have any right to judge each other's 
sexual desires and fantasies. Whose political consciousness and analysis is 

assuredly correct and beyond doubt? More importantly, perhaps, how can we 
increase our awareness and understanding of both our own sexuality and of the 
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political culture that surrounds us, without being able to explore and experiment 
with different forms and vocabularies of representation to express our sexual 
desire and identities? 

Lured into the Maze: A personal view of the pornography debate. 

From my research into the pornography/censorship debate, I have drawn the 
conclusion that no critical analysis of pornography avoids being intensely 
personal, no matter how detached and objective the writer aims to be - and may 
well believe she succeeds in being. In order to avoid any such false 
consciousness on my own part, I shall proceed to outline my personal 
experience of attempting to analyse this emotive issue. 

When I first began my examination of the feminist debates on pornography, I 
came to it with definite beliefs of my own - that all pornography is damaging to 
women, that it should be banned by law, including page 3 of The Sun, Playboy, 
Penthouse, (so-called "soft porn"). I had never analysed the problem in a 
complex political manner, I just had a strong gut reaction to it. 

Then I began my research into the subject by reading Angela Carter's The 
Sadeian Woman, which made me see pornography in a slightly different light. I 
began to consider whether it could be subversive; perhaps could be used in the 
service of women; whether the oppression of women, as it exists today in 
patriarchal society, although reflected - even magnified - in pornography, could 
actually be used by pornographers in a way that was radical, and that 
undermined and questioned patriarchal power. Could Angela Carter's concept of 
the 'moral pornographer' be a feasible idea, and if so what would this 'moral 
pornography' be like? 

After I had read Carter's book, I went on to read some of Sade's writing, and 
found his work different to my expectations, derived from popular myth. Some of 
it did seem potentially subversive, for example, his rejection of heterosexism, 
and his exposure of fundamental power relationships in society and the way they 
structure sexual relations. But, in looking at other feminist approaches to Sade's 

work, I found criticisms of both Angela Carter and Sade in Susanne Kappeler's 
The Pornography of Representation, and in Andrea Dworkin's Pornography. - Men 
Possessing Women. When I first read these criticisms, I read them outside the 

context of the complete texts - selecting the passages on Sade and Carter - and 
the language and writing style seemed extreme. Dworkin, in particular, 
impressed me as being inadequately researched. They seemed over-simplistic 
in their views and totally dismissive of both Sade and Carter. 

Reading the whole of Kappeler and Dworkin's texts changed my judgement. 
Initially, Dworkin convinced and compelled me - she is a profoundly compelling 
writer - but also deeply disturbed and upset me, far more, in fact, than reading 
Sade's work had done. I found Dworkin's book extremely distressing, as she 
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herself confesses in the book's epilogue to have been disturbed by the process 
of researching and writing it. 

Dworkin, unlike Carter, is carefully examining pornography as it's produced 
and sold in western, capitalist societies today. Her very detailed, graphic 
descriptions of pornographic material available at present in our society are 
horrifying. I began to have serious doubts about the justification and the effect 
of reproducing through such minute accounts, in a feminist text, these images of 
the abuse of women. Dworkin's text risks being as pornographic in its 
representations of pornography as the pornography it's supposedly criticising. 

Kappeler's work avoids the worst excesses of Dworkin's. Her rhetoric is less 
emotive, her examination of pornography involves less offensive reproductions 
of pornographic material, and her argument is more thoughtful and seems to be 
considered with more care. But her sarcastic dismissal of Carter's study of Sade 
still impressed me as simplistic and unfair (even bitchy! ). 

Then I turned to other feminist writers who have written on Sade, such as, 
Simone de Beauvoir, 47 Luce Irigaray, and Jane Gallop, who, like Carter, all view 
Sade's work as being, at least potentially, radical and subversive. Irigaray and 
Gallop both regard Sade's explicitness as being of value; his readiness to 
expose the universal nature of the pornographic relationship, revealing sexual 
power relationships as underlying all social and political institutions. 

I found that Carter and Jane Gallop share similar ideas of pornography as 
subversive and excessive, undermining patriarchy (the 'Law of the Father') 
through that very excess. This is a notably academic, literary idea, however: it 
may be true that the use of pornographic imagery, and the figure of the whore, in 
literature can be radical, can be used subversively, but this use has little 
reference to social reality where the prostitute is not subversive but is very much 
part of the patriarchal, capitalist system. Prostitutes exist in all patriarchal 
societies, and are part of the hierarchical phallocentric order and economic 
system of exchange of women, and exist to serve and maintain that order and 
system. When the figure of the whore is used in feminist literature as a symbol 
of subversion, then it is not used straight - the writer always distorts or disturbs it 
in some way, reappropriating it for her own ends, giving the whore more power 
than in reality she could ever possibly have; even wings in Angela Carter's 
novel, Nights at the Circus. I raise the use of the figure of the whore by feminist 
writers, rather than other stock pornographic motifs, because of Dworkin's 
definition of the word pornographyas meaning 'the graphic depiction of women 
as vile whores. ' 

Joan Smith's book, Misogynies, 48affected me very differently to Dworkin's. 
Smith's style of writing is cooler in tone and more distanced from her material, 
but she succeeded in making me want to go out and buy a gun. Dworkin never 
made me feel that angry. This may be because of my conditioning within the 
academic establishment, making me more responsive to a less emotional, more 

47 Must we Bum Sade'9, published with selections from Sade's writings chosen by Paul Dinnage, 
(John Calder, 1962). 
48 (Faber and Faber Ltd., 1989). 
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intellectual approach, but it may be that Smith's style is more persuasive and 
more appropriate for treating such volatile and problematic issues. Smith 
delivers the facts, as she understands them, and lets her readers choose their 
own interpretation. The Guardian reviewer of Smith's text seemed to share this 
judgement: 'Unlike some radical critics Smith does not kick you towards savage 
conclusions, but links arms with you, asking you to accompany her. ' More 
importantly, this reviewer described it as a 'defiantly undefeated book', and while 
wanting to buy a gun may not be an ideal reaction, at least anger is an 
empowering, energising emotion, whereas Dworkin's text had the opposite affect 
on me. After reading Dworkin's books, many women express feelings of fear, 
despair, and guilt, and it clearly is not positive or desirable to affect women in 
this way. 

Annette Kuhn, in The Power of the Image, discusses a problem that must be 
of serious concern - the need to distinguish the feminist position on pornography 
from that of right-wing moralists. She claims that feminists who espouse 
censorship as a solution to the problem of pornography are mistaken, for 
censorship is a condition for its effectiveness. The confusion between feminist 
critique of pornography and right-wing moralist objections to it, is aided by the 
rhetorical mode of expression of some radical feminists which shares certain 
qualities with the expression of fundamentalist religious groups. This confusion 
is increased by the appropriation of feminist anti-pornography opinions and 
ideas by these right-wing moralist groups. 

The Dworkin-McKinnon Ordinance, created and promoted as a means 
feminists can use to combat pornography, based on Dworkin's ideas, was 
passed by the city councils of Minneapolis and Indianapolis, although vetoed by 
the mayor of Minneapolis and declared unconstitutional in Indianapolis by 
federal court. Criticisms of this anti-pornography ordinance by such writers as 
Carole Vance and Lisa Duggan, 49 point out the way that it has been used by the 
far right and the moralists in the United States. 

Having grown up within a rigid, fundamentalist religious background, I found 
these criticisms very worrying. I felt many personal objections and anxieties 
concerning the way right-wing moralist groups might use, and abuse, Dworkin 
and Catherine McKinnon's ideas, and about the apparent coalition between 
feminists and the right-wing moral majority and religious factions in Indianapolis. 
Lisa Duggan, in her essay 'Censorship in the Name of Feminism', claims that the 
feminist lawyer, Catherine McKinnon was misled, even deceived, in Indianapolis 
when she became involved in developing the legislation there, not realising who 
was actually behind it and how they intended to use it. Anti-censorship writers 
like Lisa Duggan, Carole Vance, and Pratibha Parmar, 50 seem to feel a lot of 

49'False promises: feminist anti-pornography legislation in the US', Lisa Duggan, Nan Hunter, & 
Carole S. Vance; 'Censorship in the name of feminism', Lisa Duggan; 'The Meese Commission 
on the road, Carole S. Vance: aII published in Feminism and Censorship. - The Current Debate, 
eds. Gail Chester and Julienne Dickey, (Prism Press, Bridport, Dorset, 1988). 
50'Rage and desire: confronting pornography', Feminism and Censorship, pp 119-132. 
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anger against Dworkin and McKinnon, and reading their essays, I could 
understand their resentment. 

My ideas were challenged again, however, when I turned to Sheila Jeffreys' 
Antic/imax. 51 I still believe this to be an intelligent, well-informed, well- 
researched book, and one that I feel largely in sympathy with, but Sheila Jeffreys 
appears to believe in, and to support, the Dworkin-McKinnon Ordinance, while I 
felt that it seemed very clear that the ordinance was being used by groups totally 
opposed to feminist ideas and principles, and, in my opinion, it would be virtually 
impossible to draw up such legislation in a way that could fully safeguard against 
similar abuse. 

I became increasingly despairing of the possibility of any real dialogue, on the 
issue of pornography, between feminists, since such conflicting views were 
being expressed, and often with great bitterness, by writers who are all certainly 
committed to promoting and defending the rights of women. Yet it struck me how 
extensively these writers refer to, and quote, each other, giving an impression of 
intimacy; a conscious awareness, whether hostile or friendly, of one another. 

Annette Kuhn criticises the obsessive attraction the subject of pornography 
appears to hold for many feminist theorists who expend so much of their time 
and energy in debating the issues around pornography and erotic 
representation. In The Power of the Image, she points out that 'pornography 
seems to exert an almost obsessive lure which has accorded it a place in 
feminist politics more central, in my view, than it deserves. ' 52 The amount of 
material feminists have written as part of the pornography/censorship debates 
certainly does seem out of proportion when compared to the number of other 
issues that can be considered as of equal, if not greater, importance, and the 
emotional involvement with the subject expressed by writers like Dworkin does 
appear excessive and troubling. 

And so I decided to change my focus from the debate itself to an examination 
of the language used by writers from different positions within the debate. This 
is partly an attempt to clarify the problems we have, as feminists, in 
communicating and interacting with one another. I hope to do this by 
highlighting the different ways in which writers use and manipulate language, 
and the style of writing adopted to convey particular thoughts and emotions. I'm 
also interested in how far these writers are using pornography to write about 
something else - using it as the site of a quite different, unconscious exploration 
or conflict, such as, their own sexual desire, fantasies, gender identity. For 
Andrea Dworkin, for example, how far is her anti-pornography propaganda 
possibly an attempt to resolve her own unacceptable, unacknowledged, 
masochistic fantasies? Dworkin's statements at the end of Pornography can 
appear suspiciously masochistic, especially coming from a woman who 
expresses contempt for other women who admit to experiencing, and even 

51 Anticlimax. - a feminist perspective on the sexual revolution, (The Women's Press, London, 
1990). 
52 The Power of the Image. - Essays on Representation and Sexuality, (Routledge & Kegan Paul, 
London and New York, 1987), p 20. 
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enjoying, masochistic fantasies. Dworkin frequently falls into the trap described 
by Annette Kuhn, in The Power of the Image, where she examines 'the particular 
hazards' that'writing about pornography holds [... ] for a feminist'. Kuhn writes 
that: 

the capacity of pornography to provoke gut reactions - 
of distaste, horror, sexual arousal, fear - makes it 
peculiarly difficult to deal with analytically. In the 
first place, the intellectual distance necessary for 
analysis becomes hard to sustain: and also feminist 
(and indeed any other) politics around pornography 
tend to acquire a degree of emotionalism that can 
make the enterprise quite explosive. Any feminist 
who ventures to write about pornography puts her- 
self in an exposed position, therefore. 53 

It may be debated, of course, whether Kuhn is correct in saying that intellectual 
distance is necessary for analysis - again, this could be seen as an 
unquestioning acceptance of male academic norms - but, in my opinion, this 
claim that the emotion aroused by pornography makes critical analysis hard to 
sustain, is very applicable to the writings of Dworkin. Kuhn's statement that a 
feminist writing about pornography puts herself in an exposed position, is also 
applicable. Firstly, this is clear in the distress and discomfort Dworkin expresses 
on a personal level in her texts, and secondly, in the virulent criticism radical 
writers, such as Dworkin, expose themselves to, from other feminist critics as 
well as from the male literary establishment. 

And so my concern is also to ask what is the subtext in these women writers' 
work when they are discussing the issues of pornography and other 
representations of sexuality? 

Searching for the Subtext. 

For some writers, such as Sheila Jeffreys and Lynne Segal, there seems 
a strong element of nostalgia in their work -a sense of loss and a yearning for 
the past which, in places, comes to dominate their otherwise apparently 
intellectual arguments. Although they express quite different ideas and view- 
points, Jeffreys being a radical lesbian feminist and Segal a socialist feminist, 
they share this sense of loss and a looking backwards to a period, in the early 
1970s, which they perceive as having been the "golden age" for feminism, when 
the Women's Movement was united and unsullied, with its ideals clear and 
uncorrupted. They both see this unity and these ideals as having been lost and 
betrayed: Jeffreys by the compromise and betrayal of sexually libertarian and 
permissive feminists; Segal by the totalitarian dogmatism of radical lesbian 

53 Ibid., p 21. 
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feminists. In Is The Future Female? - 
feminism, for example, Lynne Segal 

Troubled thoughts on contemporary 
writes: 

Some men did listen to women, and try to change [.. J 
The majority of feminists then believed that men 
could, and must, change. Women's personal struggle 
with the men in their lives was seen as the main aim 
of sexual politics in the early seventies. Feminists 
at that time who, as / did, lived with men, battled to 
force men to share childcare and housework - often 
successfully. The men l lived and worked with in the 
grassroots local politics of north London, for example, 
did come to value the time they spent in childcare: 
whether it was with their own children, or with the 
children of friends or lovers [.. J 

lt is true that feminists also argued with altogether 
more ambiguous and uncertain success that the men they 
were close to should abandon all their sexist thought 
and behaviour; that is, their former ways of thinking 
about and relating to women primarily as sex objects 
and providers of emotional and physical nurturance. But 
current popularity of Andrea Dworkin's thoughts on 
'the systematic sadism of men' could not be further 
removed from much of the early sexual politics of women's 
liberation. 54 

while in Anticlimax, Sheila Jeffreys sees both the Gay liberation and Women's 
liberation movements as having been subverted from their radical political 
course, very soon after their inception, by distracting and misleading ideas of 
sexual freedom based on a phallocentric model of sexuality: 

from as early as 1970 some feminists were mounting a 
wide-ranging critique of heterosexuality itself and 
developing lesbian separatist theory, which was quite 
distinct from sexologic. Heterosexual feminists tended 
to acknowledge the great extent of their debt to Masters 
and Johnson. They expressed their belief that the 
enormous power of women's sexuality as evidenced in 
women's ability to achieve multiple orgasm could, if 
released from bondage, liberate women. The enthusiasm 
for the fulfilment of women's sexual potential went so 
far that some feminists confused sexual liberation with 
the political liberation of women. Like Masters and 
Johnson they saw women's liberation as synonymous with 

54 Is The Future Female? (Virago Press, London, 1987), p 16. 
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sexual liberation. Such feminist ideas on sexuality 
were at a very early stage of development. Experience 
was to show their limitations and it is these limitations 
which now need careful consideration. 55 

Jeffreys' identity as a lesbian strongly influences her perceptions of the develop- 
ment of feminism in the 1970s and 80s: 

lt may well be that some women, as well as plenty of men, 
will choose their ability to experience a particular form 
of sexual passion over the desire to be free, but they are 
not the same thing. Indeed a feminist approach to sex 
would suggest that women's freedom cannot be achieved whilst 
some people who see themselves as radical and progressive 
place their right to take pleasure from women's lack of 
freedom before the task of creating freedom. 

The defence of heterosexual desire within feminism is 
associated with a tendency to promote the validity of 
heterosexuality as a sexual choice and to attack lesbians 
for questioning it. A spate of writers in the mid 1980s 
started to talk about the necessity for heterosexuality to 
'come out of the closet' on the grounds that lesbians had 
forced heterosexual women to feel embarrassed about their 
preferences. lt is an astonishingly insensitive choice of 
term comparing as it does the real oppression of lesbians 
with the discomfort some heterosexual women who are aware 
of the incongruity of their 'desire' might feel within 
women s liberation. 56 

Of course, for all of us our sexuality plays a fundamental part in shaping our 
sense of who we are, and our experience and understanding of the world around 
us, and so it is inevitable that all feminist writers will be influenced by their 
personal subject position on all these issues; but when they fail to acknowledge 
this influence consciously it will nonetheless find expression in their writing, in 
ways they do not intend. 

Segal's identity as a heterosexual woman, who, as we have already noted, 
has invested a lot in her relationships with men, equally influences her point of 
view: 

a feminism which emphasises only the dangers to 
women from men, which insists upon the essential 
differences between women's and men's inner being, 
between women's and men's natural urges and experience 

55 Anticlimax, p 227. 
56 Ibid., p 307,308. 
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of the world, leaves little or no scope for trans- 
forming the relations between men and women. Neither 
any alliance with groups of men nor any struggle to 
change relations with men individually would seem to 
follow from such a feminist perspective. 57 

Neither Segal nor Jeffreys fully consider the major problem in the Women's 
Movement, in the 1970s, caused by its white, middle-class bias, and the 
emphasis placed on the shared experiences of women at the expense of any 
acknowledgement, on the part of many white feminists, of the differences 
between women from different ethnic, cultural and social backgrounds. Segal, in 
fact, explicitly traces the breakdown of a cohesive Women's Movement in Britain 
to the conflict between lesbian separatists and heterosexual women: 

This issue of the primacy of sexuality and male 
violence as the cause of women's oppression lay 
behind the closing confrontation between political 
lesbians and others at the 1978 conference in 

Birmingham. lt was the end of an era. Any possibility 
of further constructive national conferences of the 
women's movement or of a united women's movement 
had gone-58 

This destructive polarisation between heterosexual and lesbian 
feminists, like the polarisation between anti-pornography and anti-censorship 
feminists, has alienated women, some of whom have reacted against such 
polarisation by attempting to find alternative ways of thinking. For example, the 
proscriptive nature of the writing of feminists taking sides in such debates has 
been one element influencing the development of radical 'Queer' theory. 
Theorists like Judith Butler and Cherry Smyth 59 assert that such polarisations 
merely replicate the polarities and binary divisions basic to patriarchal, 
phallocentric culture; such as male/female, white/black. They argue for a new 
recognition of the multiple identities potentially available to all human beings, 
and for a radical breakdown of traditional, polarised, binary thinking around 
gender and sexuality. Smyth writes that: 'Queer [... ] provides a way of asserting 
desires that shatter gender identities and sexualities. [... ] Perhaps it will fail to 
keep its promise, but its presence now in the early 90s marks the shape of the 
territory to come with an irrevocable and necessary passion'. 60 

The sense of optimism expressed here by Smyth, contrasts with the 
nostalgic yearning and regret underlying the work of Segal and Jeffreys. Yet it 

57 Is The Future Female? p 37. 
58 Ibid., p 66. 
59 See Judith Butler. Gender Trouble: Feminism and the subversion of identity, (Routledge, New 
York & London, 1990), particularly pp 13-25; Cherry Smyth. Queer Notions, [Lesbians Talk 
series], (Scarlet Press, London, 1992). 
60 Cher y Smyth, Queer Notions, p 60. 
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needs to be recognised that Smyth, too, is clearly influenced by her own 
experiences of desire and sexuality as expressed in the poems and personal 
passages of creative writing included in Queer Notions. It is encouraging, 
however, that Smyth chooses to openly acknowledge and own these fantasies 
and desires, and that it is the possibility and acceptance of such an openness, 
and of a flexibility and spontaneity of desire, that she wishes to promote in the 
place of rigid binary polarisations. 

A Need for'Psychological Distance'? 

Julienne Dickey, co-editor of the selection of essays, Feminism and 
Censorship, writes in her essay, 'Snakes and Ladders', published in that volume: 

De voting huge amounts of attention to pornography can 
also have damaging psychological effects on those who 
do it, as / have found to my own cost in the past. If 
you go for a walk looking for dog shit on the pavement, 
you' l certainly And a lot of dog shit - but you will 
also miss seeing the trees, the buildings, the other 
human beings [.. ] Some women committed to ending 
pornography believe that women must be constantly reminded 
of how awful it is by forcing themselves to watch it, and that 
women must be constantly vigilant for anything that could 
be construed as a pornographic image. Yet why must we 
All our heads with disturbing images? [. .1 Thinking clearly 
about how to deal with any problem demands some psycho- 
logical distance, so that the problem can be acknowledged 
while still recognising that the world is also a wonderful 
inspiring place. Otherwise we become swamped by the 

problem, letting it define our lives and our responses. 61 

Andrea Dworkin openly states that her research into pornography has indeed 
swamped her, changing her life and her responses. In an article included at the 
end of Pornography. - Men Possessing Women, in which she discusses her 
experience of writing the book, she tells us: 

the worst effect on me was a generalized misanthropy: / 
could no longer trust anyone's enthusiasms, intellectual, 
sexual, aesthetic, political[.. ] / had been a hopeful 
radical. Now / am not. Pornography has infected me. 
Once / was a child and / dreamed of freedom. Now l am an 
adult and / see what my dreams have come to: pornography. 
So, while / cannot help my sleeping nightmares, l have 

61 Feminism and Censorship, p 165,166. 
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given up many waking dreams. 62 

(It is curious what a Biblical ring is sounded by so many of Dworkin's phrases; 
for example, 'Once I was a child and I dreamed of freedom. Now I am an adult... 
is resonant of the epistles of St Paul: 'When I was a child, I spoke like a child, I 
thought like a child, I reasoned like a child; when I became a man, I gave up 
childish ways. ' I Corinthians, 13, v. 11. ) 

Dworkin gives a powerful account of her psychological poisoning by the 
pornography she has studied, but possibly the seeds of this poisoning, or 
'infection' as she calls it herself, were already there, for she never explains why 
she believed it necessary to expose herself so relentlessly to this infection. 

Dworkin dismisses with contempt women who campaign against the 
censorship of pornography: 

And the pornographers have found a bunch of girls (as the 
women call themselves) to work for them: not the chicken- 
shit liberals, but real collaborators who have organised 
specifically to oppose the civil rights legislation and 
to protect the pornographers from our political activism 
- pornography should not be a feminist issue, these so- 

called feminists say!.. ]They are collaborators not feminists. 63 

She admits her own 'ruthlessness' in imposing pornography upon other women: 

As a worldly writer - mired in time and meaning, infatuated 
and obsessed with the muck of real life -l decided that l 
wanted women to see what l saw [.. j Writing is not a happy 
profession. It is viciously individual. /, the author, 
insist that l stand in for us, women. In so doing, l insist 
on the ultimate social meaning of writing 64 

This, however, is a mistake, and an arrogant mistake - Dworkin cannot 'stand in' 
for all women; who does she mean by 'us'? 

Her choice of words is interesting since she certainly does appear to be both 
'infatuated and obsessed' with pornography, 'the muck of real life'. In this same 
article, she describes how she spent three years studying pornography as she 
worked on the book - to use her own word, three years 'immersed' in 
pornography. She tells us that during that time she suffered from nightmares, 
physical nausea; that she 'became frightened and anxious and easily irritated', 
and that her work on pornography changed her'whole relationship to the 
physical world in which' she lived. Such mundane household gadgets as 
hairdryers and telephones became for her objects of sexual torture: 'I saw so 

62 Pornography, p 304. 
63 Letters from a War Zone: Writings 1976- 1989, p 321. 
64 Pornography, p 304. 
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many photographs of common household objects being used as sexual weapons 
against women that I despaired of ever returning to my once simple ideas of 
function'. 65 

Dworkin admits that her friends were also adversely affected by her work: 'I 
have good and kind friends. Their nerves could not withstand even the glimpses 
they got. ' She describes an incident when a male friend handed her a telephone 
'in an extremely abrupt way. "Don't you ever push that thing at me again, " I said 
in real alarm, knowing whereof I spoke. He, hating pornography, did not. ' 66 It's 
interesting that in the passing references she makes to her male friends in this 
article, she acknowledges that they hate pornography and are 'good and kind'. 
We receive a strikingly different impression of these men to the generalised 
picture of men Dworkin gives us throughout the book, for whom rape is 'the 
defining paradigm of sexuality'. 67 

Dworkin's work on pornography clearly affected every aspect of her life: 'The 
commonplace world does not just become sinister; it becomes disgusting, 
repellent. ' 68 This seems a destructive and negative result of three years work. 
In the course of her research for the book she appears to have developed an 
increasingly distorted and unhealthy perception of the world around her, and of 
relationships between men and women. While it is important to recognise the 
power imbalance that exists between the sexes, Dworkin's extreme and 
despairing view offers little hope of change. Like Sheila Jeffreys, Dworkin 
completely invisibilises and denies the experiences of women who actually do 
enjoy penetrative, sexual intercourse with men and do not find it an act of 
violation or violence. 

I think it is fair to ask why this apparently rational and sensitive woman, who 
tells us she does not have pleasant dreams 'Under the best of circumstances', 
should compulsively absorb herself in three years concentrated study and 
analysis of the most brutal texts and images western culture has produced; texts 
and images, what is more, that are not widely circulated and not read or looked 
at by the majority of people. Dworkin appears to be motivated by some hidden 
sense of guilt or shame and a desire for self-punishment -a desire she projects 
on to other women, wishing to force them to have to experience this 'immersion' 
in pornography that she has inflicted upon herself. 

In all her graphic discussion and agonised interpretation of pornography, 
Dworkin never offers any concrete, positive strategies for dealing with the 
problem, As Julienne Dickey points out, 'Thinking clearly about how to deal with 
any problem demands some psychological distance'; Dworkin has become so 
over-whelmed by the pornographic representations she has studied, that she 
has nothing constructive to offer. Her orgy of self-inflicted distress appears to 
satisfy her as an adequate response to the many problems of the cultural 
representation of women within patriarchal society. 

65 Ibid., p 303. 
66 Ibid. 
67 Ibid., p 62. 
68 Ibid., p 303. 
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The Power of Naming. 

There are so many accusations and counter-accusations in the feminist 
pornography/censorship debate. Both sides do seem agreed on certain issues, 
for example, that our gender identity, sexual desire, sexual pleasure and 
fantasies, are socially constructed; that a natural, essential female gender 
identity does not exist. Yet both sides accuse each other of arguing as if there 
were some essential, fundamental sexual identities and roles, natural to human 
beings. For example, in her essay, 'Rage and desire: confronting pornography', 
Pratibha Parmar claims: 

the anti pornography lobby[ .. J retreats into presumptuous 
generalisations about men and male power and about female 
sexuality. There is an implicit assumption that some- 
where and somehow there exists an unchanging and prede- 
fined female sexuality [ .. 

J Such a position sees women's 
sexuality purely in relation to men and ignores the work 
many feminists have done to create their own sexual 
agenda, whether that is in relationship to men or not [.. ] 
it calls on an essentialist notion of women's and men 's 
nature and disregards the social construction of sexual- 
ity and fantasies. 69 

While, on the other hand, Sheila Jeffreys, in Anticlimax, talks of the naive belief 
held by sexual libertarians, in an authentic female sexuality that, once tapped, 
will become a source of liberating power for women: 

the notion common to feminist discussion of sexuality 
at this time, that women had a true and authentic 
sexuality which had been suppressed or stolen from 
them by men [ .. JThis was an essentialist notion which 
suggested that women had a true and natural sexuality 
which would be released when all the adverse condition- 

ing had been overcome. 70 

Both the anti-pornography and the anti-censorship writers also seem to agree 
that pornography is not the main problem, but only a manifestation of a deeply- 
rooted, underlying problem concerning the whole basis of society. Pornography, 
they both feel, is only one small part of the problem of the representation of 
women, and the way such representations in western capitalist societies work to 

oppress, restrict and degrade women. 

69 Feminism and Censorship, p 124,125. 
70 Anticlimax, p 228. 
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It is notable that both sides claim to want a real debate; tolerance, open-ness, 
an equal dialogue. They both seem convinced the other side is to blame for the 
animosity and hostility, and is responsible for dividing the women's liberation 
movement, betraying early feminist political ideals. 

I find it significant that various women participating in this debate need to find 
labels for other women taking part - 'naming' these other women. Dworkin, for 
example, calls the anti-censorship campaigners 'collaborators'; Jeffreys calls 
them 'libertarians'. Alice Echols calls the anti-pornography campaigners 'cultural 
feminists' or 'femininists'. Both sides claim that the others aren't 'real' feminists - Jeffreys even describes Ann Snitow as an 'anti-feminist'. This all seems very 
sad since surely the recognition of the patriarchal use and abuse of the power to 
name and label should be fundamental to any feminist analysis? I find it highly 
suspect, as well as tragic, when feminist writers appropriate this patriarchal 
process of naming in order to impose identities upon each other. It is ironic that 
Dworkin, who so often coins derogatory labels for her opponents, discusses the 
abuse of the power of naming practised in pornography: 

Here is the power of naming. Here she is named beaver. 
In the naming she is diminished to the point of annihilation; 
her humanity is cancelled out. Instead of turning to the 
American Civil Liberties Union for help, she should perhaps 
turn to a group that tries to prevent cruelty to animals - 
beaver, bird, chick, bitch, dog, pussy, and so forth. The 
words that transform her into an animal have permanence: 
the male has done the naming. 71 

It seems that in the pornography/censorship debates, feminists are resorting to 
this'power of naming' in order to diminish each other'to the point of 
annihilation', even to the point of denying or cancelling out their claim to be 
feminists. Who is it who really has the right to decide what constitutes the 
identity of feminist? Like the identity of being lesbian, this has to be self-defined 
to have any genuine meaning. To either impose such an identity upon another 
woman, or to refuse to acknowledge her claim to it, is totalitarian and an act of 
verbal aggression. 

The Deployment of Rhetoric. 

'this terrorising rhetoric is false and alarmingly unhelpful. ' 72 

This appropriation of the power to name is connected to the use of language 
and rhetoric. It is interesting to analyse the way different feminist writers on 
pornography manipulate language. In describing the same pornographic image 

71 Pornography, p 28. 
72 Lynne Segal, Is The Future Female? p 16. 
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or scene, their choice of words and expressions can affect the reader in very 
different ways. The manipulation of language, the employment of irony and 
humour, the style of writing - witty, academic detachment or personal, emotional 
involvement - arouse very different responses in the reader. Let us examine, for 
example, Andrea Dworkin's use of language. 

Lynne Segal, in Is The Future Fema/e?, describes Dworkin's writing as being 
'sometimes as lurid as pornography itself. 73 It is true that Dworkin's language is 
both highly compelling and horrifying in a similar manner to some pornographic 
writing. It's also the carefully and self-consciously constructed, emotionally 
disturbing language of the fundamentalist preacher, whose power rests on the 
sound of his words more than on the content, speaking to the emotions, not the 
intellect, of his audience. Dworkin uses many linguistic devices employed by 
this kind of public speaker - repetition, implied threat together with reassurance 
of the speaker's personal concern, heavily-charged language, and sweeping 
generalisations with very little hard fact to back them up; as we can see in the 
following passage: 

Pornography is the holy corpus of men who would rather 
die than change. Dachau brought into the bedroom and 
celebrated, every vile prison or dungeon brought into 
the bedroom and celebrated, police torture and thug 
mentality brought into the bedroom and celebrated - 
men reveal themselves and all that matters to them in 
these depictions of real history, plasticized and 
rarefied, represented as the common erotic stuff of male 
desire. And the pictures and stories lead right back 
to history - to peoples enslaved, maimed, murdered - 
because they show that, for men, the history of atrocity 
they pretend to mourn is coherent and utterly intentional 
if one views it as rooted in male sexual obsession. 
Pornography reveals that slavery, bondage, murder, and 
maiming have been acts suffused with pleasure for those 
who committed them or who vicariously experienced the 
power expressed in them. Pornography reveals that male 
pleasure is inextricably tied to victimizing, hurting, 
exploiting; that sexual fun and sexual passion in the 
privacy of the male imagination are inseparable from the 
brutality of male history. 74 

It is, perhaps, not surprising that Segal accuses Dworkin of employing 
'terrorising rhetoric'! It is notable that in this passage Dworkin is essentialising 
male sexuality in a characteristic manner, claiming, for example, that, 'for men, 
the history of atrocity they pretend to mourn is coherent and utterly intentional'. 

73 Ibid. 
74 Pomography, p 68,69. 
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She neither allows for differences between individual men, appearing to view 
male gender identity as some monolithic, inescapable, inevitable, biological 
destiny, nor does she distinguish between men as individual human beings and 
the system of patriarchy as a power structure and a cultural order. 

A significant factor to note is the different style of writing Dworkin uses for the 
description of the pornographic representation itself, for example, photographs 
from Playboy, and her own commentary upon the representation. Let us 
examine one of these pornographic images that Dworkin analyses in 
Pornography, and look at her treatment of it. Here she describes two 
photographs of a woman, wearing high heels, long gloves, and with her 
otherwise naked body bound in black straps, standing with her hands chained 
together above her head, her ankles manacled, and her body apparently 
penetrated with laser beams. These photographs are from the Munich edition 
of Playboy, (a point that Dworkin makes much of in her interpretation of the 
images, referring to German Nazi atrocities). Dworkin's description of the 
photographs, which takes up thirty-nine lines of text where I have used five, is 
given in very simple, flat, unexpressive language, giving a detailed but 
emotionless picture of what is before her eyes but not before the reader's eyes. 
However, she lingers over the details so carefully, building up such a graphic 
and disturbing image, we might as well be looking at the photographs ourselves; 
which immediately raises the question of the justification of reproducing an 
image ostensibly offensive and degrading to women, in order to demonstrate 
these very qualities. Fundamental to Dworkin's argument is the theory that 
pornographic representations are a form of violence against women: since 
Dworkin herself is claiming that the act and the representation of that act are the 
same in essence, her own representation of degrading and violent scenes, albeit 
as representations of representations, must also be implicated in this violence. I 
should explain at this point that, although I am analysing Dworkin's use of 
language, I will not be quoting her descriptions of the actual pornographic 
representations she examines, since I do not wish to circulate them any further. 

It might be argued that to describe a photograph in words, however detailed 
the description, cannot be compared to publishing the visual image itself, yet 
Dworkin describes and analyses written texts in the same language and style 
she applies to the photographic images, making it clear that she draws no 
distinction, moral, political, or aesthetic, between visual pornographic images, 
cheap, pulp pornographic fiction, or literary pornographic texts, such as 
Bataille's Histoire de l'Oeil, or the writings of Sade, which she designates 'high- 
class pornography' with 'the weight of intellectual adulation behind it'. In her 
descriptions of all these pornographic forms of representation she uses flat, 
emotionless, simple language, as with the photographs from Playboy. 

Now, however, let us turn to her own interpretative reading of those 
photographs: 

The laser beams promise burning. The taste of some Germans 
has indeed run to the technological., ovens in which masses of 
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Jews were exterminated. There was no laser in Hitler's time, 
but he and his men pioneered the field of technologically 
proficient mass extermination. The ethnic or racial identity 
of the model in this context becomes clear- she is a Jewish 
physical type. A racial as well as a sexual stereotype is 
exploited-- she walks willingly into the oven. The technological 
dimension, according to the text, distinguishes the photographs 
as German; the technological dimension distinguished the German 
slaughter of the Jews from all other mass slaughters of the Jews. 
The technology used to kill is what made the numbers possible. 
The ambition of the Germans to exterminate the Jews was 
realized to such a staggering extent because of the commitment 
on the part of the Germans to a technology of extermination. 

.. J Women, too, were burned en masse in Germany: the witch- 
craft persecutions. The manual character of these burnings 
meant that killing was slower[. .J All Western Europe partici- 
pated in the witch killings, but the mass slaughters were 
horribly fierce in Germany. For the most part, the witches 
were burned. The laser promises burning. The photographs 
reprinted from the German Playboy, like all pieces of porn- 
ography, do not exist in a historical vacuum. On the contrary, 
they exploit history - especially historical hatreds and 
historical suffering. The witches were burned. The Jews were 
burned. The laser burns. Jew and woman, PlavboY's model is 

-15 captive, bound, in danger of burning. 

Here, Dworkin employs complex, highly emotive language, constructing the 
passage in such a way that she steadily builds up a tension and horror through 
the development of her pseudo-scientific exposition (which precedes the 
passage quoted above) upon the dangers of the laser beam, and her account of 
the history of German atrocities to both Jews and women. In a sense, Dworkin is 
creating fictions around the photographs, stimulating her reader's imagination by 
evoking some of the most appalling events in human history. She does not 
appear to believe that the photographs, as she has previously described them, 
are sufficiently shocking in themselves. 

A significant factor in Dworkin's writing is the appropriation and 
reconstruction of representations and texts created by others. Dworkin 
effectively reconstitutes the texts and images she presents to her reader for 
discussion, in a manner so reductive it refuses to acknowledge any elements 
that are not directly relevant or useful to her polemic. 

Susan Rubin Suleiman has particularly demonstrated this characteristic with 
reference to written texts, in her essay, 'Pornography, Transgression and the 

75 Ibid., p 142,143. 
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Avant Garde: BataiIle's Story of the Eye. '76 She points out that Dworkin 
discusses, what Suleiman terms, 'literary pornography' (the written texts of such 
writers as Sade and Bataille) using the same language and rhetorical style that 
she employs for hard-porn photographic images and pulp fiction. Suleiman's 
essay questions the validity of such a uniform treatment, arguing that avant 
garde movements of the twentieth century have often both valorised 
transgressive writing and emphasised the erotic as a central site of potential 
cultural subversion, and that since the 1960s, writers have fully developed the 
connections between transgressive style and erotic content, so that 'the potential 
for a metaphoric equivalence between the violation of sexual taboos and the 
violation of discursive norms that we associate with the theory of textuality 
became fully elaborated'. 77 

The implications of this idea are considerable, since it involves a fundamental? 
reversal: the erotic content of the text becomes the signifier of the transgressive 
linguistic style of writing, not vice versa as would have been traditionally 
expected. Such texts as Bataille's Histoire de l'Oeilcan thus be seen in the 
context of a modern European cultural tradition of transgressive (and excessive) 
writing, a tradition 'of discursive practice which exceeds the traditional limits of 
meaning, of unity, of representation'78. Such questions of cultural context as 
this, Dworkin entirely and dismissively ignores, always reading the text in a 
manner Suleiman designates as 'ultrathematic'. 

Suleiman identifies three ways of reading - and consequently, interpreting -a 
text: textual, thematic, and ultrathematic, and she acknowledges that any 
reading is going to be limited: 'no reading is innocent [... ] every interpretation is 
an appropriation of a text for its own purposes. Every interpretation has its blind 
spot'. 

Textual readings of Bataille's story, such as that offered by Roland Barthes, 
avoid discussing any political implications of Bataille's pornographic 
representations and evade an engagement with questions of sexual politics 
within the patriarchal culture in which the text is embedded. In an essay on 
Histoire de /'Oei/, written in 1963, Barthes states 'the transgression of values, 
that is the avowed principle of eroticism is matched by - if not based on -a 
technical transgression of the forms of language. ' 80 The textual reading 
concentrates upon the frame, the style, the narrative technique, and avoids the 
representation, the scene, the characters, the content generally. While this, as 
Suleiman agrees, is a narrow and politically limited approach to a literary work, 
Dworkin's reading is equally as limited by taking an entirely opposite approach. 

Dworkin concentrates upon the representational content of Bataille's text, not 
only ignoring the linguistic form but also reconstructing and reducing the text in a 

76 The Poetics of Gender, ed. Nancy K. Miller, (Columbia University Press, New York, 1986), pp 
117-136. 
77 Ibid., p 119. 
78 Ibid., p 121. 
79 Ibid., p 122. 
80'The Metaphor of the Eye', published in the Penguin Modern Classics edition (1977) of Story of 
the Eye, tr. Joachim Neugroschal, p 125,126.. 
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characteristic act of political literary espionage. Suleiman points out that 
through her total and exclusive concentration upon the content, 'the scene and 
the characters' of the text, 'Dworkin flattens Bataille's narrative into a piece of 
pulp pornography'. 81 Dworkin is correct in recognising that much avant garde 
writing of the twentieth century is politically reactionary, in contradiction to its 
radical pretensions. As she argues, language can be used to disguise 
unpalatable political positions: 

Bataille has obscured more than he has uncovered. He 
has obscured the meaning of force in sex. He has ob- 
scured the fact that there is no male conception of 
sex without force as the essential dynamic. He has 
done this by romanticizing death. Force is incon- 
sequential when the cosmic forces move through man in 
sex. It is plodding and pedestrian to demand that one 
pay attention to it. What matters is the poetry that 
is the violence leading to death that is the ecstasy. 
The language stylizes the violence and denies its 
fundamental meaning to women, who do in fact end up 
dead because men believe what Bataille believes and 
makes pretty., that death is the dirty secret of sex. 
In some cases, the death is literal. In some cases, 
it is the annihilation of female will. 82 

In the above passage, Dworkin uses characteristic short, punchy sentences, 
as if thrusting her message home with sharp verbal blows. To a certain extent, I 
think, there is truth in her analysis, however, her refusal to acknowledge the fact 
that the textuality of a work is nonetheless of some significance, seriously 
diminishes the validity of her argument. As Suleiman writes, 'Not unlike those 
consumers of pornography who skip the descriptions to get to the "good parts", 
Dworkin reads too quickly: she devours the text in order to get to its "core", or to 
change metaphors she traverses it without attention to its shape or the grain of 
its surface'. 83 Such integral elements in the text as Bataille' elaborate and 
carefully structured use of symbolism are dismissed by Dworkin: 

High-class symbols are [ .. J essential to high-class 
pornography: eggs, eyes, hard-boiled, soft-boiled, 
the difference between a half-full and a half-empty 
egg as it sinks into a toilet, an eye in the cunt. 
Ruminations on the stars in the sky and sudden 
portentous thunderstorms, abundant in Stor of f the 
Eye, also help to establish a work of pornography 

81 'Pornography, Transgression and the Avant Garde', The Poetics of Gender, p 124. 
82 Pornography, p 176. 
83 The Poetics of Gender, p 126. 
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as inordinately meaningful. 84 

It is also notable that Dworkin gives us an eight page detailed account of 
the plot of Histoire de /'Oei/ -a 'deadpan summary, detailing Simone's and the 
narrator's sexual exploits' 85 - characteristically reproducing the very text she is 
castigating as unredeemable misogynous and racist pornography. 

In my opinion, it is a mistake to treat Bataille's writing so seriously, either in 
the rather pretentious manner of Barthes and other'textual' readers, or in the 
way that Dworkin does. I cannot regard it as being as dangerous as Dworkin 
thinks. Like the writings of Sade, it seems to me reminiscent of cartoon 
animations: just as a cartoon character will be splattered and then revert back to 
its original shape and continue with the story, so the atrocities in both Sade and 
Bataille are unconvincing -I cannot believe in them. I do not find them shocking 
or transgressive, merely childish and absurd. This might, of course, be a cultural 
problem. Angela Carter, for example, has suggested that the transgressive 
nature of the text's treatment of the Roman Catholic priesthood seems 
incomprehensible and ludicrous to the Anglo-Saxon Protestant mind. 86 

In his piece, WC., originally written as a Preface, now attached as an 
afterword, to Histoire de /'Oei/, however, Bataille, himself, describes Histoire de 
/'Oei/as 'juvenile' and as having a 'fulminating joy [... ] bordering on naive folly'. 87 
It possesses no 'fulminating joy' for me - whatever Bataille means by this 
phrase, which he fails to explain - but it is certainly 'juvenile', with all the banality 
of schoolboy toilet humour. I think, however, that this banality is also explained, 
at least to some extent, in another attached piece by Bataille, an Outline ofa 
Sequel to Histoire de /'Oei/, in which he says 'its basis is solitude and absence'. 88 
While Bataille is referring here to the 'erotic joy' of a woman being tortured to 
death, this phrase points to the 'solitude and absence' at the centre of Histoire 
de /Veil, and also at the heart of Bataille the man. 

In WC, and even more fully in yet another attached essay, Coincidences, 
he gives a description of his family life in childhood and adolescence which 
certainly explains this 'solitude and absence', since, according to psychoanalytic 
attachment theories of child development, he lacked the kind and quality of 
relationships necessary for successful development from infancy to adulthood. 
His psychic universe is governed by a blind, paralytic God the Father. 
Interestingly, the absence; the lack, fundamental to Bataille's personality, as 
viewed in this light, corresponds to the lack, the absence, fundamental to male 
pornography, identified by feminist critics. 

It is certainly significant that Bataille's father was blind, since the text could 
more accurately be called "The Story of the Unseeing Eye". The eyes in the text 

as Pomography, p 175. 
85 Suleiman, The Poetics of Gender, p 124. 
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are always blind; torn out; disembodied, just as the eggs are always sterile; soft- 
boiled; hard-boiled, and both are merely objects or toys to the central 
protagonists - always seen and used out of context, therefore rendered 
meaningless; having no function. 

Roland Barthes, in his essay, 'The Metaphor of the Eye', points out that 
Histoire de /'Oeii is a 'perfectly spherical metaphor: each of its terms is always 
the significant of another term (no term being a simple thing signified)'. The 
metaphors used in the tale have no hierarchy; the associations are random: 
none hold any final significance or meaning. Barthes writes that it is 'not a deep 
work. Everything in it is on the surface; there is no hierarchy. The metaphor is 
laid out in its entirety; it is circular and explicit, with no secret reference behind 
it. ' 89 Barthes believes this increases, what he sees as, the 'beauty' and 'novelty' 
of the text, for, as we have already noted, in Barthes' literary criticism, it is the 
textuality, not the content and discourse, of a text that is given primacy. For 
myself, however, this randomness and meaninglessness increases the text's 
emptiness; its lack: I find the superficiality of its metaphors boring. 

Barthes is, in fact, incorrect to say that there is 'no secret reference behind' 
the text. The chains of metaphors, as Bataille makes clear in his attached 
essays, can only be interpreted with reference to that most secret of sources - 
Bataille's personal childhood and early life experiences. While the use of such 
source material can be successful, and has been drawn on to rich and powerful 
effect by writers, in the case of this text, I think the references are too personal 
and obscure, without meaning or interest to the reader. The autobiographical 
appendices are actually more interesting than the creative text. This indulgence 
in writing so personal and obscure does not seem to me innovative or original, 
but frustrating and irritating to the reader. 

Susan Sontag, in her essay, 'The Pornographic Imagination', 90 disagrees 
with this view, claiming that 

Histoire de /'Oei/ does not become case history 
rather than art because, as Bataille reveals in the 
extraordinary autobiographical essay appended 
to the narrative, the book's obsessions are indeed 
his own 91 

The move Sontag makes here from case history to autobiography is not 
helpful since case histories are not written by the subject - are not versions of 
the self - but are usually written by a psychoanalyst or other professional. 
Sontag is also making the mistake of assuming that autobiographical works and 
case histories are necessarily distinct and separate forms of writing to creative 
fiction, whereas the majority of famous case histories and written self- 

89 Ibid., p 123. 
90 First published 1967, quoted from Penguin Modern Classics edition of Story of the Eye, 
(1977). 
91 Ibid., p 94. 
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presentations have been as carefully shaped and as subjectively constructed, in 
terms of both style and content, as any creative work. A second error lies in 
Sontag's assumption that there is a clear, unquestionable category of 
representation called 'art', which does not include case histories but does 
include Histoire de /'Oei/. an assertion which, in my opinion, she fails to 
adequately support. If Bataille's personal obsessions do not make his text a 
case history, they equally do not make it art. 

In her essay, Sontag is attempting to reclaim certain erotic and transgressive 
works - the same ones, in fact, that belong to the modern European cultural 
tradition of transgressive and excessive writing referred to by Suleiman. 
Sontag's essay, designated wittily, if rather unkindly, by Angela Carter as 'worthy 
but dull', 92 should be read in its own historical cultural context. Written in the 
latter half of the 1960s, a period in both British and North American societies of 
increasing moral permissiveness and a relaxing of censorship, her essay reflects 
the majority view of the liberal, intellectual, middle class of the time. 

Sontag claims that Histoire de /'Oei/ is 'the most accomplished of all the 
pornographic prose fictions I've read'. 93 Significantly, however, she does not 
appear to have read the text with much care or attention, since she makes more 
than one error in her discussion of the narrative. When referring, for example, to 
the objects that function as the structuring metaphor for the obscene fantasy, 
Sontag tells us that 

These seemingly unrelated elements really 
are related; indeed, all versions of the same 
thing. The egg in the first chapter is simply 
the earliest version of the eyeball plucked 
from the Spaniard in the last. 94 

This is inaccurate since there is no egg in the first chapter, instead, Bataille 
gives us the saucer of milk in which Simone sits, also, blood, urine, sperm, rain, 
and mud; all of which, as Roland Barthes points out in his essay, comprise an 
entirely separate metaphorical chain of liquids: a chain, however, that is closely 
linked to the primary chain of egg, sun, balls, eye. The egg, itself, is not 
introduced into the text until chapter six. Secondly, Sontag writes that 'In the 
terrifying Histoire de /'Oei/[... ] only one person dies'. 95 This is also a false 
statement: there is the death of the young girl cyclist in the first chapter, killed by 
the reckless driving of the narrator and Simone; there is the death of Marcelle in 
chapter eight; the death of Granero, the bull-fighter, in chapter ten; Don 
Aminado, the Spanish priest, is murdered in chapter thirteen; and in the 
appended Outline of a Sequel, both Simone and a woman devotee are tortured 
and killed. This is a more significant error, since it could be interpreted as 

92 Expletives Deleted, p 37. 
93 Story of the Eye, p 111. 
94 Ibid. 
95 Ibid., p 107. 
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Sontag, possibly unconsciously, attempting to support her defence of the text by 
denying the real extent of the violence and brutality it contains. 

Sontag argues that it is not a defect in a literary text to be sexually exciting 
to the reader. I quite agree with her on this point, but I cannot find anything 
remotely erotically exciting in Bataille's story. What is sexually arousing about 
hard-boiled eggs in a toilet bowl, or a bull's balls on a plate? They may be 
arousing to Bataille, admittedly, but he fails to convey this excitement to me: in 
fact, he bores me. The text, therefore, does not work for me as pornography in 
the sense of being erotically stimulating or arousing. The protagonists are such 
self-absorbed, over-indulged, bourgeois young people, that it is difficult to find 
their antics anything but tiresomely adolescent. It is, in fact, notable that the 
majority of 'literary pornography' is written by men from comparatively wealthy 
and upper class social backgrounds, and the central protagonists in their 
writings are always from a similar class; where characters from a lower social 
class are introduced, it is purely as pawns or puppets, manipulated and used for 
the pleasure of the rich libertines. This suggests that such texts are written by, 1 

and for, those who have not been brought up to need many inner resources, and 
bored by their privileged life-styles, have to seek such pornographic distractions 
in order to keep entertained and stimulated. 

I also do not find that Bataille's Histoire de /'Oei/ works as a literary text - but 
then, according to Barthes, Bataille does not intend it to. Barthes claims that the 
constraint of the two finite series of metaphors (of egg/eye/balls/sun and 
yolk/tears/sperm/urine/light) 'gives rise to very rich information situated halfway 
between the banal and the absurd'. 96 I find the text both banal and absurd in 
many places, but nowhere do I glean any 'very rich information', and the work 
does not seem to carry the quality of textuality that Barthes values elsewhere. 

Barthes goes on to write: 

In accordance with the law that holds that 
literature is never more than its technique, 
the insistence and freedom of this song are 
the products of an exact art that has succeeded 
in both measuring the associative field and 
freeing within it the contiguities of terms. 97 

In my opinion, this statement demonstrates a major problem with the 'textual' 
critical approach to such literary works. What law is it that holds that'literature is 
never more than its technique'? I think this is a dangerously constrictive and 
narrow view, revealing a naive and reactionary political position. It is not style or 
technique that make a work of literature truly subversive or politically radical: 
and neither, as Suleiman points out, does erotic explicitness. All these 
elements, however, can be used to cover up and disguise the reactionary and 
oppressive nature of the actual content. 

96 Story of the Eye, p 124. 
97 Ibid., p 125. 
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Bataille, in fact, seems even less radical or transgressive than Sade. They 
both share in common a characteristic quality of the naughty schoolboy "cocking 
a snook" at teacher, but Sade does also expose the fundamental power relations 
underpinning society - his Priests and Bishops are libertines, abusing their 
powerful social position, while Bataille's priest in Histoirre de /'Oei/ is merely a 
puppet - an unconvincing doll-like victim, sadistically played with, manipulated, 
tormented, and finally murdered, by the central protagonists. Bataille fails to 
expose the connection between social corruption and power relations in society, 
and private corruption and the power imbalance between the sexes, as Sade 
does succeed in doing. 

Susan Sontag claims that 

Pornography is only one item among the many 
dangerous commodities being circulated in this 
society and, unattractive as it may be, one of 
the less lethal, the less costly to the community 
in terms of human suffering. 

There is clearly much truth in this statement, however, Andrea Dworkin takes 
a wider view, drawing connections between pornography and the other 'many 
dangerous commodities' referred to by Sontag. While I think there is something 
to be said for both their arguments, and, in different ways, for both a textual and 
a thematic reading of a literary text, with regard to Histoire de /'Oei/, and for 
much of the so-called 'literary pornography', I believe it both unwise and absurd 
to devote to it so much energy and serious critical discussion. Angela Carter's 
short and light-hearted review of Histoire de /'Oei/, written in 1979,99 seems to 
me a more appropriate and intelligent response. Dworkin overlooks the 
acuteness and the power of humour and irony as political weapons - weapons, 
moreover, that have been used to excellent effect by feminist critics, writers, and 
film-makers during this century; a political strategy that I will be exploring more 
fully in the following chapter. Dworkin's "deadly serious" approach sometimes 
rebounds negatively upon her. 

To return to the present discussion of feminism, pornography, and language, 
one of the passages quoted earlier from Dworkin demonstrates another 
problematic area of her writing and one of the most alarming aspects of her 
rhetoric. This problem, which I briefly mentioned earlier, is her essentialising of 
masculinity, continuously assuming and asserting an unchanging, and by 
implication unchangeable, fundamental masculine sexuality, that she presents 
as essentially evil. For example, in a passage from her book, Pornography, 
already quoted above, she says of Bataille that'He has obscured the fact that 

98 Ibid., p 117. 
99 Expletives Deleted, p 37,38. 
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there is no male conception of sex without force as the essential dynamic' 100 
and earlier in the same text, on p68, she writes 'For men, the right to abuse 
women is elemental, the first principle' and on p151, 'in [the whole history of the 
world] rape is the perpetual sexual motion of the male', and on p158, 
'Antagonism is established in male sexual thought as a key element in sexual 
excitement. ' 

Considering the general recognition among feminists that similar theories of a 
"natural", stable, essential femininity lie at the root of much of the oppression 
women have been subjected to, it is worrying to find a feminist writer making the 
same assumptions with regard to men. 

However, Dworkin reveals a related problem regarding female gender, falling 
into the error highlighted by Judith Butler, 101 of addressing and speaking to, of, 
and for "women", assuming one fixed, stable subjectivity "woman", failing to 
recognise that the term covers multiple, heterogeneous, fluid subjectivities and 
diverse groups. The assumption of stable gender identities is alarming in its 
reactionary political implications, and Dworkin's writing often reveals an 
oppressively narrow political perspective. 

Two Stories of Rose Keller. 

If we look at two textual accounts, one written by Angela Carter and one by 
Andrea Dworkin, treating an incident in the life of the Marquis de Sade, the 
difference in style and tone is immediately apparent. Carter gives the 
impression of viewing the incident from a distance -a distance of time, place, 
and emotion. She describes it in textual terms as if this event, that actually 
occurred in the life of Sade, were a fiction in itself: 

The Rose Keller affair in particular has a curious 
quality of theatre, of the acting-out of a parable of 
sex and money. This woman, the thirty-six-year-old 
widow of a pastry cook, was begging in Paris on Easter 
Sunday, a day of special significance to the anti- 
clerical Sade; a day that cried out to be desecrated. 
According to the deposition she later gave the police, 
a gentleman, well-dressed, even handsome, approached 
her in a public square and suggested she might like to 
earn herself a crown. When she concurred, he took her 
to a room in a private house, whipped her; gave her 
food and offered her money, both of which she refused. 
Then he locked her in the room but she soon escaped 
through the window and went to tell her tale. Sade 

100 Pornography, p 176. 
101 Gender Trouble. - Feminism and the Subversion of Identity, (Routledge, London and New York, 
1990), pp 4,5. 
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admitted freely that he had indeed hired her and whipped 
her but he said that Rose Keller had known perfectly 
well he did not intend her to sweep his house, as she 
claimed, and they had agreed beforehand she would go off 
with him for a session of debauchery. The matter was 
settled out of court. Rose Keller was persuaded to 
withdraw her charge on a payment of an enormous indemnity 
of two thousand four hundred francs and expenses of seven 
louis d'or for dressings and ointments for her wounds. 

The affair enchants me. lt has the completeness and 
the lucidity of a script by Brecht. A woman of the third 
estate, a beggar, the poorest of the poor, turns the very 
vices of the rich into weapons to wound them with [.. J 
An ironic triumph for the beggar woman; the victim turned 
victor 102 

As described by Carter, the incident becomes a light, charming, witty tale, with 
the qualities of a folk tale or fable where the poor heroine undergoes an ordeal 
or trial at the hands of a wicked wealthy tormentor, but through her own cunning 
and perseverance finally triumphs. Carter both represents it to her readers and 
emotionally responds to it herself on these terms: it is 'the acting-out of a 
parable', 'It has the completeness and the lucidity of a script by Brecht', and it 
'enchants' her. For Carter, Rose Keller is a protagonist in a fiction, and this 
fiction gives Carter pleasure. 

Dworkin, in contrast, makes an intimate, emotional identification with Keller, 
the real historical character; the oppressed, poverty-stricken, working class 
woman, and represents her story as a vivid, detailed account of an actual 
historical event: 

In 1768, Easter Sunday early in the morning, Rose 
Keller, in her mid-thirties, a German immigrant, a 
widow, a cotton spinner who had been unemployed for 
approximately a month, approached Sade to beg for alms. 
He offered her work housecleaning. She accepted. He 
told her that she would be well fed and treated kindly. 

Sade took Keller to his private house. He took her 
to a dark room in which the windows were boarded and 
said he was going to get her food. He locked her in 
the room. Keller had waited for about an hour when 
Sade came to take her into another room. He told her 
to undress. She refused. He tore her clothes off, threw 
her face down onto a couch, tied her arms and legs with 
ropes. He whipped her brutally. He took a knife and told 
her he would kill her. According to Keller, Sade kept 

102 The Sadeian Woman, pp 28,29. 
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cutting her with a knife and rubbing wax into the wounds. 
Keller believed she would die and begged Sade not to kill 
her until she could make her Easter confession. When 
Sade was finished with her, he took her back to the first 
room and ordered her to wash and rub brandy into her wounds. 
This she did. He also rubbed into the wounds an ointment 
that he had invented. He was proud of his invention, 
which he claimed healed wounds quickly. Later, Sade 
alleged that he had paid Keller to be whipped so that he 
could test his ointment. Sade brought Keller food. He 
took her back to the room where he had beaten her and 
locked her in. Keller bolted the door from the inside. 
She unblocked some of the locked shutters with a knife, 
injuring herself in the process, made a rope of bedding, 
and climbed out of the window and down the wall. Sade's 
valet pursued her and offered her money to return. She 
pushed him off and ran. 

Keller was badly hurt and her clothes were ripped. She 
ran until she encountered a village woman, to whom she poured 
out her story. Other women joined. They examined her and 
then took her to an inappropriate ofcial, since the local 
magistrate was away. A police official called in from else- 
where took her statement. Keller was examined by a surgeon 
and was given refuge. 

Sade's mother-in-law, Madame de Montreuil, settled a large 
sum of money on Rose Keller to persuade her to withdraw 
criminal charges. ' 03 

While Carter's position in her discussion of the Rose Keller affair is one of 
detached, apparently light-hearted, intellectual amusement, Dworkin engages 
with the story on a deeply and directly emotional level. She represents the 
incident from the point of view of Keller's consciousness, creating an 
involvement with Keller's experience on the part of both narrator and reader 
through such statements as 'Keller believed she would die and begged Sade not 
to kill her until she could make her Easter confession'. Carter, on the other 
hand, distances herself from Keller, accepting the possibility of her complicity 
with Sade: 'Rose Keller, who expected, perhaps, to have sex with the Marquis 
but for whom the whip came as a gratuitous, unexpected and unwelcome 
surprise, turns her hand to blackmail and who can blame her? ' 104 But to 
Dworkin, Keller is an innocent victim, ignorant of the corruption and worldly 
wickedness of the aristocracy. Dworkin presents us with the information that 
Sade 'offered her work housecleaning. She accepted. He told her that she 
would be well fed and treated kindly' as if it were all proven, irrefutable fact, 

103 Pornography, pp 73,74. 
104 The Sadeian Woman, p 29. 
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whereas Carter makes it clear that the source material is a deposition given 
later, by Rose Keller, to the police. 

Dworkin also gives us a far more detailed account of the ill-treatment Keller 
received at Sade's hands, while Carter skips over this section of the story with a 
few words: 'he took her to a room in a private house; whipped her; gave her food 
and offered her money, both of which she refused. Then he locked her in the 
room but she soon escaped through the window and went to tell her tale. ' What 
takes Carter four lines to tell, takes Dworkin twenty-two, and the two stories 
seem, in places, very much at variance: Carter implies that it was easy for Keller 
to escape -'she soon escaped through the window' - while Dworkin makes it out 
to have been a difficult procedure involving a knife (I find it surprising that Sade 
should have left Keller a knife, but this point is not explained by Dworkin), locked 
shutters, and a rope of bedding; also the cutting and the wax that Dworkin 
recounts in such detail, do not appear in Carter's story at all. 

Carter interprets the Rose Keller incident as a tale of poetic justice - of Sade 
receiving his "come-uppance" at the hands of a working class woman. She 
points out that in this role, Keller can be seen as resembling a character from 
Sade's fiction: 'A woman of the third estate, a beggar, the poorest of the poor, 
turns the very vices of the rich into weapons to wound them with. In the fictions 
he is going to write, Sade will make La Dubois, the brigand chief say that the 
callousness of the rich justifies the crimes of the poor'. In ascribing this distorted 
form of Robin Hood philosophy to Rose Keller, Carter is constructing her into a 
character who is intelligent and shrewd, autonomous and manipulative, able to 
take control of this unpleasant situation and turn it to her own advantage. 

Dworkin, in contrast, creates a character who is entirely motivated by suffering 
and terror, a pure victim, trusting and naive: 'Keller was badly hurt and her 
clothes were ripped. She ran until she encountered a village woman, to whom 
she poured out her story. Other women joined. They examined her and then 
took her to an inappropriate official, since the local magistrate was away. ' It is 
the other women, in this version of the story, who take control, who listen to 
Keller's story and decide what is to be done. In Dworkin's version, Keller is 
totally passive - unlike the cunning and able, folk-tale peasant heroine evoked 
by Carter's version, she resembles passive, victimised, aristocratic, fairy-tale 
princess figures, such as Snow White or the Sleeping Beauty. Both portrayals of 
Keller - as clever, ingenious heroine, or as passive victim - are fictions, and 
highly unreliable fictions created to represent the figure, Rose Keller, as Carter 
or Dworkin wish to see her and find useful for their respective purposes. 

Another major difference between Carter's and Dworkin's accounts of the 
affair, lies in the use of humour. Carter is amused by the incident; Dworkin is 
enraged by it. Humour is often used as a political tool for subverting and 
undermining an established position. In The Sadeian Woman, Carter adopts a 
witty, ironic narrative voice, frequently employing humour in order to debunk 
accepted stereotypes and to defuse powerful patriarchal ideas and beliefs. 

Dworkin's text is devoid of humour. Like all evangelists, Dworkin regards her 
message as a fundamentally serious matter. Male critics have frequently 
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accused feminists (without specifying what they mean by this label) of being 
humourless. It is open to question whether lack of humour makes a political 
argument stronger or weaker. As a writer, Dworkin's style is undeniably 
excessively emotional and highly personal. Humour does seem to help a writer 
to keep a certain ironic distance from her material, and therefore to shape and 
manipulate the material more self-consciously and skilfully. As Annette Kuhn 
writes, 

the activity of analysis may be regarded as a strategy 
in its own right it seems entirely appropriate, by 
deconstructing its operations, to debunk and demystify 
pornography. There is perhaps a certain pleasure, too, 
in taking issue with porn's inflated self-image as 
sexually liberating, and so radically shifting the 
terms of a discourse in which pornography is constructed, 
by its defenders and its moralist antagonists alike, as 
a distinct and privileged regime of representation. 105 

The radical playfulness and pleasure in the process of writing and analysis that 
Kuhn refers to here, are totally lacking from Dworkin's text; a lack which, I think, 
sometimes works to make her writing pompous and reactionary in its political 
effect. One problem Dworkin has, seems to be that the emotional distress she 
feels in response to pornography has led her to give it an importance and 
privilege in excess of its meaning, thus, as Kuhn points out, adding to its cultural 
status rather than undermining and deflating it. 

This positive view of irony and humour as an academic, distancing device and 
literary tool, may well, however, be a masculine value judgement that women 
writers and critics too easily accept and internalise. Angela Carter has been 
criticised by both Dworkin and Susanne Kappeler for adopting the pose of the 
avant garde male academic to an extent that seduces her into a highly suspect 
and naive political stance, 'lolling in the literary sanctuary' to borrow Kappeler's 
description. The academic fear of strong emotion, particularly anger, and the 
cultural taboos on female expression of such emotion and rage, may be leading 
us into practising a form of unconscious censorship on both our own and other 
women's writing; making us uncomfortable with the open expression of anger 
and distress, feeling it is letting the feminist academic side down by exposing it 
to critical ridicule. 

Social class is also an important factor in determining how feminist writers on 
pornography are read and the effect their work has on the reader. Andrea 
Dworkin is a very compelling, emotionally powerful writer who never wavers from 
her committed political stance, and she seems to speak particularly persuasively 
to women whose life experience and background is less privileged than that of 
the majority of feminist academics. Writers like Angela Carter or Jane Gallop, 

105 The Power of the Image, p 22. 
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on the other hand, are more inaccessible in their writing style and use of 
language, clearly addressing themselves to a readership drawn from a similar 
middle class, academic, elitist social group to their own. 

Many academics, and feminist academics are no exception, appear to 
primarily write for each other. Dworkin, however, is not of this ilk even though, 
and partly because, she makes the mistake of minimising all cultural differences, 
for example, of class and race, between women, in order to create a, possibly 
spurious, unity based on horror and outrage against pornography as violence 
against women. 

As I have already discussed, Dworkin falls into the error highlighted by Judith 
Butler in Gender Trouble, of addressing and speaking to, of, and for women, 
assuming that the category "woman" covers one inclusive, fixed, stable identity, 
not recognising the complex, multiple, fluid, heterogeneous identities that can be 
reductively telescoped into the category "woman". The experiences that all 
women share, regardless of cultural background, social position, racial identity, 
historical period, must be limited; Dworkin's focusing upon the analysis of one 
form of western, capitalist, patriarchal cultural representation, and her highly 
personal interpretation, as a white, middle class, North American feminist, is thus 
of an inevitably limited significance. 

It is true, however, that Angela Carter's major weakness as a writer lies in her 
conformity and subservience to the dominant academic tradition. This gives her 
work a, sometimes chilling, detachment and lack of emotion. Her involvement 
with her work is purely intellectual, and, as a result, readers bringing a less 
academic approach to her writing can be alienated and even offended by it. 

While Carter, unlike Dworkin, can be seen as making a radical and positive 
intervention in her concentrated preoccupation with female sexual experience, 
sexual desire and pleasure, she can also be seen as reactionary in her narrative 
style and manner of treating these issues. She makes frequent reference to the 
male academic literary critical tradition, clearly placing herself within it. Her high 
degree of emotional detachment often gives her work a hard, cold, "masculine" 
quality which can be alienating - it should be noted, however, that her work has 
changed in its style and attitudes over the years she has been writing. 
Nonetheless, she is possibly too influenced by the institutionalised patriarchal 
literary order and its attitude towards the expression of powerful emotion on the 
part of an author as suspect and unacceptable. A similar influence led Virginia 
Woolf into criticising Charlotte Bronte for the strong feeling and anger she 
communicated in her novels over the position of women in society. The desire 
for approval and acceptance by the male-dominated, literary critical 
establishment can seduce women writers and critics into the rigid strait jacket of 
male literary conventions. 

Andrea Dworkin certainly expresses anger and pain, often very powerfully. 
What mars this power, however, is her sometimes arrogant and complacently 
self-righteous stance of one who has "seen the light", therefore possessing a 
right to preach to others and to pass judgement, condemning out of hand all who 
do not agree with her extreme and over-simplistic point of view. 
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Many contemporary women writers, film-makers, and visual artists now feel 
that theorists like Dworkin risk reproducing the rigid and authoritarian attitudes of 
the patriarchal culture they are supposedly resisting. The photographer, Nancy 
Honey, for example, in her introduction to her collection of photographs, Woman 
to Woman, writes 'How do the politics of appearance affect how I express 
myself? Some constructions of feminism have evolved their own rules about 
appearance that can be nearly as oppressive as the old stereotypes. ' 106 In 
order to begin to understand our sense of gender identity and our experience of 
sexual desire it is necessary to explore the ways in which they find expression, 
both consciously and unconsciously. It is, therefore, important to examine the 
processes of fantasy in relation to sexuality, and to analyse how our own sexual 
fantasies are shaped and constructed. Also, to examine how the influence upon 
us as individuals, and upon the production of cultural representations generally, 
of the myths and fantasies of sexuality embedded in the unconscious of western 
culture affects the construction of sexual desire and gender identity. In the next 
chapter I shall be examining the role of fantasy in these processes, and the way 
it has been explored by women writers and film-makers. 

106 Woman to Woman, (Hexagon Editions, Bath, 1990). 
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Chapter 3. Representations of Desire, II: 
Fantasy, Sexuality, and Violence. 

How can we define Fantasy? 

Fantasy is a word that has different meanings in different contexts, and 
when used by different people. Psychoanalytic theory defines phantasy in 
clinical terms as an: 

Imaginary scene in which the subject is a 
protagonist, representing the fulfilment of a 
wish (in the last analysis, an unconscious 
wish) in a manner that is distorted to a 
greater or lesser extent by defensive processes. 

Phantasy has a number of different modes: 
conscious phantasies or day-dreams, 
unconscious phantasies like those uncovered 
by analysis as the structures underlying a 
manifest content, and primal phantasies. I 

This definition makes explicit the connection between fantasy and desire: 
the fantasies of the unconscious mind are a means of shaping the secret, and 
often forbidden, desires of the fantasising subject, allowing these desires 
expression in the imagination, without actual satisfaction. It seems clear that our 
fantasies both help to construct and are also shaped by our sexual desire. Thus, 
as Rosemary Jackson points out, Sade described his violent pornographic 
writings as 'strange fantasies which double the effect of desire, without 
extinguishing it'. 2 

In literary terms, however, fantasy has somewhat different, although not 
unrelated, meanings. Fantasy as a literary genre involves the creation of 
images that do not exist in the actual, primary world, and the representation of 
those images as if they are actual, or possess an actual existence in the primary 
world. Literary fantasy should, therefore, have a quality of arresting strangeness 
and yet be grounded in a manner that renders it believable, and in some way 
familiar, to the reader; such as in-the magic realist fiction of Angela Carter. This 
sense of familiarity can either be created through a recognisable setting or 
context, highlighting the presence of the bizarre and the fantastic in the 
everyday world, or through the use of narrative tone and language, seducing the 
reader into a false security and trust in the narrator. A common example of the 
latter method can be found in traditional fairy tales - significantly, a genre that 

1 J. Laplanche and J. B. Pontalis, The Language of Psychoanalysis, trans. D. Nicholson-Smith, 
(The Institute of Psychoanalysis & Karnac Books, 1988), p 314. 
2 See Rosemary Jackson, Fantasy. - The Literature of Subversion, (Methuen, London & New York, 
1981), p 75. 
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has been frequently adopted and appropriated by contemporary women writers 
(Angela Carter, again, being a good example) in order to explore issues of 
gender identity, sexuality and violence. 

The Role of Fantasy in Pornographic and Erotic Representation. 

Freud assigned to fantasy the whole domain of 
sexuality, whereby it escapes the reality principle 
altogether (pleasure in sexuality revealing itself 
as pleasure in the act of representation itselt). 3 

The role of fantasy in pornographic representations, indeed, in all 
representations of sexuality and desire, has become a major site of debate and 
controversy. Barbara Smith, in her essay, 'Sappho was a Right-Off Woman', 4 
defines pornography as 'the graphic representation of sexual acts carried out by 
stereotyped fantasies masquerading as real people', and argues that 

Pornography [... J solidifies white, male heterosexual 
fantasies, and then commoditises them. Because 
of this, however, there is a conflation of sexual fantasy, 
sexual deed and sexual identity. Since all these 
portrayals revolve around white, male heterosexuality, 
who and what are depicted are marginalised and 
controlled by who is at the centre. 

Straight male pornography is therefore pure' fantasy, 
and absolutely requires a distancing technique for its 
power to work 5 

Sheila Jeffreys, on the other hand, in her book, Antic/imax, 6 claims that 
'Apologists argue that pornography is simply "fantasy". But live women are used 
and abused in the production of pornography. Their experience is fact and not 
fantasy. ' 7 

Angela Carter, however, takes a similar view to Barbara Smith: 

Since all pornography derives directly from myth, it 
follows that its heroes and heroines, from the most 
gross to the most sophisticated, are mythic abstractions 
f. j Any glimpse of a real man or a real woman is absent 

3 Jacqueline Rose, Sexuality in the Field of Vision, (Verso, 1986), p 42. 
4 Feminism and Censorship, ed. Gail Chester and Julienne Dickey, (Prism Press, 1988), pp 178- 
184. 
5 Ibid., p 179. 
6 (The Women's Press, 1990). 
7 Ibid., pp 257,258. 
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from these representations of the archetypal male and 
female. 8 

Whereas Andrea Dworkin argues, in a similar vein to Sheila Jeffreys: 

The pornography itself is objective and real and 
central to the male sexual system. The valuation 
of women's sexuality in pornography is objective 
and real because women are so regarded and so 
valued. The force depicted in pornography is 
objective and real because force is so used against 
women. The debasing of women depicted in 
pornography and intrinsic to it is objective and real 
in that women are so debased. The uses of women 
depicted in pornography are objective and real 
because women are so used. The women used in 
pornography are used in pornography. 9 

The main reason for these differences in attitude and approach, lies in the 
fact that Smith and Carter both analyse pornography as a form of cultural 
representation, examining the way it avoids and distorts the actual world, and 
the society in which it is produced; whereas Jeffreys and Dworkin view 
pornography as an act of violence, a part of the actual world, an extension of the 
society in which it is produced. As we have already seen, for example, Carter 
was able to study Sade's writings in an emotionally detached, academic manner, 
as a form of literature rather than as a part of Sade, the man, and his life, and, 
for this reason, Carter was criticised by Dworkin, and also by Susanne Kappeler: 

Here Carter, the potential feminist critic, has withdrawn 
into the literary sanctuary, has become literary critic. ' 
'Sade' is no longer the man she so carefully researched, 
the multiple rapist and murderer, but as writer, as 
pornographer, deserves a literary critical response that 
treats him as artist and writing subject. ° 

. 
Psychoanalytic theory, however, might be used to support the views of 

Carter and Smith, since it can be argued that the notion of "male" and "female" 
as absolute and complementary entities, with sure and stable identities, rests 
upon mystification and fantasy. The problematic nature of sexuality can be 
disguised by such a notion, by a process that Lacan called 'a fraud'; 'relying on 

8 Angela Carter, The Sadeian Woman, (Virago Ltd., 1979), p 6. 
9 Pornography, (The Women's Press, 1981), pp 200,201. 
10 The Pornography of Representation, (Polity Press, 1986), p 134. 
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the virtue of the "genital"'. "1 Lacan, as I discussed in Chapter 1, asserted that 
gender identity develops through the acquisition of language and the entry into 
culture - and the constraints of the 'Law-of-the-Father'. But since language 
itself is not stable or certain, identity cannot be secure. Lacan illustrates his 
theory with reference to the separation of public toilet facilities for men and 
women, which he describes as 'urinary segregation'. 12 This suggests that the 
division between the sexes, socially constructed as gender identity, is based on 
a desire for cultural binarism rather than on any biological certainty. 
Heterosexual pornography, with its insistence upon an absolute division 
between male and female, and its reduction of "the male" and "the female" to 
their biological sexual characteristics, can therefore be seen to be operating 
through mechanisms of fantasy and mythologisation. 

Dworkin, Jeffreys, and Kappeler, however, who themselves take a more 
rigidly demarcated view of male and female gender identities, emphasise the 
process by which pornography is produced, involving real people in actual 
situations of capitalist, economic exchange. 

This is a significant conflict of opinion because, while it remains possible 
for Angela Carter and Barbara Smith to envisage forms of erotic representation 
that are not oppressive to women, and might even serve women's interests, such 
a possibility does not exist for Jeffreys, Dworkin, or Kappeler. 

'Erotica is simply high-class pornography', 13 writes Dworkin, however, she 
does go on to add In the male system, erotica is a subcategory of pornography. ' 
This might suggest that even Dworkin could consider it possible to produce 
acceptable erotica for women within a feminist system, but in an interview given 
in 1990, published in the radical feminist journal, Trouble and Strife (19), where 
Dworkin discusses whether erotica exists separately from pornography as a form 
of representation, and, if it does, whether it can serve any kind of useful purpose 
for women, she says that this question 

is always used to obscure what the political issues are, as 
if everything has to do with the product and nothing has to 
do with what drives a person to need the product. In that 
sense / would characterise it as a male question because the 
male question always is, is there gonna be something left 
for me ? Part of male sexual response is this voyeurism, this 
objectification as opposed to the way that women have prac- 
tised sexuality which has more to do with being with someone 
who is actually alive, three dimensional or, if you want to be 
mystical about it, four dimensional in that they also exist in 
time as well as in space. 

11 Lacan. 'The Meaning of the Phallus', Feminine Sexuality, eds. Juliet Mitchell and Jacqueline 
Rose, (Macmillan, London, 1982), p 81. [For an extended discussion of this argument of 
Lacan's, see Jacqueline Rose, Sexuality in the Field of Vision, p 56.1 
12 Lacan. 'The Agency of the Letter in the Unconscious', Ecrits: A Selection, trans. Alan 
Sheridan, (Norton, New York, 1977), p 151. 
13 pornography, p10. 
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/ see nothing to preclude that erotica could exist. l have 
a question as to why people would need it, if they were 
indeed making love with each other and happy. One of the 
things that's built into the whole pornography issue is that 
there are people who have a right to have other people do 
things so that they can be sexually gratified, kind of servants 14 

Kappeler's view is very similar, as she expressed in a speech given in 
September 1988 at a mixed gay male/lesbian panel discussion entitled 'Putting 
Sex Back Into Politics', held in London, and organised by Sheba Feminist Press. 
Discussing the problematic relationship between political action, sexual 
practices, desire, pleasure, and ideology, Kappeler raises the question of how 
politically radical it is for lesbians and gay men to celebrate their sexuality, and 
confronts the criticism that feminists are too puritanical and do not celebrate 
sexuality enough: 

We think that you celebrate sex by doing it - but the 
current consensus seems to be that you celebrate it by 
talking about it, writing about it, making a picture or 
a film about it. In fact, there seems to be an anxiety 
that unless there is a representation of it and an 
audience, it isn't real. 

As feminists, we are not interested in the production 
of second-hand sex for an audience. Our objective is 
sex and desire as processes between people in a context 
of equality, not the production of desire in the privacy 
of your identity. Were interested in the kind of desire 
which relates to another person -a sexual subject, not 
a sex object, or an image or a text or a pin-up or a set 
of clothes. The latter, for us, belong to the love of 
literature or the cinema or fashion - not to sex and 
sexual desire. 15 

Kappeler also claims that 'feminists' (who, as shown above, she chooses to 
speak for using the first person plural) 'think [... ] that there is a world of 
difference between the desire for a lover who desires you, and the desire for a 
fictional image on a piece of paper. ' 16 

While Kappeler argues for fewer representations of sexuality, Angela 
Carter and Barbara Smith claim that women need more representations and 
ones produced specifically for them. Barbara Smith draws a clear distinction 
between pornography and erotica, claiming that in pornography, 'Nothing is left 

14 Trouble and Strife, 
15 Trouble and Strife, 
16 Ibid. 

19, Summer 1990, p 8. 
15, Spring 1989, p 17. 
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to the imagination, everything is described in detail. Because it is thus seen to 
have an existence separate from the observer, it can be disclaimed', while 

Erotica, on the other hand, merely begins the process of 
sexual imagination. lt hints at, but never fully describes 
or reveals, it is skeletal and needs the active participation 
of the observer's imagination to flesh it out. Thus the 
outcome can never be completely disowned because it is a 
direct reflection of the observer's sexuality. 17 

Smith also draws a distinction between straight male pornographic 
representations of lesbian sex, on the one hand, produced by heterosexual men 
for heterosexual men, in which the women are not necessarily lesbians, which 
Smith describes as 'male heterosexual fantasy': 'Since it is a fantasy it is not 
"real" sex, and since it is portrayed as a sub-category of the pornographic genre, 
lesbian sex itself is seen as pornographic. It is a menage ä trois where only the 
male and the male orgasm are real', and lesbian pornography, on the other 
hand, produced and consumed by lesbians, which she claims is not 
pornographic at all, by the terms of her definition, but erotic: 'it may be 
pornographic in content, but I would say it is erotic in form. ' 18 She argues that 
because both the participants and the observer are presumed to be lesbian 
women, the mechanisms of voyeurism and objectification operating in straight 
male pornography are transgressed: 

Pornography for lesbians stands representation theory on 
its head, because here the gaze is not male or masculine, 
there is no sharp distinction between object and subject 
because, being female and lesbian, the participant observer 
can either inhabit the gap' or directly participate in the 
proceedings, but in either case she cannot completely be 
detached from what is portrayed lt self-consciously speaks 
to and of her sexuality. There is no need for alienation, 
detachment or distance for the power of erotica to work 19 

Smith argues that there is a need for representations of lesbian sexuality 
produced by lesbians, in order to counteract and combat both the general 
invisibility of lesbians in the mass media and also the negative and de- 
sexualised images that are circulated. She claims that this lack of 
representation, and the distorted representations that have been produced, have 
resulted in lesbians themselves having a restricted awareness and 
understanding of the potential scope of their sexuality. 

17 Feminism and Censorship, p 179. 
18 Ibid., pp 179,180. 
19 Ibid., p 180. 
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Angela Carter also argues for more, rather than fewer, representations of 
sexuality for women. Like Smith, she argues for representations that reflect the 
reality of women's lived experience, claiming that the reason straight male 
pornography works to oppress women is because it denies and ignores the 
social and political context of sexual relations: 

The denial of the social fact of sexuality in pornography 
is made explicit in its audience. Produced in the main by 
men for an all-male clientele, suggesting certain analogies 
with a male brothel, access to pornography is usually denied 
to women at any level, often on the specious grounds that 
women do not find descriptions of the sexual act erotically 
stimulating. Yet if pornography is produced by men for a 
male audience, it is exclusively concerned with relations 
between the sexes. [. ] So all pornography suffers the method- 
ological defects of a manual of navigation written by and 
for land-lubbers. 20 

Carter believes that pornographic representations that were rooted in 
social reality could be used to subvert and transform that reality: 

Since sexuality is as much a social fact as it is a 
human one, it will therefore change its nature according 
to changes in social conditions. If we could restore the 
context of the world to the embraces of these shadows then, 
perhaps, we could utilise their activities to obtain a 
fresh perception of the world and, in some sense, transform 
it. The sexual act in pornography exists as a metaphor 
for what people do to one another, often in the cruellest 
sense; but the present business of the pornographer is to 
suppress the metaphor as much as he can and leave us with 
a handful of empty words. 21 

Carter argues that greater artistry would be needed for a more radical and 
subversive pornography, since the arts of characterisation, plotting, and 
developed storytelling, root a narrative in a particular time and place and 
necessarily help to raise the problems and contradictions experienced in actual 
sexual relationships and encounters: 

When pornography abandons its quality of existential 
solitude and moves out of the kitsch area of timeless, 
placeless fantasy and into the real world, then it loses 
its function of safety valve. lt begins to comment on 

20 The Sadeian Woman, p 15. 
21 Ibid., p 17. 
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real relations in the real world. Therefore, the more 
pornographic writing acquires the techniques of real 
literature, of real art, the more deeply subversive it is 
likely to be in that the more likely it is to affect the 
reader's perceptions of the world. 22 

Carter defines her radical concept of `the moral pornographer as an artist 
who 

might use pornography as a critique of current relations 
between the sexes. His business would be the total de- 
mystification of the flesh and the subsequent revelation, 
through the infinite modulations of the sexual act, of the 
real relations of man and his kind. Such a pornographer 
would not be the enemy of women, perhaps because he 
might begin to penetrate to the heart of the contempt for 
women that distorts our culture even as he entered the 
realms of true obscenity as he describes it. 23 

It is interesting that Carter uses the masculine pronoun for her'moral 
pornographer'. This is probably out of conformity to the masculine academic 
convention that subsumes women writers and artists under the male pronoun, 
but it also suggests that Carter is not considering specifically female 
pornography, produced by and for women. 

Barbara Smith, in contrast, is concerned with a specifically lesbian 
pornography, and she discusses how far it is possible for lesbians to produce 
new and radical erotica for themselves, recognising that all of us as women have 
internalised the phallocentric and masculinist fantasies of sexuality and desire 
fundamental to Western culture: 

The present debate becomes even more complex when we 
consider the lived reali of lesbian sexuality and self- 
censorship. None of us becomes lesbian in a vacuum. We 
are as much sexually conditioned by society as the hetero- 
sexuals we criticise. It is therefore no surprise that 
what is called pornography for lesbians, at present, a ears 
little different to straight male pornography, in that we 
still seem to be objectifying women and our bodies. But if 
we see such representations as the words of a visual language, 
then obviously we have to speak the language with which we 
are familiar. And just as real words, such as cunt, have 
been at least partially reclaimed, so can symbolic language 

22 Ibid., p 19. 
23 Ibid., pp 19,20. 
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if we are given the time to explore, change and make our own. 24 

The idea of creating new vocabularies of representation in order to 
express our experience of sexuality and desire, is widely accepted by feminists; 
where Smith is more transgressive in her ideas lies in her advocacy of sexual 
practices that many radical feminists are vehemently opposed to - lesbian SM, 
using dildoes, butch-femme role-play - practices Andrea Dworkin describes as 
'male identification among lesbians'. 25 Smith argues that the feminism of Andrea 
Dworkin and Sheila Jeffreys is based upon the theoretical assumption of the 
powerlessness and vulnerability of women and their status as victims of male 
violence and oppression, and also upon a belief in an innate, biologically- 
determined female sexuality that is gentle and nurturing, as against an innately 
violent and murderous male sexuality. Smith points out that the emergence of 
lesbian sado-masochism in the last decade has been viewed as a betrayal of 
this ideal of a "natural" beautiful female sexuality, she claims that it has 'since 
been made the scapegoat and symbol of (some other) women's repressions. If 
heterosexual women fuck the enemy, then SM dykes fuck like the enemy. ' 26 

Andrea Dworkin confirms this point of view, attributed to her by Smith, in 
many of her statements: 

Then feminists come along and say, but we need 
erotica. We have to be able to say that we like sex. 
We have to be able to sign our loyalty oath to sexual 
activity. We have to be able to have these artefacts 
of sexuality. " And / see that having to do a lot with male 
identification. In other words, we can be like men 27 

and Dworkin continues: 

It is not just heterosexual women who identify with men. 
It's very hard for instance to want freedom or to have any 

ambition or to have any desire to be someone in the world 
and not identify with men in some way or another. / think 
that lesbian feminists for a long time have refused to ask 
ourselves the questions that we've insisted [straight] 
women ask themselves, as if we ̀ re exempt from it all 
because we're lesbians. We are not exempt from any 
of it, it just manifests itself differently. The sadomasochism 
and the lesbian pornography is a very logical expression 
of that. 28 

24 Feminism and Censorship, p 181. 
2' Trouble and Strife, 19, p 9. 
26 Feminism and Censorship, p 182. 
27 Trouble and Strife, 19, p 8. 
28 Ibid., p 9. 
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The connection between pleasure and danger, vital to SM, is also 
dismissed by radical feminist writers, such as Susanne Kappeler who argues 
that'the various buzz words of the contemporary sex discourse, such as 
"desire", "pleasure", "danger", should be opened up to political analysis. ' 29 

Smith disputes this charge of 'male identification': 

SM dykes loudly proclaim that we are into sex and power, both 
physical and emotional, because many of us reject images of 
powerless women. There is nothing intrinsically wrong with 
power, but with what you do with it and why. SM dykes use 
power to increase, not deplete, the overall power of women. 
If lesbianism proves that women can be and are actively and 
autonomously sexual, then lesbian SM should prove that we 
like it hot and raunchy. You'd think that lesbian feminists 
especially would latch onto lesbian SM as the perfect 
expression of women's power -but not so. lt seems to have 
further prob/ematised it. [.. .J At the same time, though, there are those who see lesbians, 
and butch-femme, as potentially radical and subversive of the 
way in which both sexuality and gender are constructed in our 
society. There are also those who think using dildoes demon- 
strates classic Freudian penis-envy, though there are others - 
like me - who do not see them as penis-substitutes (i. e. attached 
to a man), but as extensions of female anatomy and feminine sex- 
uality, so that they can also be potentially radical and subversive 
of the biological status quo. The problem with our society is that 
anatomy, sexuality and gender are all subsumed by compulsory 
heterosexuality. Everything is reduced to reproduction. All this is to 
ask, therefore, why pornography for lesbians, or being into SM, or 
using dildoes, are automatically deemed by some to be reinforcing 
traditional male- and heterosexually-defined stereotypes? Why 
are some lesbian activities automatically male-identified and others 
not? Why do we bemoan the apparent powerlessness of women, 
and then moan even more when women do have and use their 
po wer? And why is po wer considered male ? 30 

Smith is arguing that the practise of SM, and the use of sex toys such as 
dildoes, offer lesbians more powerful ways of exploring and expressing their 
sexuality and sexual desire. She also claims that such practices within lesbian 
relationships should not be interpreted in terms of the phallocentric system of 
heterosexuality. Smith's argument mainly rests upon her concept of female 
power, and her celebration of SM, and lesbian sexual games and role-playing, 
as active and powerful expressions of women's sexual desire. 

29 Trouble and Strife, 15, p 17. 
30 Feminism and Censorship, pp 182,183. 
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There are, of course, problems with this argument; one of the most obvious 
being that if 'the perfect expression of women's power lies in sexual behaviour 
practised between lesbians, it is depressingly limited. Sexual relations are 
essentially private matters, and while they reflect public relations and clearly 
have profound political implications, they have no overt function in the public 
sphere. Smith comes dangerously close to restricting women's possibilities for 
political action and bringing about change in society, as much as men have done 
in the past through the convention that the feminine sphere lay in the emotions 
and personal relations. She also side-steps the issues of domination and the 
potential for the abuse of power in SM practices; she does not distinguish 
between "power to" - the empowerment of the individual to take more control 
over her life and her sexuality - and "power over" - the practice of power that 
limits the control of another individual over her life and sexuality. 

Smith does admit, however, that women are capable of oppressive 
attitudes and acts; that they can be racist, misogynous, and can discriminate on 
the basis of class; but she argues that because women are sited in a different 
social position to men, they cannot be oppressive in the same ways - even when 
women have power they are limited in the exercise of that power in ways that 
men are not. An upper class woman, for example, cannot sexually terrorise a 
working class male employee in the way that an upper class man can harass 
and dominate a working class female. Smith argues that these tensions and 
contradictions in women's experience of power offer the potential for a radical 
transgression of sexual norms and power bases. 

Smith concludes by making certain claims for lesbian pornography: it 
presumes a female gaze, and a lesbian one at that. It presumes active female 
sexuality. It celebrates autonomous female sexual enjoyment. It still presents 
women as objects, but through the eyes, and to the eyes, of other women as 
subjects. It takes stereotyped images and, with some humour at times, utterly 
subverts them in both intention and context: 'Pornography for lesbians at least 
portrays us in our true light as the spectrum of womanhood - strong, sexually 
demanding and fulfilled, active, passive, and always assertive. ' 31 

What is noticeable is the extent to which creative artists employ and 
subvert the mechanisms of fantasy as a means to radicalise erotic 
representations and to debunk stereotyped images. I shall now examine how 
Barbara Smith, herself, exemplifies this practice in the lesbian erotic stories she 
has published in the Sheba Feminist Press anthologies, Serious Pleasure and 
More Serious Pleasure. 

True Stories? 

Smith has two stories in the first anthology, published in 1989, 'The Art of 
Poise' and 'Masturbation Is For Wankers', and one, 'Exercising Restraint', in 
More Serious Pleasure, (published 1990). In all these stories, Smith explores 

31 Ibid., pp 183,184. 
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issues of objectification, domination, and the relationship between fantasy, 
sexuality, and reality, in a playful and creative manner. 

In 'The Art of Poise' she disrupts passages of explicitly sensual writing, 
graphically describing an intimate sexual encounter between two women, with 
questions in parentheses concerning the political issues at stake, and 
juxtaposes the poetic and dreamlike erotic prose with passages that detachedly 
explore the mechanisms operating in the encounter: 

We kiss, face melting into cunt, as candlewax melted 
into ice along and down my back on some other occasion. 
Trickled down between my breasts, fiery rain dripping on my 
breasts, and made puddles of icy fire around my nipples. 

And, oh! how they stood to attention then! 

(But that was another occasion, and later we will 
discuss the politics of burning) 

Slowly /realize that/ am objectifying your face. / 
ask myself who is fucking whom? Who is object of the gaze? 
Who is leader in the dance? Must l move to move you? 32 

Of the three stories, 'The Art of Poise' has the least developed plotline or 
characterisation - the literary arts Angela Carter thinks necessary to radicalise 
pornography - it concentrates upon the erotic encounter, but the mixture of 
sensuality and self-conscious intellectualisation works in a radical manner, 
refusing to allow the reader to sink into the erotic fantasy, but rather insisting 
that we remember and consider the problems and questions raised in any sexual 
encounter. As Carter writes in The Sadeian Woman: 'The text that had 
heretofore opened up creamily to him [sic], in a dream, will gather itself together 
and harshly expel him [sic] into the anguish of actuality. ' 33 

Smith's second story in Serious Pleasure, 'Masturbation is for Wankers', 
is an even better example of this process at work. Here we have a fairly detailed 
and well-developed narrative, creating a realistic background and setting for the 
central section of erotic fantasy. The outline of the story put briefly runs thus: in 
the opening section, the narrator and her lover are in Amsterdam trying to revive 
their flagging relationship, and in order to fulfil a long-felt desire of the narrator's 
to buy a vibrator. While there, their relationship breaks down completely and: 

/ was in the weird situation of buying a vibrator accompanied 
by my ex-/over That changed the proceedings completely: 
instead of being something to expand our sexual horizons, l 

34 
was going to have to do it sing/e-handed. 

32 'The Art of Poise', Serious Pleasure, p 65. 
33 The Sadeian Woman, p 19. 
34'Masturbation is for Wankers', Serious Pleasure, p 115. 
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The narrator goes on to describe wittily the embarrassment of having her 
baggage searched and the vibrator found by a male customs official on her 
return to Britain: 

He goes through my bags, everything is okay till we get to a 
small parcel wrapped in brown paper. I'd spent an hour try- 
ing to persuade this guy l was an upright citizen who wouldn't 
dream of doing anything illegal, unusual or tempting. 

'What's this? ' he asked. 
A vibrator, ' replied /, trying not to sound sheepish. 
'Oh, ' he says, '/ don't think l need bother you any more, ' 

as he hastily repacks my bag and shoots off back to 
petty bureaucracy. 35 

All this precedes and introduces the erotic section: 'It is with all this in 
mind that I lie on the bed, legs akimbo, flush with anticipation, vibrator in one 
hand, dildo in the other'. 36 However, if the reader by this point is also 'flush with 
anticipation', she is disappointed, as gratification is once more delayed by a long 
intervening paragraph which detours off into an ironic discussion on safer sex: 

In these days of AIDS panic, it is still a wise 
move to check out the sexual history of your 
partner before embarking on any lustful voyage, 
then, to be doubly safe, throw a Mae West on 
it. / knew about the di/do [... J / wasn't so sure of 
the vibrator. Okay, it might have been a virgin, 
but look what happened to Mary. Furthermore, 
condom awareness is tine for heterosexuals 
and gay men, but what about us lesbians? if 
safe sex equals condomless-raising, where do 
we put ours ? 37 

At last, on the sixth page of her narrative, Smith draws us into the erotic 
fantasy. Although this section fills only slightly more than one page, it is pretty 
strong, explicit material, drawing upon all the conventions of lesbian SM - use of 
a dildo, vampire references, role-play, dominance/submission, voyeurism and 
exhibitionism. The narrator begins her fantasy in a crowded disco with a friend, 
and immediately complicates her narrative by introducing fantasy within the 
fantasy: 'We've been out somewhere, flirting with each other all night long as if 

Ibid., pp 116,117. 
36 Ibid., p 117. 
37 Ibid. 
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we've just met. Pretending we don't know how the other kisses, what her breasts 
are like' 38 

While the other protagonist in this sexual encounter remains nameless and 
faceless, her personality undeveloped and her place in the narrator's life never 
explained, in a manner typical of straight male pornography, this is subverted by 
the fact that, as the narrative unfolds, we are always aware that the two 
protagonists are old friends and are equally as in control of the situation. This 
works to emphasise the consensual aspect of the SM elements in the 
relationship: 'I manoeuvre her to the light and pin her to the wall. She can feel 
what will happen, see it in my eyes. She put the thought there anyway. '-39 The 
two women have now left the disco and the narrator is walking her friend home 
'through the parts of King's Cross some call seedy, alley-ways between 
tenement blocks, badly-lit stamping ground of pros and druggies and all the 
dregs of society, they say'. 40 The use of the pronoun 'they' in this passage 
suggests the narrator's sense of her sexual identity as transgressive and 
marginal - she is one of the outsiders in patriarchal, heterosexist society. This 
sense of transgression adds to her erotic pleasure: 

And in my mind's eye / can see a spectator, 
watching us, seen it all before, pro with her 
punter and no place to go. l want to wa/k 
past, with the light full on our faces, wa/k 
past and smile at the realization that we're 
two women.... 41 

The fantasy moves on, taking the two women home where it is the other 
woman's turn to dominate and sexually excite the narrator. It is at this point, the 
most heightened and intense part of this erotic fantasy, when the narrator 
describes herself as 'writhing around with myself, that Smith introduces the 
unexpected, completely undercutting the fantasy and bringing both narrator and 
reader back to reality with a jolt: 

this is brilliant. Fingers are good - in the right 
place - but this is... oh... uh... ah... eh? 

Sod's Law. If you buy a vibrator with 
attachments the only time the fucking top 
will come off is when it's inside you. lt was 
caught in my vaginal sphincter and the 
vibrating bottom had come away in my hand. [.. 

38 Ibid., p 118. 
39 Ibid., p 119. 
40 Ibid. 
41 Ibid. 
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Now / really was rolling around with myself. 
l could feel the panic rising in my chest Please 
don't let me have to go to hospital, please don't 
let me be the after dinner story of some lesbophobic 
internist. 42 

One way in which this story markedly differs from conventional straight 
male pornography, is in its presentation of the narrator as an individual 
personality, at whom we can laugh and with whom we can sympathise in her all 
too human predicament. The introduction at this point of her cat, for example, 
who chooses this inconvenient moment to demand to be fed, helps to flesh out 
the realistic frame of the narrative: 

Moving very cautiously, one finger up my cunt to 
keep the thing in place - the irony is killing me - / go into the kitchen. Moggy, thinking it's grub up, 
does her usual trick of zooming in front, motoring 
in and out of my feet trying to trip me up like Bullitt 
on fast-forward. Rooting around in the cutlery 
drawer confirms her Pavlovian suspicions - that's 
where 'her' fork is kept. She insinuates herself 
around my legs. Eventually / And a teaspoon (so 
that's what 'spooning' means). / don't even bother 
to hope it will work. Gingerly, l insert it, aware 
that if my subsiding panic returns l'll be stuck with 
two UFOs. Cat impatiently tries to manoeuvre me 
towards the can of Whiskas. 

Round the back of the UFO, wishing / had a 
shoe horn, and the thing suddenly launches 
itself into infinity with much velocity and a decided 
plop. It flies through the air, moggy spots it - 
Okay, one last game before dinner - and dribbles 
it around the kitchen floor like a feline Maradonna. 43 

[Someone really should write a dissertation on the role of cats in feminist 
fiction - why are women writers so fond of cats?! ] 

Smith closes the story with an ironic reference to the feminist anti- 
pornography/anti-SM lobby, as she reflects that this unfortunate incident would 
not have occurred if she had used a condom on the vibrator, and wonders if she 
should pass on this tip: 

/ think to myself, 7 must write to Spare Rib and 

42 Ibid. 
43 Ibid., p 120. 
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warn other women. "Dear Sisters, A useful trick 
when using a vibrator is... " But would they print 
it? Another mcp trick to invade women's space 
and assert the male fantasy that all lesbians use 
dildoes, vibrators and what have you. 

Sorry sisters, but in fact this story is true .... 44 

This final assertion of the 'truth' of the narrative brings us full circle, back to 
the issue of the relationship between fact and fantasy, truth and representation. 
When Smith claims her story is 'true', she is referring to her experience of both 
the actual events and the erotic fantasy, but how far the fantasy was based upon 
actual sexual encounters she might have shared with the woman she is 
fantasising about, is left to conjecture. How far the creative act of shaping her 
story has altered and affected her representation of both actual events and 
fantasy is also an open question, and one that cannot be ignored. 

Smith's story in the second of Sheba's anthologies, More Serious Pleasure, 
titled, 'Exercising Restraint', is more interesting still, since, although published in 
a collection of 'lesbian erotic stories and poetry', no actual bodily sexual 
experience is described. There is an erotic encounter between two women but it 
happens entirely in the mind (of the protagonists and of the reader), thus acting 
as a metaphor for the consumption of pornography. 'It's all in my head, ' the 
narrator declares, addressing the other woman, 'you're fucking my head'. " 

In this story, Smith employs a narrative technique where the narrator is 
apparently addressing the other protagonist, thus creating a feeling of intimacy, 
with the reader in the role of voyeur and the other woman as an unaccountable 
element, but at times this becomes ambiguous and the narrator could be 
addressing herself, or the reader: 

You were hot and sweaty, so hot you had to 
remove your leatherjacket - it was the first time 
/ had seen you without it - and / could have sworn 
it had been grafted onto your skin. And there you 
were, without your skin, dancing and moving and 
sweating, knowing / was watching you. 

/ was about to go and you said there was 
something you wanted to say to me. You didn't 
want to fuck with me, but you wanted to touch me, 
to be physically close to me. It was unexpected, 
powerful. My cunt clenched. This powerful creature 
had shed her skin for me, to make my cunt run with 
her sweat, had gone naked in public for me. For me. 

44 Ibid., p 121. 
45'Exercising Restraint', More Serious Pleasure, (Sheba, 1990), p 183. 
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(Oh, baby, she was just hot that's all. ) 

We went and sat somewhere quiet. / said. - / feel 
the same way too. I explained my initial attraction 
and then said it had changed, moved from the 
initial superficial similarities to my lover to something 
completely different. Something that belonged to 
her. And then, claiming drunkenness as my alibi, 
l said / must go, and then impetuously kissed her 
mouth. 

Her mouth. 

Just thinking of your mouth now has made my 
cunt clench again. Your soft, receptive, hungry 
mouth. 46 

The above passage illustrates the movement between modes of address, 
and the changes in tempo this creates in the rhythm and tension of the text. 

The story opens by explaining that both protagonists are already in 
relationships with other women, but are attracted to one another. A teasing, 
provocative battle of wills ensues as the story unfolds, with neither woman 
making any move towards the other and yet clearly inviting such an advance. 
The narrative is full of tensions and contradictions, anticipation and anticlimax, 
for both the narrator and the reader. What the other protagonist is feeling is 
never entirely clear - the narrator gives us the impression that the other woman 
is always in control of the situation, is 'exercising restraint', but how reliable is 
the narrator? Can we trust her interpretation of events? She says (here 
apparently addressing the other woman): 

/ don't understand your resistance, your restraint 
l don't understand why wanting is not enough for 
doing. / am lying here on my belly, naked under 
my clothes, and /just want you to take me and 
fuck the consequences. 

For the moment, though, a precious line separates 
us and makes us safe. But the contradiction - the 
first of many to come - is that we have already 
overstepped that line of safety. You have entered 
my home. / have invited you in, to penetrate the 
inner me only known to close friends and lovers. 
And what have you done? Welcome to my snare, 
said the catcher caught for once. 47 

46 Ibid., p 179. 
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At different points in the story, each woman tells the other that she is not 
going to have sex with her. Firstly: 

you say., 'No, I'm not going to fuck with you. I 
want to be responsible for once. ' 

I think. You mean you can't handle monogamy. 
I say: 'Responsible to whom? ' 

Undaunted and in perfect control you reply. - 
'Myself 

I am undone, caught out, can only comment, 
'l 'm glad you said that f [.. ] 

So l realize l can't manipulate you, can't make 
you dare the way the others do. l'm intrigued. 48 

And secondly: 

I'm trying to explain why /M not going to fuck 
you (hadn't / heard what you said before ? You're 
not going to fuck me! ), not a matter of 'if but 
'when' because now the time is not right. l'm 
trying to be so right-on and adult about this. 

'Look, I really want to fuck you but 1 just can't 
at the moment' (Sorry, baby). 

And you say: 'But we've been fucking all 
afternoon. lm in your home, you've cooked me a 
lovely meal, and that's fucking. ' 

/ parade through my life for you. My past life, so 
rational and rationalized now, is open to your gaze. 
[... J And l am still drawn in, like a rat caught in the 
cobra's gaze. A tantalizing split-second from death, 
frozen in the lover's embrace that becomes a 
strangulation. Caught, suspended. And yet you 
will not fuck me. 49 

Finally this tense, emotional impasse is broken. The narrator claims she 
cannot remember how it happened, 'but suddenly we are both down the same 
end of the settee. [... ] at last, at least, we're touching. You sit me between your 
legs, both of us facing the same way now as if astride some monstrous 

47 Ibid., pp 176,177. 
48 Ibid., pp 177,178. 
49 Ibid., p 181. 
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motorbike. ' 50 A highly-charged erotic episode follows, but entirely in the minds 
of the two women who remain fully clothed and almost completely motionless, 
the narrator leaning back against the other protagonist, her body supported by 
the other woman's body. A strong element of domination is suggested, but with 
it simultaneously the contradictory and reciprocal nature of the restraint: 

The negotiation of our powers has created a 
vortex, sucked in, suspended, everything stands 
stil/. Breathing so hard, in time with each other, 
but the contradiction is that we are holding our 
breath. / am completely pinioned by your 
gripping of my wrists, but the contradiction is 
that your imprisoning of me imprisons you also. 
You dare not move. Not an inch, not a millimetre. 
Each breath must come together. To move even 
slightly out of synchrony will break the spell, 
will begin the body-fuck. [ .j 

Fuck me with your clever paradox. No connection 
of skin. My brain becomes my cunt, and you fuck 
me good sweetheart. 51 

In this strange erotic, yet frozen, contact, the narrator experiences a 
profound climactic, orgasmic sensation: 

My brain has caved in upon itself. Head 
moved into the body room, something 
slithered down my spine to that deep part 
of me that only seems activated the night 
before l bleed[.. ] / start to laugh, the way l 
laugh after coming, that is when l haven't 
wept after coming, and only now can l 
settle back into the curves of your body 
and stop the tensing ache. 52 

In this text, Smith highlights the important role played by the mind and the 
emotions in human sexuality; any erotic encounter occurs as much - and in this 
story, far more - in the mind as in the body. Human beings are complex 
creatures who are capable of an intense mental life that can frequently 
dominate, and autonomously experience, bodily sexual feelings. Fantasy, in this 
sense, can be both independent of, and more potent than, active physical 
behaviour. In this role, fantasy plays an important part in the construction and 

50 Ibid., p 182. 
51 Ibid., p 184. 
52 Ibid. 
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expression of gender, as an identity distinct and independent from biological 
sex. 

Are we Seeing Things? 

Sheila McLaughlin, in her film, She Must Be Seeing Things, employs a 
similar strategy to that of Barbara Smiths's in 'Masturbation is for Wankers', 
using humour and irony to undercut and defuse the stereotypical pornographic 
motifs she draws upon, and refers to, in the film. 

When it was first released, She Must Be Seeing Things was the subject of a 
bitter controversy in the lesbian and feminist communities because of the 
manner in which it challenged and addressed certain taboo areas concerning 
lesbian sexuality. In this film, McLaughlin is making a complex exploration of the 
processes of fantasy, and of the relationship between fantasy, sexuality and 
violence. Her representations of violence in the film are obviously carefully 
constructed, parodying violent or abusive male sexuality within a critical context. 
The main problem McLaughlin encountered in screening the film appears to 
have been the difficulty many women seemed to experience in separating 
fantasy from actuality, and in responding to the representations of fantasy as 
fantasy. These women spectators perceived the violent fantasies of Agatha, the 
protagonist in the film, shown on the screen, as uncomplicated realistic 
representations, depicting events that were meant to have actually occurred, 
rather than as portraying the workings of Agatha's imagination. 

The film was shown during Britain's first Lesbian Summer School, held in 
July 1988, arousing fierce opposition from anti-pornography radical feminists 
attending. During the screening of the film, a "porn free" area was established 
by women who felt that the film should not be shown, and lesbians who 
defended its screening were accused of being involved in sado-masochism - 
although the film's actual representations of role-play, bondage, and dominance- 
submission games in the relationship of Agatha and Jo, are undermined and 
subverted by the use of humour, irony, and playfulness. 

However, McLaughlin has been accused of eroticising power imbalances, 
and her film certainly does introduce many controversial issues, including the 
intervention of heterosexuality in lesbian relationships, as well as the use of 
bondage and S/M games in lesbian sexual practices, cross-dressing, role- 
playing: and all these set in the context of a cross-cultural relationship between 
a blonde, blue-eyed white woman, Jo, and a Brazilian woman, Agatha. 
McLaughlin negotiates these representational mine-fields by employing the 
concept of masquerade which she claimed, in an interview of July 1988 in The 
Independent, necessarily involves irony and self-consciousness. Discussing the 
many controversial areas and issues she attempts to handle in the film, she has 
said that they don't have to be 'dangerous areas for lesbians to enter into. I've 
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tried to bring in an element of humour, to undermine that power [of 
heterosexuality and the phallus] and make fun of it. ' 53 

The concept of 'masquerade' plays an important role in both psychoanalytic 
and feminist theories of gender identity. As we considered in Chapter 1, Freud 
viewed the woman's expression of her sexuality as a form of narcissism; an 
attempt to reassert her pre-Oedipal experience, thus compensating for her 
"lack". To achieve this end, according to Freudian theory, she has to make her 
whole body take on the role of object of desire, thus becoming the phallus for the 
man. Her only option, as 'no-thing', lack, and Other to the man, is to gain power 
(the phallus) through man - to be the phallus in order to reflect its power, literally 
to embodythe phallus as its site of penetration and to justify its power through 
being its Other. She needs the man to validate her, and so, in an attempt to 
attract his desire, and also in response to her own penis envy, she becomes 
seductive, coquettish, vain and jealous. She retains this position of object of the 
desire of the other only through artifice and duplicity, being what the other 
desires - the only way open to her if she is to gain any kind of recognition. Such 
dissimulation is her only hope of success. and status in phallocentric culture, for 
women can only have the phallus by being the phallus. To complicate matters, 
however, since the woman can only be the phallus through masquerade, she is 
not the phallus in actuality, but to become the phallus, she loses her self as both 
woman and subject. 

The concept of masquerade represents women's means of obtaining the 
phallus: she makes herself as man desires and needs her to be. Masquerade as 
the disguise adopted in order to obtain the phallus, can be seen as an extension 
of Freudian penis envy. Penis envy, itself, however, appears to be no more than 
the need men have for women to desire the phallus; confirming the man in the 
assurance that he still has the phallus, despite his symbolic castration, for, 
according to Lacan, man is not-all just as woman is not. In conceiving of penis 
envy, men can be spared seeing themselves as losing or lacking. Man, of 
course, also lacks organs possessed by the woman - the vagina, the uterus, the 
womb - manifestations of the female capacity to give birth. The success of the 
phallic signifier might be said to rest on the fact of the visibility of the penis -a 
signifier in the form of a female organ, such as the womb, would not have this 
advantage. At present it is the phallus which is the signifier, but it is women who 
uphold it - through masquerade, through desiring men, and through representing 
the penis - becoming the phallus. 

Joan Riviere wrote an early and highly influential essay on this issue of 
femininity as being a masquerade, in which she argued that there was no such 
thing as an essential or natural femininity, but that womanliness was always a 
masquerade: 

Womanliness therefore could be assumed and worn as a 
mask, both to hide the possession of masculinity and to avert 
the reprisals expected if she was found to possess it [.. ]The 

53 Square Peg, Issue 21,1988, p 35. 
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reader may now ask how / define womanliness or where / 
draw the line between genuine womanliness and the 
'masquerade' My suggestion is not, however, that there is 
any such difference; whether radical or superficial, they are 
the same thing. 54 

Joan Riviere draws largely upon Freudian psychoanalytic theory in her 
essay, which is hardly surprising since she herself received analysis from both 
Ernest Jones and Freud. As Stephen Heath points out, in his essay, 'Joan 
Riviere and the Masquerade', 55Jones described her in a letter to Freud, 
recommending her for analysis, as 'a case of typical hysteria. [... ] She has a most 
colossal narcissism imaginable, to a great extent secondary to the refusal of her 
father to give her a baby and her subsequent masculine identification with him'. 55 
(Riviere was later also analysed by Melanie Klein, and she worked closely with 
Klein in London on the development of child analysis. ) While, however, 
Riviere's essay seems to unquestioningly adopt the conventional, orthodox 
Freudian view of female development, drawing largely on the concepts of penis 
envy, castration complex, and the Oedipal crisis, this may well have been a part 
of her own 'masquerade'. 

It is true that the women in Sheila McLaughlin's film are conscious 
performers in their own role-playing and cross-dressing, stepping in and out of 
different roles mostly as it suits them. They are aware of the cultural meanings 
and significance attached to the roles they play and frequently debunk or defuse 
them. As McLaughlin has said, 'They are not victims, they use [those roles] 
almost as costumes for a play. ' 57 

In a scene where the two women are playing on a beach, for example, 
Agatha chases Jo and, catching her, ties her arms behind her back with Jo's hair 
ribbon and forces her down on to the sand. Both women are laughing and 
breathless, and are watched disapprovingly by curious bystanders. Then 
Agatha, releasing Jo, asks 'Did men ever do that to you? ' and Jo says one man 
did but that 'it was different. It was too real. ' This encapsulates one of the main 
ideas behind the thinking of the film: in their sexual encounters with each other, 
the two women are in control - in control of their desire and of their love-making. 

Like so many feminist film-makers, Sheila McLaughlin is very aware of, and 
makes conscious references to, previous cinematic traditions. In She Must Be 
Seeing Things, McLaughlin appropriates the thriller genre, often misogynous in 
traditional commercial cinema, and uses it to explore the dynamics of the lesbian 

54 Joan Riviere. 'Womanliness as a Masquerade', (first published in The International Journal of 
Psychoanalysis (/JPA), vol. 10,1929; republished in Formations of Fantasy, eds. Victor Burgin, 
James Donald, & Cora Kaplan, Methuen, 1986, reprinted by Routledge, London and New York, 
1989), p 38. 
55 Published in Formations of Fantasy, pp 45-61. 
56 E. Jones, letter to Freud, 21st January, 1921, cit. V. Brome. Ernest Jones: Freud's Alter Ego, 
(Caliban Books, London, 1982), p 131. 
57 Square Peg, Issue 21,1988, p 35. 
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relationship she is representing. The film employs many of the stock elements 
of the traditional horror movie, such as those of Hitchcock. McLaughlin also 
makes full use of film noir techniques - ominous shadowy lighting, dark corridors, 
and lonely, ill-lit staircases. 

The musical score by John Zorn is important in this respect, being highly 
atmospheric. This is particularly noticeable at the beginning of the film when 
Agatha finds and reads the diary Jo kept as a schoolgirl describing her many 
relationships with men at that period of her life. The music at this point is nervy 
and jangly, creating a feeling of tension and impending menace, and this music 
recurs throughout the film whenever Agatha returns to the diary or spies on Jo. 

This early scene, of Agatha reading the diary, is intercut, first with Jo's 
dinner with a male colleague, Richard, and then with scenes of Jo waiting on a 
railway platform at night in a thunderstorm. The image of Jo, soaked to the skin 
by the rain, looking frail and vulnerable, and the portrayal of Agatha's 
increasingly obsessive reading of the old journal, both lead to a growing sense 
of threat and unease, also originally contributed to by Jo's fleeting flirtation with 
Richard at the film festival she has been attending. 

In this film, McLaughlin explores the different strategies adopted by the two 
main protagonists in order to resolve their own sexual fantasies and conflicts. 
For Agatha this includes cross-dressing in men's clothes when she goes out to 
spy on Jo, whom she suspects of having an affair with a male colleague. 

McLaughlin has explained this behaviour in the following terms: 

Agatha dressing as a man masquerades as that which she is 
threatened by. In a way, she is using the disguise to do battle 
with the thing that she is disguised as. By representing herself 
in the image of the rival, she deflates it. 58 

Jo's strategies for coping with her inner conflicts are very different. Firstly, 
she employs flirtatious behaviour to manage difficult relationships; both to 
extricate herself from Richard after having an intimate meal with him at the start 
of the film, and to appease Agatha's anger - this behaviour appears to conform, 
in some aspects, to Freud's ideas of female narcissism, being seductive and 
coquettish. Secondly, she uses her work as a film-maker to explore her own 
sexual anxieties and ambivalence. 

McLaughlin also exploits Jo's work in order to create a film within the film; 
giving us five scenes from the film Jo is making, which portrays the story of 
Catalina, "a seventeenth century woman who rebelled" as Jo describes her to 
Agatha, reared in a convent, who runs away and finds she has to masquerade 
as a man in order to survive in the world. The last of these five scenes, shown 
by Jo to Agatha, as well as to the spectator, at the end of the film, is a portrayal 
of jealousy, voyeurism, and violence, echoing Agatha's own inner experience 
throughout the primary film. 

-98Screen, Vol. 28, No. 4, Autumn 1987. 
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1 1. Agatha dressed in male clothing. 

12. In gender disguise, spying on jo. 
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The secondary film, based on a historical story, sets, to quote McLaughlin's 
own words: 

an historical context for some of these gender and identification 
issues. [.. ] It parallels what Agatha's going through, and also 
investigates Jo's heterosexual fascination and how she deals 
with that kind of sexuality and representing it. 59 

In She Must Be Seeing Things, McLaughlin is making a complex exploration 
of the processes of fantasy and the way it functions in relation to, and in 
connection with, sexuality, both through these representations from the "film 
within the film", and through strong, sometimes shocking, visual representations 
of Agatha's fantasies about Jo which become so obsessive that they appear to 
be hallucinations. 

While the first of these visual "errors", or hallucinations, is experienced 
equally by the spectator and Agatha - when Agatha, looking out of her office 
window, sees a blonde woman, apparently Jo, passionately kissing a man on the 
pavement opposite - as these inner fantasies grow increasingly violent, 
representing Agatha's powerful, jealous, vengeful imaginings of Jo's mutilation 
and death, the spectator is increasingly distanced from Agatha's viewpoint and 
these scenes are more and more quickly intercut with scenes depicting "actual" 
events in the film, thus emphasising and highlighting the fantasy status of the 
scenes of violence. 

Nonetheless, it needs to be acknowledged that the film does raise important 
questions about the immediacy and power of visual representations, and the 
implications and consequences of their use. McLaughlin argues that she was 
attempting to represent a convincing lesbian relationship, with the problems that 
such relationships frequently do have to confront and resolve, rather than an 
idealised, romantic version. She has pointed out that the film is about jealousy 
as much as about lesbian sexuality, and explores the way that obsessive 
jealousy can fuel the imagination of the person feeling it. McLaughlin claims that 
the film is not just portraying violence against women, but the all-too-common 
agonies that a relationship can involve if there is not adequate trust or 
communication between the partners. She argues that: 

Anyone who's gone through that incredibly strong jealousy 
at some point imagines doing violence, or sees something 
horrible happening, to the other, because they've hurt you so 
much. [.. ] [the fantasy scenes of violence] had to be 
powerful. / wanted the fantasy scenes to seem as real as 
the rest because it is very real, often stronger than reality 

59Square Peg, Issue 21,1988, p 35. 
60 Ibid. 
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However, McLaughlin fails to allow for the problematic fact that visual 
images are open to many different readings by the spectator - more open, in my 
opinion, than written texts. While it takes time and concentration to read and 
interpret a written text, visual images are more immediate - more easily "read" 
and mentally assimilated. Visual perception is highly subjective and unreliable, 
dependent upon personal interest and experience - witnesses, for example, will 
give widely divergent accounts of the same event. No two people will see 
exactly the same thing, and this applies no matter how carefully the visual image 
has been constructed. Another problem lies in the fact that, while visual images 
are constructions, as much as written texts, people tend to assume that visual 
images are more reliable -a record of some kind of "truth" or "reality". As 
Annette Kuhn writes, in her discussion of photographic images: 

There is plenty of scope for human intervention at every 
stage of making photographs: photos are no more innocent 
of cultural formation than any other product of human society. 
Nevertheless, photos do offer themselves up as in some 
sense real, embodying a particular kind of truth: even if they 
do not produce their meaning in a direct unmediated way 
they often seem to do so. [... ] 

Photography draws on an ideology of the visible as evidence. 

.. J To complete the circuit of recording, visibility and truth set 
up by the photograph, there has to be someone looking at it. [.. J 
Meaning is produced, finally, in the spectator's look 61 

With cinema, a particular problem lies in the fact that many people will only 
see a film once, so their memory and interpretation of the film will miss many of 
its more indirect and subtle meanings. There is also the problem that the same 
film will hold very different meanings for different audiences. It is significant, for 
example, that the lesbian film, Desert Hearts, a film that is extremely popular 
among lesbians, both in the UK. and the U. S. A., is available from, and openly 
marketed by, a mainstream, commercial, pornographic distributor for the 
pleasure and titillation of heterosexual men: a development probably not 
originally allowed for, or anticipated by, the film's director, Donna Deitch, or the 
two women who played the central roles. 

In the case of She Must Be Seeing Things, McLaughlin may be justified in 
expecting the spectator to "read" the violent scenes in the context of the film as a 
whole, and it can be argued that the other messages offered by that wider 
context do qualify and legitimate the scenes of violence. McLaughlin's self- 
conscious appropriation of the Hollywood thriller genre also helps to emphasise 
the obviously constructed status of the fantasy scenes, and the way they parody 
male violence and male sexuality within a feminist critical context. 

Nonetheless, as I have said, when the film was first shown it caused great 
controversy, with many lesbians refusing to make any distinction between the 

61 Kuhn. The Power of the Image: Essays on Representation and Sexuality, pp 26,27. 
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representations of violent fantasies and representations of actual violence. The 
film appears, in fact, to be too complex in its representations to please anyone, 
since its representations of role-play and S/M sex between the two women, are 
playfully subverted and defused. As Cherry Smyth has commented, 'the film was 
never marketed as a lesbian SM film, and indeed those who went to see it as 
such were bitterly disappointed. '62 

McLaughlin is using these elements of role-play and bondage games in the 
relationship between Agatha and Jo to develop further her exploration of 
fantasy, sexuality, and identity. She has stated clearly that her aim in this film 
was to emphasise difference; she felt that previous portrayals of lesbian 
relationships had denied differences between women. She wanted to address 
all the issues centred around the sexual relationship between Agatha and Jo 
involving differences of race, culture, roles, and power. She has claimed that: 

Lesbians, especially in the 70s were represented as 
looking and being the same. I' m not interested in that 
idea of narcissistic extension. Sameness is very safe, 
you don't have to deal with these issues. 63 

McLaughlin has also claimed that it is difference which establishes 'a 
certain eroticism in relationships', 64and that she wanted to 'bring out the 
aggression in their sex, to show that the eroticism that's there is not just "nice". ' 
65 This argument brings us back to the whole question of what it is that does 
construct desire and sexual attraction - whether it is, in fact, based upon the 
Hegelian concept of dominance and submission; conflict and difference, and 
whether an alternative construction is either conceivable or possible. This is a 
question that I will be returning to. 

As I have already stated, however, McLaughlin's representations of 
dominance and aggressive sex in the relationship are undermined and 
subverted by the use of humour, irony and playfulness, and also by her complex 
examination of the two women's lives and personalities. 

At the beginning of the film the spectator is implicated in Agatha's doubts 
about, and mistrust of, Jo's fidelity and commitment to their relationship. While 
the tension in the film hinges upon the sexual relationship between the two 
women, that relationship is set in the wider context of their separate lives - their 
different flats, their friends and work colleagues, and their professional and 
social lives spent independently of each other. As Angela Carter has argued, 
with reference to her concept of the moral pornographer, this developed and 
detailed context for the relationship and sexual dynamics between the two 
women, qualifies and disrupts any assumptions the spectator might make when 

62 Queer Notions, (Scarlet Press), 1992, p 39. 
63 Square Peg, Issue 21,1988, p 34. 
64 Screen, Vol. 28, No. 4, Autumn 1987. 
65 Ibid. 
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judging simply on the basis of the sexual encounters alone, outside of any wider 
context. 

Jo's flirtation with the man, Richard, and subsequently, her apparent sense 
of guilt when the telephone rings once she is back in New York with Agatha, lead 
the spectator, to initially join Agatha in questioning her sexuality. We are led to 
wonder at first whether she will have an affair with Richard. The representation 
of the two women's working lives also initially reinforces this image of Jo as 
chaotic, irresponsible, rather manipulative, and determined to get her own way, 
as she lies and schemes in order to find the money to make her new film about 
Catalina, and skilfully manages her film crew and work colleagues when they 
disagree, or try to argue, with her. 

In contrast, Agatha, who works as a lawyer for a left-wing civil rights 
organisation, is portrayed as an efficient, well-organised character of honesty, 
integrity and commitment. As the film continues, however, the spectator's 
perception of the two women shifts and alters. The spectator begins to 
recognise and respect Jo's dedication to her art, and becomes increasingly 
aware of Agatha's insecurity and vulnerability, which stem partly from her 
problems about her female gender identity, and the negative feelings about 
being a woman she has internalised from her strict Catholic upbringing and her 
father's misogyny. Sheila McLaughlin has commented that 

There's an important line for me in the film when 
Jo and Agatha are in bed and Jo asks 'Do you 
really want a cock? ' and Agatha says 'Yes. No. 
Maybe. Sometimes. But / don't want to be a man. '66 

For McLaughlin, as for Claudia Schillinger in her short film, Between, 67(a film 
which addresses polymorphous perversity and the tabooed and repressed in 
"adult" sexuality, through representations of women wearing highly naturalistic- 
looking dildos, among other powerfully charged images) this distinction and 
separation of the penis from the masculine is crucial: 

People usually connect these things but / really 
wanted to disconnect them! Its something you 
can put on or take off, [ .. ]These connections aren't 
necessary. You can be free of it, use it, play with 
it, discard it, and everything that goes along with 
it as well. /, just wanted to break it open. 68 

[In a later chapter I will be examining more fully the concept of gender, in 
feminist writing and cinema, as costume that'you can put on or take off. ] 

66 Square Peg, Issue 21,1988, p 34. 
67 1989, Germany. 
68 Square Peg, Issue 21,1988, p 34. 
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Agatha perceives the phallus as representing power, not masculinity, and 
desires to 'put on' this power. Jo is happier and more confident in her identity, 
possibly because she is a white woman in a white-dominated society, but she, 
too, has her vulnerabilities and her flirtatiousness is one strategy she adopts to 
cope with them. 

Both the women use their fantasies as survival strategies, and McLaughlin 
wished to make the distinction between fantasy and actual behaviour quite clear: 

What you fantasise is not necessarily what you want. 
The fantasy means something very different. So, in 
the Alm Jo fantasises about going to bed with a guy, 
but she doesn't actually want to do it. That separation 
had to be made right at the beginning because so much 
of the film is structured about fantasies. 69 

This separation is a necessary factor to recognise when considering 
Agatha's violent and destructive fantasies in the film. 

I shall now examine two scenes from the film which demonstrate some of the 
above points. 

The first of these scenes significantly occurs immediately after Agatha's first 
experience of 'seeing things' - the one in which the audience is implicated as we 
watch, from Agatha's view-point, and from above, through a window, a blonde 
woman, who looks like Jo, kissing a man in the street some way below us. After 
this incident, which ends with both the spectator and Agatha acknowledging that 
it was not Jo that she saw, Agatha buys Jo a present of sexy lingerie. 

It's interesting to note that this sort of garment (in this case, a one-piece, 
usually called a "teddy") is traditionally bought for women by their male lovers, 
and is generally considered to be a present for the man as much, if not more, 
than for the woman -a fact that can be interpreted in Freudian terms as male 
fetishism of female underwear. In the scene that follows, Jo also seems to 
respond by turning her present into a gift for Agatha, since she seizes it, 
immediately dresses in it, and enthusiastically stages an impromptu erotic dance 
for Agatha's pleasure and titillation. 

Jo's performance is a teasing mixture of cliche and parody while also being 
highly sexual and provocative. She disappears behind a curtain separating the 
double bed from the rest of the room, puts on a record of suitably sensual music, 
and utilising a number of props traditionally associated with female erotic 
performance and display - long, black gloves, a feather boa, an ostrich feather 
fan - creates a wonderfully sensual and yet playful act. 

The spectator's gaze is disrupted throughout the scene by being positioned 
at some moments with Agatha, voyeuristically watching Jo perform, and at 
others from Jo's place, viewing Agatha's conflicting emotions of delight, 
amusement, embarrassment, and desire. 

69 Ibid. p 35. 
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13. do's erotic performance. 

14. do's performance disrupted when her foot comes through her 
stocking. 
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Jo seats herself on Agatha's lap, playfully using a lollipop seductively to 
tease her lover. She offers to put on stockings and when Agatha replies 'Oh, 
yes, wonderful! ', Jo goes back behind the curtain and continues her erotic 
performance, sensually drawing on one stocking. It is at this point in the scene, 
when the erotic tension has reached its height, that McLaughlin introduces an 
element of almost slap-stick comedy to subvert and undermine yet further the 
stereotypical pornographic cliches that have been used in shaping the scene. 
As Jo seductively pulls on the second stocking, it tears and her foot goes 
straight through, and she falls over backwards, while Agatha bursts out laughing. 

This comic disruption of the scene clearly emphasises the playfulness and 
parody of Jo's whole performance and the shared tenderness and humour 
between the two women. Jo then uses the torn stocking in a suggestive manner 
that alludes to stereotypical bondage scenarios, and begins to masturbate 
beneath the "teddy". As Agatha takes hold of the stocking and pulls her 
towards the bed, Jo tells Agatha that she is 'a big cliche', Agatha replies 'And 
you love it - sometimes cliches can be sexy. ' Once again humour is used to 
defuse the heightening sexual tension, as the record gets stuck and Jo has to 
leave Agatha lying on the bed while she attends to it. 

Any seriousness in the scene has dissolved into a private joke - the sexual 
elements drawn from conventional male heterosexual culture have been 
appropriated by the two women into their own private erotic language, to add 
power to their shared desire and to fuel the sensuality of their lovemaking. 

The second scene I wish to examine leads on from this one, for in the power 
play and lovemaking between Agatha and Jo, Jo teases Agatha about wanting a 
penis - accuses her of suffering, in fact, from classic Freudian penis envy. This, 
too, becomes a private joke shared by the two women, and Agatha takes it 
further, by going to a sex shop in order to buy a dildo. The scene in the shop is 
short but it effectively arouses both laughter and discomfort in the spectator. 

Viewing from Agatha's position, we first see an inflated Judy doll, with 
blonde curls, sitting with spread legs in the shop window, and then, beside it, a 
collection of dildos. The camera moves into the shop where a male customer is 
already being served by a female assistant, and we see Agatha's face looking 
into the shop through the window from outside. Attracted by the dildos, she 
enters and tells the young male assistant, who comes to serve her, that she 
wants one 'as realistic as possible', he replies that'it depends on what you think 
is realistic'. Agatha points to a large one on display and he hands it to her. 
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1 S. Agatha in sex-shop, holding a dildo. 

16. The head of the Judy doll. 
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Throughout this exchange, the dialogue between the other customer and 
assistant is impinging itself upon our attention and now Agatha also becomes 
unable to ignore it. When she first entered the shop, the male customer had 
been complaining to the assistant that the wrist restraints she had offered him 
were too small for the person (presumably a woman, since he employs the 
female pronoun) he intends to use them on. Now, while Agatha is considering 
the dildo in her hands, the shop assistant calculates the cost of his purchases, 
listing them by name. They are mostly accoutrements of S/M, including nipple 
clips and a whip. This catalogue of items, which breaks in upon Agatha's 
thoughts, reminds the spectator that the bondage games and power play 
between Agatha and Jo, which appear to be merely light-hearted romping, have 
a darker, more sinister counterpart, rooted in the wider, patriarchal, heterosexual 
culture. 

The male customer then asks for a Judy doll as an apparent afterthought. 
He is clearly embarrassed, unnecessarily explaining to the apathetic assistant 
that he wants it for a party. We are left wondering if he actually has a female 
partner at all, or will only be using his SM toys on the inflatable doll. The 
assistant curtly tells him they have none in stock - it is obvious that she dislikes 
and despises this customer - but he persists and says he will take the display 
item in the window. The assistant fetches it and begins to deflate it on the 
counter, briskly bending its limbs about, staring fixedly at the customer with a 
blank, hostile glare that he seems to find disconcerting as he uncomfortably tries 
to avoid meeting her eyes. 

The deflating of the Judy doll is both humorous and highly disturbing. Its 
head, with its blonde curls, open, round, red mouth, and expressionless blue 
eyes, lolls about on the counter as the rest of its body is pounded and flattened. 

Inevitably, its blonde hair -a similar length and shape to Jo's - reminds us of 
Jo. Whether because of this vague resemblance, or the general obscenity of 
the doll, Agatha is put off. She hands the dildo back to her assistant, telling him 
that she will come back'some other time', and leaves the shop without making a 
purchase. 

In this scene, as throughout the film, we are shown the two women's sexual 
relationship, with its fantasies and play, set within the context of the wider 
heterosexual society, and the way their relationship is affected, and sometimes 
disrupted, by that society, as well as the manner in which the wider culture has 
played a part in the shaping of certain aspects of their sexuality. What is 
stressed, however, throughout the film, is their control of their desire and their 
sexuality in spite of, or perhaps because of, the fantasies they both indulge in 
and seem at times unable to repress, but which they both choose not to act out 
or to allow to ultimately affect their lives and their relationship with one another 
in a destructive way. Like Sheila McLaughlin in the film, itself, they are able to 
distinguish between their inner fantasy worlds and the actual external world 
around them. 
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The film closes by reminding us of the playfulness of their relationship as the 
last shot is of the two women romping down a street, tussling like schoolboys. 

The Graphic Depiction of Whores? 

In the credits to She Must Be Seeing Things, one of the people 
acknowledged and thanked by Sheila McLaughlin is the film-maker, Lizzie 
Borden, and it is interesting to note that Borden's film, Working Girls, also 
explores the processes of fantasy in relation to sexuality, sexual desire, and 
power. Borden, however, approaches these issues from a different angle to 
McLaughlin: in Working Girls it is the men - the clients of the 'working girls' (a 
euphemism for a prostitute) - who are the fantasising subjects. While Agatha, in 
She Must Be Seeing Things, has violent fantasies about Jo, the film makes it 
clear that Agatha knows that these fantasies could be dangerous, is disturbed by 
them, and is attempting to deal with them and to resolve the anxieties that lie 
behind them. She is also relating to Jo, throughout the film, in her actual life, in 
an entirely different manner, in no way reflecting her inner fantasies - fantasy 
and actuality are clearly distinguished, and Jo's own status as an autonomous 
subject is never undermined. In Working Girls, however, the men have no 
interest in the prostitutes other than as vehicles for their own fantasies. The film, 
which always places the spectator so that we identify with the female prostitutes, 
exposes the romantic illusions of the men by emphasising the mundane tedium 
of the women's work, and its basic, physical nature, starkly contrasting the men's 
fantasies and illusions with the women's down-to-earth, business-like, totally 
practical and realistic attitudes to their work and their encounters with the johns. 

If we consider Andrea Dworkin's claim that the original meaning of the word 
"pornography" was 'the graphic depiction of whores', 70 it is interesting that Lizzie 
Borden has chosen to make a film about prostitutes, set in a brothel, in which 
she explores sexual power relationships. Borden is attempting to subvert 
accepted notions of prostitution by representing the women as unremarkable 
people from ordinary backgrounds, doing this job for various different, but mostly 
understandable, reasons. 

Apart from the opening and closing sequences, and a brief scene when 
Molly goes out to make some purchases from a chemist, the film is entirely shot 
in the brothel - an effective strategy since it helps develop a growing sense of 
containment, unreality, and claustrophobia throughout the film. 

The central character, Molly, is a college-educated young woman who has 
been working as a prostitute for two months in order to finance her work as an 
art photographer. The opening sequence of the film, while the credits roll, 
shows Molly waking in the morning in bed with her lover. As in She Must Be 
Seeing Things, they are a mixed-race lesbian couple - Molly being white, with 
(as we repeatedly hear clients being told in the brothel) 'strawberry blonde hair 

70 Pornography, p 9. 
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and green eyes', while her woman lover, Dianne, is black. Unlike She Must Be 
Seeing Things, however, Dianne and their lesbian relationship remain 
undeveloped and unexplored -a peripheral, if an ironic and telling, background 
to Molly's work as a prostitute: work that, we discover, Dianne knows nothing 
about. 

The prostitutes are the only people in the film that seem to recognise and 
acknowledge the actual basic financial transaction that is fundamental to their 
interaction with their clients, and with their pimp, Lucy, the wealthy, materialistic, 
Madame of the brothel. Lucy, herself, and the male clients all collude in denying 
and ignoring the nature of the services offered by the women. The women 
frequently comment and joke about Lucy's affected pretence of respectability: 
Debbie, a new girl, asks 'Doesn't she even know what kind of business she's in? ' 
and Molly replies, laughing, 'We're all convinced she thinks she's running a 
dating service. ' It becomes obvious as the film progresses that this deliberate 
myopia on Lucy's part is a callous way of avoiding responsibility for the work she 
employs and pays the other women to do. 

I shall now discuss two scenes from the film which explicitly and overtly 
involve the acting out of fantasies in Molly's encounters with her clients. 

The first of these scenes involves a client in his fifties who is actually 
nicknamed 'Fantasy Fred' by the prostitutes. Molly, who hasn't encountered him 
before, is puzzled at first by this title, but she soon discovers how aptly he's 
been named. Instead of undressing and making himself 'completely comfortable' 
as he is invited to, and as Molly expects, Fred suggests that they play a game. 
He informs Molly that she suddenly went blind two years ago and no doctor has 
been able to help her. Now she has come to him and he, knowing that her 
blindness is caused by the fact that she is still a virgin, introduces her to her first 
sexual experience. 

Molly attempts to conceal her astonishment, and agrees to play her part in 
this strange reversal of the Oedipal drama that Fred has invented. (I describe it 
thus, because in the Oedipal myth the young man has sexual relations with his 
mother and then blinds himself from shame; whereas, in Fred's fantasy, the 
young woman is cured of blindness when she has sex with a man old enough to 
be her father). Molly humours Fred in his fantasy in the same way that she 
humours her other clients' curious sexual tastes. The spectator, however, is 
made aware that she is not really participating in the fantasy. Her behaviour is 
that of the adult going along with a young child's game - feigning terror when the 
child plays at being a monster, or pretending to be wounded when shot at with a 
toy gun. At the height of the game, for example, when the "doctor" has 
persuaded his "blind patient" to undress and has begun to seduce her, Molly, 

while still trying to feign blindness with a bit of peremptory fumbling, 
nevertheless takes and tears open the wrapper of a condom to put on Fred, just 

as she always does at such a point in the proceedings with a client. Fred 
ignores this action - it cannot be fitted into his fantasy, therefore, he simply does 

not acknowledge that it is happening. 
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How far Fred is totally involved with his fantasy is brought home to Molly 
when she says good-bye, seeing him to the door of the brothel. Fred makes an 
appointment for the same time next week, as any client might, but then, just as 
he leaves, he says to her very seriously'I'm so glad you can see again', Molly 
quickly replies 'Oh, so am I'. Fred, however, is only making explicit in an 
extreme manner what is true of the majority of Molly's clients - their denial and 
avoidance of the actual nature of their relationship with her, and its economic 
basis. 

In the second scene that I want to discuss, the actual economic and sexual 
power imbalance in the interaction between Molly and her client is made overt at 
the end, disrupting the fantasised relationship that the client has set up, and will 
be paying for. 

This client, Joseph, is introduced as Lucy's financial advisor. He appears to 
be a suave, courteous, well-educated, elderly gentleman - probably in his 
seventies - an "elder statesman" character. Lucy deliberately introduces Molly 
to him as a girl with 'two college degrees', and it seems to be this information 
that persuades him to choose her over the other working girls, since he says 'I 
think Molly and I should go upstairs and do some serious talking. ' 

It is only after Molly has shown him to a room and is fetching him a towel, 
that Lucy admits to her that Joseph is into dominance-submission -'it is light' 
Lucy assures her - and goes on to tell her that there are 'ropes under the kitchen 
sink', a detail that immediately reduces the whole scenario to the mundane, 
domestic level, in contrast to the client's fantasies. 

The bondage scene that follows is very interesting. Molly, dressed in 
suspender belt and stockings, has Joseph spread-eagled on the bed, tied to the 
bed-posts. The background music helps to build up a dramatic tension as Molly 
plays the part of a dominatrix. However, it is actually Joseph who is in control 
throughout the scene, directing Molly's every move by what he says, and 
particularly by what he tells her not to do: 'Don't touch my nipples' he cries, and 
Molly, quickly responsive to his wishes, immediately says 'Oh, yes, I will touch 
your nipples. ' 'You're monstrous' Joseph tells her 'You can do anything you 
want to me', to which she responds 'Yes, I can do anything I want to you. ' 

Once this dynamic is recognised, the scene becomes increasingly farcical. 
After Joseph has reached his sexual climax, he abruptly asks what time it is; on 
hearing Molly's reply, he exclaims that he 'must run' and orders her to untie him 
and she hurries to obey. This exchange comically highlights the theatrical status 
of the preceding encounter. Molly, unlike the lesbian dominatrix in Mano Destra, 
a short film by photographer Cleo Uebelmann's group, The Dominas, 71 is not 

71 1986, Switzerland. This film achieved cult status among the lesbian SM Underground, with 
its stylised, enigmatic, and exquisitely photographed study of the body as aesthetic and 
manipulatable object. The film confronts, however, the paradox of SM - the supposedly 
consensual nature of the relationship. It seems at times as if the domina and her "victim" are 
one and the same woman. In my opinion, the film, although it has been received by some 
audiences with shock and horror, is not offensive, but I do find it over-long and, therefore, 
tedious and boring. It consists mainly of shots of the elegant domina posing in her black leather, 
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playing this role for her own pleasure, or from her own desire, but in response to 
her male client's fantasy. 

Like many of her clients, Joseph gives her his card and asks if he can see 
Molly outside the brothel. When she declines, he expresses regret because she 
is 'so smart', complaining that many working girls have pimps, or are bisexual, 
'so many stereotypes'. This appears to make Molly angry, for she turns to him 
and sharply demands 'Oh, and there's nothing Oedipal going on here? ', 
presumably referring to the fact that Joseph is certainly old enough to be her 
father, if not her grandfather. He retorts 'Look, baby, if you want to get over the 
Oedipal thing, don't marry anyone old enough to be your mother, don't kill 
anybody old enough to be your father. ' As with all the previous clients who have 
given her their cards, Molly throws Joseph's into the waste-bin once he has 
gone. 

While he indulges unself-consciously in his bondage fantasy, outside this 
fantasy Joseph behaves as an authoritarian but kindly father (or grandfather) 
figure towards Molly, asking her what subjects she studied at college, and 
praising her intelligence, not treating her as a prostitute; indulging, in fact, in 
another kind of fantasy relationship with her. 

It's interesting that it seems to be this pretence - this denial on her client's 
part of the actual nature of her work - that makes it possible for Molly to 
emotionally cope with doing the work. Early in the film she tells two of the other 
women that she hates the word "whore". Towards the end of the film, Paul, the 
penultimate client we see her with, actually calls her a whore, and this seems to 
be a major factor in finally making her decide to give up working in the brothel; 
as if the act of having her role openly named and acknowledged by the john 
makes it no longer bearable. 

Borden, in a similar way to McLaughlin, uses humour to debunk male sexual 
fantasies in this film, but while the 'working girls' and the female spectator laugh 
at the male clients, the men still remain the ones in control - the ones with the 
power to shape and to name the women and the sexual exchange. 

'an exercise in pornography? ' 72 

Lizzie Borden is not alone in using the brothel as a setting in which to 
develop representations of sexuality, fantasy, and violence, and to explore their 
relationship to the wider society. Sade, that arch-pornographer extraordinaire, 
also often used the brothel as a narrative setting in his fiction, and made many of 
his characters prostitutes. Both Andrea Dworkin and Susanne Kappeler have 

and stylised images of women tied up in various positions. The most appropriate title for this 
film would be 'Fifty ways to tie up a woman with a piece of rope'! The technical skill of the film 
and its exquisite aesthetic affects, however, are truly impressive, and it does display an assured 
sensuality - and, at times, a curious tenderness. 
72 Paulina Palmer. 'From "Coded Mannequin" to Bird Woman: Angela Carter's Magic Flight', 
Women Reading Womens Writing, ed. Sue Roe, (Harvester, Brighton, U. K., 1987), p 189. 
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pointed out that the word pornography originated from the Greek, meaning 
writing about the lives and manners of prostitutes and their clients. Kappeler 
claims that 

The derivation of the term pornography from 
prostitution is highly significant. The presence 
of the root prostitution (from the Greek orne 
indicates the centrality, in pornography, of a 
relationship of power and exchange, an emphasis 

-73 clearly over and above sex 

If this is the case, what is going on when a woman film-maker or writer uses 
the brothel as a narrative setting? What strategies can they adopt to make their 
treatment of prostitution politically radical and subversive? 

Angela Carter is a writer who uses the brothel as a setting in her fiction on 
several occasions, but always in an unexpected and surprising manner. She is 
also a writer who uses fantasy and surrealism to call into question the status of 
reality, and to challenge the construction by the dominant culture of accepted 
notions of what is real. If we look at some of her brothel scenes, we can see 
these processes at work. 

In Nights at the Circus, Carter invented a character, the heroine, Fevvers, 
who is herself a fusion of fantasy creation and actual woman. A giant aerialiste 
with wings, Fevvers' advertising slogan runs 'is she fact or is she fiction? ' Jack 
Walser, the young American reporter investigating her authenticity, has to 
consider the possibility that Fevvers might indeed be a winged creature -a 
grotesque: a bird-woman - for 'in order to earn a living, might not a genuine bird- 
woman [... ] have to pretend she was an artificial one? ' 74 In the long first section 
of this novel, Fevvers, with the help of her foster mother, Lizzie, an ex-whore, 
narrates her life experiences to Jack Walser. She describes to him how she has 
lived in two brothels. The first is the one in which she grew up, after being found 
on the doorstep as a baby, surrounded by broken egg-shells, and is run by 
Nelson, the female transvestite Madame. Fevvers entered the second brothel, 
the grim subterranean museum of women freaks, owned and run by the 
notorious Madame Schreck, driven there by poverty after the death of Nelson 
and the break up of her first home. 

In Madame Schreck's macabre establishment all the women are 
extraordinary and fantastic: including one who has eyes instead of nipples on 
her breasts; one who is the size of a midget and yet perfectly proportioned; one, 
the Sleeping Beauty, who has been asleep since her menstruation began; and 
one who has cobwebs covering her face. The sources for these women "freaks" 
can be easily found in folk mythology and fairy tales. Carter is using them to 
draw attention to the artificiality of the cultural construction of female gender, 

73 The Pornography of Representation, (Polity Press, 1986), p 156. 
74 Nights at the Circus, (Picador, Pan Books, 1985) 

,p 
17. 
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and to the way male fantasies and desires work to shape and control that 
construction. 

For Carter, sexual relations always have serious political implications and 
repercussions. She recognised that sexuality is a cultural phenomenon, defined 
and structured, given in meanings and representations by the immediate culture, 
society, and historical period, not some absolute, natural entity essential to our 
existence as human beings. In The Sadeian Woman, she wrote that 'Since 
sexuality is as much a social fact as it is a human one, it will therefore change its 
nature according to changes in social conditions. ' -15 Carter was very aware that 
gender identity is a construct defined and imposed by the socio-political context 
of an individual's life, and also that the individual's identity and sexuality helps 
determine that individual's perception and experience of "reality". Carter was, 
therefore, continuously exploring the nature (and the possibility) of sexual 
freedom and the potentially subversive aspects of sexuality, as well as the way it 
can be used and manipulated to regulate and repress. She wrote, in The 
Sadeian Woman, 

Although the erotic relationship may seem to 
exist freely, on its own terms, among the distorted 
social relationships of a bourgeois society, it is, in 
fact, the most self-conscious of all human relation- 
ships, a direct confrontation of two beings whose 
actions in the bed are wholly determined by their 
acts when they are out of &. 76 

Carter was stressing the social and economic position of women in a 
patriarchal, phallocentric society, and how this is reflected in sexual and marital 
relationships. She recognised that the relationship of power and exchange 
between the sexes is not limited to the prostitute-client encounter, but exists 
throughout society: 

if one sexual partner is economically dependent 
on the other, then the question of sexual coercion, 
of contractual obligation, raises its ugly head in the 
very abode of love and inevitably colours the nature 
of the sexual expression of affection. The marriage 
bed is a particularly delusive refuge from the world 
because all wives of necessity fuck by contract. 
Prostitutes are at least decently paid on the nail and 
boast fewer illusions about a hireling status that has 
no veneer of social acceptability. 77 

7' The Sadejan Woman, (The Virago Press, 1979), p 17. 
76 Ibid. p 9. 
77 Ibid. 
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The above quotation suggests that one reason Carter used the mise en 
scene of the brothel so often in her fiction, albeit with an unexpected twist, was 
because she saw the prostitute-client relationship as a paradigm for the sexual 
power dynamics that fundamentally underlie all sexual relations in patriarchal 
society, and that in the brothel the hidden and repressed is made overt and 
explicit. 

A second scene from her creative writing where fantasy, sexuality, and 
violence are explored through the scenario of the brothel, can be found in the 
visit made by Desiderio and the "sadeian" libertine Count to the House of 
Anonymity, in her novel, The Infernal Desire Machines of Doctor Hoffman. In 
this bizarre and surreal brothel the prostitutes are so totally stripped of all 
vestiges of humanity that they appear as grotesque monsters; hybrid mixtures of 
animal, vegetable, human, and manufactured object: 

when / examined them more closely, l saw that none 
of them were any longer, or might never have been, 
woman. All, without exception, passed beyond or 
did not enter the realm of simple humanity. They 
were sinister, abominable, inverted mutations, part 
clockwork, part vegetable and part brute f... J some were 
antlered like stags, others had the branches of trees 
sprouting out of their bland foreheads and showed us 
the clusters of roses growing in their armpits when 
they held out their hands to us [... JAll the figures presented 
a dream-like fusion of diverse states of being, blind, 
speechless beings from a nocturnal forest where trees 
had eyes and dragons rolled about on wheels. And one 
girl must have come straight from the whipping parlour 
for her back was a ravelled palimpsest of wound upon 
wound[. .J the most dramatic revelation of the nature of 
meat that l have ever seen. 78 

In the fantastic, nightmare interior of this brothel, wild beasts become 
furniture and light fittings, while women can be anything but human. This is, 
without doubt, one of the more disturbing of Carter's verbal fantasies, and it is 
one that the critic, Paulina Palmer finds offensive. While, in many of her novels 
and short stories, Carter has made rich and extensive use of the figure of the 
whore and of the brothel as a setting in order to create some of her most 
imaginatively surreal fiction, the overall effect of these scenes can certainly be 
distasteful. Paulina Palmer recognises Carter's intention as being a serious 
examination and analysis of the close links between sexuality and violence, but 
Palmer claims that Doctor Hoffman 'topples over the edge' and becomes a text 
that is 'an exercise in pornography'. This statement raises yet again the 
question of what actually constitutes pornography, and what exactly it is that 

78 The Infernal Desire Machines of Doctor Hoffman, (Penguin Books, 1982), pp 132,133. 
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makes a representation, be it visual or literary, 'pornographic'. Palmer writes of 
this novel that 

the point of view is chauvinistically male. The sexual 
atrocities represented in this novel (and some of them 
are very brutal indeed) are described by a male narrator. 
His response is one not of anger, but of detached curiosity. 
The fact that, in the final pages, the atrocities are revealed 
to be illusions, contrived by the evil Dr Hoffman and 
illustrating (parodying perhaps? ) misogynistic male fantasies, 
does not, in my opinion, justify their inclusion in the text. 79 

Unlike Paulina Palmer, I am not greatly disturbed by this scene, set in the 
House of Anonymity, although its origins are clearly Sadeian. Compared, for 
example, to the disturbingly sado-masochistic relationship between Evelyn and 
Leilah portrayed in Carter's novel, The Passion of New Eve, I find this scene far 
less offensive, and a major reason for this lies in its extremely fantastic and 
surreal quality. The prostitutes are referred to near the beginning of the episode 
as 'the wax mannequins of love', 80 and, for me, they do have an artificial status; 
they are represented in such a way that I find it impossible, as does Desiderio 
himself, to believe they are, or have ever been, living women. Indeed, one of 
them even has 'internal wheels articulating her' 81 visible beneath her ribcage. 
This image, however, of the doll or automaton is not an uncommon one in 
Carter's fiction, and she has clearly used it to comment upon the lack of 
autonomy and self-determination generally allowed women in their own lives 82 
This is made particularly explicit in her short story, 'The Tiger's Bride', 83where 
the heroine sends the clockwork replica of herself to her father, as a substitute 
for herself, knowing that he will see no difference: 'I will dress her in my own 
clothes, wind her up, send her back to perform the part of my father's daughter. ' 
84 The clockwork doll will 'perform the part' previously required of, and expected 
from, the living woman. 

But with reference to this scene in Doctor Hoffman, it might be argued that 
the reason the prostitutes in the House of Anonymity do not appear to be actual, 
living women is because they are described, as Palmer points out, from 
Desiderio's viewpoint, and Desiderio is too phallocentric to recognise the 
autonomous existence of women - he fails, after all, to recognise his beloved 
Albertina disguised either as the Count's submissive valet, Lafleur, or - more 

'From "Coded Mannequin" to Bird Woman', p 190. 
80 The Infernal Desire Machines of Doctor Hoffman, p 131. 
81 Ibid., p 133. 
82 In Carter's use of the female doll or automaton, we find a reference to the doll, Olympia, from 
the short story, 'The Sandman', by the German Romantic writer, E. T. A. Hoffmann. In Chapter 
8, I shall be discussing the significance of the automaton, and of the 'Olympia complex', in more 
detail. 
83 The Bloody Chamber, (Penguin Books, London & Harmondsworth, 1981), pp 51-67. 
84 Ibid., p 65. 
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significantly - as the Madame in the House of Anonymity. Nonetheless, this 
whole extraordinary scene is a virtuoso extravaganza of the most bizarre and 
grotesque kind, that would have involved Carter, the writer, in an elaborate and 
sophisticated process of inventive fantasy -a process that the reader cannot 
ignore and which distances us from the text while we marvel at Carter's bizarre 
and fantastic flights of imagination. Personally, I cannot maintain this distance 
when reading The Passion of New Eve, and this is one reason why I find that 
novel generally more distasteful than Doctor Hoffman. 

It may be, on the other hand, the very qualities that make it possible for me 
to distance myself from the content of the text in Doctor Hoffman, that make it a 
more dangerous book; seducing me into approaching it as a literary text, 'lolling 
in the literary sanctuary', to borrow the words Susanne Kappeler has applied to 
Carter herself, and overlooking the truly horrific nature of the fantasy being 
represented. Too much intellectual distance may blind us to the connections 
between fantasy, representation, and the sexual power imbalance that exists in 
the actual world. There is a danger that the sheltered, liberal intellectual will 
lack a perceptive, clear, radical political analysis. For Carter, however, both the 
intellectual distance and the use of the processes of fantasy were political 
strategies. They may not have been strategies that always succeeded, but she 
certainly used them to raise challenging and provocative questions concerning 
the construction and representation of gender and sexuality. 

In the following chapter, we will look at feminist theory that examines more 
closely the relationship between representations of gender and sexuality and the 
socio-political context in which they are produced, and also at creative writing 
and film-making by women that treats pornography by demonstrating its 
connection with actual male violence and political oppression. 
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Chapter 4: The Power of the Gaze. 

'Images of unrepressed libido'. 

Angela Carter described the experience of cinema as a mass dreaming - the 
spectators 'coming together in the darkness to share a dream. ' 1 She recognised 
that fantasy is a process always involved in constructing and shaping sexual 
desire and identity, and it is to this view that her great interest in cinema can be 
traced - an interest described by Angus Wilson as aloving obsession'. 2 This 
was the cause of her attraction to classic Hollywood cinema since she 
emphasised its theatricality and the strong element of spectacle found in its 
lavish costumes and sets, carefully rehearsed musical numbers and 
choreographed dancing. 

Carter saw cinema as subverting the belief in "truthful" or "realistic" images, 
and as addressing the imagination and the unconscious. In putting her literary 
texts, The Company of Wolves, and The Magic Toyshop, on to the big screen, 
Carter attempted to produce visual images of magic realist fantasies. In an 
interview with Adam Mars-Jones, given in 1984, Carter described the 
exhilaration she felt, having written the screenplay of The Company of Wolves, 
when the film was a box-office success and shown nation-wide on commercial 
cinema. She said that it gave her'the sense - quite unhealthy sense - of power 
[... ] beaming the figments of one's imagination across the country [... ] blasting all 
those cinema screens with images of unrepressed libido'. 

These 'images of unrepressed libido', found in her fiction as well as her 
screenplays, are drawn from many sources, including psychoanalytic theory, 
pagan mythology, traditional folk and fairy tales, and if we follow the 
development of her work over the twenty years she was writing, we see a 
continuous movement away from straightforward realistic narrative, a growing 
awareness of the limitations of realism, and an increasing degree of 
experimentation and innovation in both form and content. Her later work 
incorporates more and more freely the techniques of fantasy, surrealism, the 
Gothic, and the bizarre and grotesque. In spite of this move away from realism, 
an important element in her writing is its radical social and political analysis: its 
critical questioning of the dominant cultural order and its accepted 
representations of reality and sexuality. Her aim as a writer was subversion and 
strategic intellectual terrorism. 

In one of her later novels, Nights at the Circus, the hero, Jack Walser, a 
journalist turned clown, is stranded in Siberia suffering from total amnesia. He is 
adopted by the local Shaman, who hopes to make a Shaman of Walser. For the 
Siberian Shaman in this novel, there is no division between the real and the 
imagined, merely distinctions between different levels of being and experience. 
Angela Carter writes that: 

1 In an interview on IN, Channel 4, Women Writers series, broadcast September 1989. 
2 Courage of Conviction, Guardian review of Carter's collection of essays, Nothing Sacred, 1982. 
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for all the peoples of this region, there existed no 
difference between fact and fiction; instead, a sort 
of magic realism. Strange fate for a journalist, to 
find himself in a place where no facts, as such, 
existed! 3 

These words can be applied to Carter, herself, who was a journalist and 
reviewer of powerful, even brutal, penetration, able to monitor to a remarkable 
degree the social and psychological state of twentieth-century, Western society. 
In her piece on Bath, Heritage City, for example, she draws a startling, almost 
grotesque, comparison between the elegant, eighteenth century city and Marilyn 
Monroe, the American film star, thus pointing to the constructed, "man-made", 
status of both: 

Marvellous, hallucinatory Bath has almost the 
quality of concretised memory; its beauty has a 
curiously second-order quality, most beautiful 
when remembered, the wistfulness of all professional 
beauties, such as that of the unfortunate Marilyn 
Monroe whom nobody wanted for herself but 
everybody wanted to have slept with 4 

The choice of the Hollywood film goddess here highlights Carter's love of 
Hollywood cinema, and her recognition of both Monroe's pathos and her potent 
erotic power. Carter's critical deconstruction of Western patriarchal culture also 
gives an edge to the following quotation from a review of the memoirs of Linda 
Lovelace, another film actress, but this time the star of overtly and explicitly 
hard-core pornographic films. 

Her own fame devolves partly upon her own sexual 
virtuosity but, more, upon the demands of a society 
that utilises limited libidinal gratification as a soporific 
in a time of potential social disruption. [. .J the notion of 
'permissiveness" can only arise in a society in which 
authoritarianism is deeply implicit. 5 

This quotation makes clear Carter's liberal, socialist position on issues of 
sexual control and censorship: both the above quotations reveal her detached, 
but savage, wit, and sometimes piercing analytic insight, and display her 

characteristic cool, objective, intellectual style of prose essay writing, and the 
lack of personal feeling I have already noted in earlier Chapters. 

3 Nights at the Circus, p 260. 
4 Nothing Sacred. - Selected Writings, (Virago Press, London, 1982), p 73. 
5'Lovely Linda', Nothing Sacred, p 147. 
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When Carter, the journalist and critic, becomes Carter, the creative writer, 
however, she becomes lost in a magic realism, like Jack Walser, for she claimed 
more than once that'fiction is magic'. 6 In all her creative writing, she fully 
exploits all the techniques of fantasy and illusion, sorcery, and the dark powers 
of the imagination. This is because she was aware of the problematic nature of 
the concept of "reality" and the innumerable questions it raises. She recognised 
that our experience of both reality and sexuality are culturally shaped and 
determined. In her essay, 'Notes from the Front Line', 7 she wrote that the 
'investigation of the social fictions that regulate our lives - what Blake called the 
"mind-forg'd manacles" - is what I've concerned myself with consciously' .8 Carter argued that accepted representations of reality in western culture are 
phallocentric, male-defined and male-oriented: women are seen as abnormal; 
the Difference; the Other; that by which men define their own "normality". The 
reality experienced by women is always in question, as is their identity. Carter 
described how, as a young woman in the 1960s, she was led to considering 'the 
nature of my reality as a woman. How that social fiction of my "femininity" was 
created, by means outside my control, and palmed off on me as the real thing. ' 9 

As we have seen, many of these cultural fantasies 'that regulate our lives', 
are embedded in psychoanalytic theory - such as Freud's theories of the Oedipal 
crisis and penis envy - theory that is fundamentally phallocentric, defining 
women as neurotic and hysterical and their experience as invalid. Stephen 
Heath, in his discussion of the social and political history of contemporary 
sexuality, points out that: 

In every sense psychoanalysis answered to the 
nineteenth-century hysteria it took as its first and 
decisive object. What works is identity, genital 
organization, the phallus, that difference, "the polar 
character of sexuality'; having or not, variations 
from there, with the woman as other to the man, his 
difference, less and more, falling short and beyond, 
she lacks the phallus, is less, but since she is there- 
fore different, she is also more, excessive, beyond 
him, an enigma. ' 0 

As well as criticising and deconstructing psychoanalytic theory, however, 
Angela Carter, like other women writers - such as the French feminist critics, 
Julia Kristeva and Luce Irigaray, and British and North American critics like 
Juliet Mitchell and Jane Gallop - recognised some psychoanalytic theory as 
having a subversive potential. Carter accepted, to some degree, certain 

6 See, for example, interview with Mary Harron, The Guardian, September 25th, 1984. 
7 On Gender and Writing, ed. Michelene Wandor, (Pandora Press, London, 1983), p 69. 
8 'Notes from the Front Line', p 70. 
9 Ibid. 
10 The Sexual Fix, (Macmillan Press, London, 1982), p 47. 
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psychoanalytic terms and models, assimilating and appropriating the ideas of 
theorists like Freud and Lacan for her own purposes, redefining and 
reinterpreting them. 

An equivalent strategy of appropriation can be found in the work of feminist 
film theorists, for example, E. Ann Kaplan and Annette Kuhn, who have asserted 
that similar processes are at work in cinema to those of the human unconscious 
mind. Drawing on Freudian psychoanalytic theory, these critics have shown that 
mechanisms identified by Freud in relation to dreams and the unconscious, are 
paralleled by those of cinema. 

Much theoretical work has been produced on the connections between 
representation and gender, visual pleasure and voyeurism. Many writers, like 
John Berger 11 and Laura Mulvey, 12 have pointed out that men have largely 
defined and constructed visual and popular media images of sexuality and 
gender through the various forms of representation: in cinema, television, 
fashion, advertising, and also in most popular narratives. John Berger has 
argued that generally men are the subjects of vision, shown to be in control of 
the gaze; women are the surveyed, the objects of that gaze and controlled by it: 
'men act and women appear. Men look at women. Women watch themselves 
being looked at. ' Berger also claimed that'the surveyor of woman within herself 
is male', 13 a claim that many contemporary feminist artists and critics14 have 
taken issue with, arguing for the possibility of an autonomous female gaze, and 
developing ways of thinking about a female surveyor within women, in order to 
create the possibility of specifically female values being attached to images and 
representations. Sheila McLaughlin is exploring these issues and problems of 
how women might see or represent themselves and other women, in her film, 
She Must Be Seeing Things. 

Susanne Kappeler, however, argues that women are socially conditioned 
and educated to view the aesthetic and the beautiful according to the 
conventions and perspectives of patriarchy. The beautiful is a culturally-defined 
value, and it is extremely difficult for a woman to survey other women, or even 
herself, as a woman without taking a male perspective and objectifying women: 
'she turns surveyor of women and thus "male", turning the women she surveys 
into objects, objects of vision [... ] and most particularly into a sight'. 15 

In her fiction, Angela Carter critically analyses the culturally-dominant, male 
perspective, and also playfully manipulates it in a radically subversive manner. 
In Nights at the Circus, for example, the heroine, Fevvers, is the woman as 
object par excellence. A winged giantess, she earns her living by exhibiting 

11 Ways of Seeing, (BBC and Penguin Books, London, 1972). 
12 Visual and Other Pleasures, (Macmillan Press, London, 1989). 
13 Ways of Seeing, p 47. 
14 For example, see photographer, Nancy Honey's collection, Woman to Woman, (Hexagon 
Editions, 1990); and the collection of essays edited by Lorraine Gamman and Margaret 
Marshment, The Female Gaze: Women as viewers of popular culture, (The Women's Press Ltd., 
1988). 
15 Susanne Kappeler, The Pornography of Representation, (Polity Press, Cambridge, UK., 
1986), p 45. 
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herself on stage in a highly theatrical performance, presenting herself as a 
spectacle - as a sight.. Although she has worked in two brothels, it was not by 
active prostitution - she claims to the journalist, Jack Walser, that throughout she 
has remained a virgin - but by exposing herself to the gaze of the client. She 
tells Walser that at Nelson's brothel 'I served my apprenticeship in being looked 
at - at being the object of the eye of the beholder' (Carter's italics), and at 
Madame Schreck's grim establishment she retains her status as the 'Virgin 
Whore": 'But as for me and the Sleeping Beauty, it was "look, don't touch", since 
Madame Schreck chose to dispose of us in a series of tableaux. ' Fevvers, 
however, has taken control of her own destiny. Unlike John Berger's woman, 
born within 'an allotted and confined space', unable to act, Fevvers is 
represented as powerful and dynamic, a significant force affecting the lives of 
the other protagonists and the development of the narrative. 

The position of the Other and the pleasure of surrender. 

In classic Hollywood cinema the female body always signifies sexuality, 
providing an erotic coded object for the male spectator, while apparently only 
offering the female viewer a powerless, victimised, identification figure - unless 
she adopts a male view-point which, according to Laura Mulvey, she often does. 
Women, however, frequently appear to find their objectification and surrender 
pleasurable -a fact that has been increasingly acknowledged and discussed by 
women writing about problematic representations of sexuality. Avis Lewallen, for 
example, argues: 

/ don't think it is possible to claim that 
women do not get pleasure from 
pornographic images, 'obscene sex' 
ore ven 'violent sex- whether or not 
they are represented as the object of 
desire, and despite the fact that this 
pleasure might be troubling to women. 16 

Sue George similarly claims that'There is no doubt [... ] many women are 
turned on by things which are not unequivocally pro-woman (very little is). 
Simply turning away from those things without fully examining them solves 
nothing. ' 17 This pleasure that 'might be troubling to women' is almost inevitable 

owing to the erotic position traditionally assigned to women within western 
capitalist society, and it would be difficult to deny that some women do 

experience titillation and sexual thrills from masochistic fantasies and, 
consequently, from representations of women in positions of submission and 

16'Lace: Pornography for Women? ', The Female Gaze. p 99. 
17'Censorship and Hypocrisy: some issues surrounding pornography that feminism has ignored', 

Feminism and Censorship, eds. Gail Chester and Julienne Dickey, (Prism Press, 1988), p 111. 
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surrender. While it is also important to bear in mind that women are not merely 
passive consumers of cultural representations and, as we shall consider later in 
this chapter, frequently appropriate them for themselves, it is also the case that 
dominance-submission patterns appear to be crucial to both male and female 
sexuality as constructed in western culture. The feminist film theorist, E. Ann 
Kaplan, has argued that it is important to examine the way these basic patterns, 
fundamental to gender role construction in our culture, contribute to the 
formation and expression of sexual pleasure and desire: 

simply to celebrate whatever gives us sexual 
pleasure seems to me both too easy and too 
problematic: we need to analyse how it is 
that certain things turn us on, how sexuality 
has been constructed in patriarchy to produce 
pleasure in the dominance-submission forms, 
before we advocate these modes. 18 

E. Ann Kaplan asserts, referring to Nancy Friday's research on sexual 
fantasies, and having examined sexual fantasies of dominance and submission 
in pornographic literature and films, that although both men and women can 
experience masochistic impulses and fantasies, there are significant differences 
in the way they actually experience masochistic or submissive sexual roles. 
Adopting the submissive position in order to stimulate erotic pleasure usually 
involves a total loss of control and power for a woman and, therefore, a denial of 
active sexuality and desire, while this is not the case for men who usually, even 
when readily adopting the position of submission and surrender, retain control 
over their fantasies and their expression of desire: 

men have a far wider range of positions available. 
more readily both dominant and submissive, they 
vacillate between supreme control and supreme 
abandonment. Women, meanwhile, are more 
consistently submissive, but not excessively 
abandoned. In their own fantasies, women do 
not position themselves as exchanging men, 
although a man might And being exchanged an 
exciting fantasy. 

The passivity revealed in women's sexual 
fantasies is reinforced by the way women are 
positioned in film. 19 

18 E. Ann Kaplan, 
1988), p 27. 
19 Ibid., pp 27,28. 

Women & Film: Both sides of the camera, (Routledge, New York and London, 
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We have already seen how Lizzie Borden's film, Working Girls, might be 
said to exemplify this theory of Kaplan's. 

Most pornography relies on dominance-submission patterns as basic 
structural and pivotal elements in creating the desired sexual tension and 
titillation, drawing directly upon Hegel's master-slave dialectic which many 
writers regard as a fundamental process underpinning western culture. Hegel 
described the master/slave relationship as a conflict between two 'opposed self- 
consciousnesses'20: 

they stand as two opposed forms or modes 
of consciousness. The one is independent, 
and its essential nature is to be for itself, the 
other is dependent, and its essence is life or 
existence for another. 21 

According to Hegel's notion of self-consciousness, it cannot exist in 
isolation; for an individual consciousness to become aware of itself it needs 
some contrast - an object from which to differentiate itself. This object - the 
Other- is foreign and alien to the self and a love-hate relationship arises 
between the self-consciousness and the external object - which therefore 
becomes an object of desire; for the self wishes to possess it, strip it of its 
foreignness - its otherness - and assimilate it into the self. Thus, desire is an 
integral part of this master/slave relationship and struggle and conflict are 
essential elements in this process of desire. 

Although the master is, of course, the consciousness that exists 'for itself in 
the above quotation from Hegel, the master is as dependent on the slave in the 
relationship as the slave on the master for verification of self-existence, since 
the existence of the master is only proved through domination of the slave and 
through the unsatisfied desire to possess and totally assimilate the slave into the 
self. Desire in Hegel's terms is the desire to possess, negate, and destroy 
another independent consciousness. This means that, for Hegel, desire for the 
Other must always remain unsatisfied since if the Other is totally assimilated and 
its external existence destroyed, the self would stop experiencing desire and 
thus lose its self-awareness, and, most significantly, the recognition and 
acknowledgement of its independent existence from the consciousness of the 
Other. 

The slave is equally dependent on the master for self-consciousness and a 
sense of autonomous existence because, in Hegel's theory, it is through deadly 
fear and terror of the master and the discipline of service that the slave comes to 
independent consciousness and awareness of self-existence. Hegel claimed 
that this fear of the master must be an absolute fear for the slave's life, and that 
the fear needs to 'spread over the whole known reality of [the slave's] 

20 Hegel, Phenomenology of Mind or Spirit, trans. J. B. Baillie, (George Allen & Unwin Ltd., first 

published in Great Britain, 1910, this edition, 1949), p 229ff. 
21 1 bid, p 234. 
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existence'. 22 Thus, domination and submission, conflict and desire, are all 
interconnecting processes in the master/slave dialectic. 

Feminist writers have argued that Hegel's master/slave dialectic is crucial to 
understanding the construction of gender roles and sexual relations in western 
culture. Helene Cixous, for example, in her work, 'Sorties', 23shows how this 
polarisation and conflict is fundamental to both the misogynist phallocentrism 
and the white imperialist racism of western society, as the white male desires to 
negate the independent, equal existence of the Other in both the woman and 
the non-white person: 

-For, unfortunately, Hegel isn't inventing things. 
What / mean is that the dialectic, its syllogistic 
system, the subject's going out into the other in 
order to come back to itself, this entire process 
[.. J is, in fact, what is commonly at work in our 
everyday banality, Nothing is more frightening 
or more ordinary than Society's functioning the 
way it is laid out with the perfect smoothness of 
Hegelian machinery, exhibited in the movement 
through which one passes j... j from the family to 
the State. 24 

Other writers, such as Andrea Dworkin and Alison Assiter, have specifically 
emphasised the central, structuring role played by the master/slave dialectic in 
pornographic representations and other cultural representations of sexuality and 
sexual relations. Assiter writes, for example, in an essay on popular romance 
fiction for women: 

Porn, / suggest, is the representation of the 
eroticisation of relations of power between 
the sexes. The woman, like the slave in 
Hegel's master slave dialectic, is represented 
as wanting nothing so much as to satisfy the 
desires of the man who gazes at her. He, in 
turn, treats her as an object whose sole 
wish is to satisfy his desires. 25 

As Assiter goes on to show, this does not only apply to traditional male- 
oriented pornography but also to texts aimed at women, such as popular 

22 I bid, p 239. 
23 Helene Cixous and Catherine Clement, The Newly Born Woman, trans. Betsy Wing, (first 

published as La Jeune Nee, Union Generale d'Editions, Paris, 1975: this edition, Manchester 
University Press, UK., 1987), pp 63-132. 
24 Ibid., pp 78,79. 
25'Romance Fiction: Porn for Women7, Perspectives on Pornography, eds. Gary Day and Clive 
Bloom, (Macmillan Press, 1988), p 103. 
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romance fiction. Dominance-submission patterns thus appear to play a vital part 
in the construction of both male and female sexual desire, and are commonly 
used in cultural representations as a sexual turn-on and arousal mechanism. It 
should also be stressed that these patterns are by no means confined to 
heterosexual relationships, or to heterosexual representations of sexuality and 
ideas of erotic pleasure: in his essay on the vampire genre of fiction, 'Children of 
the Night', 26 Richard Dyer examines the importance of the vampiric tradition for 
lesbian and gay writers and readers, and the way it is often employed to create 
explicit representations of dominance and mastery, surrender and passivity, as 
components of sexual pleasure. Within the last few years, lesbian writers, such 
as Cherry Smyth, 27 have argued in favour of the radical subversive potential, in 
their opinion, of dominance-submission patterns when appropriated by lesbians 
and gay men and redefined as performance and masquerade, transgressive of 
heterosexual norms. This has become a characteristic style of 'Queer' theory 
and fashion. 

For many women, however, these patterns as turn-on mechanisms raise 
problematic questions and severe conflicts and contradictions. While accepting 
the view that female sexual desire has been denied expression and any 
representational language within patriarchal culture, and has been constructed 
solely as a response to male sexuality, allowed no existence or recognition in its 
own right, women also experience themselves as actively desiring sexual 
beings, with erotic fantasies that may well be based on ideas of submission and 
surrender. It is possible to abhor representations of women as powerless, 
dependent victims, submissive to male desire, and yet also to feel a 
spontaneous urge to celebrate whatever gives us sexual pleasure, even when 
this pleasure may be troubling and problematic. Lynne Segal, attempting to 
grapple with this problem, raises the question we have considered before of the 
distinction between sexual fantasies as arousal mechanisms, and actual sexual 
behaviour. She writes: 

it is true, although not the only truth, that the 
idea of power and submission is built into 
the language and imagery of heterosexual 
encounter, lt is also true that sexual fantasy 
and experience are saturated with the 
eroticisation of power But the connection 
between symbol, fantasy, experience and 
behaviour is a treacherously complex one 28 

26 Richard Dyer, 'Children of the Night: Vampirism as Homosexuality, Homosexuality as 
Vampirism', Sweet Dreams. * sexuality, gender and popular fiction, ed. Susannah Radstone, 
(Lawrence & Wishart, London, 1988), pp 47-72. 
27 Cherry Smyth, Lesbians Talk Queer Notions, (Scarlet Press, 1992). 
28 Is The Future Female? Troubled Thoughts on Contemporary Feminism, (Virago, London, 

1987), p 99. 
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Drawing on psychoanalytic readings on sexuality, Segal suggests that our 
apparently perverse pleasure from masochistic fantasies of surrender and 
submission, have their roots in unconscious desires that go back to infancy, and 
cannot simply be explained by our conditioning in male-dominated society. She 
argues against the radical feminist position on the dangers of sexual fantasies 
and their direct relation to actual events and behaviour, writing: 

if women's sexual fantasies of domination carry 
over into everyday servility towards men, why do 
men's well-documented masochistic fantasies 
not serve the same function? Neither women's 
nor men's sexual fantasies reflect simply the 
reality of male dominance and misogyny 
(although they are influenced by this reality). 
They draw upon all manner of infantile sexual 
wishes, active and passive, loving and hating, 
all the way back to our very earliest feelings of 
desire and pleasure in childhood. 29 

While Segal is clearly correct in claiming that women who enjoy or are 
aroused by fantasies of submission and surrender, would probably not actually 
wish to be treated in a humiliating, brutal, or abusive manner by men, and would 
be very unlikely to condone male violence towards women, her tracing of 
masochistic desire back to infancy is both questionable and worrying. In my 
opinion, there seems little real evidence that children are "masochistic", unless 
they have experienced abuse, and Segal's argument can be seen to hold 
disturbing implications when considered in relation to the wide-spread incidence 
in western culture of child sexual abuse - such a theory seems to offer itself all 
too easily as a self-justification both for abusing children and for not believing 
them when they tell of their experiences of abuse. This is an especially 
significant point when we bear in mind that Segal is drawing on psychoanalytic 
theory, such as that of Freud and Klein, and that Freud's ideas on infantile 
sexuality were directly responsible for introducing the notion that children 
fantasise and desire sexual relations with adults. 30 This theoretical approach 

Ibid., p 100. 
30 See, for example, Freud. 'Femininity', New Introductory Lectures on Psycho-Analysis, trans. 
James Strachey, (Hogarth Press and the Institute for Psycho-Analysis, London, 1964: corrected 
reprint, 1974), p 120: 

almost all my women patients told me that they had been seduced 
by their father / was driven to recognize in the end that these reports 
were untrue and so came to understand that hysterical symptoms are 
derived from phantasies and not from real occurrences. It was only 
later that / was able to recognize in this phantasy of being seduced by 
the father the expression of the typical Oedipal complex in women. 

For a detailed and developed critique of Freud's position here on child sexual abuse as fantasy, 
see Judith Lewis Herman. Trauma and Recovery, (BasicBooks, HarperCollins: New York, 1992), 
pp 13-14. 
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has since been taken further in order to even argue that children initiate their 
own abuse. It is also important to bear in mind that Lynne Segal, as we noted in 
Chapter 2, is a socialist feminist who appears, from her writing, to have invested 
a great deal in her relationships with men. She therefore has personal reasons 
for her theoretical position - reasons that may bias her judgement. However, 
Segal's point that fantasies of surrender and submission to a dominant and 
passionate man can be found erotically satisfying by women is certainly true. 

Many classic Hollywood films, for example, did give pleasure to women (and 
still do) - Helen Taylor examines the appeal to the woman spectator of one such 
film, Gone With The Wind, in her book, Scarlett's Women 31 - and while the 
pleasure of the woman spectator may often have been masochistic, involving 
identification with a female heroine's objectification and victimisation, it was 
nonetheless a pleasure that many women found at least partially satisfying and 
that they were frequently able to manipulate to meet their own needs and 
desires, even when these were ignored by the film industry. 

As we have seen, however, feminist film theorists, such as E. Ann Kaplan, 
have criticised classic Hollywood cinema for representing women as objects of 
male voyeurism and fetishism, for reflecting the unconscious myths of patriarchy, 
and for conveying and reinforcing the patriarchal ideology that underlies our 
social structures and institutions. There can be no doubt that the power of the 
gaze and the question of who owns it, carry serious political implications: 
voyeurism 32 can be used in highly disturbing ways as a means of control and 
oppression, and sets up and employs the power of the gaze as a weapon in 
sexual relationships. According to Freud's theory of scopophilia, the pleasures 
of watching others and being seen oneself are the earliest forms of sensual and 
erotic pleasure we experience. Classic Hollywood cinema has traditionally 
depended upon the manipulation of this principle of pleasure for its success. E. 
Ann Kaplan has summarised the concept of the gaze in classic cinema: 

The act of gazing is played upon in dominant 
cinema. [ .. ] 

The gaze is built upon culturally 
defined notions of sexual difference. There 
are three looks: 
(i) within the film text itself, men gaze at 
women, who become objects of the gaze; 

(ii) the spectator, in turn, is made to identify 
with this male gaze, and to objectify the woman 
on the screen; and 
(iii) the camera's original "gaze" comes into 

31 Helen Taylor, Scar/etts Women: Gone With The Wind and its female fans, (Virago Press, 
London, 1989). 
32 Voyeurism is a Freudian psychoanalytic term referring to the erotic gratification of watching 
another without them knowing it and without being seen oneself. E. Ann Kaplan defines it as 'an 

active perversion, practised primarily by men with the female body as the object of the gaze' 
(Women & Film, p 14). 
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play in the very act of filming. 33 

This idea of the gendered or'male' gaze also applies to other forms of 
cultural representation and is connected to the question of who owns the power 
to form these dominant representations. 

Media images of sexuality and gender have been largely defined in visual 
terms by men, constructing stereotypes of feminine sexuality and gender through 
the various forms of representation in fashion, advertising, rock music, fine art, 
pornography, and even religious imagery, in which the woman is the passive 
object of the male gaze. One major problem with these stock representational 
images and media stereotypes is the pressure they create and place on women 
to emulate them, and the way women, for example, disabled or elderly women, 
who are unable, or fail, to conform to such stereotypes are marginalised and 
invisibilised as women. 

'Pencilled in by men. ' 

Ngozi Onwurah's powerful short film, The Body Beautifu/, 4 examines these 
questions of the male gaze and the objectification of women through the story of 
a mother and daughter who are each very differently situated and defined by 
male culture, according to their appearance: by their bodies. The body is the 
surface on which our identities are inscribed - racial as well as sexual. 
Onwurah's film not only explores the cultural visibility and invisibility of women, 
but how our relationships with our bodies are constructed: issues of "wholeness" 
and mutilation; sickness and health; and the racial binaries of black and white. 
This film is autobiographical and, extraordinarily, the part of the mother is 
courageously played by Ngozi Onwurah's own mother, Maggie Onwurah. 

At sixteen years of age, Ngozi became a fashion model - fulfilling a cultural 
fantasy of the ideal woman; the desirable, sexual, acceptable female. Her 
mother's body, in contrast, is disfigured and scarred by a mastectomy operation 
and by rheumatoid arthritis - it is a body that society demands should be hidden 
away and renders asexual. Although she has given life to the beautiful model 
daughter - the ideal fantasy of woman - she is denied a sexuality herself, and 
protects herself from rejection by hiding behind her role as mother. 

The film, which opens with Ngozi as a schoolgirl having a bitter quarrel with 
her mother in which she derides her as being 'a titless cow', closes with the two 
women lying naked in one another's arms, and with Ngozi's voice-over giving a 
moving tribute to her mother and to the importance of their relationship. In 
between, the film charts Ngozi's growth from indulged, protected child, to a 
recognition of her mother as another woman with her own needs and desires, 
and to an appreciation of her mother's strength and courage. 

33 Women & Film, pp 14,15. 
34 (Great Britain, 1991). 
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After the brief opening scene of the argument, the film begins by telling us 
some family history. Maggie Onwurah, a white British woman (born in 
Newcastle-upon-Tyne), met and married a Nigerian medical student, moving 
with him and their daughter, Ngozi, to Africa when his studies were completed. 
During the civil war in Nigeria, mother and daughter returned to Britain for good 
and were never to be reunited with the husband and father again. The mother 
was pregnant and carrying not only her second child but also cancer of the 
breast which, in order to protect the unborn child, she kept a dark and painful 
secret until the birth. A mastectomy operation swiftly followed, to be followed in 
turn by the crippling pain and disability of rheumatoid arthritis, which 'cruel and 
unlovable, [... ] seeped through my body', as the voice-over of the mother tells us. 
Her children grew up totally accustomed to their mother's naked body as she 
had to rely on them to help her with many aspects of everyday living, such as 
bathing and dressing. 

The film switches to Ngozi's career as a model, showing repeated images of 
the staged and choreographed "performances" of Ngozi and her fellow models. 
The voice-overs at this point are in the professional language and tone of the 
advertisers and fashion houses, providing the commentary, and significantly 
they all lay emphasis on that questionable attribute, "femininity": 

The 90s woman no longer has to sacrifice 
her femininity in order to be taken seriously 
in the boardroom. 

... super-sexy dresses - uncomplicated 
cruise-wear with a flirtatious edge. 

Something to get really excited about 
this Spring - curves are back. 

This commentary emphasises the idea of femininity, as developed in the 
'masquerade' theories of Joan Riviere and Lacan, as something that is "put on" - 
that can be acquired by adding to what is already there. Female impersonators 
make this explicit, creating a female persona by putting on cosmetics and 
glamorous, stereotypically "sexy" clothes - like those we see being applied to 
and put on Ngozi for her work as a model - and also physiological characteristics 
of the female sex, such as false breasts. This suggests that in the terms of 
male-defined culture, Maggie Onwurah, lacking a breast, wearing no make-up, 
and dressed in plain, "sensible" clothing, is not a "real" woman. 
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1 7. The daughter posing by a stream. 

18. The mother by the stream in the daughter's place. 
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In an interesting sequence of shots where Ngozi is placed and 
photographed against a wild landscape, standing on some rocks by a turbulent 
flowing stream, her different poses are reminiscent of the form of dancing called, 
"voguing", created by black gay transvestite men in New York -a cultural echo 
that moves simultaneously both ways since voguing is based upon the stylised 
positions adopted by fashion models, but also raising questions of both racial 
and gender construction in this context. 

Then the mother's figure, a striking contrast to her elegant and youthful 
daughter, is substituted for Ngozi's in this same setting, forcibly underlining the 
marginalisation and invisibilisation of such women in the world of fashion and 
mass media. 

The voice-over of the mother comments on this disparity, describing her 
daughter as having joined 

that elite breed of woman, pencilled in by 
men, who define a sliding scale of beauty 
that stops at women like me. Somewhere, 
between a mastectomy and the rheumatism, 
/ had been neutered. 

However, Maggie Onwurah has her own career as a teacher and her own 
interests: 'my life, as I had defined it, was full: I had dignity'. 

Ngozi tells us one of the reasons that she was attracted to modelling, 
besides the good pay and that it was 'fun', was the opportunity to travel. 
Following a visit to Sweden, 'where even ninety-year-old grannies went to 
saunas', she insists that her mother accompany her to a sauna, dismissing her 
mother's reluctance as old-fashioned, prudish, and 'up-tight': 'hang-ups were out. 
I was seventeen years old; I didn't have a clue. ' 

The relaxed and confident attitude of the daughter as she carelessly 
exposes her beautiful body, massaging it with oil, is contrasted with the self- 
consciousness and anxiety of her mother, tightly wrapped in a towel. 

But in the pleasant, soporific, and apparently safe, all-female environment of 
the sauna, Maggie relaxes and falls asleep. Her towel slips down, revealing the 
scarred absence left by the mastectomy. The camera skilfully captures the 
alterations in the body language and facial expressions of the other women 
present, as, one by one, they catch sight of the mother's scarred body. 

Their disturbance and discomfiture is obvious, and one woman quickly 
stands up and leaves. The change in the daughter is also captured and 
communicated as her care-free insouciance gives way to mortification and 
distress. Her mother's body, which she has always taken for granted, is 
revealed to her as if for the first time: 'I was forced to see her as others might'. 
She has to recognise that she has colluded in the invisibilisation and denial of 
her mother as a woman: 'For seventeen years I'd seen her simply as my mother - 
sexless, shapeless, safe. ' 
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19. In the steamy sauna: mother & daughter. 
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20. In the sauna: other women relaxing. 

21. In the sauna: a woman's disturbed expression, having caught sight 
of mother's scar. 
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The film now moves into a strange and disturbing fantasy sequence, 
transgressive and subversive of cultural notions of what is acceptable and 
"seemly" sexual desire and behaviour in a woman perceived as undesirable and 
asexual. The mother's voice-over describes it as 'a forbidden fantasy, a fairy 
tale with no beginning. ' It is staged in an Arabian Night's set of cushions and 
candles in an exotic tent of draped and flowing white material. At first it appears 
that this is the mother's fantasy and that she is in control. It is centred around a 
black youth that she notices in a cafe, visited by Ngozi and herself after leaving 
the sauna. She tells us that she desires him for his extreme 'ordinariness'; she 
feels that his 'outrageous normality' is what she most wants and needs: 'a single 
caress from him would smooth out the deformities'. The young man and the 
mother, both naked, come together in this fantastic setting, and caress each 
other. He sweeps her up in his arms and carries her to a couch, where he 
begins to kiss her body with passionate tenderness. 

This fantasy sequence is intercut with scenes of the daughter being 
prepared for a modelling job - having her nipples brushed to make them erect - 
being treated entirely as an object: a saleable commodity. 

As the fantasy heightens, generating greater tension, our assumption that 
the mother is in control is overturned, and it begins to seem as if this is Ngozi's 
fantasy - that she is its author. Finally Ngozi actually appears in the fantasy 
itself, still dressed and made-up as a model, shouting in rage at the young man, 
'Touch her, you bastard'. The daughter's pent-up anger - against the women in 
the sauna who are shocked and disgusted by the sight of her mother's body: 
against herself, as she has to acknowledge that she, too, would turn away if it 
were not her own mother: and possibly also against the men who objectify her as 
a fashion model - finds a scapegoat in this unknown youth. 

The mother brings the fantasy to an end by authoritatively ordering them to, 
'Stop it, both of you! ', as if she were speaking to her two children during a noisy 
quarrel. 

The significant change from the fantasy being owned by the mother, to it 
belonging to, and being controlled by, her daughter, reminds us that this film was 
written and directed by Ngozi. While the film apparently tells (and celebrates) 
the story of the life of Maggie Onwurah, it is actually concerned with the 
emotional development of her daughter. In a very real sense, even Maggie 
Onwurah's participation in the film is an extension of her "mothering" of her 
daughter, enabling Ngozi to confront, express, and resolve her feelings about 
her mother and their relationship. 

The film moves into a last, lyrical phase, as we see Ngozi standing naked 
before a mirror in her bedroom, meditating on the process of her own physical 
growth and maturation into womanhood. 
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22. The daughter looking at her reflection. 

23. The final shot of mother & daughter lying on the bed 
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The narcissistic image of a young girl gazing into a mirror at the perfection of 
her own body, is reminiscent of the similar scene at the beginning of Angela 
Carter's The Magic Toyshop, [discussed in Chapter 11, when Melanie shuts 
herself in her bedroom and reflects that physically she has reached her 'peak'. 
In this scene, however, rather than just enjoying her own beauty, Ngozi 
unsuccessfully tries to imagine her body mutilated - lacking a breast. She has to 
give up, for her whole, healthy, and beautiful body is too much a fundamental 
part of her identity. 

'I thought I knew something about being a woman, how fantasies were 
shaped, bodies defined, I know now that these were only clues', her voice-over 
tells us as, filled with remorse for her past thoughtlessness, she goes into her 
mother's room where her mother is lying naked on the bed. Ngozi joins her and 
the camera shows us, from above, the image of the two women, one young and 
one older, one black and one white, lying in each other's arms. 

The film ends on an affirmative and celebratory note, as Ngozi gratefully and 
lovingly acknowledges that she is a part of her mother and her mother is a part 
of herself, in spite of the apparent differences between their bodies that male- 
defined, white-dominated, western culture regard as being so significant and of 
such importance: 

A child is made in its parents' image, but 
to a world that sees only in black and white, 
/ was made only in the image of my father. 
Yet she has moulded me, created the curves 
and contours of my life, coloured the innermost 
details of my being. [. ] She lives inside me and 
cannot be separated. / may not be reflected in 
her image, but my mother is mirrored in my soul. 

The film, which has shown us so many scenes of Ngozi being 'pencilled in 
by men'; being constructed and shaped into an ideal fantasy of femininity, ends 
with her naked, without make-up, and speaking in her own voice instead of 
responding to the voices of the fashion houses. In making this film, she has 
firmly taken control, and is creating her own representations, exploring what it 
means to be a woman, on her own terms, not being manipulated into the 
representations of others. As film-maker, she is subject, not object, of the gaze. 

Drawing connections. 

In The Pornography of Representation, Susanne Kappeler refers to John 
Berger's work on the sexual power dynamics of the gaze, and the connected 
issue of gendered subject-object relations, arguing that the power and ownership 
of the gaze are extensions of the power and ownership of action and self- 
definition and expression: 
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In a patriarchal society, men have spread into 
and usurped the available space for agency, 
for power and for action; patriarchal culture 
validates and replicates this expansion of the 
male gender into human space, "Men act and 
women appear'; writes Berger subjects and 
objects. The patriarchal subject constitutes 
himself through the discourse of culture. 

Viewing and self-expression are themselves 
actions performed by the culture's legitimated 
subjects. -35 

Kappeler applies Berger's essay, 'Why Look at Animals? ', 36on the 
voyeuristic attitude and power relationship of humans to animals, to the 
relationship between the sexes, using it to argue that women in western, male- 
dominated society are assigned a similar position to that of animals, denied any 
significant possession of rational thought, linguistic communication, or the power 
of observation and analysis: 

The fact that women can observe men has 
lost all significance. Their contribution to 
knowledge has been declined. [.. 

.J 
Knowledge 

about men and produced by women would 
not only reduce the power of men, but also 
the distance which separates women from 
men. 37 

The Canadian poet and novelist, Margaret Atwood, also refers to John 
Berger's work on the gendered gaze and its power dynamics, using a quote from 
Berger's Ways of Seeing as an epigraph for her novel, Bodily Harm: 

A man's presence suggests what he is 
capable of doing to you or for you. By 
contrast, a woman's presence [ .. J defines 
what can and cannot be done to her 

While, as we saw in the last chapter, some contemporary women writers and 
film-makers, such as Sheila McLaughlin, are using stock pornographic imagery 
in order to debunk and demystify pornography, undermining its self-image as a 
privileged and daring, radical form of representation, other women artists, and 
Margaret Atwood is a good example, use pornographic imagery in order to make 

35 The Pornography of Representation, (Polity Press, Cambridge, 1986), p 58. 
36 John Berger, About Looking, (Writers and Readers Cooperative, London, 1980). 
37 The Pornography of Representation, p 74. 
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wider political statements. In Bodily Harm, Atwood is exposing the connections 
between pornographic representations and other forms of political oppression. 
Like Helene Cixous, she sees the Hegelian master-slave dialectic as 
underpinning all cultural and political relationships, and in her fiction she raises 
issues of individual responsibility and involvement in oppression and violence. 

In Bodily Harm she also raises many of the questions we have been 
considering in relation to pornography and other cultural representations of 
sexuality and gender. Like Ngozi Onwurah, Atwood explores in this novel the 
way a woman's sexuality and gender is inscribed upon her body, and the 
traumatic effect a mastectomy operation has upon a woman's sense of self and 
her relationship to the external world. 

The central character, Rennie Wilford, is a journalist who writes about'life- 
styles' - fashion, design, and leisure - as she repeatedly explains throughout the 
novel in an increasingly desperate attempt to avoid any involvement with the 
heavy political events in which she unwillingly finds herself embroiled. 

Following the trauma of a mastectomy operation, the subsequent ending of 
her relationship with her lover, Jake, and the anxiety caused by an unknown 
intruder who breaks into her flat and leaves a rope coiled threateningly on her 
pillow, Rennie persuades her editor to send her on an assignment to the sun, 
and gets posted to the small Caribbean island of St Antoine to write about its 
tourist attractions. But the island is on the point of holding its first elections 
since independence from Britain, Rennie soon discovers that no one is quite 
what they seem, and her escape from her life seriously backfires as she finds 
herself caught up in a highly volatile and potentially lethal situation. 

Like many of Atwood's female central protagonists, Rennie is disaffected, 
politically apathetic and disengaged, but the events in the novel cause her a 
crisis of identity that forces her to reassess and re-evaluate her values and her 
subject-position. Throughout the novel, we see her being confronted by 
questions that she has always before done her best to evade and deny. 
Questions, for example, of the power relations between the sexes, of 
objectification and domination and their possible consequences, and of the 
responsibility of the individual to refuse to collude in oppression and violence 
and to speak out when having witnessed injustice and corruption. 

Atwood implies that Rennie has previously failed in her work as a journalist 
by refusing to accept responsibility: early in the novel she says to Jake, 'Other 
people make statements [... ] I just write them down. ' 38 Rennie is adept at 
walking away from serious issues. On her way to St Antoine she reflects on her 
good fortune in being able to leave the problems of her life behind her: 

She thinks about what's behind her, what she 
cancelled or didn't bother to cancel. As for 
the apartment, she just shut the door with its 
shiny new lock and walked out, since out was 
where she needed to be. [. ] 

-38 Bodily Harm, (Virago Press, London, 1983), p 15. 
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Rennie's lucky that she can manage these 
sidesteps, these small absences from real 
fife; most people can't. She's not tied down, 
which is an advantage. lt's a good thing 
she's versatile 39 

As she struggles with the turbulent and terrifying events on St Antoine, she 
remembers episodes in her past life when she has refused to take a stand on 
challenging and controversial issues, both in her work and in her personal 
relationships, and failed to draw connections between these two areas of her life 

- the public and the private. 
Atwood raises the question of the relationship between fantasy and reality 

and the fact that, as with the power of the gaze, men often have the power to 
impose their fantasies upon women - to coerce women into their fantasies as 
object to their subject position. In the novel, a specific connection is made, for 
example, between Jake's sexual fantasies of domination, which Rennie indulges, 
and both the disturbing pornography Rennie is commissioned to write about and 
the menace of the unknown intruder who breaks into her flat. We are told that 
Jake has hung bondage pictures of women in the bedroom he shares with 
Rennie, and that they make Rennie nervous: 

especially when she was lying on their bed 
with no clothes on. But that was probably 

just her background. 
Put your arms over your head, Jake said, 

it lifts the breasts. Move your legs apart, 
just a little. Raise your left knee. You 
look fantastic. 40 

Jake objectifies Rennie, and turns her into material that he can use - like the 
pictures he has hung on the wall: turning her into a sight - for his personal 
sexual fantasies and titillation. Rennie refuses to recognise this, aspiring to be 
and appear a cool, sexually uninhibited, controlled, modem woman who has no 
"hang-ups" about her lover's sexual fantasies: 

A secure woman is not threatened by her 
partner's fantasies, Rennie told herself. 
As long as there is trust. She'd even 
written that, or something like it, in a 
piece on the comeback of satin lingerie 
and fancy garter belts. And she was not 
threatened, not for some time. 41 

39 Ibid., p 16. 
40 Ibid., p 106. 
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We also read of Jake that he: 

liked to pin her hands down, he liked 
to hold her so she couldn't move. He 
liked that, he liked thinking of sex as 
something he could win at Sometimes 
he really hurt her, once he put his arm 
across her throat and she really did 
stop breathing. Danger turns you on, 
he said. Admit it. lt was a game, they 
both knew that He would never do it 
if it was real, if she really was a beautiful 
stranger or a slave girl or whatever it 
was he wanted her to pretend. So she 
didn't have to be afraid of him. 42 

The above passage is significantly placed in the text so that it directly leads 
on to the subject of pornographic representations: shortly before her mastectomy 
operation, Rennie was asked to write a piece on pornography. Her editor tells 
her he wants something 'light' and 'playful': a contrast to some anti-pornography 
articles that had recently appeared in radical women's magazines which he 
considers to be 'heavy and humourless'. 'Tie it in with women's fantasy lives, if 
you can', he tells Rennie, to which she comments that 'the subject might have 
more to do with men's fantasy lives', but he wants a woman's point of view - 
presumably because he wants to avoid accusations of sexism. Rennie accepts 
the commission and is sent to interview a male artist who uses life-sized 
mannequins - such as those used in shop window displays - as the basic 
material for his sculptures. Many of these sculptures work as tables and chairs: 
women as furniture: 

The women were dressed in half-cup bras 
and G-string panties, set on their hands and 
knees for the tables, locked into a sitting 
position for the chairs. One of the chairs was 
a woman on her knees, her back arched, 
her wrists tied to her thighs. The ropes and 
arms were the arms of the chair, her bum 
was the seat. 43 

This description carries echoes of the disturbing and bizarre scene, 
discussed in the previous chapter, set in the'House of Anonymity', from Angela 

41 Ibid. 
42 Ibid., p 207. 
43 Ibid., p 208. 
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Carter's novel, The Infernal Desire Machines of Doctor Hoffman, in the 
grotesque crossing of boundaries between the human, animal, and inanimate 
object: a crossing which carries a denial of humanity fundamental to much hard- 
core pornography. We considered, in relation to Carter's text, the objections of 
the feminist critic, Paulina Palmer, who felt that in this scene, Carter was 
producing pornographic writing. Rennie comments to Frank, the artist on the 
fact that a work of art, or, indeed, any representation, can be read in very 
different ways in different contexts: 

There was another one with a naked mannequin 
on her knees, chained to a toilet, with a Handy 
Andy between her teeth like a rose. It was called 
Task Sharing, said Frank. 
If a woman did that, said Rennie, they'd call it 

strident feminism. 44 

In spite of the comical effect produced by the irony in this statement, it 
nonetheless raises once again the serious question of the difference, if any, the 
gender of the artist has upon the way a representation is read or interpreted. 

Rennie, characteristically, remains unmoved and unimpressed by Frank's 
sculptures, which neither offend her nor 'turn her on', as she tells him, but her 
editor also wants her to examine some actual pornography for her article, so she 
visits a collection of seized objects held by the Police, taking her friend, Jocasta, 
with her for company. At first both Jocasta and Rennie have a detached and 
amused attitude to the exhibits - mainly sex toys and appliances - shown them 
by the'young, fresh-faced, still eager' policeman. Rennie and Jocasta begin by 
sharing a female alliance of humour and irony at this young man's expense, 
which, although it is subtle, he senses and resents: 'the policeman somehow did 
not like them laughing. He disapproved of it. ' 45 He takes them into a room 
equipped for screening video and film clips, and gives them a film show. 

Throughout the first of the film clips, Rennie keeps her emotional 
detachment, remaining unmoved even when watching a couple of snuff movies, 
denying the reality of what she is being shown: 'Rennie felt it couldn't possibly 
be real, it was all done with ketchup' 46 The narrative tone throughout this 
passage has been witty and ironic, creating in the reader the same humour and 
detachment, so that we have experienced the pornographic images through 
Rennie's eyes and empathise with her responses to them. This narrative 
technique leaves the reader almost as vulnerable as Rennie to the horror of 
what comes next. 

The policeman shows a film clip, which he describes as our grand finale', 
showing only a woman's pelvis and vagina from which the head of a rat 
gradually emerges. Atwood describes this image in very simple, direct prose, 

44 Ibid. 
45 Ibid., p 210. 
46 Ibid. 
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conveying the disturbing spectacle and the shocking effect it has upon Rennie: 
'Rennie felt that a large gap had appeared in what she'd been used to thinking of 
as reality. What if this is normal, she thought, and we just haven't been told 
yet? ' 47 Rennie's ability to detach herself from the pornographic representation, 
and to view it purely as a fantasy construction, has been disrupted. To the 
obvious gratification of the policeman, she vomits all over his shoes: 'Sorry, she 
said, but he didn't seem to mind. He patted her on the back as if she'd passed a 
test of some sort, and took her arm'! Rennie, in showing distress and 
vulnerability, is at last conforming to the policeman's idea of acceptable feminine 
behaviour, whereas he is offended by Jocasta's toughness and independence: 

/thought that one would get to you, he 
said. A lot of women do that Look at it 
this way, at least it's not for queers. 

You need your head repaired, said 
Jocasta, and Rennie said she thought 
maybe it was time to leave. She thanked 
the policeman for being so cooperative. 
He was annoyed with them, not because 
of his shoes but because of Jocasta. 49 

After this experience, Rennie decides not to write the piece on pornography, 
in spite of her editor's annoyance and disappointment. Instead of writing an 
article that would give a serious critical analysis of the pornographic 
representations she has seen, Rennie characteristically chooses to walk away 
from the subject altogether, and to write about something frivolous and 
undemanding: 

Rennie decided that there were some things it 
was better not to know any more about than you 
had to. Surfaces, in many cases, were preferable 
to depths. She did a piece on the return of the 
angora sweater, and another one on the hand- 
knit-look industry. That was soothing. There 
was much to be said for trivia. 50 

Rennie is unable, however, to erase the pornographic images from her 
memory or to prevent them affecting her relationship with Jake. For the first time 
she finds his sado-masochistic fantasies and sexual games really troubling and 
threatening. We read that: 'She had trouble dismissing it as a game. She now 
felt that in some way that had never been spelled out between them he thought 

47 Ibid. 
48 Ibid., p 211. 
49 Ibid. 
50 Ibid. 
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of her as the enemy. ' Rennie is being forced, reluctantly, to begin to draw 
connections. 

This happens again after the unknown intruder has broken into her flat and 
left the coil of rope upon her pillow - an event which follows her mastectomy 
operation, when her relationship with Jake has ended and he is leaving her. 
When they were still together, one of Jake's favourite games was to hide in the 
flat at unexpected hours, when Rennie thought he was at work, and leap out on 
her. The intruder, like a dark, menacing echo of Jake's playful fantasy, has been 
lurking in the flat, waiting to surprise Rennie. She is tempted to tell Jake about 
the intruder, but resists the urge, recognising that she only wants to do so in 
order to make him feel guilty for moving out, and to punish him for leaving her. 
She wonders what he would think of her story: 'the sight of one of his playful 
fantasies walking around out there, growling and on all fours? He knew the 
difference between a game and the real thing, he said; a desire and a need. 
She was the confused one. ' 51 Throughout this text, however, Atwood is 
questioning the validity of the distinction, drawn here by Jake, between the 
fantasy and the 'real thing', asking whether there is a clear difference between 
them, or if they are, in fact, facets of one whole; parts of the major problem 
posed by male violence and oppression in which sexuality is so often exploited 
as an abusive weapon. 

Once Rennie is in St Antoine and has been caught up in the lethal web of 
corruption and violence created by the political intrigues surrounding the 
election, she loses all control and autonomy as a human subject. As a woman, 
she becomes merely an object, to be used or exchanged. When Paul, a gun- 
runner and dope-dealer who appears to have befriended Rennie, tries to get her 
to safety, Marsden, one of the revolutionaries, uses Rennie to bargain with Paul 
for more machine guns: 'Rennie can see what she is now: she's an object of 
negotiation. The truth about knights comes suddenly clear: the maidens were 
only an excuse. The dragon was the real business. ' 52 Atwood is clearly 
referring here to Levi-Strauss's research concerning the exchange of women by 
men as providing the basis of human social interaction and kinship structures. 53 
Rennie is actually experiencing the practical reality of this theory, and the sense 
of powerlessness it induces in a woman thus objectified. 

Rennie does not get away but is arrested, has her camera and passport 
confiscated, and is imprisoned without trial, in company with a woman, Lora, who 
she has previously become acquainted with on the island. The trauma of her 
imprisonment profoundly effects Rennie's attitudes and values, shaking her out 
of her detached, apathetic, self-centred world-view: firstly, because she is forced 
to listen to Lora's tragic life story, which she deliberately avoided hearing before 
her imprisonment; and secondly, she has to witness the savage and brutal 
assault upon Lora by two male guards. 

51 Ibid., p 236. 
52 Ibid., p 258. 
53 Juliet Mitchell offers an interesting discussion of this theory in her essay, 'Patriarchy, Kinship, 
and Women as Exchange Objects', in Psychoanalysis and Feminism, (Penguin, 1974). 
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Before their enforced intimacy in the prison, Rennie has despised Lora and 
snubbed her overtures of friendship: in prison she has to break through her 
prejudices and learn compassion. After the assault, when Lora has been 
dumped, unconscious, on the floor of their cell, Rennie manages to overcome 
her fear and disgust in order to reach out to Lora - even to the extent of forcing 
herself to clean the blood and dirt off Lora's face with her own tongue, since 
there is no water available: 

she could lick this face, clean it off with her tongue, 
that would be the best, that's what animals did, 
that's what you were supposed to do when you 
cut your finger, put it in your mouth, clean germs 
her grandmother said, if you don't have water, 
she can't do it, it will have to do, it's the face of 
Lora after all, there's no such thing as a faceless 
stranger, every face is someone's, it has a name. 54 

This action signals a great change in Rennie who has always shrunk from 
anything unpleasant. 

It is highly significant that Rennie has lost her camera and never has it 
returned, since in Atwood's writing, the camera is always a symbol of abuse and 
destructive power. Without the camera, Rennie has learnt to see, - she has been 
forced to witness events which she could not walk away from. As she watches 
the brutal attack on Lora, we read that Rennie 'doesn't want to see, she has to 
see, why isn't someone covering her eyes? ' but she, herself, is learning not to 
cover her eyes. Later, when she is on a plane at the end of the novel, 
apparently returning home to Canada and her old life, she acknowledges how 
much she has been affected: 'What she sees has not altered; only the way she 
sees it. [... ] she feels as if she's returning after a space trip, a trip into the future; 
its her that's been changed but it will seem as if everyone else has. ' 55 

Although Rennie is going home without her camera, she has become a true 
reporter at last. When she was released from prison, she was asked to agree 
not to talk or write about the events she has witnessed on St Antoine. Rennie 
signed a paper agreeing to keep quiet, but in the plane she knows that she will 
break this contract. She has been forced to develop a new political awareness 
and commitment: 'She is a subversive. She was not one once but now she is. A 
reporter. She will pick her time; then she will report. ' 

With this idea of the reporter, or witness, Atwood offers a way out of the 
limitations imposed by many anti-pornography writers. Where critics like Andrea 
Dworkin have generally conceived of only two possible roles for women in 
relation to male violence (representational or actual violence), those of victim or 
collaborator, Atwood sees women as having a responsibility to bear witness and 
to report: to expose the exploitation, corruption, and oppression in society. A 

54 Ibid., p 299. 
55 Ibid., p 300. 
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similar idea is expressed by another woman writer living and working in Canada, 
Elaine J. Auerbach, in her short story, 'Ends of Desire', 56where she explores the 
relationship between women 'victims' and their 'witnesses'. Auerbach writes: 

All women are not victims. But some women 
are victims and some are witnesses. Victims 
are always looking for a witness. The one who 
saw as they saw. The one who, by admitting 
she was a witness, will set the victim free from 
the frozen death-trap of her past. 

Witnesses are always eluding detection. They 
don't come forward easily with their testimony. 
Some remain dumb forever, having forgotten 
what they witnessed or finding it too painful to 
relive and retell. 

lt's not unusual to know at least one story 
where a witness lingers at a safe distance, 
clinging to her fragile security. 57 

This shares much in common with Atwood's ideas. Atwood does not believe 
that any women are innocent and exempt from all responsibility for social and 
political evils. To her, the worst response is that of apathy and despair - to 
deliberately avoid bearing witness. In Bodily Harm, Rennie has to learn that she 
is privileged, not a victim - not without hope or the power to intervene. Before 
she went to St Antoine, she was totally wrapped up in herself and her problems; 
consumed with self-pity over her mastectomy, the loss of Jake, and her fear of 
the unknown intruder. She had no feeling or pity to spare for anyone else. Her 
experiences in St Antoine have opened her eyes and given her a different 
perspective on the world around her. She now knows how fortunate and 
privileged she is, and that the problems she has are not overwhelming but 
merely a part of the human condition of life. She recognises that her life has not 
been unfair - that there is no reason why she should be spared all suffering; and 
also that she must accept her share of responsibility for the suffering of others; 
for example, as a member of a wealthy, white, western nation, for the effects of 
imperialist and capitalist oppression. Atwood closes the novel on an affirmatory 
note, as Rennie is able to even accept the possibility of her cancer recurring 
without giving way to despair and self-pity: 

She doesn't have much time left, for anything. 
But neither does anyone else. She's paying 
attention, that's all. 

She will never be rescued. She has already 

56 Published in Dykewords: An Anthology of Lesbian Writing, ed. The Lesbian Writing and 
Publishing Collective, (Women's Press, Toronto, Ontario, Canada), 1990, pp 169 - 180. 
57 Ibid., p 172. 
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been rescued. She is not exempt. Instead she 
is lucky, suddenly, finally, she's overflowing 
with luck, it's this luck holding her up. 58 

The Camera and the Gun as Phallic Tools. 

Margaret Atwood's distrust of the camera, which she equates with the gun as 
a phallic signifier of male oppression and violence, can be found in many of her 
novels; The Edible Woman, her first novel, [already discussed in Chapter 1] 
being an example. In this very early novel, the connection between photography 
and hunting is made explicit - Peter is an enthusiast of both activities and is a 
collector of guns and cameras. Marian is finally driven to rejecting Peter and a 
future married life with him, by her vision of him as a ruthless hunter when he 
tries to photograph her at the party he holds to celebrate their forthcoming 
wedding. Marian desperately runs away from the party in order to escape Peter 
and his camera: 

She could not let him catch her this time. Once 
he pulled the trigger she would be stopped, 
fixed indissolubly in that gesture, that single 
stance, unable to move or change. [ .j J 

She was outside in the snow[.. ] she couldn't 
afford to fall down. Behind her even now Peter 
might be tracing, following, stalking her through 
the crisp empty streets [.. ]That dark intent marksman 
with his aiming eye had been there all the time, 
hidden by the other layers, waiting for her at the 
dead centre: a homicidal maniac with a lethal 
weapon in his hands. 59 

This idea of the camera as 'a lethal weapon' is reinforced by Peter's gory 
description, given at a social occasion earlier in the novel, of a hunting trip with 
some friends, when he gleefully congratulates himself on having taken his 
cameras so that he was able to photograph the blood and guts of his prey. 

Marian recognises that the camera is a tool of coercive control, and can be 
seen in a symbolic sense as representing the male gaze, objectifying and 
immobilising the woman. It is, however, more dangerous still - Atwood sees it as 
a weapon that can be used to destroy and fragment female identity. This view of 
the camera as a phallic weapon, is a view that has also been expressed by 

58 Bodily Harm, p 301. 
59 The Edible Woman, (Virago, London, 1989, first published 1969), p 245,246. 
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radical anti-pornography critics, such as Andrea Dworkin and Susanne 
Kappeler. 60 

Atwood expresses these ideas in a more subtle manner in her later novel, 
Surfacing. Throughout this text, she repeatedly, and often very humorously, 
emphasises the use of the camera and the gun by men in order to possess and 
negate the Other, whether they see the other as woman, animal, or inanimate 
object. 

The central character, and first person narrator - we are never told her name 
- is a young woman returning to the remote island home of her childhood, in 
search of her missing father. She shares certain qualities in common with 
Rennie, and other Atwood heroines, being emotionally detached and 
deliberately uninvolved, her relationships seeming superficial and transient. She 
is accompanied by three friends - her lover, Joe, and a married couple, David 
and Anna - and she tells us that Anna is 'my best friend, my best woman friend' 
but then adds 'I've known her two months'; and of her curiously flat, passionless 
affair with Joe, she suggests that he was attracted to her because of her calm 
control and lack of emotion: 

'Any news? " Joe asks, in a neutral mumble 
that signals he'd prefer it if / kept from showing 
any reaction, no matter what has happened. 

"No, "/ say, "Nothing different. " Voice level, 
calm. Perhaps that was what he liked about me, 
there must have been something, though l can't 
reconstruct our first meeting, now / can: [.. J What 
impressed him that time, he even mentioned it 
later, cool he called it, was the way l took off my 
clothes and put them on again later very smoothly 
as if / were feeling no emotion. But / really wasn't. 61 

David and Joe have brought a movie camera with them because they are 
making a film they call Random Samples, which appears to be more a collection 
of bizarre and disconnected images than an actual film. A number of the 
'random samples' collected by the two men throughout the novel, involve the 
idea of hunting; once they've reached the island, for example, the narrator takes 
them out fishing on the lake, and David later films the innards of the dead fish he 
has caught, declaring it is 'a Random Sample': 

He goes for Joe and the camera and the two of 
them solemnly film the fish innards, collapsed 

e0 See, for example, Pornography, p 28, where Andrea Dworkin traces the connections between 
a pornographic photograph and the armed male hunters, with their female prey, that it 
represents; and The Pornography of Representation, p 14, where Susanne Kappeler examines 
the case of military officers in Switzerland who use photographs of women as targets for 
shooting practice. 
61 Surfacing, (Virago, London, 1979), p 22. 
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bladders and tubes and soft ropes, rearranging 
them between takes for better angles. lt would 
never occur to David to have someone snap him 
with a Brownie camera holding his fish up by the 
tail and grinning, nor would he ever have it stuffed 
and mounted; still, he wants to immortalize it, in 
his own way. 62 

This idea of capturing something and possessing it as a 'trophy' recurs many 
times. In another significant passage, when David and Joe have chopped down 
a young tree for firewood, they behave as if they have hunted and killed a living 
creature, and insist on filming it as such: 'they stuck the axe in the log, after 
several tries, and took turns shooting each other standing beside it, arms folded 
and one foot on it as if it was a lion or a rhinoceros. ' 63 Their obsessive 
collecting of 'random samples', seen through the perceptions of the narrator, 
grows more unpleasant and threatening as the novel develops. The narrator is 
clearly distressed on one of their fishing expeditions, when she is also pursuing 
the search for her father, by finding a heron that has been gratuitously 
slaughtered and hung on a gibbet: but David sees it only as yet another 
collectable image, and proceeds to film it while the narrator bitterly thinks about 
the desire and compulsion men have to needlessly destroy anything they can't 
use and control for their own ends: 

We need that, "David said, "we can put it 
next to the fish guts. "[.. ] 

/ saw a beetle on it, blueblack and oval; when 
the camera whirred it burrowed in under the 
feather[.. J Why had they strung it up like a lynch 
victim, why didn't they just throw it away like trash? 
To prove they could do it, they had the power to 
kill. Otherwise it was valueless: beautiful from a 
distance but it couldn't be tamed or cooked or 
trained to talk, the only relation they could have to 
a thing like that was to destroy it. Food, slave or 
corpse, limited choices, horned and fanged heads 
sawed off and mounted on the billiard room wall, 
stuffed fish, trophies. 64 

The most disturbing of these hunts for 'random samples', however, comes 
later, when David decides he wants a naked woman in the film, to 'go in beside 
the dead bird'. This sequence of dead fish innards, dead heron to go 'next to the 
fish guts', and naked female to go 'beside the dead bird', obviously holds 

62 Ibid., p 63. 
63 Ibid., p 75. 
64 Ibid., p 110. 
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menacing implications, and reminds us of Susanne Kappeler's study of John 
Berger's article on men's relationship to animals, and her application of it to the 
way men view and relate to women. David makes Anna strip naked and pose for 
the film, coercing her into doing what he wants through the use of both physical 
force and psychological and emotional bullying. The narrator witnesses the 
whole incident from a safe distance, unseen by the protagonists, and recognises 
the coercive power of the camera as she watches Anna being held upside down 
over David's shoulder, helplessly exposed against her will as Joe shoots her: 

"Shoot, "David said to Joe, and to Anna, "l'l/ 
count to ten. " 
Joe swivelled the camera and trained it on them 
like a bazooka or a strange instrument of torture 
and pressed the button, lever, sinister whirr. 

'Al/ right, "Anna said under its coercion, 'you 
shmuck bastard, God damn you. " He set her 
down and stepped aside. Her arms, elbows out, 
struggled with the fastener like a beetle's on its 
back and the top dropped away 65 

The woman is assigned the position of helpless creature, without any power 
or agency of its own; reduced to a manipulatable spectacle - an object for the 
camera. The men use the camera, itself, as a weapon in the battle of wills that 
ends with Anna stripping as they order her. 

Atwood's concept of the witness occurs again in this novel, as the narrator 
watches from her hiding place. Like Rennie in Bodily Harm, however, she is 
reluctant to intervene and chooses to remain uninvolved, afraid of the 
consequences of taking action: 'I wanted to run down to the dock and stop 
them. [... ] I no longer fought back because I never won. The only defence was 
flight, invisibility. I sat down on the top step. ' 66 She is unwilling to accept any 
responsibility towards other people, or to bear any kind of witness to another's 
brutality or suffering. When overhearing David and Anna one night having 
particularly violent, and possibly sado-masochistic, sex, the narrator reflects that 
'the bad part isn't the thing itself but being a witness. ' As with Rennie, it is her 
own problems and emotions that preoccupy her, and she is pessimistic and 
defeatist in her attitudes to political and social questions. We shall examine, 
however, in a later chapter, how her sensitivity and feeling for the natural 
environment surrounding her, enables her to change and grow. 

65 Ibid., p 130. 
66 Ibid., p 129. 
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The Woman as Object: in the Brothel and in Society. 

Like Margaret Atwood, the Dutch film-maker, Marleen Gorris, draws 
connections between pornography and the pornographic imagination, and the 
actual political and sexual economy of western, patriarchal culture. Her film, 
Broken Mirrors, 67 is primarily set, like Lizzie Borden's Working Girls, in a brothel, 
portraying the working life and experiences of prostitutes. Broken Mirrors, 
however, possibly because it was produced in a European, rather than a North 
American, culture and cinematic tradition, is far darker in mood and more 
disturbing in effect than Working Girls. Even the brothel setting of the two films 
are contrastingly different: in Working Girls, Lucy's brothel is an ordinary New 
York apartment of the wealthy middle class, with a familiar, everyday, domestic 
atmosphere, providing appropriate surroundings for Lucy's bogus assumption of 
bourgeois respectability and for Molly's conventionally attractive, WASP 
appearance; in Broken Mirrors, on the other hand, the Amsterdam brothel is 
decorated in a sleazy, opulent manner, creating a stereotypical erotic fantasy 
setting, with red velvet upholstery, dim lighting and ornate, gilt-framed mirrors. 

Broken Mirrors also differs from Borden's film in its inclusion of a dramatic 
subplot, set outside the brothel, involving the abduction, captivity, and murder 
through starvation of a young housewife and mother by a regular client of the 
brothel. Apart from the one link made through the abductor's patronage of the 
brothel, of which the spectator gradually becomes aware, this subplot is entirely 
independent of the scenes in the brothel and the lives of the prostitutes. The 
two central protagonists among the prostitutes in the film, Dora, an art student, 
and Diane, a young mother with a drug addict husband, both go on the game out 
of financial need. At the end of the film, they hear of the discovery of the 
dumped body of the victim, as a news announcement on the radio, while 
accepting a lift in the murderer's car, but this is the first they know of the story, 
and they remain ignorant of the identity of the man. They have received a lift 
from him in order to take one of their colleagues to hospital after she has been 
savagely knifed by a violent client, and Dora comments ironically, on hearing the 
news broadcast, that'Being an ordinary housewife isn't much safer than being a 
tart. ' In this film, Marleen Gorris is drawing clear connections between the 
sexual power imbalances and abuses that occur in the brothel, and the sadism 
of the serial killer in the wider society outside. The increasing sense of 
containment and claustrophobia, that we noted in relation to Working Girls, 
resulting from the enclosed environment of the brothel, is intensified in Gorris's 
film by the scenes of the housewife's imprisonment, kept tied to a bed in a small, 
bare, bleak room: scenes that are shot with subtle, red-filtered light and limited, 
almost monochromatic, colour. 

67 Netherlands, 1984. 
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24. The man, seen from behind, (from the view-point of his prisoner), 
sticking another photograph of her on the wall 

25. Close-up of a photograph of the kidnapped woman. 
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Gorris has made Broken Mirrors in the traditional thriller genre, suggesting 
that she shares Angela Carter's fascination with classic Hollywood cinema, for 
she is appropriating one of its traditional cinematic genre in order to create 
something different; and in this respect her film shares some similarities with 
Sheila McLaughlin's She Must Be Seeing Things; both films, for example, begin 
with a night scene accompanied by jangly, atmospheric music, creating a sense 
of tension and menace. However Broken Mirrors is far more dramatic - possibly 
even melodramatic at some points - with an opening scene of the unknown 
abductor and killer disposing of the body of his previous victim. We see a car 
being driven through the night to a remote canal quayside. The man gets out, 
lifts a covered body out of the boot and dumps it on the dock, then he unwraps 
the body and, producing a camera, photographs the dead woman before driving 
away. 

In this film, Marleen Gorris takes a similar view of the camera as an 
instrument of torture and phallic weapon to that expressed by Margaret Atwood 
in her fiction. The menacing, unknown man, whose face is never revealed in the 
abduction subplot scenes, repeatedly photographs the captive housewife with a 
polaroid, adding the pictures to the collection he has exhibited on the wall 
opposite the iron bedstead on which he keeps her bound and helpless. 

The series of photographs show his previous victim, now dead, as well as 
his current prisoner. His action in taking the photographs intensifies his victim's 
distress, and emphasises her helplessness and vulnerability, graphically 
demonstrating his power and control over her. The fact that, in these scenes, 
his face and identity remain hidden, while she is fully exposed to both his gaze 
and that of his camera, and the gaze of the spectator and of the film camera, 
also highlights the sexual power dynamics between them. 

Gorris clearly shares Joan Smith's view 68that a profound misogyny 
underlies and pervades the whole of western culture. Broken Mirrors is more 
positively and militantly feminist, in that it is more obviously pro-women in its 
representations, than Working Girls. Unlike Lucy in Borden's film, the pimp who 
owns the Amsterdam brothel, for example, is male and is portrayed as a 
ruthless, unfeeling, money-grabbing bully, prepared to unscrupulously exploit 
the women who work for him. He is the one in control, not Ellen, the sympathetic 
Madame of the brothel who tries to protect the women from his worst abuses, 
frequently showing them an almost motherly care. She protests, although 
unavailingly, when the pimp decides to branch out into SM at the brothel - 
planning to convert the cellar into a fantasy SM setting, having it painted black, 
with a red leather couch and 'a few flashing lights'. 

When Diane first starts working, near the beginning of the film, Dora warns 
her of the johns that 'They're all bastards. Even the nice ones aren't nice', and 
this is certainly the message of the film with regard to men, slightly qualified by 
the character of Andre - an eccentric, vulnerable old man, who lives in a shack 

68 See Misogynes, (Faber & Faber, London, 1989). 
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on a piece of wasteland near Dora's houseboat, and has a strange, but close 
and mutually supportive, relationship with her. As if to suggest that patriarchal 
culture cannot allow men to transgress the norm of aggressive and misogynous 
male behaviour, however, Andre's home is destroyed and he is forcibly removed 
- presumably to an institution of some kind. 

As in Working Girls, the full horror of the prostitutes' work is brought home 
to the spectator through an accumulative effect. In Borden's film this is achieved 
through Molly's growing sense of being trapped in the brothel, particularly after 
Lucy has pressurised her into working long after her shift should have finished. 
In Gorris's film, this feeling is captured when a group of rowdy students descend 
upon the brothel, and we are shown scene after scene of the women going 
through the same tedious, meaningless routine with one client after another. 
Their sense of humiliation, exhaustion and depression by the end of the evening 
is very effectively conveyed to the spectator. Here Gorris does not rely in any 
way on melodrama, but communicates her message through the convincing 
portrayal of the unremitting, and apparently endless, stream of drunk, thoroughly 
unattractive young men, demanding anonymous sexual gratification. 

At the end of the film, after the unknown murderer has driven Dora and 
Diane back to the brothel from the hospital, with the news of their colleague's 
appalling injuries, he stands silent, as the women stare at him, waiting for him to 
leave. As he removes his gloves, prior to getting out his wallet, making clear 
that he is demanding sex from the grief-stricken and exhausted women, his 
identity is finally revealed, beyond all doubt, to the spectator, as we have seen 
these gloves being removed or pulled on to his hands many times in the 
abduction subplot scenes. We also now know that he is implicated in the suicide 
of another of the prostitutes, a very vulnerable young woman called Linda, for we 
saw him going upstairs with her, and how deeply distressed he left her 
afterwards, shortly before she killed herself. 

Before he actually produces his money, Ellen demands to know what it is 
that he wants, turning on him the question that Freud asked about women. In 
relationships between men and women, Gorris suggests, it is men that are the 
mystery; their motives beyond rational understanding: why do men hate women 
so intensely and abuse them for no apparent reason, apart from the pure 
pleasure of it? These questions are raised but not answered, for there are no 
satisfactory answers. 

Susanne Kappeler, and other radical anti-pornography critics, have argued 
that any representations of sexuality produced in western culture at the present 
time, whether created by men or by women, will objectify women and reproduce 
the power imbalances and abuses of the existing sexual economy, relying on the 
dominance-submission patterns of the Hegelian dialectic. As we have seen, 
Sheila McLaughlin's film, She Must Be Seeing Things, was greatly criticised by 
radical feminist critics for its portrayal of sexual games between Agatha and Jo, 
and Agatha's fantasies of Jo having sexual encounters with men and being 
violently punished. While Marleen Gorris's Broken Mirrors contains a more 
direct and explicit critique of the male sexual economy than She Must Be Seeing 
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Things, and appears to conform more closely to the radical feminist, anti- 
pornography view-point, the violence, the abuse of women, and the scenes of 
heterosexual sex in this film are, at the least, as explicit as in She Must Be 
Seeing Things - further, they are represented as disturbingly real; patently not 
as fantasy as they are in McLaughlin's film, and it might well be argued that such 
representations cannot be justified. In both films, however, the central female 
protagonists do finally reappropriate the power of the gaze, and reclaim control 
over their lives and their sexuality. 

In Broken Mirrors, Gorris conveys the developing relationship between Dora 
and Diane with beautiful subtlety, through their shared and reciprocated looking 
at each other. As the film unfolds, their exchanged glances, skilfully captured by 
the camera, at first express complicity and solidarity, followed by a growing 
tenderness and desire. 

At the close of the film, Diane takes Ellen's pistol from its hiding-place and, 
having cowed and frightened away the murderer, shoots the ornate mirrors of 
the brothel - symbolic of the male gaze and control in which the women are 
contained. 

The film ends as Dora and Diane leave the brothel together, never to 
return. 
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26. In the brothel: Dora & Diane dancing, face to face, watched by the 
murderer 
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27. Diane's hand holding the gun, aiming at the murderer 

28. Diane shooting into a mirror. 
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The Female Gaze. 

The major problem with theories of the male gaze, as many feminist critics 
have pointed out, is that it leaves women with no position from which they might 
"look" at cultural images, or at themselves, except to adopt and identify with the 
masculine point of view and thereby reinforce these male cultural stereotypes. 
Freudian psychoanalytic theory can lead to women being denied any subjective 
'gaze' of their own, and consequently any active visual pleasure and desire of 
their own. Maggie Humm has argued that this also applies to the voice as well 
as the gaze, since visual representations rarely exist in isolation but usually 
within the context of either a magazine or other publication with an 
accompanying text, or a film with a sound-track. Humm points out that to be 
represented as'the object of desire is always to be defined in the passive voice. 
Yet, from Scheherezade on, women have always known how to utilise the power 
of speech to save their sexuality. ' 69 Words do work to qualify visual images and 
affect the way we read them. This might suggest that the violence represented 
in both Broken Mirrors and She Must Be Seeing Things is not necessarily 
offensive to women when "read" within the context of the story that is being told 
and the message it contains. 

Annette Kuhn has argued that the possibility also exists for a pleasure 
derived from viewing representations of women that involves identifying with 
rather than objectifying the woman being represented: women (and this can also 
apply to men) do not have to adopt a masculine subject position in order to enjoy 
looking at other women: 

Women can and do derive pleasure from images 
of women, a fact which betokens the unfixity of 
sexual identity and the fluidity of our engagement 
with certain types of image. [.. ) A spectator (male 
or female) has the option of identifying with, rather 
than objectifying, the woman in the picture. The 
photo might evoke memories or fantasies of 
similar pleasures enjoyed by the spectator. In 
this case, the pleasure of looking is not completely 
voyeuristic. 70 

Even classic Hollywood films frequently provided female figures that women 
spectators loved and identified with because of their strengths, rather than their 
"feminine" fragility and passivity. Once again, Gone With The Wind is a good 
example, since many women who saw the film when it was first released, still 

69'Is The Gaze Feminist? ', perspectives on Pornography, eds. Gary Day and Clive Bloom, pp 
80,81. 
70 Annette Kuhn, The Power of the Image, (Routledge & Kegan Paul, London and New York, 
1985), p 31. 
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recall how they loved Scarlett O'Hara's rebelliousness and her ability to survive, 
manipulating circumstances to serve her own ends. Helen Taylor, in her study 
of the film and its impact on its female fans, 71 quotes women who identified 
strongly with Scarlett, claiming that many of them 'have clearly been 
strengthened through identification with Scarlett' and that in some cases this 
identification 'gave the viewer a strong sense of her own power. ' 72 

The fact remains, nonetheless, that these classic cinematic representations 
of women usually involved many conflicts and contradictions for the woman 
spectator, however positively she may have been able to claim a female figure 
as a role model: Gone With The Wind still provides an example, since Scarlett 
O'Hara's strength and determination must be reconciled with her ultimate 
surrender to the Rhett Butler character and his independence and dominance of 
her. Classic Hollywood cinema produced films that were unable to resolve these 
conflicts in their representations of female identity and sexuality. 

Women have been excluded from control in Hollywood, and have worked 
predominantly in avant-garde, independent cinema -a place from which many of 
them have challenged established cinema's representations. While recognising 
classic cinema's reactionary elements, since the 1970s, feminist theorists have 
been analysing mainstream cinema in order to deconstruct the way it has 
constructed meaning and identity, exposing the processes of construction at 
work in these films. 

Contemporary women critics have taken different views on the question of 
how women writers, visual artists, and film-makers should confront the problems 
of the dominance of the male gaze and the cultural objectification of women, and 
have tended to diverge into two broad camps. The first approach, adopted by 
critics such as the film theorists, E. Ann Kaplan and Laura Mulvey, believes that 
contemporary creative artists should be developing entirely new vocabularies of 
representation that do not objectify women in any way, or reproduce the 
dominance-submission patterns that seem so fundamental to western sexual 
culture and economy. These critics argue that if we are to radically change 
cultural sexual patterns, and abolish processes of objectification of the female 
form, we need to find new ways of creating and experiencing emotionally 
satisfying and sexually pleasurable representations. This is a fairly well 
established view, propounded by highly respected critics who have been writing 
on these issues since the 1970s. 

The second approach, which has emerged since the latter half of the 1980s, 
takes the more "transgressive" view that women artists can reappropriate male 
representational vocabularies, reinterpreting them in order to use them for their 
own ends. This critical approach argues that even representations that 
deliberately objectify women and adopt images of dominance-submission and 
power games, can be radical and subversive when strategically employed. 
Sheila McLaughlin's She Must Be Seeing Things, as well as more experimental 

71 Scar/etts Women, (Virago, 1989). 
72 Ibid., p 37,38. 
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films such as The Dominas' film, Mano Destra, are clearly products of this 
second approach. 

The theoretical ideas that have led to the development of this view on the 
representation of women, are part of a growing interest in the concept of gender 
as performance and masquerade -a concept we shall be examining more fully in 
a later chapter. In connection to the problematic issue of representation, ideas 
of identity and sexuality as play and performance, subversive of the dominant 
culture, are of central importance. Contemporary women critics, such as Belinda 
Budge, Janet Lee, and other writers contributing to the collection of essays, The 
Female Gaze, 73 claim that it is false to regard the majority of female viewers 
who enjoy popular cultural representations of women, such as the powerful 
Alexis Carrington in the soap opera, Dynasty, as being passive and naive 
victims of a patriarchal conspiracy. They argue for an active female gaze, that 
can experience positive and empowering pleasure from both looking at other 
women and from being the object of the gaze. This critical approach claims that 
women have control of their own voyeuristic pleasure and of their own 
objectification. Angela Partington, for example, argues that in contemporary 
western culture, both men and women are voyeurs, subjects of the gaze, and 
objects of the gaze of others, claiming that 'the structure of the gaze has to 
accomodate an interdependence of voyeurism and narcissism, for both men and 
women. The structure of the gaze is an "inside out" one, rather than a simple 
subject/object dichotomy. ' 74 Partington also adopts the idea of femininity as 
masquerade, arguing that women can radically 'act out' images of femininity, in 
order to deconstruct oppressive stereotypes and invest new meanings in these 
images: 

The possibilities of masquerade can be seen 
in women's abilities to appropriate even the 
most 'oppressive' symbols of female sub- 
ordination as expressions of rebellion. The 
stiletto heel, for example, often fails to signify 
a passive, decorative femininity, because of 
the way in which it is worn. Its very impracticality 
can become a means of transgressing the notions 
of proper' behaviour associated with passive 
femininity, when worn as part of power dressing' 
(like Joan Collins as Alexis Carrington) or as 
part of a sexually aggressive image (like Madonna). 
These images cannot be dismissed as simple 
embodiments of patriarchal values, because they 
seem to challenge such values, by offering 
women pleasures which men are excluded from, 

73 Eds. Lorraine Gamman & Margaret Marshment, (The Women's Press, London, 1988). 
74'The Gendered Gaze', published in Woman to Woman, photographs by Nancy Honey. 
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or even threatened by. 75 

It is significant that Angela Partington situates the cultural media images of 
Alexis Carrington and Madonna as positive and pleasurable ones for the woman 
spectator. These two figures are discussed in similar terms in The Female Gaze; 
Belinda Budge, 76 for example, argues that the character of Alexis Carrington with 
her aggressive sexuality, her wealth and power in male-dominated society, her 
independence and self-centred ruthlessness, challenges feminist analysis. Like 
Partington, Budge claims that feminist theory of representation has failed to 
recognise the complexity of the way images can be read, and has taken too 
narrow and negative a view of the pleasures women derive from cultural 
representations. Budge also comments on the image of the stiletto heel, 
claiming that while it is usually interpreted as a phallic symbol with fetishistic 
associations, serving: 'to "give" the woman her missing phallus, rendering her 
safe by circumventing the castration threat she poses to male sexuality', 77 that is 
no reason not to explore and develop alternative ways of reading such an image: 

is it not time to start creating a new vocabulary 
to describe the pleasurable associations for 
women of looking at images of other women? 
The emphasis on demystification and decon- 
struction, whilst essential, must partially cede 
to reconstruction and redefinition in an attempt 
to illuminate the relationship between pleasure 
and representation. We need to start looking 
at the pleasures of an active audience and to 
celebrate the visual pleasure of women looking 
at 'attractive' women. The 'wilder side of women" 
engenders a fantasy that re-introduces into our 
vocabulary the notion of the erotic for women. 78 

While Budge appears to be arguing here for a positive and radical 
development in contemporary feminist theory, offering exciting possibilities, 
there is a danger that her ideas, and the ideas of critics like her, are actually 
profoundly reactionary. There is no doubt that they are partly the product of the 
right-wing intellectual atmosphere that has accompanied more than a decade of 
extreme Conservative government. Partington, Budge, and other critics who 
share their views, frequently use phrases such as 'the acquisition of consumer 
skills', 79 which they appear to regard as a means of women gaining power and 
control, and refer approvingly to glossy advertising images in magazines, such 

7' Ibid. 
76 In 'Joan Collins and the Wilder Side of Women', The Female Gaze, pp 102-111 
77 Ibid., p 104. 
78 Ibid. 
79 Partington, 'The Gendered Gaze'. 
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as Vogue and Company, claiming they open up possibilities of 'the erotic' 80 for 
women. This is the language and values of Conservative materialism, and when 
we consider that these statements are being expressed in a society and at a 
time when many women are suffering extreme poverty, homelessness, and 
social deprivation, they seem emptied of meaning as well as being in rather poor 
taste. Ngozi Onwurah, who personally experienced the 'glamour' of the world of 
fashion, gives a more honest picture of the processes of objectification and 
exploitation that are involved, in her film, The Body Beautiful, and, through her 
act of making the film, also disrupts her own objectification and passivity in the 
modelling scenes, by taking an active, and powerful, role as a film director - 
situating herself behind the camera at last. 

'She was a whore and I was daddy's baby': 
The Whore is in the Eye of the Beholder. 

While both Budge and Partington place considerable importance on the idea 
of women being in control, for example by enjoying active pleasure as 
spectators, and taking an active enjoyment in wearing stereotypically sensual 
clothing, it is in the work of black women writers and film-makers that we find the 
most powerful portrayals of women as strong and in control of their destinies and 
desires. Gloria Naylor, in her recent work of fiction, Bailey's Cafe, 81 even 
creates a "brothel" where the women are entirely in control of what they do, and 
why. Eve's house provides a sanctuary to women who have reached the end of 
their resources: they seek out the house and choose to stay for as long as they 
feel is necessary, using the brothel and their work there (whatever that may be), 
to exorcise and resolve their past histories of abuse and oppression - histories 
that Naylor unfolds to the reader in a series of separate but connected tales. The 
men who come to visit the women in Eve's house have to bring them flowers - 
which Eve supplies from her garden - or they are not admitted, and each woman 
chooses the kind of flower she is to be offered: expressing through her choice 
something of herself and her experiences. This remarkable and moving book 
overturns all the cultural stereotypes and assumptions of prostitution, current in 
white, western culture, and traces the connection between women's experiences 
of oppression and the construction of their sense of identity. 

In one of these stories, Mary (Take One), 82 Naylor recounts the history of 
an extraordinarily beautiful young woman, nicknamed Peaches by her adoring 
father, whose beauty leads to her total objectification by the men around her. 
Her possessive father wishes to keep her as 'Daddy's baby. Daddy's beautiful 
baby': to keep her as his property - he even builds a wall around their house as 
she starts to grow older, to keep other males away and to keep her inside, totally 
under his control. As Peaches grows up, however, everyone sees her physical 

80'Joan Collins and the Wilder Side of Women', p 110,111. 
81 Bailey's Cafe, (Minerva, London, 1993). 
82 Ibid., pp 102-116. 
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beauty as determining her identity, and they construct that identity as 'whore'. 
The men, sexually desiring her, turn her into their sexually available fantasy. 
The women, threatened by her beauty, blame her for attracting their men. 

As in Marleen Gorris's Broken Mirrors, Naylor uses the mirror in this story as 
a symbol of the coercive and oppressive male gaze, for Peaches, as a young 
girl, has 'a bedroom full of them', bought her by her father, and as she grows 
older, she stops being able to identify with the image they reflect back to her: 
'Everywhere I turned, I could see her. But what was she doing in my room? She 
was a whore and I was daddy's baby. ' 83 Oppressed as she is by the reflections 
of herself she is continuously given in the eyes of the men she meets, her sense 
of identity is increasingly fragmented and alienated. She talks of the eyes 
whose gazing so ruthlessly constructs an identity for her, as mirrors, unable to 
recognise that the image of herself that they keep imposing on her, is their 
fantasy construction, and feeling, because of her father's attitude, that she is to 
blame for evoking desire: 

Every mirror outside had told me what she was: 
the brown mirrors, hazel mirrors, blue mirrors, 
oval, round, and lashed mirrors of all their eyes 
when they looked at me. Old eyes, young eyes 
[.. J Yes, they all looked at me and knew, just knew, 
what she was. You have to believe what you see 
in the mirror, don't you? Isn't that what mirrors 
are for? 84 

This story powerfully portrays the way in which an individual's identity and 
sense of self can be progressively undermined and destroyed. At first Peaches 
copes by splitting off the image she sees reflected in the mirrors and in the eyes, 
disassociating herself from it. The sexual pressures brought to bear upon her 
still remain a problem, however, until she manages to split off this part of herself 
- the desirable female that others see - and allow the men to have her, this other 
self, accepting their construction of her as sexually insatiable and promiscuous: 

/ tried everything to make her go away [ .. ] But she was always there, reflected in the 
wetness of men's eyes. Tormenting me. 
/ wore high-necked shirtwaists and loose 
skirts, thick woollen tights, even in the 
summertime, that scratched and left welts 
on my legs. But / could feel their eyes 
stripping my clothes away. - they knew her 
promise was there. You. You. No, not me - 
/ wasn't like that No, never me. So / gave 

83 Ibid., p 106. 
84 Ibid. 
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them her. Sweet, sweet relief Their eyes 
would cloud over, the irises tiny pinpoints that 
finally reflected nothing - not her and least of 
all me. [ .. 

] Free, at last, l was free as / gave 
them her. 85 

This leaves Peaches in a position where she is unable to own, experience 
and enjoy sexual desire and pleasure for herself, for her father will not allow her 
to be a grown woman with an independent existence and adult sexuality, and the 
other men treat her purely as an object of desire. 

The psychological conflict that is tearing her apart, drives her into 
promiscuity, and eventually prostitution, as she tries to escape the image she 
rejects. Inevitably this behaviour leads to a growing inability to split off from this 
part of herself - that she sees as whore - and an intensifying self-hatred: 

/ knew she was a whore. Had always been a 
whore. Was probably born a whore. From as 
long as l could remember, / could see her in 
their eyes. But now as / looked in the mirror - 
thinking of how my own body had betrayed me 
with him -/ could see her in mine. 

Before / had only hated her. Now / wanted to 
hate myself And / started thinking that / should 
have always hated myself 86 

Naylor is graphically dramatising in this tale the contradictory 
representations of women fundamental to Judeo-Christian culture, which splits 
female identity into the "good, pure" woman and the "bad" sexual woman - the 
virgin/whore dichotomy identified by many feminist critics. Naylor is also 
dramatising the fragmentation and alienation that John Berger has argued is 
always a part of female identity, since women are both objects of the male gaze 
and also observers of this process - watching themselves being looked at, and 
seeing themselves as objects. 

Peaches' self-hatred finally causes her to slash her face, leaving it badly 
scarred. This marring of her beauty leaves her free at last from the sexual 
demands of men, and she finds her way to Eve's house. When her father traces 
her and follows her there, she is settled with Eve, receiving male visitors who 
bring her daffodils, but not, apparently, in order to have sex: 'She gets a lot of 
callers, but hardly hundreds. And the only thing they buy are daffodils. ' Eve is 
teaching her to value herself: 

The autumn wind is chill outside and the fragile 

85 Ibid., p 107. 
86 Ibid., p 109. 
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heads of the daffodils wilt easily in the heat of 
the parlour. And if they go upstairs with a bouquet 
that's less than perfect, Eve's taught her to send 
them back down again. Look in that mirror good; 
and accept no less than what you deserve. 87 

Eve's house is a house of healing, and Eve is the wise woman healer - tough 
but compassionate -a woman who has suffered and has found her own power to 
survive and to help other women become powerful. Asked what Peaches does 
do with the men who visit her, Eve says 'Whatever she's doing up in that room 
[... ] she's doing it feeling beautiful. ' Eve does not let Peaches' father into the 
house or allow him to see his daughter: 'Leave your daughter here [... ] and I'll 
return her to you whole' she tells him, and again, 'Go home, my friend. I'll return 
your daughter to you whole. ' These are the last words of the story, and they 
bring the tale to a close that is almost as positive and affirmatory as the ending 
of Ngozi Onwurah's film, and, interestingly, both celebrate the relationship 
between a young woman and a stronger, older one. 

It is surely no coincidence that both the creators of these more affirmative 
and celebratory images are black women. While black women in white- 
dominated western society have suffered greater oppression and disadvantages 
than white women -a fact that black women writers and film-makers are well 
aware of - significantly, they tend to represent women as tougher, more resilient 
and more powerful in their own terms than white women writers and film-makers 
have, at least, until very recently. This is a point that Toni Morrison comments 
on in an interview with Claudia Tate, published in Black Women Writers at 
Work. 88 A good example lies in the representation of the problematic issue of 
violence committed by women. White women writers and film-makers tend 
frequently to treat this issue with humour and irony to defuse the anxiety it 
arouses, while black women are more likely to represent it realistically as 
necessary and valid within the context of their character's lives. In the fiction of 
Toni Morrison, herself, for example, black women characters - particularly 
mother figures - are portrayed as committing acts of violence, even murder, in 
such a way that the reader accepts their actions as legitimate. 

In the next chapter I will examine in detail the figure of the mother in 
contemporary women's writing and film-making, and will ask how far images of 
maternity can offer an alternative and radical site for representations of and by 
women. 

87 Ibid., p 115. 
88 Black Women writers at Work, ed. Claudia Tate, (Oldcastle Books Ltd., U. K., 1985), pp 117- 
131. 
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Chapter 5. The Mother. 

In this chapter I shall be examining representations of motherhood, and of 
mother/daughter relationships. Many feminist writers and critics have seen the 
image of the mother as offering a potential area of representation through which 
female identity and desire, and relationships between women, might be 
represented by women writers and film-makers without reproducing male 
stereotypes. It is an area, however, that is clearly not without conflicts and 
ambiguities, just as there are conflicts accompanying the experience of 
motherhood itself for most women. While the reproductive powers of women still 
often seem to be an emotional and fearful mystery to men, and the union of the 
mother with the child in her womb or at her breast is a bond that men can never 
know, this is also an area of oppression rather than empowerment for many 
women in male-dominated culture. There are, thus, two areas that need 
considering - the current negative, phallocentric view of motherhood in western 
culture, and the way in which women writers and film-makers are attempting to 
reappropriate and reclaim motherhood as a potential site of alternative 
representations. 

Many feminist critics writing in the 1970s and 1980s believed that the 
language and the thought systems of western culture have systematically 
repressed the experiences of women, and that, since language itself is 
phallocentric, the feminist writer has no way of understanding and representing 
her own subjectivity and experience. The woman therefore needs to deconstruct 
the language and philosophy of patriarchal culture in order to develop her own 
female consciousness and vocabularies of representation. French feminist 
critics like Helene Cixous and Luce irigaray 1 argued that the woman writer 
should develop a female subjectivity founded upon the experience of her own 
body and sexuality, which have been omitted and repressed in phallocentric 
thought. 

While Cixous and Irigaray asserted that women writers need to develop a 
female language, or ecriture feminine, resisting the phaiio-symbolic patterns 
embedded in western culture, by opposing these patterns with their sexuality 
and experience of sexual pleasure or, jouissanco, Julia Kristeva, another French 
feminist, specifically argued that it is women's bodily effect as mothers which 
offers a place of resistance to conventional male-dominated culture and 
language. 

Kristeva, a psychoanalyst influenced by the work of Jacques Lacan, 
claimed that this resistance might begin in what she calls 'semiotic discourse', or 
the place of 'the imaginary': the pre-Oedipal fusion with the mother that is 

I See, for example, Helene Cixous, 'The Laugh of the Medusa', Signs, (Summer 1976), trans. 
Keith Cohen and Paula Cohen; and Luce Irigaray, 'Ce sexe qui n'en est pas un' [This sex which 
is not one], Ce sexe qui n'en est pas un, (Minuit, Paris, 1977), reprinted in New French 
Feminisms, eds. Elaine Marks and Isabelle de Courtivron, (Harvester Press, Brighton, U. K., 
1981), tran. Claudia Reeder. 
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opposed to the Lacanian 'Law-of-the-Father' and the dominant discourse of 
phallocentrism. It should be stressed that Julia Kristeva has been writing over a 
number of years and her ideas have changed considerably during that time: for 
the purposes of this discussion, I am concentrating upon her work of the mid to 
late 1970s. 2 

The main objections commonly made to the theories of these French 
feminist writers, for example by critics such as Toril Moi and Ann Rosalind 
Jones, 3 are that they are idealist and essentialist, ignoring the cultural 
construction of women's identities and the social oppression of women on the 
basis of their physiological differences from men; and also emphasising sexual 
difference and limiting female subjectivity and identity to women's bodily 
experiences. While I think these criticisms are valid, it is important to note that 
both Julia Kristeva and Helene Cixous have recognised the writing of 'semiotic 
discourse' or ecriture feminine as not being exclusive to women writers - they 
both, for example, acknowledge avant-garde male writers, such as James Joyce 
and Jean Genet, as having produced antiphallocentric texts, subverting and 
transgressing phallocentric discourse. This suggests that they see the 
deconstruction of phallocentric language and thought as a radical strategy of 
resistance open to writers and critics of both genders. Such a position brings 
them closer to the thinking of more recent, post-modern, woman critics, like 
Judith Butier, 4 who argue for the necessity of resisting and breaking down the 
binary divisions of gender identity. 

In relation to creative texts by women writers and film-makers over the last 
thirty years, we can see a general fascination with the issue of motherhood, and, 
in particular, with relationships between mothers and daughters, which are 
increasingly represented as complicated, problematic, fraught and complex. In 
this chapter, I shall be discussing several texts that adopt a range of different 
approaches to the representation of motherhood, and to the portrayal of the 
relationship between the mother and the daughter. 

Mother and Son: The Mother as All-Powerful. 

The feminist film theorist, E. Ann Kaplan, is one critic who has identified 
the mother as a potential site of alternative representation. She has argued that 

2 In particular, 'Oscillation du "pouvoir" au "refus"', interview in Tel Quel, no. 58 (Summer 1974) 
and 'La Femme, ce n'est jamais ca', interview in Tel Quel, no. 59 (Autumn 1974), both trans. by 
Marilyn A. August, New French Feminisms, and 'Maternite' selon Giovanni Bellini', first published 
in Peinture, (December 1975, no. 10-11), reprinted in P%logue, (Editions du Seuil, Paris, 1977), 
trans. as 'Motherhood according to Bellini', by Thomas Gora, Alice Jardine and Leon S. Roudiez, 
Desire in Language: A Semiotic Approach to Literature and Art, ed. Leon S. Roudiez, (Columbia 
University Press, New York, 1980). 
3 See Toril Moi. Sexua/1Textua/ Politics. - Feminist Literary Theory, (Methuen, London and New 
York, 1985), pp 95,113ff, & 148,149; Ann Rosalind Jones. 'Writing the Body: Toward an 
Understanding of 1'Ecriture feminine', The New Feminist Criticism: Essays on women, literature 
and theory, ed. Elaine Showalter, (Virago Press, London, 1986; this reprint, 1989), p 3637- 
4 See Gender Trouble, (Routledge, New York and London, 1990). 
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an underlying issue for contemporary women film-makers in the last thirty years 
has been that of knowing what the "feminine" might be outside the constructs of 
male-dominated culture, and claims that it is necessary to go back to the basic 
mother-child relationship in order to explore this issue. 

Drawing on the work of feminist theorists, such as Dorothy Dinnerstein, 
Julia Kristeva and Adrienne Rich, Kaplan argues that male psychoanalytic 
theory, based on the work of Freud, has concentrated on the experience of the 
boy child in the mother-child relationship, focusing on the Oedipal crisis of the 
boy, his perception of his mother as castrated, and his fear of his own possible 
castration by the father because of his Oedipal love for the mother. The 
experience of both the girl child and the mother herself are marginalised and 
repressed. Kaplan asserts that the girl's experience of her relationship with the 
mother is very different, since in the patriarchal system of heterosexuality, the 
little girl has to change her love object from the mother to the father, and, unlike 
the boy, will never be able to return to the first primary love of the mother 
through an adult relationship with another woman. This is a difficult process for 
the girl and one which is never entirely satisfactory, but, unlike the experience of 
the boy, it is not accompanied by the threat of castration, since in Freudian 
terms she is perceived as already castrated - lacking the phallus. 

As well as marginalising the experience of the little girl, Freudian 
psychoanalytic theory has omitted the subjective experience of the mother. The 
Freudian psychoanalytic account of motherhood represents it purely in relation 
to the phallus, explaining the urge to become a mother in the woman as a desire 
for the phallus, denying motherhood as a positive experience existing in and for 
itself. Freud writes that. 

/i is [.. ] easy to follow the way in which in girls 
what is an entirely unfeminine wish to possess 
a penis is normally transformed into a wish for 
a baby, and then for a man as the bearer of the 
penis and giver of the baby5 

Lacanian theory also represses the mother by omitting her from the 
symbolic order of language and civilisation. Both theories deny and repress the 
relationship between mother and daughter as one that can remain close, 
continuous and ongoing, independent of the phaliocentric system of 
heterosexuality. Feminist writers are confronting the challenge of representing 
these female experiences and relationships that have been repressed and 
denied. 

Adrienne Rich comments on the irony of Freud's emphasis upon the 
classical myth of Oedipus, based as it is upon a story of mother-son incest, 
when in actuality such incest is relatively very rare compared to the high 

5 Freud. 'Anxiety and Instinctual Life', New introductoryLectures on psycho-Analysis, trans. 
James Strachey, (Hogarth Press and the Institute of Psycho-Analysis, London, 1964; reprinted 
1974), p 101. 
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incidence of sexual abuse of girls by fathers and father figures. 6 it is the figure of 
the mother, however, that is most often represented in male-dominated culture 
as dangerous, monstrous, devouring, castrating and destructive. Both Susan 
Brownmiller and Joan Smith 7 have analysed the case histories of male serial 
killers of women. Brownmiiler, a North American writer, looks at Albert DeSalvo, 
"the Boston Strangler", and Smith, a British journalist and writer, examines the 
case of Peter Sutcliffe, "the Yorkshire Ripper". These two studies have 
significant points in common: the police in both cases, unable to find the 
murderer, employed psychiatrists to draw up a profile for them to work on. 
These profiles were strikingly similar, describing a single man, probably with 
homosexual tendencies, living alone with his over-protective, controlling, elderly 
mother, who killed other women as substitutes for this hated mother. In 
actuality, both men were genuinely fond of their mothers but bitterly resented 
their extremely brutal and abusive fathers who had been violent and rejecting 
towards their mothers and themselves. It would appear that both men felt 
impelled to murder women in an attempt to prove themselves "real" men: in 
order to conform to the image of manhood presented to them by their violent 
fathers; and to compensate for the criticisms made of them by their fathers that 
they were weak, effeminate, and tied to their mother's apron-strings. 

The media's reporting of these cases, however, continued to cling to the 
idea of their crimes as stemming from a relationship with an over-controlling, 
suffocating, "castrating" mother. In the case of Sutcliffe, who was apparently 
happily married and living with his wife, the British media also began to describe 
Sutcliffe's wife in these same terms. 

That the crimes of such men are blamed on women, and particularly on 
their mothers, is characteristic of a patriarchal, phallocentric culture that finds 
women's sexuality and reproductive powers a threat to its dominance and 
authority. It is also characteristic of the phaliocentric nature of traditional 
psychoanalytic and psychiatric theory. 

"Womb envy" and male resentment of motherhood. 

The Marquis de Sade makes explicit, in an extreme form, the negative 
attitudes towards motherhood that are prevalent in male-dominated western 
culture. In such culture, while it is expected of women to become mothers - and 
women who choose not to have children are seen as monstrous - motherhood is 
defined in almost every sense as negative: it is a burden; without status; seen as 
lesser when compared to other roles in society, and excluded from those other 
roles. Women who become full-time mothers often lose their sense of individual 
identity and of being a part of the wider society - partly because of the strict 

6 See Of Woman Bom: Motherhood as Experience and Institution, (W. W. Norton & Company, 
New York, U. S. A., 1976; first published in U. K., Virago, London, 1977), p 186. 
7 See Brownmiller, Against Our Will. - Men, Women and. Rape, (Simon & Schuster, New York, 
1975); Smith, Misogynes, (Faber & Faber, London, 1989). 
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divide between the public and private spheres existing in the west. Child-rearing 
is treated as an anti-social activity in our culture; there are few facilities in public 
places for children, and mothers are frequently made to feel that they and their 
children are a nuisance. Mothers spending most of their time at home with 
young children are one of the largest social groups to suffer commonly from 
severe depression and anxiety syndromes, yet mothers who go on working while 
their children are small are frequently criticised and made to feel guilty and 
inadequate: 

Even when she is the sole provider for a fatherless 
family, she and no one else bears the guilt for a 
child who must spend the day in a shoddy nursery 
or an abusive school system. [.. ) 

For mothers, the privatization of the home has 
meant not only an increase in powerlessness, but 
a desperate loneliness. A group of East London 
women talked with Hannah Gavron of the difference 
between trying to raise children in a street of row 
houses and in the new high-rise flats of postwar 
London: the loss of neighbourhood, of stoop life, 
of a common pavement where children could be 
watched at play by many pairs of eyes. 8 

In Britain during the last few years, the reluctance of the Conservative 
government to provide state nursery education and child care has made the 
position of the mother within the nuclear family, and especially the less wealthy 
and socially privileged family, more stressful, isolated, and difficult. Motherhood 
is both marginalised and excluded, and yet in a culture that has been 
increasingly influenced by Freudian psychoanalytic theory, mothers have also 
become the prime scapegoats for social and psychological ills. Mothers, more 
than most women in our culture, are placed in a position where they cannot 
possibly win - whatever they do in raising their children, they will be blamed. 
Feminist psychoanalytic theorists, such as Dorothy Dinnerstein, 9 have argued 
that this stems from the omission of the mother as a subject in male 
psychoanalytic theory, and many feminist critics have suggested that it is in the 
place of this omission that women can make their own space. 

Karen Horney, in one of the earliest critiques of Freud's treatment of 
female psychology and sexuality, 10 argued that many men suffer from "womb 
envy" - they are as, if not more, envious of the female ability to bear children as 
women are envious of the penis - however, because of the denigration of women 

8 Adrienne Rich. Of Woman Bom, p 53; referring to Hannah Gavron, The Captive Wife. Conflicts 
of Housebound Mothers, (Routledge & Kegan, London, 1966), pp 72-73,80. 
9 The Mermaid and the . 

Minotaur, (Harper & Row, New York, 1976), republished as The Rocking 
of the Cradle and the Ruling of the World, (The Women's Press, London, 1987). 
10 See Feminine Psychology, (Norton, New York, 1967). 
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in phallocentric culture, men repress this envy, feeling it to be degrading, 
expressing it only as resentment and hostility. The Marquis de Sade provides a 
good example of these conflicting emotions since he makes them explicit in his 
writings through his characteristic excessiveness. There are many places in 
Sade's writing where mothers and pregnant women are tortured and brutalised, 
such as the treatment meted out to the pregnant girl, Constance, by the 
libertines in The 120 Days of Sodom, and the torture and rape of Madame de 
Mistival, mother of Eugenie, in Philosophy in the Boudoir; for the purposes of 
this discussion, however, I will not be quoting Sade's actual descriptions of these 
assaults since i do not wish to reproduce these very horrific representations yet 
further. 

it is significant that throughout Sade's fiction, the strongest misogynous 
feelings are expressed by the most positively and actively homosexual of his 
male characters, and that this misogyny is always closely linked to a desire to be 
female and a consistent preference for a passive or "feminine" sexual role. In 
his novel, Justine, for example, where the heroine is observing the Comte de 
Bressac being sodomised by Jasmin, his valet, she describes him thus: 'The 
young lord was constantly the woman and although there was about him what 
suggested the possibility he could have acted the man in his turn, he had not for 
one instant even the appearance of wishing to'. " The Comte de Bressac's 
expressed contempt for women is correspondingly profound: 

Ah, Therese! ' he exclaimed one day, full of 
enthusiasm, `if only you knew this fantasy's 
charms, if only you could understand what 
one experiences from the sweet illusion of 
being no more than a woman! incredible 
inconsistency! one abhors that sex, yet one 
wishes to imitate it! Ah! how sweet it is to 
succeed, Therese, how delicious it is to be 
a slut to everyone who would have to do 
with you' 12 

Both the Comte de Bressac and that other confirmed Sadeian bugger, 
Dolmance, claim that men like themselves possess a different physical make-up 
to the rest of the male sex. The Comte explains to Justine/Therese: 

'Do not suppose, Therese, we are made like 
other men, 'tis an entirely different structure 
we have, and, in creating us, Heaven has 
ornamented the altars at which our Celadons 
sacrifice with that very same sensitive mem- 

11 The Complete Justine, Philosophy in the Bedroom, and other writings, trans. Richard Seaver 
and Austryn VVainhouse, (Grove Press, New York, 1965), p 505. 
12 Ibid., pp 511,512. 
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brane which lines your temple of Venus' 13 

Dolmance makes a similar claim to Madame de Saint-Ange and her pupil, 
Eugenie, in Diaiogue 5 of Philosophy in the Boudoir. The Comte de Bressac, 
continuing in his exposition to Justine/Therese, appropriates all female sexual 
pleasure, including clitoral and vaginal orgasm, for himself and other male 
homosexual passive sodomites: 

I nor one of your pleasures is unknown to us, 
there is not one we do not know how to enjoy, 
but we have in addition to them our own, and 
it is this delicious combination which makes 
us of all men on earth the most sensitive to 
pleasure, the best created to experience it111 4 

Sade's heroes frequently revel in being "feminine" and in 'playing a 
woman'. Sade himself took great pleasure in adopting the passive sexual role, 
and in spite of the gratification he clearly derived from causing pain to others, he 
most enjoyed being a victim, and wished to identify himself with the 
"victim/woman". For Sade the experience of pain and humiliation was truly 
pleasurable, as Angela Carter has described: 

curiously enough, Sade himself is the lamb led 
to slaughter as well as the butcher with the in- 
sensible knife. In the well-documented events 
of a certain morning in 1772 in a bedroom in 
Marseilles, the hired girl flogged Sade with a 
heather broom; he marked the number of blows 
with his knife in the mantlepiece. Then, while 
he coupled with the girl, his valet buggered him. 
Throughout the Cytherean morning, the girl 
stated, he addressed his servant as 'Monsieur 
le Marquis, elementary transformation of pain 
and pleasure, aristocrat and servant. 15 

This explains why violence and aggression in Sade's fiction is so often 
reciprocal; a communal activity like a ritualised game, usually with even his 
worst libertines taking their turn as victim and positively revelling in their own 
degradation and suffering. To, again, quote Carter: 'These violent 
transformations of appearance are the only ways in which Sade can envisage 
reciprocity. ' 16 Sade's desire to appropriate female sexual experience and 

13 Ibid., p 512. 
14 ibid. 
15 The Sadeian Woman, (Virago, London, 1979), pp 144,145. 
16 Ibid., p 145. 
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pleasure, can be seen reflected in his fiction, for he usually identifies most 
closely with a central young female character. In Justine and Juliette this 
central character is also the first person narrator, but I think it is the young girl, 
Eugenie de Mistival, in Philosophy in the Boudoir, who is closest to Sade's 
fantasy alter ego, embracing, as she does, with such enthusiasm her initiation 
into a surreal world of perverse libertine sexuality and endless pleasure, and 
finally eagerly and actively participating in the torture and brutal rape of her 
respectable, puritanical mother. Eugenie is the woman that Sade wishes to be - 
and, through his fiction, does become - in his own strange, sad, fantasy world. 

Sade's envy of female sexuality and sexual experience may explain his 
violent hatred and resentment of the female reproductive organs, and the 
appalling torments and atrocities meted out to mothers and pregnant women in 
some of his writings. While he, and his fictional characters, the Comte de 
Bressac and Dolmance, can fantasise and make-believe that they are able to 
experience female sexual pleasure and orgasm, there is no way they can 
pretend an ability to carry an unborn child inside them and to give birth. One 
way of coping with the threat of this lack is to denigrate the possession of such a 
power and ability, and to punish and degrade those who do possess it. The 
most obvious manifestation of Sade's "womb envy" can be seen in his frequent 
assertions that mothers play no real part in the conception of children - they are 
simply the receptacle in which the man plants his seed from which the foetus 
grows. This curious reversal of the ancient, primitive belief that women became 
pregnant from their own innate magical powers, and that men had no role in 
procreation, is an obvious appropriation of the female power of reproduction. 

Some feminist psychoanalytic critics writing at the end of the 1970s 
attempted to explore the full implications of motherhood as a political institution 
within patriarchal culture, in order to explain the power imbalance between the 
sexes. 17 They argued that the male fear and oppression of women can be 
traced back to the power relationship between mothers and their boy children, 
and the fact that fathers play such a limited role in the care and nurturing of their 
children: 

Until men are ready to share the responsibilities of 
full-time, universal child-care as a social priority, 
their sons and ours will be without any coherent 
vision of what nonpatriarchal manhood might be. 
The pain, floundering, and ambivalence our male 
children experience is not to be laid at the doors 
of mothers who are strong, nontraditional women; 
it is the traditional fathers who - even when they 
live under the same roof - have deserted their 

17 See, for example, Dorothy Dinnerstein, The Mermaid and the Minotaur, (Harper & Row, New 
York, 1976); Adrienne Rich, of Woman Born, (W. W. Norton & Company, New York, U. S. A., 
1976, Virago, London, U. K. 1977); and Nancy Chodorow, The Reproduction of Mothering, 
(University of California Press, Berkeley, California, 1978). 
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children hourly and daily. We have to recognize, 
at this moment of history, as through centuries 
past, that most of our sons are - in the most pro- 
found sense - virtually fatherless. 
[... J even if laws and customs change - as long as 

women and women only are the nurturers of 
children, our sons will grow up looking only to 
women for compassion, resenting strength in 

4.1 women as "control" 18 

According to these feminist psychoanalytic theories of the Oedipal 
process, the boy child is forced to separate from the mother and to take his 
place in the male social and cultural system. He grows up to resent both the 
early power over him exercised by the pre-Oedipal mother and the loss of his 
original blissful infantile fusion with her. This resentment is projected on to other 
women who either appear stronger or in any way superior to himself, or who 
deny him the unconditional approval and nurturing that he once associated with 
the mother. 

Traditional psychoanalytic theory, however, explains the boy's post- 
Oedipal fear of the mother, not as a reaction to her power and control over him, 
but in terms of his perception of her as "castrated", lacking the penis; and his 
anxiety that she will castrate him in punishment for his possession of what she 
lacks herself. 

Angela Carter playfully reappropriates the theory of the vengeful, 
castrating mother in her novel, The Passion of New Eve. 

'She was a sacred monster. She was personified and self-fulfilling 
fertility'. 19 

in this novel, Angela Carter is exploring many patriarchal mythologies in a 
complex, multi-layered narrative. The main protagonist and first-person narrator 
of the story is an arrogant, misogynous, upper middle class man, called Evelyn, 
who falls into the hands of The Mother, leader of a militaristic and misandrous 
band of women who have created a separatist feminist settlement, Beulah, in the 
middle of the Californian desert. Here, they are preparing to go to war against 
patriarchal society. 

The Mother appears to be the embodiment of all the most terrifying myths 
of the destroying, castrating mother. The description of her is drawn from many 
ancient goddesses, such as Kali, the Hindu goddess of birth and death, creation 
and destruction, and Diana, the many-breasted goddess of Ephesus: 

18 Adrienne Rich, Of Woman Born, p 211. 
19 Angela Carter, The Passion of New Eve, (first published by Victor Gollancz, London, 1977; 
this edition, Virago, London, 1986), p 59. 
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She had been waiting for me all my life, / knew it 
the moment that / saw her; but nothing in my life 
had hinted she might always have been there, with 
her menacing immobility of a Hindu statue. One 
glance assured me she was sacred. 

[ ... J her face had the stern, democratic beauty of a 
figure on a pediment [ .. J and she wore a false beard 
of crisp, black cur/s like the false beard Queen Hat- 
shepsut of the two Kingdoms had worn. She was 
fully clothed in obscene nakedness; she was 
breasted like a sow - she possessed two tiers of 
nipples [.. J so that, in theory, she could suckle four 
babies at one time. And how gigantic her limbs were! 20 

The references to myth in this novel are deliberately, self-consciously, 
and carefully worked out, in order to serve Carter's aim of deconstructing the 
'social creation of femininity'. 21 Evelyn realises during his imprisonment in 
Beulah that here, in the stronghold of the women, 'myth is a made thing, not a 
found thing'. 22 This statement reflects Carter's own views on myth as expressed 
in her essay, 'Notes from the Front Line': 'I believe that all myths are products of 
the human mind and reflect only aspects of material human practice. I'm in the 
demythologising business. ' 23 Carter described The Passion of New Eve as an 
'anti-mythic novel', and in it she is exploring many of the underlying assumptions 
stemming from the myths that underpin western culture, in order to expose what 
she regards as the falsity and delusion of these western thought systems: 'I'm 
interested in myths [... ] just because they are extraordinary lies designed to 
make people unfree. ' 24 

At the beginning of the novel, Evelyn is secure in his male gender identity, 
and regards women purely as instruments for his pleasure: object to his subject. 
The story opens with Evelyn spending his last night in London before moving to 
New York, watching Tristessa, the film star and beloved heroine of his 
childhood, on the cinema screen, while his unregarded, unnamed female 
companion kneels on the floor and sucks him off. Evelyn, narrating these events 
to us in retrospect, admits unashamedly to not remembering his companion's 
name, and clearly had no feeling for her: 

then / heard this otherwise forgotten girl murmur 
my name, "Evelyn " and to my surprise, to my 
furious embarrassment, /discovered she was 
crying for / feit her tears leak on to my knees. 

20 Ibid., pp 58,59. 
21 'Notes from the Front Line', On Gender and Writing, ed. Michelene Wandor, (Pandora Press, 
London, 1983), p 71. 
22 The Passion of New Eve, p 56. 
23 On Gender and Writing, p 71. 
24 Ibid. 
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Crying, perhaps, to lose me, was she? How cruel 
/ felt, when / thought that! 25 

Characteristically, Evelyn goes on to explain his cruelty towards women, 
in terms of traditional psychoanalytic theory, by blaming it upon the woman who 
cared for him in his childhood: 

As far as I can remember, this girl had grey 
eyes and a certain air of childlike hesitancy. I 
always liked that particular quality in a woman 
for my nanny, although sentimental, had had a 
marked sadistic streak and / suppose / must 
have acquired an ambivalent attitude towards 
women from her. Sometimes I'd amuse myself 
by tying a girl to the bed before I copulated with 
her. 26 

Evelyn arrives in a New York torn apart by social conflict, violence and 
chaos. Civilisation as he knows it is disintegrating, and the academic institution, 
in which he has come to work, has been taken over by the armed forces of the 
black power movement. The violence and dissolution all around him fascinate 
and excite Evelyn, so that he remains in the United States although he has no 
reason to stay. 

The sexual nature of his excitement becomes clear when he picks up 
Leilah, a young black prostitute, walking the streets of the disintegrating city. 
Evelyn enters into a disturbingly abusive, sado-masochistic relationship with this 
woman, simply seeing her as the embodiment of his own sexual fantasies. He 
describes Leilah as 'a perfect woman' because she appears to exist only in 
response to himself: 'She was a perfect woman; like the moon, she only gave 
reflected light. She had mimicked me, she had become the thing I wanted of 
her'. 27 Evelyn becomes increasingly brutal towards Leilah: 'So these games 
perpetrated themselves and grew, I suppose, more vicious by almost 
imperceptible degrees. She seemed to me a born victim' 28 Their relationship 
reaches a climax when Leilah becomes pregnant with Evelyn's child and wants 
him to marry her. Evelyn rejects her and forces her into having an abortion. 
After an illegal abortion that leads to infection, a massive haemorrhage, and 
enforced sterilisation for Leilah, Evelyn abandons her, still in hospital, and drives 
away into the desert. Evelyn is seeking to escape from Leilah, whom he 
scapegoats for his own guilt, emotional aridity, and despair: 

/ said to myself- her slow, sweet flesh has suffused 

2' The Passion of New Eve, p 9. 
26 Ibid. 
27 Ibid., p 34. 
28 Ibid., p 28. 
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my own with its corrupt languor. The sickness of the 
ghetto and the slow delirious sickness of femininity, 
its passivity, its narcissism, have infected me because 
of hei : She has been doubly degraded, through her 
race and through her sex; this affliction she has given 
me is therefore twice as virulent 29 

Evelyn imagines that he can escape from what he sees as the 'infection' 
of femininity and fertility, but in fact he is running towards, not away from, them: 
straight towards Beulah and into the hands of 1 -he Mother. 

The Mother, herself, is the epitome of the female figure who has been 
perceived as lacking the phallus - the terrifying, castrating female: 'Although her 
arms were the paradigm of mothering, they offered me no refuge; that women 
are consolation is a man's dream. [... ] I had reached journey's end as a man. i 
knew, then, that i was among the Mothers' 

. 
30 Evelyn experiences her as the 

monstrous feminine, devouring and predatory - when she rapes him he feels 
only terror: 

it was the last time / performed the sexual act 
as a man, whatever that means, though I took 
very little pleasure from it. None at all, in fact, 
for her thighs grasped me with the vigour of 
the female mantis and / felt only engulfment 31 

Evelyn's fear of The Mother epitomises every dread of motherhood 
underlying phallocentric culture. He perceives her, for example, as the source of 
death and annihilation, reflecting the male fear of the womb as a place of death 
as much as of life, and of the power of the mother to give birth as also being a 
power to destroy: 

She, this darkest one, this fleshly extinction, 
beyond time, beyond imagination, always just 
beyond, a little way beyond the fingertips of 
the spirit, the eternally elusive quietus who 
will free me from being, transform my l into the 
other and, in doing so, annihilate it. 32 

In relation to The Mother, Evelyn is reduced to the total powerlessness 
and helplessness of the small child: 

/ never realised before how degrading it is to be 

29 Ibid., p 37. 
30 Ibid., p 60. 
31 Ibid., pp 64,65. 
32 Ibid., p 59. 
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the object of pity. j... J she took me on her immense 
knee and pressed my reluctant head against her 
double tier of breasts. [ 

.. ]/ resented these ministra- 
tions bitterly but / could do nothing to prevent them; 
she was twice my size. 33 

Evelyn also experiences The Mother as the vengeful, castrating mother 
who will punish him for possessing the phallic organ which she lacks. In the text, 
Carter humorously and transgressively plays out this fear, for Evelyn actually is 
castrated by The Mother in a scene that curiously combines elements of ancient 
religious, sacrificial ritual and modern scientific, technological medicine: 

And now Mother was armed. The monstrous 
being brandished an obsidian knife as black as 
she was. / found it very difficult to see, in that 
abattoir light, and remember, now, an atmosphere 
rather than an event -a lowering sense of antique 
ritual; of the presence, also, of stern adults who 
knew what was best for me better than / did myself; 
the full panoply of human sacrifice, in fact. Yet a 
perfectly twentieth-century enamelled trolley stood 
beside Mother, containing a covered tray which, 
hopefully, held syringes with anaesthetics inside 
them. [ .., j Raising her knife, she brought it down. She cut 
off all my genital appendages with a single blow -34 

Evelyn, however, is prevented from victimising more women in revenge, 
or in compensation, for his humiliation at The Mother's hands, because, after 
castrating him, The Mother performs upon him a sex-change operation, turning 
him into the beautiful New Eve. Maybe this is just, for it would appear that 
Evelyn has been chosen for this fate because of his previous oppression of 
women. From the beginning of his captivity in Beulah he is aware that he is 
there as a criminal, although he claims not to know the nature of his crime. It 
becomes clear in the text that Evelyn is an unreliable narrator, and the reader is 
left to work out her own interpretations. Thus, while Evelyn perceives a direct 
relationship between Leilah and The Mother, even believing that all Leilah's 
actions were deliberately designed to drive him into The Mother's hands, this 
remains uncertain to the reader especially since Evelyn always seeks a female 
scapegoat to blame for both his own wrong actions and for his suffering: 

When L eilah lured me out of the drug-store, into 
the night, towards her bed, she had organised the 

33 Ibid., p 65. 
34 Ibid., p 70. 
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conspiracy of events that involved the desert, the 
dead bird, the knife, the sacrificial stone. L eilah 
had lured me here, at last; L eilah had always 
intended to bring me here, to the deepest cave, 
to this focus of all the darkness that had always 
been waiting for me in a room with just such close 
red walls within me. 35 

The 'close red walls within' refer to the womb created by The Mother 
inside New Eve. At the end of the text, when Evelyn has become Eve, she 
meets the woman, Lilith, who suggests to Eve that she is pregnant with 
Tristessa's child. Eve perceives this woman to be Leilah in another disguise, 
thus undermining the actual existence of the woman Evelyn abused and 
victimised: 

Leilah, Li/ith: now / see you are your mother's 
daughter, that immobility, that vast and sentient 
repose - what's become of the slut of Harlem, my 
girl of bile and ebony! She can never have object- 
ively existed, all the time mostly the projection of 
the lusts and greed and self-loathing of a young 
man called Evelyn, who does not exist either. 36 

This transformation, if we are meant to accept it, raises many problems for 
the reader since, while it invests Leilah with more dignity than she was allowed 
in her role of masochistic victim, it places the control of their relationship firmly in 
her hands, and to some extent reduces Evelyn's guilt by making him the dupe 
and victim of deliberate deceit and female conspiracy. Since the text never fully 
convinces us of Eve's identity as a woman, and she always remains, at least 
partly, Evelyn, it is difficult for the female reader to identify fully with her or to 
absolve her of Evelyn's misogyny and brutality. 

Ironically, however, the novel ends with Eve herself about to become a 
mother, and passing through a female mythical journey into the underworld. 
Obeying the directions of Lilith, Eve has to enter a rock face near the sea and 
crawl into the heart of the earth in search of The Mother. This appears to be 
symbolic of a return to the womb from which she began, and a female 
acknowledgement of life and death as being, not opposites, but parts of one 
whole. Eve does not find The Mother, however, but only momentos and symbols 
of her own past life: a publicity photograph of Tristessa; a flask of amber and a 
gold pendant which refer back to Evelyn's time in New York and his friend and 
neighbour there, the alchemist, Baroslav. Eve finally realises for herself a truth 
she was taught in Beulah, then incomprehensible: 

35 Ibid., p 58. 
36 Ibid., p 175. 
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"Proposition one: time is a man, space is 
a woman. 
Proposition two: time is a killer. 
Proposition three: kill time and live forever. "37 

In the heart of the cave, Eve finds the man-made concept of time as linear 
progression to be meaningless, and this realisation partly liberates her from the 
fear of The Mother. Eve's pregnancy also helps to reconcile her with The 
Mother, for she experiences a vision of herself as a continuing part of a 
humanity that stretches back into pre-history: 

But / myself will soon produce a tribute to evolution. 
The walls of meat expelled me. Without a cry, / fell 

into a darkness like the antithesis of light, an immensity 
of darkness, the final cave through which now marched, 
animating the darkness, the parade of the great apes, 
which wound me back on the spool of time that now 
wound up. My shaggy breast, my great, carved brow 
with the germ of a brain behind it. 1 have forgotten how 
/ picked up a stone and shattered a nut with it. The sound 
of the sea becomes omnipresent, the sea, which washes 
away all memory and retains it 38 

The text closes with a brief passage as Eve sets sail upon the sea, in a 
frail craft, with her unborn child: 'We start from our conclusions. [... ] Ocean, 
ocean, mother of mysteries, bear me to the place of birth. ' 39 This echoes some 
of Carter's own thoughts, expressed some years later, when she was dying of 
cancer, in her film, made for television, Angela Carter's Curious Room, where 
she said that the passage of time is a passage backwards as much as a 
passage forwards, and that 'as one grows older, the search for the beginning 
becomes more pressing because it's so very nearly analogous to the search for 
the end'. 40 

With Evelyn's transformation into Eve, The Passion of New Eve crosses 
over from an exploration of the relationship between mother and son to that 
between mother and daughter. Throughout the text, however, The Mother 
remains an ambiguous and uneasy figure, and offers an image of motherhood, 
and of female identity, that would be uncomfortable and disturbing to many 
women, but one that also possibly provides an expression of the antagonism 
towards the figure of the mother, current in our culture, that most of us, male and 
female, have internalised. Psychoanalytic theorists, such as Dorothy 

37 Ibid., p 53. 
38 Ibid., p 186. 
39 Ibid., p 191. 
40 BBC 1, Omnibus, 1992. 
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Dinnerstein, claim that this antagonism is rooted in our earliest experiences of 
being powerless, in the control of our mothers: 

What we ignore or deny at our peril is that women 
share men's anti-female feelings - usually in a 
mitigated form, but deeply nevertheless. This fact 
stems partly, to be sure, from causes that other 
writers have already quite adequately spelled out. ' 
that we have been steeped in self-derogatory 
societal stereotypes, pitted against each other for 
the favors of the reigning sex, and so on. But it 
stems largely from another cause, whose effects 
are much harder to undo: that we, like men, had 
female mothers. 41 

We thus find two paradoxical attitudes towards motherhood rooted in 
phallocentric culture: on the one hand, this resentment and antagonism 
identified by Dinnerstein, and on the other, the repression and invisibilisation of 
mothering identified by E. Ann Kaplan, who writes that motherhood always takes 
place 'on the periphery of a society that tries to make us all (men and women) 
forget our mothers'. 42 So that the figure of the mother is both invested with 
superhuman power and responsibility for all the ills her children suffer, and also 
denied any importance and authority in male-dominated society. 

The relationship with their mothers experienced by many daughters 
reflects the stress and conflict of these two contradictory images of motherhood - 
the daughter both sees her mother as far more powerful than she is, but also as 
unable, or as refusing to, exercise this power in order to provide her daughter 
with a positive and active role-model in phallocentric society, or to protect her 
daughter from the oppression and denial women experience in a patriarchal and 
misogynous culture. 

Many contemporary women writers and film-makers have attempted to 
reclaim the relationship between mother and daughter, but without ignoring or 
simplifying the conflicts and difficulties that are usually involved in this 
relationship. 

Searching for the Mother. 

A motif that appears to recur in the work of contemporary women is that of 
the search for the mother. Many women seem to feel that they lose their mother 
once they grow beyond infancy: alienated from her by the conventions of male- 
dominated society, in which motherhood is despised and in which the only way 
young women can achieve success is by becoming "daughters of the father". 

41 The Rocking of the Cradle and the Ruling of the World, p 90. 
42 Women and Film: Both Sides of the Camera, (Routledge, London & New York, 1988), p. 201. 
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Adrienne Rich and Sylvia Brinton Perera both write of the psychological 
difficulties of the 'unmothered woman': 

Few women growing up in patriarchal society can 
feel mothered enough; the power of our mothers, 
whatever their love for us and their struggles on our 
behalf, is too restricted. And it is the mother through 
whom patriarchy early teaches the small female her 
proper expectations. The anxious pressure of one 
female on another to conform to a degrading and dis- 
piriting role can hardly be termed "mothering'; even 
if she does this believing it will help her daughter to 
survive. 43 

The Jungian psychoanalyst, Sylvia Brinton Perera, argues that the 
daughter who rejects this unsatisfactory role model provided by the mother, and 
turns to her father instead, while achieving success in social terms, can do so 
only by internalising the misogyny of phallocentric culture: 

The problem is that we who are badly wounded in 
our relation to the feminine usually have a fairly 
successful persona, a good public image. We have 
grown up as docile, often intellectual, daughters of 
the patriarchy, with what l call "animus-egos" We 
strive to uphold the virtues and aesthetic ideals 
which the patriarchal superego has presented to us. 
But we are filled with self-loathing and a deep sense 
of personal ugliness and failure when we can neither 
meet nor mitigate the superego's standards of 
perfection. 44 

These 'unmothered' women, while feeling uncomfortable with other 
women, still have a deep inner longing for union with the lost mother, and this 
longing has been frequently expressed and represented in a variety of ways in 
the art and writing of contemporary women. 

The search for the mother can take many different forms. As we have 
seen, at the end of The Passion of New Eve, Eve crawls through the rock, into 
the heart of the earth, in search of The Mother. There are several ancient myths 
of women making journeys into the underworld; such as the classical Greek 
story of Persephone or Kore (which I shall return to), and Brinton Perera, in her 
book, Descent to the Goddess, analyses the myth of Inanna-Ishtar, Sumerian 

43 Adrienne Rich. Of Woman Born, p 243. 
44 Sylvia Brinton Perera. Descent to the Goddess: A Way of Initiation for Women, (Inner City 
Books, Toronto, Canada, 1981), p 11. 
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goddess of heaven and earth, who journeyed into the underworld to Ereshkigal, 
her "dark sister". 

In the previous chapter, I discussed Margaret Atwood's novel, Surfacing, 
in which the first-person narrator, an emotionally frozen, unnamed young 
woman, returns to the remote Canadian island home of her childhood, in search 
of her father who has been reported missing. Her mother is dead and the 
narrator has not visited her old home for some years. She has tried to separate 
herself emotionally from her past and her family. This detachment appears to 
stem from her sense of guilt and failure over having abandoned her husband 
and child. 

The textual narrative is fragmentary and non-linear, reflecting the 
narrator's disturbed psyche. While she describes the immediate events of her 
present visit to the island with her friends, her narrative is intercut with her inner 
thoughts and memories so that the reader gradually pieces together a different 
story to the one we are first given. 

The narrator's parents were idealistic and eccentric, and the narrator 
describes how inadequately her family life prepared her brother and herself for 
the world outside their home, and the torments they suffered at the hands of 
other children: 

"/f you don't do it right we won't play with you, " 
they said. Being socially retarded is like being 
mentally retarded, it arouses in others disgust 
and pity and the desire to torment and reform. 

It was harder for my brother; our mother had 
taught him that fighting was wrong so he came 
home every day beaten to a pulp. Finally she 
had to back down: he could fight, but only if 
they hit first. 45 

This may be one reason why the narrator cut herself off from her family 
once she was an adult, hardly ever visiting her parents. The narrator identifies 
the point of alienation from her mother as happening in her adolescence when 
she rejected her mother's unconventional values, attempted to fulfil the 
expectations of the social world beyond her home, and felt that her mother was 
of no help to her: 

Further on, glossy colour prints, forgotten boys with 
pimples and carnations, myself in the stiff dresses, 
crinolines and tulle, layered like store birthday cakes; 
/ was civilized at last, the finished product. She 
would say "You look very nice, dear, " as though she 
believed it; but / wasn't convinced, / knew by then 

`' Margaret Atwood. Surfacing, (first published in U. K. by Andre Deutsch Ltd. and Wildwood 
House, 1973; this edition, Virago, London, 1979), p 66. 
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she was no judge of the normal. 46 

The narrator says that she does not know what her mother thought of the 
failure of her marriage, or of her action in abandoning her child. When her 
lover, Joe, who has accompanied her to the island, tells her he wants them to 
marry, she cannot respond with any warm emotion to him, unable to recognise 
his love for her and seeing him only as a threat: 

lt was because / didn't want to, that's why it 
would gratify him, it would be a sacrifice, of 
my reluctance, my distaste [... J 

"Look, "/ said, We been married before and 
it didn't work out. / had a baby too. " My ace, 
voice patient. "l don't want to go through that 
again. " lt was true, but the words were coming 
out of me like the mechanical words from a 
talking d611 47 

The narrative goes on to give a detailed reconstruction of her wedding: 

At my wedding we filled out forms, name, age, 
birthplace, blood type. We had it in a post office, 
a J. P. did it, oil portraits of former postmasters 
presided from the beige walls. l could recall the 
exact smells, glue and humid socks and the odour 
of second-day blouse and crystallized deodorant 
from the irritated secretary, and, from another door- 
way, the chill of antiseptic. It was a hot day, when 
we stepped out into the sun we couldn't see for an 
instant; then there was a flock of draggled pigeons 
pecking at the scuffed post office lawn beside the 
fountain. The fountain had dolphins and a cherub 
with part of the face missing. 

"It's over " he said, "feel better? "48 

In this passage there are some jarring incongruities which the reader 
might ignore on first reading as they appear to have no significance. The fact, 
for example, that the narrator says she had to give her blood type; that she 
remembers the smell of antiseptic; and the inappropriate comments made by her 
new "husband". 

As the text develops, during the time she spends on the island, looking for 
her father, the narrator begins to reconnect, both with her emotions and with her 

46 Ibid., p 102. 
47 Ibid., p 81. 
48 Ibid., p 81,82. 
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past. Towards the end of the novel, her construction of the past begins to 
change, and we realise that the man she claimed to have married was her 
already married lover, and the child she abandoned was never actually born - 
the guilt and failure she has acknowledged but repressed, was caused by the 
abortion of that child: 

Whatever it is, part of myself or a separate creature, 
/ killed it. lt wasn't a child but it could have been one, 
l didn't allow it[.. J 

/ ne ver sa w it. They scraped it into a bucket and 
threw it wherever they throw them, it was travelling 
through the sewers by the time I woke [ .. ] It was all 
real enough, it was enough reality for ever, I couldn't 
accept it, that mutilation, ruin I'd made, / needed a 
different version. / pieced it together the best way / 
could ° 

She reconstructs the mental process through which this 'piecing' was 
carried out. 

He hadn't gone with me to the place where they did 
it, his own children, the real ones, were having a 
birthday party. But he came afterwards to collect me. 
lt was a hot day, when we stepped out into the sun 
we couldn't see for an instant lt wasn't a wedding, 
there were no pigeons, the post office and the lawn 
were in another part of the city where l went for stamps; 
the fountain with the dolphins and the cherub with half 
a face was from the company town, I'd put it in so there 
would be something of mine. 

"It's over, "he said, "feel better? "° 

As she confronts her past, the narrator begins an inward journey that 
involves a mental and emotional stripping down of all the trappings and 
conventions of civilised society. When her companions leave the island, she 
deliberately hides from them and remains behind. There follows a strange, 
almost psychotic, episode, in which she seeks for her father and mother whose 
presences, or spirits, she believes are still inhabiting the island. 

Adrienne Rich has described this novel as 'a strange and complex 
modern version of the Demeter-Kore myth'. 51 While I can appreciate her 
reasons for this statement, since there are elements in the novel reminiscent of 
the Greek myth, there are also significant points of difference which can make 

49 Ibid., p 137. 
50 Ibid., p 138. 
51 Of Woman Bom, p 240. 
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such a comparison misleading. It is true that the narrator's mother seems to 
have had a close and important relationship with the natural environment - it was 
she who created and worked the productive vegetable garden surrounding the 
island cabin, who tamed the wild birds until they would eat from her hands, and 
who appeared to live in harmony with the wildlife of the island: 

My mother[.. .J standing beside the tray for the birds, 
her hand stretched out; the jays were there too, she's 
training them, one is on her shoulder, peering at her 
with clever thumbtack eyes, another is landing on 
her wrist, wings caught as a blur. Sun sifting around 
her through the pines 52 

In the Greek myth, Kore is abducted and raped by the god of the 
underworld who keeps her captive as his consort. Her mother, Demeter, 
goddess of harvest and fertility, mourns so bitterly for her daughter that the 
crops fail and the natural world is blighted, until finally Kore is restored to her 
mother for nine months of the year. In Atwood's novel, there is no abduction or 
rape - characteristically, Atwood does not represent the narrator purely as an 
innocent victim. While her married lover clearly exploited her extreme youth and 
lack of experience, selfishly putting pressure on her to have an abortion when 
she is pregnant with his child, and then not even accompanying her to the 
hospital; in the text, the narrator comes to acknowledge that she was not without 
choice and was also responsible for the abortion: 

He said / should do it, he made me do it; he 
talked about it as though it was legal, simple, 
like getting a wart removed. He said it wasn't 
a person, only an animal; / should have seen 
that was no different, it was hiding in me as if 
in a burrow and instead of granting it sanctuary 
I let them catch it. I could have said no but l 
didn't; that made me one of them too, a killer. 
After the slaughter, the murder, he couldn't 
believe / didn't want to see him any more 53 

After the abortion, having parted from her lover, she felt herself to be 
corrupted; like Eve after the Fall, forever exiled from the garden - from her 
childhood home: 

/ couldn't go there, home, / never went there again, 
/ sent them a postcard. 

They never knew, about that or why / left. Their 

52 Atwood. Surfacing, p 101. 
53 Ibid., pp 138,139. 
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own innocence, the reason / couldn't tell them, 
perilous innocence, closing them in glass, their 
artificial garden, greenhouse. They didn't teach us 
about evil, they didn't understand about it, how 
could / describe it to them ? 54 

Unlike Demeter in the Greek myth, the narrator's mother is powerless to 
rescue her daughter, instead, it is the daughter who has voluntarily to follow her 
mother into the spirit world in order to find freedom from her past. 

Alone on the island, she believes her parents are present, outside the 
cabin, like ancient primitive nature gods. On the first night, this awareness fills 
her with terror, but in the morning she commits herself to listening to them and 
obeying their instructions: 

In the middle of the night silence wakes me, [.. J 
They want to get in, they want me to open the 
windows, the door, they can't do it by themselves. 
/'m the only one, they are depending on me but / 
don't know any longer who they are; however 
they come back they won't be the same, they will 
have changed. I willed it, I called to them, that 
they should arrive is logical; but logic is a wall, 
I built it, on the other side is terror. [... J 

I unfasten the window and go out; at once fear 
leaves me like a hand lifting from my throat. There 
must be rules: places lm permitted to be, other 
places I'm not. IV have to listen carefully, if / trust 
them they will tell me what is allowed. 55 

Outside the cabin she feels no fear, for the terror she experienced in the 
night was the fear of the "civilised" for the wild and the free. A pattern soon 
emerges - all things man-made and pertaining to human civilisation are 
forbidden her. As in Atwood's first novel, The Edible Woman, [discussed in 
Chapter 1 ], where Marian finds that her body progressively rejects more and 
more different types of food until she can eat nothing, representing her 
unconscious rejection of the institution of marriage, so the narrator in this text 
increasingly has to give up all the comforts and conveniences of civilisation: the 
cabin, then the vegetable garden, the toilet in the outhouse, her clothes, tools, 
any manufactured materials, and finally even her human reason and identity: 

The animals have no need for speech, why talk 
when you are a word 
/ lean against a tree, / am a tree leaning 

54 Ibid., 138. 
55 Ibid., pp 168,169,170. 
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/ break out again into the bright sun and crumple, 
head against the ground 

/ am not an animal or a tree, / am the thing in 
which the trees and animals move and grow, / am 
a place 56 

Having travelled through this inner journey, she finally achieves a 
revelation; a vision of her mother in the garden among the birds, like a goddess 
of nature: 

/ can hear the jays, crying and crying as if they've 
found an enemy or food. They are near the cabin, 
/ walk towards them up the hill. / see them in the 
trees and swooping between the trees, the air form- 
ing itself into birds, they continue to call. 

Then / see her. She is standing in front of the 
cabin, her hand stretched out, she is wearing her 
grey leather, jacket; her hair is long, down to her 
shoulders in the style of thirty years ago, before l 
was born; she is turned half away from me, / can 
only see the side of her face. She doesn't move, 
she is feeding them: one perches on her wrist, 
another on her shoulder57 

At first we might dismiss this as nothing more than a hallucination caused 
by too little food and the memory of the photograph the narrator found in the 
cabin. But then she seems to make some kind of spiritual or emotional contact 
with her mother: 

At first / feel nothing except a lack of surprise: that 
is where she would be, she has been standing there 
all along. Then as / watch and it doesn't change I'm 
afraid, I'm cold with fear, Pn afraid it isn't real, paper 
doll cut by my eyes, burnt paper, if l blink she will 
vanish. 
She must have sensed it, my fear She turns her 

head quietly and looks at me, past me, as though 
she knows something is there but she can't quite 
see it. 58 

56 Ibid., p 175. 
57 Ibid., pp 175,176. 
58 Ibid., p 176. 
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Later, she also has a vision of her father in which he appears like a great 
beast, perfectly at one with the natural world, beyond human identity, and so, 
unlike her mother, unable to respond to her in any way. 

Having reached this inner place of vision and revelation, the narrator 
slowly begins the painful journey back to self and to the human civilised world. 
She has to let go of her childhood and her parents, recognising them to be 
ordinary human adults like herself: 

No total salvation, resurrection, Our father, Our 
mother, /pray, Reach down for me, but it won't 
work. - they dwindle, grow, become what they were, 
human. Something/ never gave them credit for; 
but their totalitarian innocence was my own. 

/ try to think for the first time what it was like to 
be them 59 

She also has to let go of her more recent past and of the guilt and 
bitterness she has allowed to distort and cripple her life. She has learnt that she 
must accept responsibility for her own power to act and to affect other people. 
She suspects that she is pregnant once again, this time with Joe's child, and for 
the sake of this unborn child, and for Joe who loves her, she must choose to go 
on living - but from now on as a fully responsible, emotionally mature adult - and 
return to the civilisation she has rejected: 

This above all, to refuse to be a victim. Unless / 
can do that / can do nothing. I have to recant, give 
up the old belief that l am powerless and because 
of it nothing / can do will ever hurt anyone. A lie 
which was always more disastrous than the truth 
would have been. [.. ] 
l dress, clumsily, unfamiliar with buttons; l re-enter 
my own time. 

But l bring with me from a distant past five nights 
ago the time-traveller, the primaeval one who will 
have to learn, shape of a goldfish now in my belly, 
undergoing its watery changes. [... J No god and 
perhaps not real, even that is uncertain; l can't 
know yet, it's too early. But l assume it, if l die it 
dies, if l starve it starves with me. lt might be the 
first one, the first true human; it must be born, 

60 allowed. 

59 Ibid., pp 183,184. 
60 Ibid., p 185. 
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It is interesting that, although one of the main tenets of the Women's 
Movement since the 1960s has been the right of women to choose to have an 
abortion, and that abortion should be free and available on demand, Carter's 
The Passion of New Eve, and Atwood's Surfacing, both portray abortion as an 
entirely negative and damaging experience. Atwood's text also expresses a 
degree of moral condemnation which might be considered politically reactionary, 
although it may only be intended as an intimation of the sense of guilt and 
distress experienced by the narrator. In many of Atwood's novels, the 
experience of motherhood is portrayed in very positive terms, and often the 
relationship of the female protagonist with her children is represented as one 
that gives her emotional strength when the rest of her life and personal 
relationships are in chaos. 61 The representation of motherhood and mother- 
daughter relationships in Angela Carter's later novels are generally also positive 
and celebratory. Surfacing and The Passion of New Eve have similar endings: 
closing with the anticipation of a birth. In both texts, the narrator and central 
protagonist journeys away from human civilisation to an inner spiritual vision of a 
link with an inhuman, primitive world, and then moves on, probably with child. 
Although, in both texts, their pregnancy is not definitely confirmed, yet there 
seems to be a connection between the search for the mother and their own 
impending motherhood. This connection is an idea I will be returning to later in 
this chapter. 

"The Return of the Repressed". 62 

E. Ann Kaplan claims that the invisibilisation and repression of 
motherhood in male-dominated culture, offers hope for women seeking to create 
their own representational images of the feminine, since it provides a gap -a 
space that women might appropriate for themselves: 

Motherhood becomes one place from which to 
begin to reformulate our position as women 
just because patriarchy has not dealt with it 
theoretically or in the social realm (i. e. by 
providing free childcare, free abortions, maternal 
leave, after-school child programs, etc. ). Mother- 
hood has been repressed on all levels except 
that of hypostatization, romanticization, and ideal- 
ization. Yet women have been struggling with 
lives as mothers - silently, quietly, often in agony, 
often in bliss, but always on the periphery of a 
society that tries to make us all (men and women) 
forget our mothers. 63 

61 See, for example, Atwood's novels, Life Before Man and The Robber Bride. 
62 E. Ann Kaplan. Women and Film: Both Sides of the Camera, p 202. 
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One of the main dangers that exists in this reappropriation of motherhood 
by feminists, is the problem of essentialism. By "essentialism", I refer to the 
problem of women being defined purely in terms of their physiology -a definition 
which offers no chance of creating social and political change. Since women 
have traditionally been defined in western patriarchal culture in purely negative 
terms in relation to their physiological differences from men, and have been 
valued only so far as they produced boy children for the father, to reclaim the 
role of the mother and the experience of motherhood as a site for developing 
new vocabularies of representation of female identity and desire, is fraught with 
difficulties. In terms of male psychoanalytic theory and its repression of women, 
this is a particularly uneasy area, since such theory regards women as needing 
to become mothers in order to achieve any real fulfilment, and claims that 
women who do not have children will be likely to suffer from neurosis and mental 
health problems. This is central to Freud's theory of the Oedipal process and 
castration complex with reference to the girl child: Freud asserted that the little 
girl, on realising that both her mother and herself lack the phallus, switches her 
primary love object from her mother to her father and desires to have the father's 
child, on finding, however, that the father is forbidden her, her desire is 
assimilated into the desire for a child by another man -a child which 
fetishistically represents the father's penis that she cannot possess any other 
way. Thus, in classic Freudian theory, all women desire to be mothers in order to 
compensate for their "lack" or "castration", and the maternal drive is a necessary 
impulse in a "healthy" adult woman. This view has been criticised as limited, 
essentialising motherhood, and denying the needs and experiences of many 
women: 

Freud need not have been a feminist in order to have 
had a deeper sense of the resonance and chargedness 
of the figure of the woman - especially as mother - in 
patriarchal thinking. But, even in terms of his own pro- 
claimed methods and goals, he, as it were, lost his 
nerve and drew back where women were concerned. 
And this affected not simply his attitudes toward women 
but, of necessity, his speculations and observations 
about men, and about the significance of the penis for 
both sexes. The Freudian view of the son is saturated 
with the Freudian hostility - and sentimentality - toward 
the mother 64 

The major aims of the Women's Movement during this century have been 
the reclamation of the control of women's bodies and reproductive abilities, so 
that no woman need have a child she does not want, and to fight the limitations 

63 Ibid., p 201. 
64 Adrienne Rich. Of Woman Born, p 201. 
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and restrictions of women's access to educational and occupational 
opportunities, so that no woman has to fill the role of mother at the expense of 
her talents and abilities to work outside the home. 

E. Ann Kaplan, however, argues that representations of motherhood can 
avoid the dangers of essentialism: 

In foregrounding the issue of mothering in this 
way, one is not necessarily falling into the trap of 
essentialism. First, / am not denying that Mother- 
hood has been constructed in patriarchy by its 
very place as repressed; nor, second, am / saying 
that women are inherently mothers; nor, third, 
that the only ideal relationship that can express 
female specificity is mothering. / am saying, 
rather, that Motherhood is one of the areas that 
has been left vague, allowing us to reformulate 
the position as given, rather than discovering a 
specificity outside the system we are in. lt is a 
place to start rethinking sex difference, not an 
end. 65 

Kaplan is arguing that it is in the gaps and elisions created in patriarchal 
culture through repression and omission that women can begin an exploration of 
new representational vocabularies and images to reconceptualise and express 
their experiences. 

The French psychoanalytic thinker, Jacques Lacan, explained the 
Oedipal crisis in terms of language, seeing the original love relationship between 
mother and child as belonging to the pre-verbal phase of child development. 
The entry of the father into the relationship, as a third term in the mother-child 
dyad, relegates the child to a place outside the parental relationship, and forces 
the child into the symbolic realm of language, culture and civilisation - and the 
'Law-of-the-Father', as Lacan named it: the social control of the patriarchal 
system. Julia Kristeva, the French feminist theorist, has developed these ideas 
further, describing the pre-verbal unity between mother and child as the realm of 
the 'imaginary' or'semiotic'. These ideas are controversial and run the risk of 
essentialism, since they deny the possibility of the mother as the agent that 
introduces the child to language and culture, and thus also deny the possibility 
of the original mother-child relationship as one that can be expressed in 
language. E. Ann Kaplan, however, suggests that Kristeva's theory is a hopeful 
one in spite of the danger of essentialism, because 'one could argue that since 
the Law represses mothering, a gap is left through which it may be possible to 
subvert patriarchy. ' 66 Thus returning us, once again, to the idea of 
appropriating the spaces and elisions in patriarchal discourse in order to create 

65 Women and Film, p 202. 
66 Ibid., p 203. 
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a place for the exploration of new formulations and representations of 
motherhood. 

Kristeva's most positive contribution to the reformulation of the mother is 
her concept of the experience of motherhood for the woman as being a refusion 
with her own mother. Kristeva asserts that if, as we have considered, the 
Freudian concept of the Oedipal process is not a satisfactory one for the girl 
child, since there is no way she can regain her mother as a love object, 
mothering offers her another way of reuniting with the mother's body: 

By giving birth, the woman enters into contact with 
her mother; she becomes, she is her own mother; 
they are the same continuity differentiating itself 
She thus actualizes the homosexual facet of mother- 
hood, through which a woman is simultaneously 
closer to her instinctual memory, more open to her 
own psychosis, and consequently, more negatory of 
the social, symbolic bond. 67 

Adrienne Rich has expressed similar ideas: 

Mothers and daughters have always exchanged 
with each other - beyond the verbally transmitted 
lore of female survival -a knowledge that is sub- 
liminal, subversive, preverbal: the knowledge 
flowing between two alike bodies, one of which 
has spent nine months inside the other. The 
experience of giving birth stirs deep reverberations 
of her mother in a daughter; women often dream of 
their mothers during pregnancy and labor. 6B 

This argument appears to fit many women's actual experience of 
pregnancy, childbirth and motherhood, when it seems that they do feel closer to 
their own mother and want her presence with them even if they have not felt any 
emotionally close bond with her since their early childhood, and although 
relationships between mothers and their adult daughters tend to be problematic 
in patriarchal culture. Adrienne Rich, for example, writes of her own experience: 

For years, / felt my mother had chosen my father 
over me, had sacrificed me to his needs and 
theories. When my first child was born, l was barely 
in communication with my parents. /had been 
fighting my father for my right to an emotional life 
and a selfhood beyond his needs and theories. We 

67'Motherhood according to Bellini', Desire in Language, p 239. 
68 Adrienne Rich, Of Woman Born, p 220. 
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were all at a draw. Emerging from the fear, exhaustion, 
and alienation of my first childbirth, / could not admit 
even to myself that / wanted my mother, let alone tell 
her how much /wanted her. When she visited mein 
the hospital neither of us could uncoil the obscure 
lashings of feeling that darkened the room, the tangled 
thread running backwards to where she had labored for 
three days to give birth to me 69 

It is significant that Rich was unable to express her feelings to her mother, 
since this is typical of the repression of mothering in patriarchal culture. For 
Rich, to be a writer and an intellectual it seemed necessary to become her 
"father's daughter" rather than her mother's. This alienation of women from each 
other by the men around them is a characteristic of patriarchal culture that has 
frequently been identified by feminist theorists. As E. Ann Kaplan has argued, 
however, there are two problems with these ideas about motherhood held by 
Julia Kristeva and Adrienne Rich: 'There are unfortunately two problems with 
these last (and most hopeful) positions: the first is the danger of essentialism, 
while the second is the problem of how to express Motherhood in a symbolic 
world that represses it. ' 70 If it is their shared bodily experiences that bind 
mother and daughter together, then we are limited to defining female identity 
according to physiology just as it has traditionally been defined in male- 
dominated, phallocentric culture, and are also once more limited to the language 
and representations constructed by patriarchy, inadequate as they are for the 
expression of female experience. Julia Kristeva writes of 'the feminine, verbal 
scarcity so prevalent in our culture' and claims that 

The homosexual-maternal facet is a whirl of words, 
a complete absence of meaning and seeing; it is 
feeling, displacement, rhythm, sound, flashes, and 
fantasied clinging to the maternal body as a screen 
against the plunge. 71 

E. Ann Kaplan, however, believes there is a possibility of finding new 
forms, of expression and representation. Integral to her argument is the belief 
that since patriarchal culture is a human construction, it is 'not inviolable, 
eternal, unchanging, or inherently necessary ', 72 thus allowing for resistance and 
action that can create change. 

Kaplan also refers to recent studies of the mother-child relationship that 
have examined the importance of the mutual gaze shared by the mother and 
baby. Kaplan contrasts this reciprocal gaze with the objectifying male gaze of 

69 Ibid., p 222. 
70 Women and Film, p 203. 
71 'Motherhood according to Bellini', Desire in Language, pp 239,240. 
72 Women and Film, p 205. 
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phallocentric culture (discussed in the previous chapter). Kaplan describes the 
studies she refers to as 'experimental' rather than psychoanalytic and asserts in 
a footnote that they work'on an entirely different level' to psychoanalytic theory. 
While this may be true, it is ignoring the psychoanalytic work, admittedly limited 
in quantity, which has included the importance of the mother's face and the 
shared gaze as factors in child development. Kenneth Wright, a psychoanalyst 
of the British school, in the tradition of Winnicott, has examined this area in 
depth, identifying it as a serious omission in Freudian psychoanalytic theory: 

Clearly Freud's image of man had to emphasise 
what had been denied and rejected if what he had 
rediscovered was not to be covered over again. 

Looking at Freud from the second half of the 
twentieth century, we can perhaps begin to see 
the distortion. [. ] 

l want to put the human face back into psycho- 
analytic theory. l believe there is a gap, though 
not a total one, where the face should be, and l 
believe that taking this gap seriously could bring 
about a rebalancing of theory that could give the 
neglected face a greater degree of preeminence. 3 

Wright goes on to say that there has already been a shift in perspective 
over recent years, he asserts, however, that: 

very little attention has been given to the face in 
psychoanalytic writings, and theoretical formula- 
tions continue to ignore it. Some years ago / made 
an informal search of the psychoanalytic indexes, 
and it was remarkable how few entries could be 
found under face. This was in marked contrast to 
the plethora of references to mouth, breast, penis, 
vagina - in other words, to the familiar objects of 
psychoanalytic discourse. There were few notable 
exceptions. Most important was the literature on 
attachment theory (Bowlby 1969), in which the 
development of the smiling response and facial 
recognition are deemed to play a central role in 
mother-infant bonding. 74 

This idea of a mutual and reciprocal gaze, as opposed to the objectifying 
gaze of patriarchal culture, is one that is frequently represented by contemporary 

73 Wright. Vision and Separation: Between Mother and Baby, (Free Association Books, London, 
1991), pp 2,3. 
74 Ibid., pp 3,4. 
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women writers, artists, and film-makers, and it often plays a particularly 
important role in representations by lesbians; the work of the visual artist, Mandy 
McCartin, offers many good examples. 75 

'I want her face'. 76 

The writer, Toni Morrison, employs the motif of the mutual gaze between 
mother and child in a highly original manner in her novel, Beloved. In Beloved 
we find, once again, the daughter's search for the lost mother, but while in 
Atwood's Surfacing, the daughter journeys into the spirit world to find her dead 
mother, in Beloved, the daughter, killed in infancy by the mother, returns from 
the world of the dead in search of her. Adrienne Rich has written: 

The loss of the daughter to the mother, the mother 
to the daughter, is the essential female tragedy. We 
acknowledge Lear (father daughter split), Hamlet 
(son and mother), and Oedipus (son and mother) as 
great embodiments of the human tragedy; but there 
is no presently enduring recognition of mother 
daughter passion and rapture. TT 

In Morrison's Beloved, we have a work of fiction that powerfully expresses 
this 'mother-daughter passion and rapture. ' 

Sethe, the mother in the story, is a runaway slave who has fled, while on 
the point of giving birth, from her owner's plantation. She is following her three 
young children, sent on ahead, to the home of her mother-in-law, Baby Suggs. 
Baby Suggs lives in an area where slavery has been abolished, her own 
freedom having been bought for her in her old age by the labour of her son, 
Halle, Sethe's husband. When Sethe's owner arrives with the slave catcher and 
the sheriff to recapture Sethe and her children, Sethe attempts to murder the 
children, convinced that they are better off dead than in slavery. She only 
succeeds in killing one - the eighteen-month-old baby girl whose throat she cuts 
with a saw. Eighteen years later, Beloved returns; physically a fully developed 
young woman, but mentally and emotionally an angry, demanding infant for 
whom her mother's care and love can never be enough. 

As in Atwood's Surfacing, the textual narrative of Beloved is complex and 
non-linear. The reader pieces the story together gradually from the inner 
narratives of the different characters, as memories surface and connect. Toni 
Morrison, herself, is quoted as saying, 'It's always seemed to me black people's 

-15 For example, her work, The Look, (mixed media on paper, 1988), in which two women, 
standing in front of the neon lights of a strip club or sex show in Soho, share a cigarette and a 
glance of solidarity, love and desire. 
76 Toni Morrison. Beloved, (first published in U. K. by Chatto & Windus, 1987; this edition, 
Picador, London, 1988), p 211. 
77 Of Woman Born, p 237. 
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grace has been what they do with language', 78 and this is certainly true of 
Morrison's use of language in this text, which is rich and poetic as well as often 
startling and disturbing. 

In Part 2 of the novel, once Sethe has recognised the young woman, 
Beloved, as her lost daughter, Morrison gives us four passages of text written in 
the different voices of Sethe, of her younger daughter, Denver, and of Beloved 
herself. The first piece is in Sethe's voice, the second in Denver's, the third in 
Beloved's, and the fourth is a kind of litany spoken by the three women in 
response to each other. These passages of text, and particularly the words 
addressed by Sethe and Beloved to each other, carry the obsessional quality of 
passionate love, expressed in language reminiscent of the Biblical Song of 
Songs: 

Beloved, she my daughter. She mine. See. She 
come back to me of her own free will[. ] 
When / put that headstone up / wanted to lay in 
there with you, put your head on my shoulder and 
keep you warm, and / would have if Buglar and 
Howard and Denver didn't need me, because my 
mind was homeless then. / couldn't lay down with 
you then. No matter how much/ wanted to. / 
couldn't lay down nowhere in peace back then. 
Now / can. / can sleep like the drowned, have 
mercy. She come back to me, my daughter, and 
she is mine. 

l am Beloved and she is mine. l see her take 
flowers away from leaves she puts them in a 
round basket[. .J/ am not separate from her 
there is no place where l stop her face is my 
own and / want to be there in the place where 
her face is and to be looking at it too [.. ] 
l am Beloved and she is mine. Sethe is the one 
that picked the flowers, yello w flowers in the 
place before the crouching. Took them away 
from their green leaves. They are on the quilt 
now where we sleep. [. .. J Now l have found her 
in this house. She smiles at me and it is my own 
face smiling. l will not lose her again. She is 
mine. 

78 Mel Watkins. 'Talk with Toni Morrison', The New York Times Book Review, September 11th, 
1977, p 48; quoted in Barbara Christian. Black Women Novelists: The Development ofa 
Tradition, 1892-1976, (Greenwood Press, Westport, Connecticut, first published 1980, this 
paperback edition 1985), p 239. 
79 Beloved, pp 200,204,210,214. 
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This intense relationship, which clearly reflects the early bonding of 
mother and baby, becomes increasingly destructive, as Beloved's demands on 
Sethe grow ever more relentless and insatiable. The text gives us a portrayal of 
a symbiotic bond between mother and daughter that seems literally a psychic 
devourment, as if Beloved were attempting to destroy her mother in vengeance 
for her own murder. It is significant that she describes her death in images of 
being eaten - as if the teeth of the saw that cut her throat were the actual teeth of 
her mother: 

her face is mine she is not smiling she is 
chewing and swallowing [ .. J / reach for her 
chewing and swallowing she touches me 
she knows / want to join she chews and 
swallows me / am gone now / am her face 
my own face has left me Iseemeswim 
away[.. ) 
once under the bridge when / went in to join 
her and she came toward me but did not 
smile. She whispered to me, chewed me, 
and swam away. 80 

This imagery, drawn from the baby's needs for nourishment, physical 
holding, and positive facial response from the mother, reflects the way Beloved's 
psychological development has been frozen in infancy at the moment of her 
death. Oral images continuously recur in this novel and these are linked to 
images of the eyes and of seeing - Beloved is hungry for her mother's 
recognition and love, she returns in order to see Sethe's face. In order to 
develop a subjectivity - to exist for the self - the infant needs to exist for an other 
and needs recognition from the other. 

It would be totally inappropriate, however, to limit a discussion of Beloved 
to the terms of white, psychoanalytic discourse, for this novel is rooted in the 
black experience of slavery, and confronts the reader with the actual social and 
political consequences of the brutality and injustice of slavery as an institution. 
The representations of motherhood in this text are always concerned with the 
particular oppression and vulnerability of the black female slave whose children 
do not belong to her. Psychoanalysis is rooted in a particular idea of the 'family', 
based on the nuclear family model of white, western culture, which cannot fit the 
experience of the black mother under slavery. Baby Suggs has had all her 
children, except for Halle, taken from her and sold. One of the most disturbing 
incidents described in the novel, occurs when Sethe's milk is stolen by the two 
adolescent nephews of the man who runs the plantation: 

/ know what it is to be without the milk that belongs 
to you; to have to fight and holler for it, and to have 

80 Ibid., pp 213,214. 
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so little left. /V tell Beloved about that she'll under- 
stand. She my daughter. The one l managed to 
have milk for and to get it to her even after they 
stole it after they handled me like / was the cow, 
no, the goat, back behind the stable because it 
was too nasty to stay in with the horses. But / 
wasn't too nasty to cook their food or take care of 
Mrs. Garner 81 

When Sethe tells her invalid mistress, Mrs. Garner, of this violation, the 
nephews beat her savagely even though she is pregnant with Denver and very 
near the time of childbirth. 

The slave system makes good mothering difficult and frequently makes 
intersubjectivity between mother and child impossible; Sethe's own mother, for 
example, was not allowed to care for her and had to be pointed out to Sethe as 
she worked in the fields because Sethe did not know who she was. 

Toni Morrison has researched this novel carefully and the factual 
accuracy of its historical detail can be supported by reference to social and 
historical studies of slavery. 82 This is important since it is the socio-historical 
context that makes Sethe's murder of her baby girl seem totally understandable, 
even justifiable, to the reader. While Margaret Atwood, in Surfacing, treats the 
abortion of an unborn foetus as negative and destructive, in Toni Morrison's 
novels, the actual killing of a living child by its mother is portrayed in a non- 
judgmental and sympathetic light. 83 

The status of Beloved, herself, as a "real" character remains ambiguous 
to the end of the text. Is she actually a ghost returned from the dead, or is she a 
living girl pretending to be Sethe's lost daughter? We are given one possible 
rational explanation for her appearance when we are told that, before she 
recognises Beloved as her daughter, Sethe stops questioning the girl about 
where she has come from because she hears that a young girl kept prisoner by 
a white man for his sexual pleasure, has murdered him and run away. If this girl 
is Beloved, it would explain her severe emotional disturbance; however, it never 
seems an entirely convincing explanation and Beloved continues to challenge 
our sense of reality and the limits of the possible. At the end of the novel, after 
Beloved has gone away once more, when Paul D, Sethe's lover and old friend, 
asks Denver about her, we read: 

They were both silent for a moment and then 
he said, "Uh, that girl. You know. Beloved? " 

"Yes? " 

81 Ibid., p 200. 
82 See, for example, Black Women in White America: A Documentary History, ed. Gerda Lerner, 
(first published by Pantheon Books, New York, 1972; reprinted by Vintage Books, New York, 
1992). 
83 For example, the murder of Plum, by his mother, Eva, in Morrison's novel, Su/a, after he has 
returned, destroyed, from the First World War a hopeless drug addict. 
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"You think she sure 'hough your sister? " 
Denver looked at her shoes. 'At times. At 

times / think she was - more. "84 

This idea - that Beloved is more than just the ghost of one tragically 
murdered baby - touches, I think, on the truth of the novel: if we carefully 
analyse the text of Beloved's narratives, they suggest that Beloved, with all her 
pain and rage and bitter demands, represents the history and experience of 
slavery. In the following passages, for example, she seems to be speaking from 
one of the slave ships that brought her ancestors from Africa: 

l am always crouching the man on my face is 
dead his face is not mine his mouth smells 
sweet but his eyes are locked some who eat 
nasty themselves I do not eat the men without 
skin bring us their morning water to drink we 
have none at night l cannot see the dead man 
on my face daylight comes through the cracks 
and l can see his locked eyes / am not big 
small rats do not wait for us to sleep [ .. ] We are not crouching now we are standing 
but my legs are like my dead man's eyes l 
cannot fall because there is no room to the 
men without skin are making loud noises l am 
not dead the bread is sea-colored / am too 
hungry to eat it the sun closes my eyes those 
able to die are in a pile I cannot find my man 
[. j the little hill of dead people a hot thing the 
men without skin push them through with poles 
[.. ] they fall into the sea which is the color of the 
bread 85 

Such an interpretation would explain the bleakness and tragedy of the 
closing section of the novel when Beloved, apparently hugely pregnant, has 
been driven away, exiled into an existence as abandoned, as loveless, and as 
lonely as the one she came from: 

Everybody knew what she was called, but nobody 
anywhere knew her name. Disremembered and un- 
accounted for, she cannot be lost because no one is 
looking for her, and even if they were, how can they 
call her if they don ̀ t know her name? Although she 
has claim, she is not claimed. [ .. J 

84 Belo ved, p 266. 
85 Ibid., pp 210,211. 
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So they forgot her. Like an unpleasant dream during 
a troubling sleep. Occasionally, however, the rustle 
of a skirt hushes when they wake, and the knuckles 
brushing a cheek in sleep seem to belong to the 
sleeper. [ .. ] They can touch it if they like, but don't, 
because they know things will never be the same if 
they do. [.. J 

Down by the stream in back of 124 her footprints 
come and go. They are so familiar. Should a child, 
an adult place his feet in them, they will fit. Take 
them out and they disappear again as though no- 
body ever walked there. 

By and by all trace is gone, and what is forgotten is 
not only the footprints but the water too and what is 
down there. 86 

This final passage is interleaved with the refrain 'it was not a story to pass 
on', and, finally, 'This is not a story to pass on. ' Beloved, product, daughter, and 
victim of the racist colonial, and misogynous patriarchal institution of slavery, 
can be given house-room and love only to the destruction of her host. In order 
to move on to a life that can be fulfilling and positive, Sethe has to let go of 
Beloved, and has to let Beloved `go, as Paul D tells her in the following passage: 

"Paul D? " 
"What, baby/" 
"She left me. " 
'A w, girl. Don't cry. " 
"She was my best thing. "[... J 
"Sethe, " he says, "me and you, we got more 

yesterday than anybody. We need some kind 
of tomorrow. " 

He leans over and takes her hand. With the 
other he touches her face. "You your best thing, 
Sethe. You are. " His holding fingers are holding 
hers. 

"Me? Me? "87 

Sethe needs to reclaim her right to her own subjectivity and identity, 
stolen from her by the slave system. 

86 Ibid., pp 274,275. 
87 Ibid., pp 272,273. 
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'Mother-hunger had hit her like a hammer. ' 88 

Another novel by Toni Morrison, Jazz, also portrays a relationship 
between an older woman and one young enough to be her daughter, that begins 
in violence and death. In this text, however, the young girl, Dorcas, is definitely 
not the actual daughter of Violet, the older woman. 

This is a common feature in the work of contemporary women writers; 
they often portray relationships, both positive and negative ones, between 
women who are not actually mother and daughter, as if they find it easier to 
explore the problems and complexities of the mother-daughter relationship 
indirectly. We find it, for example, in the relationship between Fevvers and her 
foster-mother, Lizzie, in Angela Carter's Nights at the Circus, in Jeanette 
Winterson's Oranges Are Not The Only Fruit, where the powerful mother is the 
adoptive, not the natural, mother of the narrator; and in Gloria Naylor's Bailey's 
Cafe, in the relationships between Eve and the women she takes into her house. 

In Toni Morrison's Jazz, the mother-daughter relationship that develops is 
a surprising one, for it grows in the mind of Violet, a childless, hardworking 
hairdresser, in relation to the dead eighteen-year-old lover of her husband, Joe. 
To complicate matters further, it is Joe who has murdered Dorcas because she 
was threatening to leave him. At first Violet resents the girl bitterly and even 
attacks her corpse with a knife at the funeral, but following Dorcas's death, both 
Violet and Joe grow increasingly obsessed with the girl, and, for Violet, Dorcas 
begins to take the place of the daughter she longs for but never had. 

Joe and Violet came to the city from a rural life as labourers, picking 
cotton, in search of a more comfortable and more rewarding existence. Violet 
had already had three miscarriages in the country and, once in the city, they 
made a positive decision not to have children. At first Violet is happy in the city, 
working independently as a free-lance hairdresser, visiting her clients in their 
homes. It is only once she is nearing the menopause, that she develops a 
craving for a child: 

Joe didn't want babies either so all those 
miscarriages - two in the field, only one in her 
bed - were more inconvenience than loss. And 
citylife would be so much better without them. 
[.. ] They liked children. Loved them even. 
Especially Joe, who had a way with them. But 
neither wanted trouble. Years later, however, 
when Violet was forty, she was already staring 
at infants, hesitating in front of toys displayed 
at Christmas. Quick to anger when a sharp 
word was flung at a child, or a woman's hold 
of a baby seemed awkward or careless. [. ] 

88 Toni Morrison. Jazz, (Chatto & Windus, London, 1992), p 108. 
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She began to imagine how old that last mis- 
carried child would be now. A girl probably. 
Certainly a girl. Who would she favor? What 
would her speaking voice sound like? [. ] Later 
on Violet would dress her hair for her the way 
the girls wore it now. short, bangs paper sharp 
above the eyebrows? Ear curls? Razor thin 
part on the side? Hair sliding into careful waves 
marcelled to a T? 

Violet was drowning in it, deep-dreaming. 89 

Her desire for a child becomes so overpowering that Violet buys herself a 
baby doll which she hides under her bed and begins to sleep with every night, 
holding it in her arms and imagining it is her own baby daughter. This 
obsessional fantasy is partly responsible for Joe's adultery, as he is forced to 
recognise Violet's sense of emptiness and loss. For Violet, her fantasy daughter 
becomes more and more vivid until her husband's murdered lover neatly fills this 
role: 

mother-hunger had hit her like a hammer. Knocked 
her down and out. When she woke up, her husband 
had shot a girl young enough to be that daughter 
whose hair she had dressed to kill. Who lay there 
asleep in that coffin? Who posed there awake in the 
photograph? The scheming bitch who had not con- 
sidered Violet's feelings one tiniest bit, who came into a 
life, took what she wanted and damn the consequences ? 
Or mama's dumpling girl? Was she the woman who 
took the man, or the daughter who fled her womb ? 90 

This novel is set in a more recent past to Beloved, in the winter of 1926, 
but it is equally as concerned with the effects of racism and white brutality. 
Dorcas, as a small child, had both her parents murdered in racist attacks, and 
was adopted by her aunt, Alice Manfred: 

He was pulled off a streetcar and stomped to death, 
and Alice's sister had just got the news and had gone 
back home to try and forget the color of his entrails, 
when her house was torched and she burned crispy 
in its flame. Her only child, a little girl named Dorcas, 
sleeping across the road with her very best girlfriend, 
did not hear the fire engine clanging and roaring down 
the street because when it was called it didn't come. 

89 Ibid., pp 107,108. 
90 Ibid., pp 108,109. 
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But she must have seen the flames, must have, because 
the whole street was screaming. She never said. Never 
said anything about it. She went to two funerals in five 
days, and never said a word. 91 

Her aunt, stunned by the brutal murders, cannot give Dorcas the strength 
and pride that she needs in order to grow up and survive in white-dominated, 
racist society. The only strategy Alice finds to cope, is by trying to curtail 
Dorcas' freedom and independence. Dorcas was as motherless as Violet is 
childless, and as lonely. 

At first, Violet feels intense rage and bitterness towards Joe and Dorcas 
for their adultery, and particularly towards Dorcas since her death leaves Joe 
totally grief-stricken and paralysed with guilt. Gradually, however, Violet 
becomes increasingly fascinated by the image of Dorcas, and starts visiting 
Alice Manfred in order to find out more about the dead girl. Alice is initially 
hostile, but soon she and Violet develop a strange and mutually supportive, 
comforting friendship. Violet even persuades Alice to give her a photograph of 
Dorcas which she places on her mantelpiece. 

Violet and Joe both become obsessed with the photograph, projecting on 
to it their different, but equally passionate, desires. This destructive situation is 
only resolved by the involvement of Felice, Dorcas' best friend, who steps into 
the aching void left by the death of the other girl, partly filling her place and 
assuaging the longings of Violet and Joe, but without repeating the previous 
damaging pattern of adultery, betrayal, murder and mutilation. The text tells us: 

/ saw the three of them, Felice, Joe and Violet, and 
they looked to me like a mirror image of Dorcas, Joe 
and Violet. l believed / saw everything important they 
did, and based on what / saw / could imagine what 
/ didn't. - how exotic they were, how driven. Like danger- 
ous children. That's what l wanted to believe. It never 
occurred to me that they were thinking other thoughts, 
feeling other feelings, putting their lives together in 
ways l never dreamed. 92 

Dorcas resembles Beloved in that both characters are murdered by older 
black people who love them. Their deaths both appear to play a cathartic role, 
and in my opinion offer a sacrifice for the suffering caused by white racist 
oppression. In Beloved's case, however, this catharsis and healing can only 
work through the denial and forgetting of her image and all it stands for, whereas 
with Dorcas, it is through the memories of her, and the shared love for her that 
Joe, Violet, Alice, and Felice are drawn into new and happier relationships. 

91 Ibid., p 57. 
92 Ibid., p 221. 
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'The mother: for women, a paradise lost but seemingly close at hand'.. 93 

As I stated earlier, the motif of a mutual gaze and bonding in the mother- 
daughter relationship has been particularly important in representations by 
lesbian artists and writers. An early text in which this can be found is Jane 
Rule's Desert of the Heart, first published in 1964 but still widely read today. 
This novel was made into a film, Desert Hearts, in 1985, by the woman film 
director, Donna Deitch. The film has achieved a resounding popularity, 
particularly among lesbian audiences in the United States, but what is 
interesting, within the context of this discussion, is the repression in the film of 
the mother-daughter theme so central to the novel. 

Both novel and film trace the experiences of a forty-year-old, married, 
university professor of literature, Evelyn Hall (Vivian Hall in the film) who comes 
to the city of Reno, famed for its gambling casinos, seeking a quick divorce. In 
both texts, she stays in a guest house run by a conventional but kindly landlady, 
called Frances, and awakens to a new-found sexuality by falling in love with Ann 
(Kay in the film), the daughter of Frances' dead lover who works in Frank's Club, 
one of the largest of Reno's gambling houses. 

The film has been immensely popular and influential in lesbian circles, 
and it is important to recognise that film is a very different medium to fiction, so 
that any film based on a written text should be treated as a separate work of art 
in its own right. Having acknowledged this fact, it is notable that the film both 
omits the mother-daughter element between the lesbian lovers, Evelyn and Ann, 
and also represents the relationship between Frances and her foster daughter in 
a far more negative manner. 

Following the release of the film, feminist publishing houses in the United 
States and in Britain brought out new editions of the novel which have since 
been reprinted many times. For such an early text - in many senses, pre- 
feminist - Desert of the Heart is surprisingly radical and transgressive. In this 
novel, lesbian sexual relationships are a given - taken for granted - apparently 
without need of explanation, justification or apology. This, admittedly, only 
applies to Reno; to the world Ann claims as hers, rather than to the privileged, 
academic world from which Evelyn has come. 

Throughout the novel, we find repeated references to the striking physical 
resemblance between Evelyn and Ann which lies at the root of their mutual 
attraction. It is the consciousness of this resemblance that dominates their first 

meeting: 

There were only two of them, Walter struggling up 
out of a deep armchair and the girl whose voice Evelyn 
had heard. She stood in a cage of sunlight by the bay 
window. Evelyn smiled, consciously amused and 
invulnerable because the girl was as young as a student; 

93 Julia Kristeva. 'Motherhood according to Bellini', Desire in Language, p 240. 
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but as she turned, embarrassed and apologetic, to 
Evelyn, Evelyn was startled. 

"Dr. Hall, this is Ann Childs, " Walter said. [.. J 
"Hello. " Ann stared at her 
"There's a line from Cummings, " Evelyn said. "'Hello is 

what a mirror says... 
"We do look alike, "Ann said. "Frances was right. Don't 

we? " 
"Yes, very much. It startled me. "94 

Ann's surname, Childs, is of obvious significance in the novel - so 
significant, in fact, that it is remarkable that Jane Rule manages to use such an 
obvious name without it seeming intrusive or laboured. The attraction between 
Evelyn and Ann is of mutual power, for while the childless Evelyn has longed, 
like Violet in Toni Morrison's Jazz, to be a mother, the motherless Ann has 
continuously sought a mother in relationships with older women, such as her 
affair with her flamboyant fellow worker at Frank's Club, Silver. 

After Ann's first sexual encounter with Evelyn, Silver challenges her with 
trying to find, and to sleep with, her lost mother, making ironic reference to the 
Freudian theory of the Oedipal crisis: 

'And how disappointed were you when you found 
out that she really wanted to go to bed with you after 
all? " 

"What do you mean? " 
"Love, when little boys want to marry their mothers, 

they have a hard enough time of it, but they manage. 
When little girls want to marry their mothers ... "95 

Although Ann evades Silver's questioning, she has earlier thought 
uneasily along similar lines, wondering if she really wanted Evelyn as a lover, or 
just wants to break the illusion of Evelyn as filling the role of mother: 

"It's nothing, " she said to herself. "It's nothing 
important. " 

But it had not been just another casual night. 
She had thought about it, planned it, and worked 
toward it for over a week, lt was an accomplishment, 
the result of a calculated campaign. For what? For 
nothing. lt was waged against humor, decency, 
and aesthetic distance to free Ann from the weight 
of sentiment she would not carry around with her. 
Smash Evelyn, that image of Evelyn that had 

94 Desert of the Heart, (Naiad Press, Tallahassee, Florida, 1985, this edition 1992), p 9. 
95 Ibid., p 136. 
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tempted Ann to a memory of innocence, of virtue, 
of salvation. Then view the shattered mother with 
slight distaste or distant curiosity, a little dis- 
appointed, vastly relieved. 

7 think you're lying to yourself "96 

Evelyn resists at first her feelings of warmth and attraction towards Ann, 
embarrassed by them and feeling them to be neurotic and pathetic: 

Ann was almost young enough to be her own child. 
But only a parent could be allowed to feel tenderness 
for his own likeness. In a childless woman such tender- 
ness was at best narcissistic. And Evelyn had learned 
the even less flattering names applied to the love a 
childless woman might feel for anything: her dogs, her 
books, her students ... yes, even her husband. She 
was not afraid of the names themselves, but she was 
afraid of the truth that might be in them. This 
resemblance was, she knew, not a trick need had 
played on her; neither was it a miracle. Ann Childs 
was an accident; that was all. [.. J Evelyn smi/ed. 

'And / shall feel tender toward her if / like. "97 

As Evelyn and Ann become friends, Evelyn allows herself to relax and 
enjoy the younger woman's company, and, later, also her love. 

The resemblance in appearance between Evelyn and Ann, which is so 
important in Rule's novel, is entirely omitted from Donna Deitch's film. What is 
more, the film's character, Kay, is very different to her parallel character in the 
novel, Ann, and while being possibly more erotically seductive, in my opinion, is 
less interesting. In the film, Kay is portrayed as a rebel, irresponsible and care- 
free - Vivian's first encounter with her occurs when Frances is driving Vivian to 
the guest house (a ranch in the film), and they meet Kay in her convertible, 
driving in the opposite direction at great speed. Kay breaks sharply and then 
drives her car in reverse alongside theirs, to Vivian's alarm, in order to have a 
shouted conversation. In contrast, Ann in the novel, while portrayed as strong 
and independent, is also represented as unusually mature and responsible. 
Evelyn notices that the people around Ann, including her foster mother, tend to 
rely and lean on her more than seems fair; for example, when Virginia Ritchie, 
one of Frances' other guests, cuts her wrists in order to escape the divorce she 
came to Reno to obtain, rather than telephone her husband and admit her 
mistake, it is Ann who takes charge: 

From her own bedroom window, Evelyn watched 

96 Ibid., p 124. 
97 Ibid., p 17. 
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Ann talking with the doctor and then getting into 
the ambulance. Why must she go? Why was 
Virginia Ritchie Ann's responsibility? Because 
Frances had not taken it. Because Walter was 
not home. Because Evelyn herself had been no 
more than a reluctant sightseer - all day. Frances 
had said, "She's not ordinary. " Ann herself had 
wondered, ironically, if "naive" was the word to 
describe her own incredible innocence, her absurd 
sense of duty. Evelyn was seeing again, in fact, 
what she did not believe. Ann, marked on both 
wrists by her father's death wish, wandered among 
ruins and graves, looked out across the desolation 
of desert as her inheritance, and loved life. How? 
With a confusion of humor, tenderness, and rage, 
with aggression, reluctance, and generosity. 98 

Another major difference, as I have mentioned, between the novel and the 
film, lies in the representation of the relationship between Ann/Kay and Frances. 
In the novel, Ann lives harmoniously in Frances' house as one of the family, 
having her own studio-bedroom in the attic where she draws her highly 
successful cartoons. While she and Frances have little in common, they get on 
well and are genuinely fond of each other, sharing a relationship that is 
convincingly reminiscent of many mother-daughter bonds - irritable but 
affectionate, and cemented by concrete things like the providing of food: 

"l hear you slept with Evelyn last night, " Frances 
said cheerfully. 

"Not exactly, "Ann wanted to say, but she checked 
herself Then, as she watched Frances cracking an 
egg into the pan, she wondered why she had always 
kept herself away from Frances, for, conventional 
and blind as Frances tried to be, she was both 
intuitive and generous. For a moment Ann was 
actually tempted to say something, to ask a straight 
question, but her habit of isolation was too strong. 
Instead she said, "Two eggs please, Frances, " using 
the stupid, ancient ritual of food that Frances would 
understand. 99 

In the film, however, Kay has her own accommodation separate from 
Frances' ranch, and their relationship is far more turbulent and disturbed. Unlike 
the novel, the film portrays Frances as alcoholic, possessive, prejudiced and 

98 Ibid., pp 72,73. 
99 Ibid., pp 147,148. 
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bigoted. She makes emotional demands on Kay that Kay resists, and when she 
suspects Vivian of having a sexual relationship with Kay, she packs Vivian's 
bags and throws her out of the house. 

The written text is more complex, subtle, and restrained in its 
representations. Frances is portrayed as a woman of narrow and limited 
experience but with a certain wisdom and tolerance. She is clearly uneasy 
about Evelyn's relationship with Ann but makes no comment, and continues to 
be welcoming and friendly towards Evelyn. In fact, Evelyn even feels that 
Frances is too accepting and should be more concerned on Ann's behalf: 

"Do? "' Evelyn repeated. "It's been done, Frances. 
Excuse me. " 

Frances had already excused her. She wanted 
love for Ann and did not much care how she got it. 
Had she no capacity for moral indignation or at 
least moral doubt? Did it never occur to her, 
because of the sentimental trash that filled her 
head, that love might be a devastating obscenity? 
[.. ] Three people, Ann's father, Ann's mother, and 
Frances had all been willing to let Ann suffer the 
ruined exposure of their own lives. 

"l will not, " Evelyn said aloud in the empty quietness 
of her room. 100 

The ending of the novel is also different to that of the film and, I think, 
more subversive. In the novel, Reno and its surrounding desert landscape has 
an important symbolic function in the text. This is Ann's world, outside the 
restricting moral conventions of the established social order. Ann, with her 
honesty, insight, and rage, could not live anywhere else, and Evelyn decides to 
give up her conventional moral standards, her former life, and her successful 
academic career, in order to settle in Reno with Ann. The film, however, ends 
with Vivian returning to her professional career in male-dominated academia; 
she tries to persuade Kay to accompany her, but Kay is reluctant. The close of 
the film is ambiguous, with Kay agreeing to come on the train with Vivian as far 
as the next station. In the film, it is Reno that is portrayed as more oppressive 
and prejudiced to the lesbian lovers than Vivian's academic world; whereas the 
novel stresses the subversive outcast status of Reno as a city where people 
come for pleasure and escape; to gamble and to find an easy and quick release 
from the marriage bond. 

Throughout the novel, we find reflections and comments, both positive 
and negative, upon the role of motherhood in society, and upon its meanings 
and significance for women. When Ann befriends two small children abandoned 
in Frank's Club by their mother who is absorbed in gambling, Ann experiences 
an intense anger with the woman, which then becomes a generalised rage and 

100 Ibid., p 200. 
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disgust with the figure of the mother - possibly expressing Ann's unconscious 
anger with her own mother for abandoning her: 

Ann could not watch the child. She turned away, 
rage rising in her throat like nausea. Why sa ve 
Virginia Ritchie's life? l should have slashed deeper, 
made a decent job of it, let life out of that house of 
petty horrors, the female body. "Mummy loves you. " 
Of course she does. Having opened her thighs to 
that faltering hero, your father, having swelled and 
ripened to your appalling birth, she has to love you. 
If she has eaten off your arm or leg, if she has con- 
sumed you altogether, you must understand that she 
is nothing more than a young animal herself, ignorant, 
clumsy, hungry. She has needs of her own. Of course, 
she loves you, you're one of them. l should have cut 
deeper. Stop it! Don't rage. She really is no more than 
a young animal herself As l am. As l am. 101 

Rule's text emphasises both the responsibility and also the vulnerability of 
a woman placed in the role of mother. 

As the novel develops, both Evelyn and Ann have to move away from 
their image of the other as daughter or mother in order to accept and enjoy the 
satisfaction of their love as adult women, and yet they also have to learn to 
accept that an element of the mother-daughter relationship still feeds and 
strengthens their sexual love: 

lt was curious that, at the very time she was giving up 
all the external images of womanhood, Evelyn should 
become increasingly aware of her own femininity, and 
it was not a synthetic maternity as she had expected it 
to be. Oh, at moments Ann sleeping was a child, her 
child. f .. J But these emotions were occasional. Now, 
waiting, she had a wonderful, physical impatience to 
have Ann home, and her memory of the nights before 
made her anticipation confident[.. ] Evelyn wanted to 
be charming, provocative, desirable, attributes she had 
never aspired to before out of pride, perhaps, or fear of 
failure. Now they seemed almost instinctive. She was 
finding, in the miracle of her particular fall, that she was, 
by nature, a woman. And what a lovely thing it was to 
be, a woman. 102 

101 Ibid., p 76. 
102 Ibid., pp 159,160. 
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The importance of the mother-daughter element in the relationship 
between Evelyn and Ann, lies in the different quality it gives their relationship 
compared to traditional heterosexual relationships based upon the Hegelian 
pattern of dominance-surrender. The film, however, adopts the Hegelian 
pattern: Kay is portrayed as the sexually active, desiring partner who 
deliberately pursues and seduces Vivian. In the novel, both Evelyn and Ann 
experience some uncertainty and fear about their love for one another, but they 
are also equally as desiring of each other. The mother-daughter component in 
the relationship brings a mutual tenderness, protectiveness, and caring, 
subversive of the power imbalance fundamental to the Hegelian concept of 
desire as an urge to assimilate and annihilate the other. 

The mother-daughter relationship in Jane Rule's text is thus employed in 
a radical portrayal of lesbian sexuality, in a manner that both reflects Julia 
Kristeva's idea of motherhood as a reunion for a woman with the body of her 
own mother, and represents literally this 'homosexual facet' of mothering in a 
positive and transgressive way. 

It is clear, however, that for many contemporary women writers and film- 
makers, motherhood and the mother-daughter relationship raise both emotional 
and representational problems and conflicts. While recognised as being areas 
of importance for women, they are rarely treated in an entirely positive and 
celebratory manner. This appears to be due to the inevitable link with the 
female body which makes it difficult to escape from the binary division of gender, 
with all its implications, that underlies phallocentric culture. In the following two 
chapters, I shall be examining texts that attempt to challenge and deconstruct 
this binary division, and to create alternative representations of sexual desire 
and gender identity. 
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Chapter 6. Subverting Gender Identity, 1: 
The Sadeian Androgyne or Gyne-andro. 

Destabilising Identities. 

Gender is an identity distinct from biological sex, and one that can be 
radically manipulated in the exploration of gender relations and their meanings. 
In this chapter, I shall examine Sade's transgressive representations of gender, 
and consider the effects of his influence on texts by women. While much 
theoretical work has been written concerning issues of androgyny, I shall 
concentrate on Sade's treatment of the subject, and on the ways in which his 
treatment might be reinterpreted and developed, since, as we have already 
noted, many contemporary women writers are exploring in their work images of 
women similar to those employed by Sade; such as the androgyne, the whore, 
and the lesbian. Angela Carter, for example, develops in her fiction many of the 
themes and representations found in Sade's texts, and I shall be focusing on her 
work in the following pages and on the writing of Jeanette Winterson, as both 
these writers offer particularly good examples of the fictional exploration of these 
issues of gender instability and the representation of the figure of the androgyne. 

'it is so sweet to change sexes, so delicious to counterfeit a whore. ' " 

While, as we have considered, Sade's representations of motherhood are 
viciously misogynous, one of the few areas where his representations of 
sexuality might be truly regarded as "subversive" of society's norms, lies in the 
inversion and violation of gender identity and sexual roles, and the use he 
makes of the figure of the androgyne or hermaphrodite. Rosemary Jackson 
argues that 

by indicating the bisexuality of desire (refusing 
distinctions between male and female gender), 
Sade questions the sexed identity of the subject, 
anticipating explorations of sexual difference 
through thematic clusters in the fantastic, such as 
metamorphosis, vampirism, androgyny 2 

Throughout his writings, Sade continuously violates and overturns the 
gender identities and sexual roles rigidly fixed and defined by society: his 
libertines, both male and female, indulge in homosexual practices, usually 
greatly preferring them to heterosexual relations, and delightedly play with 

I Sade, Philosophy in the Boudoir, Dialogue 3, tr. Richard Seaver and Austryn Wainhouse, 
(Grove Press, New York, 1965). 
2 Fantasy: The Literature of Subversion, (Methuen, London & New York, 1981), p 75. 
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sexual roles, becoming husband, wife, pimp, whore, or john, according to their 
whim and the pleasure of the communal sexual game - for Sade's libertines 
nearly always "play" together in groups - creating what Pierre Klossowski has 
referred to, in Sade mon prochain, as 'la prostitution universelle des etres', a 
'universal prostitution of beings'; 3 and what Jane Gallop eloquently describes as 
'a vertiginous spin erosive of individual identity, a perpetual masked ball. ' 4 As 
Pierre Klossowski asserts, in his essay, 'Le Philosophe scelerat', sodomy is the 
central Sadeian libertine act, 5 and it is a sexual act that cuts across distinctions 
of gender since both males and females can be (and in Sade's fiction always 
are) sodomised. Sade deliberately inverts normal sexual mores and customs, 
making his male libertines generally regard the vagina, indeed all female 
physical attributes and organs of reproduction, with revulsion and horror, and to 
view the anus as being far superior and more desirable. 

It should be stressed that Sade's female libertines, in their lesbian 
encounters, do not share their male counterparts' horror of the female physique. 
Madame de Saint-Ange, the female libertine in Philosophyin the Boudoir, for 
example, describing her protege and pupil, the fifteen-year-old Eugenie, to her 
brother, the Chevalier, waxes lyrical upon Eugenie's physical charms, making 
clear her own sexual desire, and she reproaches the libertine, Dolmance, a 
confirmed homosexual, for spurning the offer of Eugenie's vagina and the 
honour of deflowering this young virgin. Dolmance not only champions the act of 
sodomy, but also holds firm to the principle that "true" sodomy can only be 
practised with another man. His participation in Madame de Saint-Ange's 
scheme for Eugenie's education is an unwonted act on his part, done as a favour 
out of friendship for her and her brother, the Chevalier. 

In their intercourse with men, Sade's female libertines also prefer to avoid 
vaginal sex, mainly in order to escape pregnancy and the humiliating and 
oppressive dependency upon men, and male-dominated society, that are its 
consequences. Madame de Saint-Ange, when instructing Eugenie, advises her 
to withhold her vagina from male lovers and suggests a number of substitutes 
Eugenie can offer in its place. As Jane Gallop has argued, the number of 
substitutions for the vagina, so frequently listed in Sade's writings, are 'limited 
only by the imaginative capacities of the compiler'. 6 She goes on to show that, 
while anal intercourse is always the favoured and primary substitution, it is by no 
means the only one, and the resulting transgressive, proliferating whirl of 
perversions, such as the list offered by Madame de Saint-Ange to Eugenie, 
prevents a rigid opposition anus/vagina from developing in Sade's work and 
solidifying into a structural polarity, with the anus/vagina opposition acting as a 
good/evil, true/false dichotomy. Instead, a multitude of perversions become 

3'Le Philosophe Scelerat', Sade Mon Prochain, (Editions du Seuil, Paris, 1967), p 25. 
4 Intersections: A Reading of Sade with Bataille, Blanchot, and K/ossowski, (University of 
Nebraska Press, Lincoln and London, 1981), p 80. 
5 Sade Mon Prochain, p 31. 
6 Intersections, p 79. 
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possible, just as a multitude of masks and identities are offered and can be 
assumed. 

As we saw in an earlier chapter, Saint-Ange, like all Sade's female 
libertines, enjoys playing the whore; she also, however, adopts many other 
sexual roles. She commissions Dolmance for her programme of education for 
Eugenie, playing the pimp and the client to his whore, even corrupting him from 
his "purity" as a "true" sodomite, getting him to sodomise both Eugenie and 
herself, and even to go so far against his principles as to practice cunnilingus on 
Eugenie. Jane Gallop writes that, 'the whore can also play the ruler, if that is 
desired; thus she is the derision of the opposition ruler/ruled. The whore can be 
the client if the client would choose to be the whore. ' Further on, Gallop 
continues, 'The whore, as feminine, stealthy erosion of masculine responsibility, 
selfsameness, and uprightness, is another name for the passive role in 
sodomy'.? In the act of sodomy the categories of male-active/female-passive are 
radically violated. The sodomised whore can be male as well as female. 
Furthermore, the male whore can, if desired, fulfil a wish on the client's part, to 
be passive as well as active in the practice of sodomy. In Philosophyin the 
Boudoir, Dolmance tells his companions that 'The question has often been 
raised, which of the two fashions of sodomistic behaviour is the more 
voluptuous? assuredly, 'tis the passive [... ] it is so sweet to change sex, so 
delicious to counterfeit the whore'. 

In this whirling dance of sexual identities, Dolmance changes sex, puts on 
the mask of the harlot who, by definition, must always wear a mask, for the 
whore cannot be true to herself - she must always respond to the desires of 
others. Thus, again, to quote Gallop, 'The sodomised man, as counterfeit 
whore, is in his very falsity a true whore'. 8 In the speech quoted above, returning 
to his role as Eugenie's teacher, Dolmance continues, 'But, Eugenie, we shall 
limit ourselves here to a few details of advice relating to women who, 
transforming themselves into men, wish, like us, to enjoy this delicious pleasure. ' 
We find here a wild juggling with identity, where the sodomised woman is 
playing a man, who, in this role, plays the whore/woman. If the true whore must 
by definition be a false creature, then which is the truer whore, the sodomised 
man as counterfeit whore, or the sodomised woman playing the sodomised 
man? 

For Pierre Klossowski, as we have noted, sodomy is the 'key sign' in 
Sade's work, and Klossowski argues that this key act, as a radical violation of 
the integrity of either sex, has its counterpart in the image of the Androgyne. 
Further, Klossowski claims that Sade's libertine female characters are always 
androgynous figures. While the word androgyne in French has been defined as 
'man-woman': 'an individual of the masculine sex [... ] evolved according to the 
feminine type', 9 Klossowski asserts that Sade's androgyne is not a 'man-woman' 

7 Ibid., pp 82,83. 
8 Ibid., p 84. 
9'Individu du sexe masculin chez lequel le segment inferieur de I'appareil genital a evolue 
suivant le type feminin', Le Petit Robert Dictionnaire, par Paul Robert, (Societe du Nouveau 
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but a 'woman-man', 'non pas en tant que homme-femme, mais en tant que 
femme-homme': 1° a gyne-andro; i. e. an individual of feminine sex having virile 
characteristics: the simulacrum of the androgyne. Just as the sodomised 
woman, according to Jane Gallop, is not playing the true whore, but 
counterfeiting a sodomised man playing a whore, so the androgynous female in 
Sade is not a true androgyne but a pretence -a counterfeit. Female sexuality is 
considered so inimical to masculine notions of the propriety of self and identity, it 
is seen as simulation and deception. 

Angela Carter has written that, 'one of the contradictions of Sade's female 
libertines, [is] that they ingest but do not integrate within themselves the signs of 
maleness. ' "' Sexuality in these women is a murderous passion: Juliette, in 
Sade's novel of that name, is an interesting example of the androgynous 
Sadeian heroine for all her most significant relationships are with women - 
women as androgynous and murderous as herself. These women can be seen 
as subversive: in their excessive passions and single-minded destructiveness, 
they transgress all conventional notions of femininity. As Carter writes: 

The virility of these demonic whores - they use 
the word 'whore ; as a term of endearment for 
one another almost as often as they affectionately 
call one another buggeress' - suggests male 
appetites; but, since the avidity of the male 
appetite is a social fiction, their very insatiability 
is a mark of their femininity. 12 

Carter's assertion here that Sade's libertine women, if transgressively female, 
are still identifiably female - 'their very insatiability is a mark of their femininity' - 
has been challenged by other women critics, such as Susanne Kappeler and 
Andrea Dworkin, who claim that Sade's libertine women are modelled after male 
values and desires - far from being subversive, they are stock fantasy figures 
typical of male-oriented pornography. Dworkin writes that Justine and Juliette 
are 'the two prototypical female figures in male pornography of all types. ' 13 
Dworkin calls Sade's libertine women, such as Juliette, 'literary transvestites', 
and asserts that while 'They have female anatomies by fiat; that is, Sade says 
so. In every other respect [... ] Sade's libertine women are men. ' 14 Angela 
Carter and Jane Gallop, however, both take a different view, arguing that the 
female androgyne in Sade's work highlights the polarity and dichotomy of sexual 

Liftre, Paris, 1969). It should be noted that Le Petit Robert of 1977 has broadened this definition, 
but still draws a distinction between the female and the male: 'Individu qui presente certains 
caracteres sexuels du sexe oppose. Femme androgyne, dont la morphologie ressemble a celle 
d'un homme. Homme androgyne, a caracteres exterieurs feminins. ' 
10 'Le Philosophe Scelerat', Sade Mon Prochain, p 48. 
11 The Sadeian Woman, (Virago, London, 1979), p 90. 
12 Ibid., p 104. 
13 Pornography, (The Women's Press, London, 1981), p 95. 
14 Ibid. 
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identity, and manipulates and exploits its transgressive force, seeking to achieve 
its potent, subversive potential. 

Angela Carter's use of Androgyny. 

The androgyne or hermaphrodite is a figure frequently represented in 
Carter's fiction, through transvestism, transsexuality, or myth and imagination, In 
western culture, sexuality and gender have become rigidly polarised, with sexual 
roles and identities inflexibly set and fixed. Throughout her writing, Carter 
deconstructs and subverts these rigidly defined identities and prescribed roles. 
She is fascinated by gender as masquerade and performance - fluid and 
uncertain - the 'perpetual masked ball' that Jane Gallop writes of, with reference 
to the work of Sade. Indeed, many of Carter's most outrageous, virtuoso, "set- 
pieces" of gender-bending appear to be subversive appropriations and revisions 
of scenes from Sade's fiction. In The Passion of New Eve, for example, the 
bizarre marriage between Tristessa and Eve, the transvestite and the 
transsexual, is surely a conscious borrowing from the weddings as transvestite 
carnivals performed in Sade's Juliette, and in her novel, The Infernal Desire 
Machines of Doctor Hoffman, Carter raises many of the issues we have been 
looking at in relation to Sade's work; such as the significance of the role of the 
"whore" as the essentially false creature - the mask-wearer, a figure violating 
identity and integrity; and also the central role in the text of androgyny and the 
repeated appearance of the figure of the hermaphrodite. 

The first-person narrator in Doctor Hoffman, a young man named 
Desiderio, exemplifies the theory, expounded by Luce Irigaray and developed 
further by Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick, 15 of a sublimated homosocial closed-circuit 
underlying all social institutions. 16 Desiderio, as he tells us himself, is'in search 
of a master', and all his genuine relationships are with other men: the Minister of 
Determination for whom he works as confidential secretary; the Peep-Show 
Proprietor; and the Indian barge-owner, Nao-Kurai, who are all seen as father- 
figures by Desiderio. He even sees his city as masculine; 'It was thickly, 
obtusely masculine. Some cities are women and must be loved; others are men 
and can only be admired or bargained with and my city settled serge-clad 
buttocks at vulgar ease as if in a leather armchair. ' 17 Desiderio's desire for his 
beloved, Albertina, is inflamed by her androgynous appearance and the 

15 See Luce Irigaray, 'Frangaises', Ce sexe qui n`en est pas un, [This sex which is not one], (first 

pub. Minuit, 1977), trans. Catherine Porter, with Carolyn Burke, (Cornell University Press, New 
York, 1985), and Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick, Between Men: English Literature and male homosocial 
desire, (Columbia University Press, New York, 1985). 
16 When the 'Acrobats of Desire' in Carter's Doctor Hoffman, make explicit the homosexuality 

repressed within this homosocial circuit, as Sade makes it explicit in his writing, terrible 
destruction ensues, so that even the dreaded and powerful Doctor Hoffman loses control of the 
forces he was employing, thus suggesting the destructive impulses caused by repressed sexual 
desires. 
17 Doctor Hoffman, p 15. 
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masculine persona she so often assumes, and at the end of the novel his love 
for her falters when she appears in a conventionally feminine mode at dinner in 
her father's house: 

The white evening dress of a Victorian romantic 
heroine rustled about Albertina's feet and clung 
like frost to her amber breasts yet l wished she 
had worn the transvestite apparel of her father's 
ambassador[.. ] While / did not know her, / thought 
she was sublime; when l knew her, l loved her 
But even as / pared my dessert persimmon with 
the silver knife provided, / was already wondering 
whether the fleshly possession ofAlbertina would 
not be the greatest disillusionment of all. 18 

Albertina can be seen as the epitome of Pierre Klossowski's concept of the 
whore, for she is never true to herself and is always acting in response to the 
desires of others - even her relationship with Desiderio is controlled and 
engineered by her father, the diabolical Doctor Hoffman, and can only be 
consummated at his instigation and in order to fulfil his purposes. In her father's 
service, Albertina wears many masks, frequently changing gender identity, and 
playing various different roles, such as the androgyne, the hermaphrodite, the 
whore, the sodomised boy, the guerrilla fighter, the femme fatale. 

Her role or'performance' as boy valet to the libertine Count is particularly 
significant within the context of our discussion. In the figure of the Count, Carter 
seems to be drawing a symbolic portrait of Sade himself, based on her 
understanding of his philosophy and behaviour - he is the extreme being in toto: 

Everything about him was excessive, yet he 
tempered his vulgarity - for he was excessively 
vulgar in every respect - with a black, tragic 
humour of which he was only occasionally 
conscious himself. 

He was particularly extraordinary in this: he 
had a passionate conviction he was the only 
significant personage in the world. He was 
the emperor ofinverted megalomaniacs but he 
had subjected his personality to a most rigorous 
discipline of stylization so that, when he struck 
postures as lurid as those of a bad actor, no 
matter how ludicrous they were, still they impelled 
admiration because of the abstract intensity of 
their unnaturalism. He had scarcely an element 
of realism and yet he was quite real. He could 

18 Ibid., p 201. 
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say nothing that was not grandiose. He claimed 
he lived only to negate the world. 19 

This description is highly reminiscent of Sade, especially when viewed in 
the light of Carter's own interpretation of the man and his work given in The 
Sadeian Woman. It is notable that Desiderio is evidently attracted to the Count 
who reminds him of his much-admired Minister of Determination, in spite of the 
Count's self-confessed amorality: 

All the same, he drew me. His quality of being 
was more dense than that of any man / have ever 
met - always excepting the Minister, of course. 
Yet apart from his mind, which was a bruising 
heavy-weight, / think what made him so attractive 
to me was his irony, which withered every word 
before he spoke it. 20 

This attraction to the ruthless, arrogant, solipsistic Count demonstrates 
Desiderio's cool, intellectual detachment and lack of emotional involvement or 
commitment - interestingly, the very qualities in Carter's writing which, as we 
have seen, have been criticised by radical feminist critics, like Dworkin and 
Kappeler. 

Albertina, in the role of the Count's valet - Desiderio sees her as 'a slender 
boy' when he first meets the strange couple on the road - complements and 
echoes the Count's excess in an extreme subjection. The relationship between 
Count and valet provides a paradigm for the Hegelian master/slave, 
dominance/submission pattern, which, as we noted in an earlier chapter, has 
been identified by critics, such as Helene Cixous, as underpinning western 
culture. Desiderio gives us this description of their relationship: 

He paused to caress his valet, who, with the 
submissiveness of the born victim, turned to 
him a face as livid as putrefaction. After my 
first shock of horror, / saw this was not a real 
face but one quite covered up with white 
bandages. This pliant valet was almost 
extinguished by subservience. His very walk 
was a kind of ambulant cringe. He abased 
himself obsequiously at all times. He was 
only a tool of the Count's wi/l. 21 

19 Ibid., p 123. 
20 Ibid. 
21 Ibid., p 124. 
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The heavy irony underlying this description becomes clear when we realise 
that the submissive Lafleur is a masquerade on the part of the capable and 
strong-minded Albertina. It is worth noting that the actual name, Lafleur, is a 
reference to both Sade's writing and his life experience, since a valet called 
Lafleur appears as a character in Sade's novel, Philosophy in the Boudoir, and 
Sade's own valet, Latour, had a similar name. 

When Albertina, as Lafleur, undergoes anal rape at the hands of the 
Count, the reader is left with the impression that both the Count and his valet are 
self-consciously performing to an equal extent - an impression produced by the 
narrative account of this episode which is curious in its theatrical effect, for even 
the setting (a ruined church at night) seems reminiscent of a theatrical backcloth: 

the Count sighed, belched and grasped the 
valet. His mute's hat tumbled to the ground. 

'Watch me! Watch me! ' he cried as though, 
in order to appreciate the effect of his actions, 
he had to know that he was seen. But it was 
too dark in the ruined church to see anything. 
l heard the grunts and whimpers of the valet 
and the amazing roars which accompanied 
the Count's lengthy progress towards orgasm. 
The vault of heaven above us darkened and all 
the time frightful cries and atrocious blasphemies 
issued from the Count's throat He whinnied like 
a stallion, he cursed the womb that bore him; and 
finally the orgasm struck him like an epilepsy. 
Ecstasy seemed to annihilate the libertine and 
there was a silence broken only by the pathetic 
whimpering of the valet until, in the velvet and 
luminous darkness, the Count spoke, in a voice 
drained of all vigour. 

'l have devoted my life to the humiliation and 
exultation of the flesh. / am an artist, my material 
is the flesh; my medium is destruction; and my 
inspiration is nature. ' 

Now the valet moved painfully about, gathering 
together the dishes 22 

This sense of theatricality is suggested to us while we are still unaware of 
Lafleur's true identity. It partly stems from Desiderio's own detachment as 
narrator and our implicit collusion with him in this role of distanced, uninvolved 
spectator. In the portrayal of Lafleur, however, the effect of performance is 
heightened by Desiderio's observation of his change of manner once he is away 
from the Count: 

22 Ibid., pp 125,126. 
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The Count sharply dismissed his valet, who 
drove the carriage round to the stable. As / 
glanced after Lafleur, / saw, once he left his 
master, he sprang up again like a branch which 
has been tied back and is now released. His 
slight figure took on a sudden sprightly decisive- 
ness; then he was gone. 23 

The very act of sodomy is ironic as committed by the Count upon Lafleur, 
because the Count, as a Sadeian character, should be convinced that "true" 
sodomy can only be practised by one male upon another, and remains quite 
unaware that in sodomising his "boy" valet, he is breaking one of the central 
principles of the Sadeian libertine. Albertina, as Lafleur, is consciously and 
deliberately playing a part, counterfeiting the sodomised male, deceiving the 
Count, Desiderio, and also the reader, while participating in the Count's 
performance. Desiderio even recognises the masquerade, although 
unconsciously, for he describes the bandages that cover her face as a 'mask' 
and comments tellingly that: 

The masked, unspeaking valet and / formed 
[the Count's] little world[ .. J But / wondered if his 
servant had more autonomy than he thought. 
Something in the texture of the valet's presence 
hinted he was self-consciously the slave. 
Occasionally, when he whimpered, he seemed 
altogether too emphatically degraded. 24 

As we considered in Chapter 3, the feminist critic, Paulina Palmer, finds 
this novel offensive in many places, claiming that Desiderio as narrator gives a 
point of view that she designates as 'chauvinistically male. ' While I agree with 
Palmer that Desiderio's cold detachment might work to alienate the woman 
reader, one of the most fascinating aspects of Desiderio as a character, in my 
opinion, is the way he fails to conform to popular expectations and stereotypes 
of masculinity. He transgresses, for example, the commonly accepted notion of 
men as active, aggressive, the initiators of action, and the subjects of sexual 
desire. Even Desiderio's name overturns these social expectations, meaning 
'the desired one, and he is the object of Albertina's desire - the pursued rather 
than the pursuer in their relationship; throughout the novel, it is she who 
continuously seeks him out and maintains the connection between them. Like 
Albertina herself, Desiderio has no stable gender identity. 

At the very beginning of the text, Desiderio starts his narrative by 

representing himself as a young man who is almost totally passive: 

23 Ibid., p 129. 
24 Ibid., p 128. 
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when l was a young man, l did not want to be 
a hero. And, when / lived in that bewildering 
city, in the early days of the war, life itself had 
become nothing but a complex labyrinth [ 

.. J 
And so much complexity -a complexity so 
rich it can hardly be expressed in language - 
all that complexity [... J it bored me. 

In those tumultuous and kinetic times, the 
time of actualised desire, l myself had only 
the one desire. And that was, for everything 
to stop. 25 

Desiderio appears to be entirely without active or strong emotion, desire or 
belief. He is not conventionally "feminine" either, however, for he lacks the 
receptivity and malleability traditionally expected of women: 

/ could not surrender to the flux of mirages. 
/ could not merge and blend with them; / 
could not abnegate my reality and lose 
myself for ever as others did, blasted to non- 
being by the ferocious artillery of unreason. 

26 / was too sardonic. / was too disaffected. 

Carter portrays Desiderio as an asexual, ambiguous being, giving him a 
style of language - and a discourse - that evokes the hermaphrodite, 'the Golden 
Herm', from her short story, 'Overture and Incidental Music for A Midsummer 
Nights Dream : If we take, for example, the following extract from Doctor 
Hoffman: 'I very much admired the Ancient Egyptians, because they searched 
for, arrived at and perfected an aesthetically entirely satisfactory pose. [... ] I had 
an admiration for statis', 27 and then compare it with a piece from the short story: 

The Herrn removed his/her left foot from its 
snug nest in her/his crotch and placed it on 
the ground. With one single, fluent, gracile 
movement of transition, s/he shifted on to 
the other leg. The lotus and the snake, on 
either arm, stayed where they were. -28 

And if we compare: 'The Herm stood on one leg on the palm of Titania's 
hand and smiled the inscrutable, if manic, smile of the figures in Hindu erotic 

25 Ibid., p 11. 
26 Ibid., pp 11,12. 
27 Ibid. 
28 'Overture and Incidental Music for A Midsummer Night`s Dream, Black Venus, (Picador, 
London, 1986), p 70. 
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sculpture', 29with the following description of Desiderio: 'I [... ] was now as cynical 
as a satyr in a Renaissance painting. My face [... ] had all the inscrutability of the 
Indian', 30 we can find several points in common. Like the Golden Herm, 
Desiderio is of exotic, non-Caucasian extraction, and, like the Herm, he is 
always bored: 'Boredom was my first reaction to incipient delirium' he tells us in 
the first chapter, and: 

l was at the hub of things but still l was 
indifferent. My mother came to see me; 
my name fluctuated on my nameplate; my 
dreams were so amazing that, in spite of 
myself, l had become awe-struck at the 
approach of sleep. And yet l could summon 
up no interest in all this. 31 

In both Desiderio and the Golden Herm, their boredom stems from their 
lack of autonomous desire: 

What does the Herrn want? 
The Herum wants to know what 'want' means. 
'/ am unfamiliar with the concept of desire. / 

am the unique and perfect, paradigmatic 
Hermaphrodite, provoking on all sides desire 
yet myself transcendent, the unmoved mover, 
the still eye of the tempest,, exemplary and self- 
sufcient, the beginning and the end' 

Titania, despairing of the Herm 's male aspect, 
inserted a tentative forefinger in the female 
orifice. The Herm felt bored32 

Carter seems to be humorously alluding here to Freud's famous question, 
What do women want? expressing his incomprehension in the face of the 
enigma of female desire. 33 

At the beginning of Doctor Hoffman, Desiderio has no more energy or 
active desire than the sexually passive Herm; he describes himself as a 'half- 
breed ghost'. He is incapable of decisive action or total commitment to any idea, 
belief, or person. His only active intervention in the story throughout most of the 
text, is his killing of the Cannibal Chief while travelling through nebulous time 

"9 Ibid., p 73. 
30 Doctor Hoffman, p 57. 
31 Ibid., p 25. 
32'Overture and Incidental Music', p 75. 
33 Freud's question, Was will das Weib? occurs in a letter to Marie Bonaparte: 'The great 
question that has never been answered and which I have not yet been able to answer, despite 
my thirty years of research into the feminine soul, is "What does a woman want? "'; cit. E. Jones, 
Sigmund Freud: Life and Work, (Hogarth Press, London, 1953-57), vol l I, p 468. 
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with Albertina and the Count, and we discover that even this act was an illusion, 
since the Cannibal Chief himself was a phantom -a product of Dr Hoffman's war 
of unreason, as the Doctor explains to Desiderio: 

'But the Cannibal Chief was real enough! ' l 
objected. 

'The Cannibal Chief was the triumphant 
creation of nebulous time. He was brought into 
being only because of the Count's desire for 
self-destruction. ' He hid a yawn with a desiccated 
hand. 

'But l know he was real enough because / 
killed him! ' 

'What kind of proof is that? ' asked Hoffman with 
a chill smile and all at once / felt a twinge of doubt 
for killing the Chief was the only heroic action l 
performed in all my life and / knew at the time it was 

34 out of character 

Desiderio's gender identity is undermined from the start, by his passive, 
admiring, subservient relationship to the Minister of Determination: even his 
position as the Minister's 'confidential secretary' has a feminine overtone since it 
is part of the traditional female role to receive confidences and, in western 
culture, it is usually women who serve men as their secretaries. There is also 
Desiderio's attraction to Doctor Hoffman's mysterious Ambassador: 'I think he 
was the most beautiful human being I have ever seen'. 35When the Ambassador 
is revealed as a woman, Dr Hoffman's daughter, Albertina, Desiderio continues 
to feel desire, but it does not appear to be her female identity that attracts him. It 
is highly significant that his first introduction to her as Albertina comes in a 
dream, induced by the machinations of Dr Hoffman, where Albertina appears to 
Desiderio in the form of a black swan wearing a golden collar engraved with her 
name, and that following this dream encounter, he meets her in male disguise as 
the Ambassador. As his relationship with the actual woman, Albertina, develops 
throughout the novel, his feelings for her become more ambiguous: 

'You will go wherever / go, 'she said with 
such conviction / was silent for / had just 
seen her passions set fire to a tree and now 
/ was in the real world again / was not quite 
sure / wanted to burn with her - or, at least, 
not yet / felt an inexplicable indifference 
towards her. Perhaps because she was now 
yet another she and this she was the absolute 

34 Doctor Hoffman, p 212. 
35 Ibid., p 32. 
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antithesis of my black swan and my bouquet 
of burning bone; she was a crisp, antiseptic 
soldier to whom other ranks deferred. / began 
to fee/ perfidious, for / had no respect for rank. 36 

Even while Desiderio believes he loves Albertina, he resents being 
subservient to her in any way, although he seems quite happy filling a 
subservient role to the men he admires, and throughout the novel he frequently 
objects to Albertina displaying her superior knowledge and intellect when she 
tries to explain to him the theory behind her father's plans. This is not surprising 
since Desiderio has a very reactionary view of gender roles. The only point in 
the novel at which he ever becomes willing to commit himself is found in the 
episode where he spends a short time with the indigenous river people, 
apparently adopted into their family as Kiku. He comes genuinely to love the 
barge-owner, Nao-Kurai, regarding him as a father, and he willingly accepts 
when Nao-Kurai offers him Aoi, his nine-year old daughter, in marriage: 

in practice all decisions devolved upon the 
father. The father - or, nominally, mother - 
adopted as his son the man whom his eldest 
daughter married. When he died, this son-in- 
law inherited the barge and all that went with 
it. Therefore Nao-Kurai offered me far more 
than a bride; he offered me a home, a family 
and a future. if / murdered Desiderio and 
became Kiku for ever, / need fear nothing in 
my life ever, any more. / need not fear lone- 
liness or boredom or lack of love. 37 

Among this patriarchal and conservative people, following a ritualistic way 
of life embedded in tradition, Desiderio feels happy and at home: 

The limited range of feeling and idea they 
expressed with such a meagre palette of 
gesture no longer oppressed me; it gave 
me, instead, that slight feeling of warm 
claustrophobia / had learned to identify 
with the notion, home :/ dipped my fist 
into the pungent stew and, for the first 
time in my life, / knew exactly how it felt 
to be happy. 

36 Ibid., p 193. 
37 Ibid., p 80. 

Ibid., p 77. 
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This highlights for the reader the difference in attitudes, beliefs, and values 
between Desiderio and Albertina. It also emphasises another question raised by 
this text - that of the ambivalent gendered status of the irrational. Traditionally 
reason has been considered a masculine attribute, and the feminine has been 
regarded as irrational and intuitive. In this novel, however, the irrational, as 
loosed in nebulous time, is actually masculine - violent, aggressive and brutal - 
while Albertina embodies all that is rational and intelligent. She has far more 
intellectual understanding than Desiderio, but far from appreciating this as an 
androgynous quality in her, as one might expect, he seems increasingly to 
resent her intellectual abilities, and to be bored by her attempts to extend his 
understanding. 

By the time they reach her father's house, Desiderio increasingly sees her 
as his enemy, and even his sexual desire for her is muted by his anticipation at 
dinner of finding their consummation a disappointment. His original state of 
boredom and disaffection hovers in the background, threatening to return. 
Offered consummation of his desire, on Dr Hoffman's terms, Desiderio rejects, 
and ultimately kills, Albertina and her father, and it is this essentially masculine, 
aggressive, 'heroic' act that restores him finally to his position of devoted lover, 
and establishes him as the desiring subject: 

She closed those eyes that were to me the 
inexhaustible wellsprings of passion fifty years 
ago this very day[.. J from beyond the grave, her 
father has gained a tactical victory over me and 
forced on me at least the apprehension of an 
alternate world in which all the objects are 
emanations of a single desire. And my desire 
is, to see Albertina again before / die. 39 

Albertina herself has been reduced to that quintessential feminine role, 
shared by Dante's Beatrice, Petrarch's Laura, and so many fairy tale princesses, 
of lifeless, passive, unattainable and therefore desirable, object: 

And ifAlbertina has become for me, now, such 
a woman as only memory and imagination could 
devise, well, such is always at least partially the 
case with the beloved. I see her as a series of 
marvellous shapes formed at random in the 
kaleidoscope of desire. 40 

It is interesting that, while Desiderio dislikes the idea of being Albertina's 
inferior, 'the general's batman' as he sneeringly describes it, he is only attracted 
to men who appear dominant, assertive, traditionally "masculine" - who he can 

39 Ibid., pp 13,14. 
40 Ibid. 
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see as his 'master'. Even the misogynous centaurs who, in one of the most 
disturbing and unpleasant episodes in the novel, cruelly rape Albertina, become 
attractive to Desiderio because of their single-minded, obsessive convictions 
and absolute confidence in their own superiority. Desiderio even begins to 
adopt the centaurs' point of view, regarding himself and Albertina as grossly 
inferior beings: 

/ was a naked, stunted, deformed dwarf[.. ) 
And the brown thing with breasts [.. ] was my 
mate. From the waist upwards, she was 
passable, if ugly[ .. J but, from the waist down, 
vile [.. J How naked we were! / had begun to 
think of the centaurs as our masters, you see, 
although Albertina had warned me. 'The 
pressures of Nebulous Time alone force 
them to live with such certitude! '41 

As a man, caught up and participating in the homosocial closed-circuit 
described by Luce Irigaray, Desiderio's fundamental, unconscious misogyny is 
as profound and convinced as that of the centaurs. The woman, Albertina, in 
contrast to the androgynous Albertina Desiderio first desires, is merely a pawn in 
the political drama being played out in the novel, and she is peripheral to the 
central, motivating quest of Desiderio's life: 

And perhaps / was indeed looking for a 
master - perhaps the whole history of my 
adventure could be titled 'Desiderio in 
Search of a Master: But / only wanted to 
find a master, the Minister, the Count, the 
bay, so that / could lean on him at first and 
then, after a while, jeer. 42 

There is something conventionally, stereotypically "feminine" in this 
attitude, which may stem from Desiderio's inferior position in relation to the men 
in his life. All his 'masters' see him as dispensable - someone of no intrinsic 
value in himself, available to be used and exploited for their purposes; thus 
viewing Desiderio in the same way that women are usually regarded in 
patriarchal culture. The Minister assigns Desiderio the dangerous mission of 
assassinating Dr Hoffman because, as Desiderio tells us himself: 'a) I was in my 
right mind; b) I was dispensable'. 43 Nao-Kurai, the Indian barge-owner who 
befriends Desiderio, and who, of all the characters in the novel, Desiderio 
appears to most sincerely love, having apparently adopted Desiderio into his 

41 Ibid., p 190. 
42 Ibid. 
43 Ibid., p 40. 
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family, plans to kill and eat him in order to acquire his ability to read. The Count 
only values him as a witness and audience -a verifying mirror that gratifies his 
narcissism by reflecting back his extreme libertine behaviour. The centaurs do 
not value Desiderio at all but regard him with contempt, and they also plan his 
death as part of their own sacramental and religious ritual of existence. Dr 
Hoffman, himself, is prepared to sacrifice both Desiderio and his daughter, 
Albertina, intending to use them by tapping into the eroto-energy released by the 
final consummation of their love, in order to produce the power necessary for 
achieving his complete victory over the city and the Minister, even though he 
knows this same charge of energy will probably annihilate the two lovers. 

It is significant that of all the 'masters' Desiderio meets in the text, he finds 
Dr Hoffman the least satisfactory because of the Doctor's effete and 
unimpressive manners and appearance: 

He was grey-faced and grey-haired and grey- 
eyed. He wore a handsomely tailored dark 
suit and his hands were exquisitely manicured. 
His quality, whatever it had been once, was 
now only quiet [ .. ) He bemused me. He was stillness. He 
seemed to have refined himself almost to 
nothing [.. ] good taste has always bored me a 
little and in the enemy H. Q., / felt a little bored. 
lt was then, to revive my flagging interest in my 
surroundings, that / consciously reminded myself 
/ was a secret agent for the other side. They 
were not the enemy. / was. 44 

This suggests that Desiderio only commits his 'heroic' act of finally 
assassinating the Doctor and Albertina out of boredom and disappointment with 
the Doctor's lack of obvious power and mastery, and, therefore, that Desiderio 
never reaches any final achieved identity, as a 'hero' or as a 'man'. He is only 
attracted to men who, like the Minister of Determination, are strong-willed, 
dominant and overtly masculine in a conventional sense. Desiderio seems to 
dislike ambiguity in other men, probably because of the ambiguity of his own 
gender identity. 

As we have noted, this ambiguity is a quality that he shares with Albertina - 
although in her, he clearly finds the quality attractive - and it is interesting that, in 
appearance, the two characters are very alike. Towards the end of the novel, 
when Desiderio is a guest in Dr Hoffman's house, he dresses for dinner in the 
evening clothes provided for him, and, looking at his reflection in the mirror, 
realises that he is the double of Albertina in gender-disguise: 'Now I was entirely 

44 Ibid., pp 198,200,201. 
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Albertina in the male aspect. That is why I know I was beautiful when I was a 
young man. Because I know I looked like Albertina. ' 45 

Angela Carter believed that our identities and our realities are moulded by 
the phantoms of our imaginations; the dark beings that inhabit the interior space 
of the unconscious. This means that for Carter, any idea of psycho-sexual 
identity, subjectivity or reality as being unified or stable is inevitably false and 
illusory, and it is an illusion that the male protagonists in her fiction are prone to 
more than the female. For a writer who claims to be primarily concerned with the 
female experience, and with deconstructing ideas of femininity, throughout 
Carter's fiction we find a number of male narrators, However, these narrators 
share significant characteristics in common: such as; an alienation from their 
surroundings - both from the natural environment and the human social context; 
they are all fundamentally unreliable, leaving us always uncertain of what we 
can believe or accept of their narratives; they also share a psychic 
imperviousness to the workings of the unconscious; they have little interior 
knowledge of themselves, generally taking the unity and stability of their 
identities as being beyond question, and also the certainty of their perception of 
reality. In the Introduction to The Infernal Desire Machines of Doctor Hoffman, 
Desiderio, before launching into the narrative of his early adventures, tells us, 'I 
must unravel my life as if it were so much knitting and pick out from that tangle 
the single, original thread of my self, the self who was a young man' 46 

These male narrators' shared assumption of security of identity leaves 
them vulnerable to a process of violation and fragmentation. Desiderio, and 
Evelyn, the narrator in The Passion of New Eve, both undergo a rape, or a 
fundamental violation of identity. In The Sadeian Woman, Carter writes of 'the 
heart of the forest, the place of rape', 47 and the rape she refers to is that of the 
psyche as much as of the body. The wood for Carter is always a sinister, 
perilous place - the place where names have no meaning; like the wood Alice 
finds Through The Looking Glass, once we are inside, we forget who (and what) 
we are, 48for in the wood meanings start to be redefined. In Angela Carter's 
Curious Room, 49 a film she made for BBC television, one of the last projects she 
worked on before her death, Carter claimed that the wood is a strange, 
disturbing place; she calls it 'the great, bad place outside' - outside order and 
civilised contact; and yet it is inside, for the wood represents the unconscious - 
the dark, internal world of madness and imagination that we ignore at our peril. 
In her fiction, Carter's male narrators and male characters are usually 
impervious to the power and importance of this internal world, and the fictional 
events portrayed often subject them to a process of fragmentation, forcing them 
into a new awareness. 

45 Ibid., p 199. 
46 Ibid, p 11. 
47 The Sadeian Woman, (Virago, London, 1979), p 43. 
48 Lewis Carroll, Through the Looking Glass; and what Alice found there, (Biackie & Son Ltd., 
London, 1957), p 152,153. 
49 First shown on Omnibus, BBC 1, September 1992. 
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The protagonists in her earlier texts are rarely allowed any kind of happy 
ending or hopeful future. In Nights at the Circus, however, this pattern changes; 
Jack Walser is one of the few central male characters in her fiction to be finally 
allowed the consummation of his desire. But this can only happen after he has 
undergone a process of total disintegration and re-construction. Walser begins 
as unacquainted with himself as other male figures - Carter tells us at the 
beginning of the text that, 'subjectively, himself he never found, since it was not 
his se/f which he sought [... ] his inwardness had been left untouched. In all his 
young life, he had not felt so much as one single quiver of introspection. ' 50 

To move from this state to the person who becomes Fewer's lover at the 
end of the novel, Walser loses firstly his identity as a reporter, and the 
detachment and control that go with it, becoming a circus clown, and then goes 
on to lose his memory of himself and his past, returning to a childlike state, or a 
state of "madness", before becoming a Shaman's apprentice in Siberia. As his 
memory gradually begins to return, 'he would sink into troubled introspection. 
So Walser acquired an "inner life", a realm of speculation and surmise within 
himself that was entirely his own. ' 51 

Significantly, Walser has already experienced anal rape before the events 
in the novel have even begun: we are told that he has survived 'a sharp dose of 
buggery in a bedouin tent beside the Damascus road and much more'. 52 Carter, 
as we have already noted, has been criticised for her controversial and often 
violent representations of sexuality and sexual encounters. Rape is not an 
uncommon occurance in her fiction, and as in the story of Leda and the Swan -a 
myth she draws on in her novel, The Magic Toyshop - it can lead to destruction 
on a fairly cataclysmic scale, particularly when it involves the rape of a male 
character; a pattern that can be found, for example, in The Infernal Desire 
Machines of Doctor Hoffman, when Desiderio is raped by the Acrobats of Desire, 
and in her short story, 'Reflections'. 53 Possibly this is because, for the male, the 
world is perceived as an extension of the self, to be appropriated and 
possessed, and so, as his own violation leads to a splintering of his sense of 
identity, it also leads to the fragmentation of his perception of the reality around 
him. 

Women might be regarded as seeing the world as external to themselves 
and to their identity; while men see the world as extensions of themselves and 
construct their identities on the basis of the external reality they perceive around 
them. Women see the world as Other - autonomous, strange, uncanny, 
mysterious; while men try to assimilate, possess, appropriate it - to make it part 
of the self, not Other, not strange but familiar. If this is so, then women construct 
themselves in relation to the world as Other, while men construct themselves on 
the basis of the external world as a part of the self. Men see women, however, 

50 Nights at the Circus, (Picador, London, 1985), p 10. 
51 Ibid., p 260. 
52 Ibid., p 10. 
53 Published in Carter's collection, Fireworks, (first published by Quartet Books, 1974; revised 
edition, Virago Press in association with Chatto & Windus, London, 1987), pp 81-101. 
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as being Other - uncanny, strange, mysterious - as not fitting in with the world 
and with the reality they have constructed. They see femininity as Other; as 
different to themselves. 

This is the cause of the psychic trauma that awaits Evelyn, in The Passion 
of New Eve, when he looks at himself in the mirror and sees Eve, his female 
persona - it is not his self, or any self he can accept, that confronts him. 
Similarly, the narrator in 'Reflections' is aggressively masculine and, unlike 
Tristessa, the transvestite film goddess in The Passion of New Eve, rejects and 
denies the feminine in himself. His kiss with his reflection in the mirror is an 
unequivocal embrace of the male; he fears any assimilation with the female. 

The rape or violation of a male character in Carter's fiction, always seems 
to be motivated by some purpose; bringing about a disintegration of identity from 
which something entirely new may be formed - like the lead melted down in the 
alchemist's crucible. But can this alchemical transformation ever be truly 
successful? The hermaphrodite as Platonic Ideal - the two sexes fused into one 
whole - is an underlying concept in The Passion of New Eve, a novel that 
introduces alchemy early on in the text. However, neither Tristessa nor Eve can 
convince us of the harmonious union of their dual identities. It is significant that 
Desiderio's rape by the Acrobats of Desire is apparently intended as an initiation 
rite or test; he tells us that 'Mohammed came, fed me more coffee and, I think, a 
little arak and held me in a fairly warm and comforting embrace, murmuring to 
me in his vile French that I had been initiated - though into what I had no idea. ' 54 
In contrast, Albertina's experiences of rape and sexual violence in the same 
book are always purely experiences of humiliation and subjection -a display of 
power and dominance by the male perpetrators of the assaults. Desiderio, 
however, never discovers what he has been initiated into, and does not gain any 
knowledge from the experience of violation. Only in Nights at the Circus, does 
Carter succeed in portraying a male character, Jack Walser, as having truly 
discovered a new, less limited identity through the process of deconstruction he 
undergoes throughout the text. 

Desiderio finally rejects union with Albertina, who he has described as 'my 
Platonic other, my necessary extinction, my dream made flesh', 55 escaping from 
the Doctor's castle, having murdered Albertina, her father, and her dog - 
murders which are markedly similar to the ones committed at the end of the story 
by the narrator in 'Reflections', who also rejects whatever 'necessary extinction' 
lies in store for him. Desiderio, unlike Albertina, is unable to accept the 
instability and fluidity of reality; as we have already noted, in the Introduction to 
his narrative, he writes that, 'I could not surrender to the flux of mirages. I could 
not merge and blend with them; I could not abnegate my reality and lose myself. 
He finally rejects both Albertina and any possibilities the Doctor's transgression 
of linear time and of fixed reality might offer. 

54 Doctor Hoffman, p 118. 
55 Ibid., p 215. 
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Whose disguise? - Questions of autonomy. 

Albertina, in contrast to Desiderio, embraces ambiguity and uncertainty. 
Even her name is androgynous, echoing the music hall and freak show 
"hermaphrodites" of the Victorian era, such as Josephine/Joseph. 56 Much of her 
protean and androgynous power comes from her use of gender-disguise and 
masquerade. Carter's prose is impressively eloquent in the detailed descriptions 
of Albertina in such disguise, first as the Ambassador and, much later, as her 
father's hermaphrodite technician: 

A breeze seemed to play about him [.. ] keeping 
constantly aflutter the innumerable ruffles on his 
lace shirt and casting a multitude of shadows 
over his face. Presumably he was either of 
Mongolian extraction or else he numbered among 
his ancestors, as l did, certain of the forgotten 
Indians 1.. J for his skin was like polished brass, at 
once greenish and yellowish, his eyelids were 
vestigial and his cheekbones unusually high. 
Luxuriantly glossy hair so black it was purplish 
in colour made of his head almost too heavy a 
helmet to be supported by the slender column of 
his neck and his blunt-lipped, sensual mouth was 
also purplish in colour, as if he had been eating 
berries. 57 

Once again, we are reminded of the Golden Herm from Carter's short story 
- in both Desiderio and Albertina, their androgynous gender identity seems 
hermaphroditic rather than asexual. The description that follows of Albertina's 
transvestite dress in her role as the Ambassador, is also very sensual as well as 
obviously and deliberately androgynous, with the repetition of the colour purple - 
a colour traditionally used to signify luxury and royalty, and also, in recent 
decades, homosexuality as well as, with the colour pink, gay self-identification: 

Around his eyes, which were as hieratically 
brown and uncommunicative as those the 
Ancient Egyptians painted on their sarcophagi, 
were thick bands of solid gold cosmetic and the 
nails on his long hands were enamelled dark 
crimson, to match the nails on his similarly 
elegant feet, which were fully exposed by 
sandals consisting of mere gold thongs. He 

56 See Sara Maitland, Vesta Ti//ey, (Virago Press, London, 1986), pp 77,78. 
57 Doctor Hoffman, p 32. 
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wore flared trousers of purple suede and 
used several ropes of pearls for a belt around 
his waist. [ .jJ He was a manicured leopard 
patently in complicity with chaos. Secure in 
the armour of his ambivalence 58 

Whenever Albertina cross-dresses, her disguise is never stereotypically 
"masculine"; an element of doubt and ambiguity always remains, and she 
delights in exploiting this ambiguity: 

The first technician / had seen in the 
laboratories sat at a steel desk [. j He was 
a beautiful hermaphrodite in an evening 
dress of purple gauze with silver sequins 
round his eyes. 

'/ am the harmonious concatenation of male 
and female and so the Doctor gave me sole 
charge of the generators. 'he said in a voice like 
a sexual 'cello [... J 

The eyes of the hermaphrodite were the shape 
of tears laid on their sides and had the very 
colour of the tremendous clamour that rose from 
all those lovers caught perpetually in the trap of 
one another's arms 59 

Albertina always uses clothing as costume; as a disguise - even when she 
is dressed as a woman, she is still acting a part, performing a "charade", as 
when she dresses for dinner in the costume of aVictorian romantic heroine'. 
Albertina recognises that, while clothes construct appearance, they do not 
necessarily construct identity if the individual uses them playfully, as 
masquerade. It is interesting, however, to note how far more sensual and erotic, 
in language and effect, are the descriptions of her in gender-disguise, as the 
Ambassador and the hermaphrodite technician, than the descriptions of her 
when she has abandoned such disguise; for example, in her role as 
'Generalissimo Hoffman', her father's soldier. As we have noted, all Albertina's 
roles and costumes are adopted in order to serve her father and to fulfil his 
purposes; like nine-year-old Aoi, in the novel, Albertina is merely a pawn, an 
object of exchange, used by her father as "bait", to attract and ensnare 
Desiderio. This may explain why she becomes more attractive when her 
appearance is most explicitly a masquerade, and her behaviour most obviously 
a performance, and seems less attractive the more clearly she is her father's 
daughter and acting under his control. While Albertina might appear at first to 
be a powerful and positive female character - active, assertive, intelligent, with 

58 Ibid. 
59 Ibid., pp 213,215. 
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more understanding of events than Desiderio - she is actually a puppet, 
dominated and exploited by her father. 

Significantly, Albertina does not believe she is a victim, and throughout the 
novel remains totally oblivious and unaware of her exploitation and oppression, 
providing a critical reflection on any simplistic feminist view since, although she 
is a strong, active figure, through her, Carter examines the problem of women's 
participation and collusion in patriarchal oppression. It is true to say that Carter 
generally sees female sexuality as subversive and potentially liberating, and so 
her portrayal of Albertina may seem contradictory. A closer reading of the text, 
however, reveals that while Albertina represents pure passion, her sexuality is 
repressed and controlled by her father and only exists in the service of men, for, 
although she experiences concentrated passion and desire, her desire for 
Desiderio is never actually consummated - in their travels and adventures 
together they have to practice denial and self-control by order of Doctor 
Hoffman. Thus, rather than being simply a 'gyne-androus' figure, like Sade's 
Juliette, Albertina appears to be a strange mixture of Juliette and Justine, Sade's 
virtuous and persecuted heroine, combining a charged, excessive passion with 
sexual vulnerability and total repression. The sexual encounters Albertina 
actually suffers in the novel all consist, like Justine's, of violence and rape: firstly 
with the Count; and secondly in the quite horrific passage set in nebulous time 
where she is raped by the centaurs. 

It is significant that Albertina holds herself responsible for her assault by 
the centaurs, believing that since they are phantoms of nebulous time, they must 
be emanations of her own desires - projections from her unconscious mind. She 
tells Desiderio that: 

according to her father's theory, all the subjects 
and objects we had encountered in the loose 
grammar of Nebulous Time were derived from 
a similar source - my desires, or hers, or the 
Count's. At first, especially, the Count's, for he 
had lived on closer terms with his own unconscious 
than we. But now our desires, perhaps, had 
achieved their day of independence. 60 

Angela Carter connects this theory directly with Freud, having Desiderio 
reply with a quote from Freud's The Interpretation of Dreams: 'In the 
unconscious, nothing can be treated or destroyed. ' In his case history of 'Dora', 
Freud writes that 'the psychical outlay for the dream is invariably and 
indisputably [... ] a wish from the unconscious'. 61 Freud is referring here to the 

Ibid., p 186. 
61 Fragment of an Analysis of a Case of Hysteria (Dora), (1905), (first English translation by Alix 
and James Strachey published 1925); (present English translation by Alix and James Strachey, 
first published in The Standard Edition of the Complete Psychological Works of Sigmund Freud, 
Vol. VII, Hogarth Press and the Institute of Psycho-Analysis, London, 1953: this edition, Pelican 
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theory he developed more fully in The Interpretation of Dreams. that the content 
of a dream represents a wish or unfulfilled desire. In most cases, Freud claimed, 
this wish or desire has its origins in childhood. Freud also believed that the' 
libidinal drive underlies most unconscious desires, and, in fact, lies behind most 
psychological states. He wrote, in his case history of 'Dora', that 'it is the sexual 
function that I look upon as the foundation of hysteria and of the 
psychoneuroses in general', and that sexuality 'provides the motive power for 
every single symptom, and for every single manifestation of a symptom. ' 62 

Albertina is expounding a similar theory and one which leads her to 
assume responsibility for her rape by the centaurs. This is a telling reflection on 
the way women do quite often feel guilt and accept responsibility for their 
experiences of oppression and abuse. Desiderio suspects, however, although 
he does not admit it to Albertina, that he is actually responsible for the centaurs' 
terrible assault because of his tampering with the sets of samples owned by the 
peep-show proprietor - the samples that provided the raw material for Doctor 
Hoffman's campaign and that took their form in response to the unconscious 
fantasies of the spectator: 

At the back of my mind flickered a teasing image, 
that of a young girl trampled by horses. / could 
not remember when or where / had seen it [.. ] but 
it was the most graphic and haunting of memories 
and a voice in my mind, the cracked, hoarse, 
drunken voice of the dead peep-show proprietor, 
told me that / was somehow, all unknowing, the 
instigator of this horror. 63 

While Albertina does not share the disturbing masochism of some of 
Carter's female characters from her earlier novels, she is still victimised, and, 
what is more, she colludes in her own victimisation through her lack of insight 
into the political situation in which she finds herself, and her lack of self- 
knowledge. 

Compared to Albertina, Villanelle in Jeanette Winterson's novel, The 
Passion, is a more autonomous and independent character, adopting gender- 
disguise for her own reasons and to achieve her own purposes rather than at the 
instigation of her father or to serve the ends of any male authority figure. 

Villanelle's father, a Venetian boatman, is, in fact, absent from the text - he 
died, or rather, disappeared, before she was born. Fathers generally are absent 
in Winterson's fiction; and if physically present, are so passive and ineffective, 
like the father in Oranges Are Not The Only Fruit, as to be negligible compared 
with the powerful mother figures in her texts. Villanelle's stepfather is an 

Freud Library, Volume 8: Case Histories I: 'Dora'and 'Little Hans, ed. Angela Richards, 1977, 
this reprint, 1985), p 125. 
62 Ibid., pp 154,156. 
63 Doctor Hoffman, pp 179,180. 
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example, being tolerant, pragmatic and easy-going - never interfering with her 
decisions or actions: 

He's a curious man; a shrug of the shoulders and 
a wink and that's him. He's never thought it odd 
that his daughter cross-dresses for a living and 
sells second-hand purses on the side. But then, 
he's never thought it odd that his daughter was 
born with webbed feet. 

'There are stranger things, 'he said. 
And / suppose there are. 64 

Winterson plays with the idea of disguise and masquerade all the way 
through Villanelle's narrative, which is saturated in the atmosphere of Venice, 
potent with an intense sense of place: mysterious, elusive, dangerous: 'What 
use was the sun to us when our trade and our secrets and our diplomacy 
depended on darkness? In the dark you are in disguise and this is the city of 
disguises. ' 65 

Villanelle, as at home in the bewildering, perilous city as a fish in water, 
goes to work in the Casino, making money by her wits and quick fingers. She 
works in male clothes: 'I dressed as a boy because that's what the visitors liked 
to see. It was part of the game, trying to decide which sex was hidden behind 
the tight breeches and extravagant face-paste'. 66 The gender disguise is 
required by the Casino of all its workers as a uniform: 'yellow Casino breeches 
with the stripe down each side of the leg and a pirate's shirt that concealed my 
breasts', but Villanelle sometimes adds a codpiece in order to confuse 
spectators yet further, and on the night of the celebration ball for Bonaparte's 
birthday, she wears a moustache, 'for my own amusement. And perhaps for my 
own protection. ' 67 This outfit is accompanied by thick make-up. 

Winterson conjures with images of extreme gender confusion and sexual 
perversity; intensified by references to reflections, mazes, darkness and death; 
carnival, masked balls, and games of chance. It seems presageful that the 
woman who steals Villanelle's heart first appears in a mask. 

In Villanelle, Winterson creates a character who, if not truly androgynous, 
is genuinely ambiguous. Villanelle's gender identity escapes determination by 
social and cultural forces until her husband sells her into prostitution to the 
French army of Napoleon Bonaparte. In the early part of her narrative she 
confesses, 'I am pragmatic about love and have taken my pleasure with both 
men and women, but I have never needed a guard for my heart. My heart is a 
reliable organ. ' 68 Her confidence is misplaced, however, as she discovers when 

64 The Passion, (Penguin Books, England, 1988), p 61. 
65 Ibid., p 56. 
66 Ibid., p 54. 
67 Ibid., p 55. 
68 Ibid., p 60. 
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the masked woman, the Queen of Spades, takes possession of that'reliable 
organ'. 

On the night of their first meeting, Villanelle appears to lose the mysterious 
stranger, being left only with one of her ornate earrings - rather as Cinderella in 
the fairy tale leaves Prince Charming with her glass slipper - but we sense that 
their destinies are linked and, three months later, Villanelle meets her again in a 
cafe. Villanelle is waiting to start her shift at the Casino, dressed, as on their 
previous meeting, in her gender disguise. She accepts an invitation to dine with 
the unknown woman the following evening, and is left confronting the dilemma of 
her own gender identity: 

In the Casino that night / tried to decide what 
to do. She thought / was a young man. / was 
not. Should / go to see her as myself and joke 
about the mistake and leave gracefully? My 
heart shrivelled at this thought. To lose her again 
so soon. And what was myself? Was this breeches 
and boots self any less real than my garters? What 
was it about me that interested her? 69 

Villanelle retains her gender disguise the next evening and is not 
discovered, partly because the stranger, a married woman whose husband is 
away, announces, in response to Villanelle's kisses, that she cannot make love 
to her. It is interesting that the mysterious woman uses the active verb - make 
love to - although she is supposedly talking to a young man, and, in fact, this 
woman remains in control throughout her relationship with Villanelle, from this 
first evening, until Villanelle finally rejects her at the very end of the novel: 

'/ can't make love to you, 'she said. 
Relief and despair 
'But / can kiss You. ' 
And so, from the first, we separated our pleasure. 

She lay on the rug and / lay at right angles to her 
so that only our lips might meet. Kissing in this 
way is the strangest of distractions. The greedy 
body that clamours for satisfaction is forced to 
content itself with a single sensation and, just as 
the blind hear more acutely and the deaf can 
feel the grass grow, so the mouth becomes the 
focus of love and all things pass through it and 
are re-defined. It is a sweet and precise torture. 70 

69 Ibid., p 66. 
70 Ibid., p 67. 
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This poignant scene, where all desire and passion are concentrated into 
the touch of the lips, fused into the one intense erotic act of kissing, becomes 
strangely connected with the scene that follows; after Villanelle leaves the 
woman's house that night, she walks on the water of the canal with her webbed 
feet inherited from her boatman father. 

Webbed feet and the power to walk on water are the inheritance of every 
Venetian boatman's son, but not of their daughters. Villanelle tells us of her 
birth: 

lt was an easy birth and the midwife held me 
upside down by the ankles until / bawled. But 
it was when they spread me out to dry that my 
mother fainted and the midwife felt forced to open 
another bottle of wine. 

My feet were webbed. 
There never was a girl whose feet were webbed 

in the entire history of the boatmen. 71 

In stepping out upon the water, Villanelle is claiming the inheritance of the 
sons of boatmen, and in doing so, in putting it to the test, she is also attempting 
to claim her right to love and desire another woman. The risk she takes in loving 
the Queen of Spades is explicitly acted out in the risk she takes in walking on 
the canal. 'Could a woman love a woman for more than a night? ' she asks, and 
answers her own question by stepping out upon the water: 'and in the morning 
they say a beggar was running round the Rialto talking about a young man 
who'd walked across the canal like it was solid. ' 

In both these scenes, where she dines with the Queen of Spades and 
when she walks upon the canal, by taking a woman for her lover and in asserting 
her right to use her webbed feet, Villanelle is appropriating male privilege and 
status. Significantly, however, she only becomes the lover, in the fullest sense, 
of the Queen of Spades after she has been unmasked - once she has finally 
revealed herself to be a woman - and when she makes this revelation, she finds 
that her beloved has known her actual gender all along: 

/ went back to her house and banged on the 
door. She opened it a little. She looked surprised. 

'/m a woman, ' I said, lifting up my shirt and 
risking the catarrh. 

She smiled. '/ know. ' 
/ didn't go home. / stayed. 72 

Certain obvious similarities exist between the writings of Angela Carter and 
those of Jeanette Winterson: they both extensively employ elements of the 

71 Ibid., p 51. 
72 Ibid., p 71. 
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gothic, of fantasy and dream-imagery, of fairy tales and legend, in order to 
create their own magic reality. There are, however, also some profound 
differences between these two writers. The sense of impersonal, intellectual 
detachment, separating writer from text, that we have noted with reference to 
Carter, is absent in Winterson's work, replaced by a more sensitive involvement 
with her creation. Thus, while Carter's fiction has a clear-cut, highly crafted, 
precisely chiselled quality, with each image sharply drawn and defined and 
every word seemingly chosen with deliberate care, Winterson's writing 
impresses the reader as possessing a softer-edged, more subtle grace, and 
seeming hazier, more delicate and organic in its shape and structure. 
Winterson's novels have less grotesque surrealism than Carter's, but are also 
more fantastic and dreamlike in their effect. 

If we compare passages written by these two authors, the difference in 
tone becomes clear. Firstly, Albertina as the hermaphrodite technician 
describes herself in elaborately crafted prose which contrasts with the more 
personal tone of Villanelle's description of dressing to work in the Casino on the 
night of the celebration ball for Bonaparte's birthday: 

'l am a harmonious concatenation of male 
and female and so the Doctor gave me sole 
charge of the generators, ' he said in a voice 
like a sexual 'cello. 'l was the most beautiful 
transvestite in all Greenwich Village before 
the Doctor gave me the post of intermediary. 
/ represent the inherent symmetry of divergent 
asymmetry. '73 

This abstract and sophisticated language contrasts with Villanelle's 
narrative voice in the following passage: 

/ made up my lips with vermilion and overlaid 
my face with white powder. / had no need to add 
a beauty spot, having one of my own in just the 
fight place. / wore my yel ow Casino breeches 
with the stripe down each side of the leg and a 
pirate's shirt that concealed my breasts. This 
was required, but the moustache / added was 
for my own amusement. And perhaps for my own 
protection. There are too many dark alleys and 
too many drunken hands on festival nights. 74 

Villanelle has a voice of her own, like her beauty spot, while Albertina's 
words are always reported to us through the highly subjective and unreliable 

M Carter, The Infernal Desire Machines of Doctor Hoffman, p 213. 
74 Winterson, The Passion, p 55. 
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narrative of Desiderio. If we compare Desiderio's description of Albertina in 
gender-disguise as the Ambassador, with a passage concerning Villanelle from 
Henri's narrative in The Passion, this point becomes emphasised: 

All his gestures were instinct with a self- 
conscious but extraordinarily reptilian 
liquidity; when we rose to eat, I saw that 
he seemed to move in soft coils. l think 
he was the most beautiful human being 
/ have ever seen - considered, that is, 
solely as an object, a construction of flesh, 
skin, bone and fabric, and yet, for all his 
ambiguous sophistication, indeed, perhaps 
in its very nature, he hinted at a savagery 
which had been cunningly tailored to suit 
the drawing room, though it had been in no 
way diminished. 75 

Henri loves and desires Villanelle, as Desiderio desires Albertina, but their 
relationship is very different, and the differences are made clear through the use 
of language in the two texts. The following passage occurs after Villanelle has 
asked Henri to help her recover her heart which is still in the keeping of the 
Queen of Spades: 

/ promised her my help but there was something 
l wanted too; why had she never taken her boots off? 
Not even while we stayed with the peasants in Russia? 
Not even in bed? 

She laughed and drew back her hair, and her eyes 
were bright with two deep furrows between the eye- 
brows. / thought she was the most beautiful woman 
/ had ever seen. 

'/ told you. My father was a boatman. Boatmen do 
not take off their boots, 'and that was all she would say76 

Albertina is objectified in Desiderio's description, likened to a reptile or a 
leopard, her own subjectivity or identity as a woman is not acknowledged. She 
is always seen and represented in the text through Desiderio's perception of her 
- she is object to his subject. When she attempts to assert her own subjectivity, 
Desiderio, as we have already noted, is threatened and repelled. Winterson 
uses more than one narrator in The Passion, Henri and Villanelle, giving the 
reader more than one point of view; thus we are able to know Villanelle through 
her own perceptions, and although we are also given Henri's account of their 

Doctor Hoffman, p 32. 
76 The Passion, p 109. 
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relationship, Winterson places Villanelle's first narrative in the novel, 'The 
Queen of Spades', before Henri and Villanelle actually meet, so that Henri's 
impressions of her are formed from a position of having less knowledge than the 
reader. 

It is interesting that Henri, like Desiderio, is not conventionally masculine, 
and possesses, in some ways, an androgynous gender identity. In his first 
narrative, at the start of the text, we are given the impression of an innocent, 
gentle youth with a 'skinny frame'. Unlike Desiderio, however, Henri is not 
emotionally detached, but is capable of ardent and passionate commitment. His 
first passionate love is for Napoleon Bonaparte, and he joins Bonaparte's army, 
hoping to be close to him. Henri wants to be a drummer but he lacks the 
physical strength and is made a cook instead - an unglamorous job, since 
Bonaparte only ever eats roast chicken. The smell of chicken proves useful, 
however, for on his first day as a soldier Henri has an encounter with an officer 
which carries an implied sexual threat: 

He lifted his foot and, as / scrambled up, 
kicked me hard and still looking straight 
ahead said, 'Firm buttocks, that's something. ' 

/ heard of his reputation soon enough but 
he never bothered me. /think the chicken 
smell kept him a way. 77 

Thus, both Henri and Villanelle appear to be sexually vulnerable, but they 
both also, at the beginning of their separate narratives, seem, perhaps naively, 
unconcerned and able to take care of themselves. In their relationship, 
Villanelle takes the dominant, active role - it is she, for example, who first 
initiates sex between them: 'One night she turned over suddenly and told me to 
make love to her. ' When the inexperienced Henri, who is still a virgin, tells her 
in response, "'I don't know how. "', she replies, "'Then I'll make love to you"' and 
proceeds to do so. 78 Much later, after Henri has killed her sadistic husband and 
been incarcerated in the mental asylum on the island of San Servelo, Villanelle 
tells us: 

/ was still sleeping with him in those days. He 
had a thin boy's body that covered mine as light 
as a sheet and, because / had taught him to love 
me, he loved me well. He had no notion of what 
men do, he had no notion of what his own body 
did until/ showed him. He gave me pleasure, 
but when l watched his face / knew it was more 
than that for him. If it disturbed me l put it aside. 
/ have learnt to take pleasure without always 

77 Ibid., p 6. 
78 See The Passion, p 103. 
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questioning the source. 79 

Here we find the reverse of conventional gender roles - Villanelle has sex 
with Henri for pleasure while still loving the Queen of Spades; she feels no 
obligation to be faithful to her lovers. Henri, on the other hand, is in the 
traditional position of the seduced and betrayed, innocent maiden, and it is when 
he finally realises that Villanelle feels no commitment to him and has no need of 
him, that he embraces his life as a "madman", refusing to let her rescue him, and 
even refusing to see her when she tries to visit him. She, on her part, does not 
allow for the eventuality of Henri rejecting her plans to rescue him, although she 
tells him that she is pregnant with his child but intends to remain behind in 
Venice when she smuggles him home to France. Here, she behaves just as 
men frequently do, ignoring the independent desires of women and not allowing 
for autonomous decision-making and action on their part. Interestingly, 
however, Villanelle adopts a similar course to Henri's, in relation to her beloved, 
the Queen of Spades, refusing to resume their love affair. In both cases Henri 
and Villanelle act out of self-protection, knowing that the one they love so 
passionately does not return their ardour and can only cause them further pain. 

Villanelle does have some sense of responsibility towards Henri, but it is 
not that of a wife - in fact it is physically protective in a strangely "masculine" 
manner. After he has murdered her husband, for example, it is she who takes 
over and looks after him, first, by physically pulling him to safety in the boat, 
walking on the water and drawing it after her; and secondly, by smuggling him 
home and caring for him. While Henri is shocked and dazed by the murder, 
Villanelle remains cool-headed and in control: for example, conventional gender 
roles and behaviour are transgressed in the following passage: 

Villanelle wrapped me to her as we walked, to 
comfort me and to conceal some of the blood on 
my clothes. When we passed anyone she threw 
me against the wall and kissed me passionately, 
blocking all sight of my body. In this way we made 
tove. 

She told her parents all that had taken place and 
the three of them drew hot water and washed me 
and burned my clothes [.. J 

They wrapped me in a fleece and put me to sleep 
by the stove on a mattress of her brother's, and / 
slept the sleep of the innocent and did not know that 
Villanelle kept silent vigil beside me all night. In 
my dreams / heard them say, 'What shall we do? ' 

'The authorities will come here. l am his wife. 
Take no part in it. ' 

'What about Henri? He's a Frenchman even if he 
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isn't guilty. ' 
'l will take care of Henri. ' 
And when / heard those words / slept fully. 80 

Both Henri and Villanelle have entire confidence in Villanelle's ability to 
protect and look after him, and when Henri is first imprisoned on San Servelo, 
Villanelle is sure she can arrange an escape for him: 'At that time I was still 
working for his release and confident of securing it. I was getting to know the 
warders and I had an idea that I could buy him out for money and sex. My red 
hair is a great attraction. ' 81 Villanelle is prepared to exploit her sexuality in 
order to achieve her desired ends; however, although she actually works as a 
prostitute in the novel, she is never a whore in the Sadeian sense, for she does 
not solely respond to the desires of others. Unlike Albertina, she does not use 
gender masquerade to serve a patriarchal authority figure, but to pursue her own 
desires and purposes, and, also unlike Albertina, her desire is for another 
woman, the Queen of Spades, not for a man chosen for her by her father. 

'Writing lesbians in... ' 

The choice of a same-sex object of desire is transgressive of the norms of 
patriarchal culture and undermines the social power structure, evading male 
control and domination through this transgression. It is significant that Jeanette 
Winterson strongly identifies as a lesbian writer, claiming her lesbian experience 
is central to her writing. In all her novels she portrays relationships between 
women and explores different ways of representing lesbian sexuality, and while 
she never represents these lesbian relationships as being ideal or totally free 
from conflict, the participants are mutually desiring and equally autonomous. 
She playfully subverts conventional gender roles, radically deconstructing 
gender identities. Her female protagonists, such as Villanelle, or the narrator in 
Oranges Are Not The Only Fruit, are active, powerful, desiring subjects, able to 
manipulate and shape their lives. 

In contrast to Winterson, Angela Carter's treatment of female experience 
and sexuality, throughout the main body of her writing, is limited by her 
exclusively heterosexist perspective. While Carter expressed the belief in 
female sexuality as a liberating and radical force - raw energy that we must learn 
to channel and use, not fear and repress - in most of her earlier work she is 
exploring the manner in which women's sexuality is limited and controlled by 
patriarchal culture. Her female characters, such as Albertina, or Marianne in 
Heroes and Villains, attempt to express and assert their own will and desire, but 
their destinies are ultimately shaped by male power and they always fall victim to 
male violence and abuse. Lesbian sexuality and desire offers the possibility of a 
way out of the confining patterns of western sexual expression, based on 

80 Ibid., p 136. 
81 Ibid., p 147,148. 
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Hegelian dominance/submission roles and power relationships, and of exploring 
the possibility of creating alternative patterns and structures for expressing and 
representing sexuality and desire. Carter, however, fails seriously to consider or 
explore this opening until her penultimate novel, Nights at the Circus, where she 
portrays several close, loving, supportive relationships and bonds between 
women. 

In the brothels described in this novel - both Nelson's and Madame 
Schreck's - the women offer each other emotional comfort and strength. In the 
House of Correction in Siberia, towards the end of the text, the love which grows 
between the female warders and their women captives brings about the 
overthrow of the prison, the escape of all the women, and their decision to found 
an all-female community together. 

The most important relationship in the novel is that between the central 
female character, Fevvers, and her witch-like foster mother, Lizzie; a relationship 
which is given a major and vital role throughout the whole story. Both women 
are wonderfully portrayed, and their relationship is beautifully developed. In her 
characterisation of them, Carter radically subverts social expectations of 
femininity - in neither portrayal does she conform in any way to conventional 
images and representations of women. Nonetheless, their relationship is not 
sexual and, significantly, Fevvers is unambiguously heterosexual, being Carter's 
first heroine to happily consummate her love for the man of her choice at the end 
of a novel. 

Carter does also give us a lesbian relationship within this novel; that 
between Mignon and the Princess of Abyssinia, but neither of these characters 
or their relationship is fully and convincingly developed, or portrayed in any 
satisfactory detail. The reader is not able to identify or empathise with them in 
the way we do with Fevvers. Their sexual desire and their relationship are not 
explored or offered to the reader as any kind of serious alternative to Fevver's 
involvement with Jack Walser. Carter said of writing Nights at the Circus, 'I had 
all these theoretically right-on beliefs, and then it occurred to me that I wasn't 
writing lesbians into my fiction and I thought: Oh, I'd better start doing it then. ' 82 
This quote demonstrates the degree of Carter's intellectual detachment from her 
work, and the extent of her self-conscious "playing to the audience" in her role 
as writer. While it is not necessarily the case that a woman has to directly 
experience lesbian sexual desire and sexual relations in order successfully to 
represent that experience in writing, it is necessary to possess some genuine 
feeling and personal conviction, or there will always be a risk of the 
representation appearing stylistically self-conscious, shallow and contrived. 
This danger can be illustrated by comparing Carter's portrayal of the relationship 
between Mignon and the Princess, which is always viewed from outside and at 
some emotional and aesthetic distance, with Winterson's representations of 
lesbian sexuality in Oranges Are Not The Only Fruit. 

82 In an interview published in Square Peg, No. 10,1985, p 13. 
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There are, however, aspects of their representations of women that Carter 
and Winterson share in common. They have both created socially transgressive 
female characters, such as Carter's huge, vulgar, belching Fevvers in Nights at 
the Circus, and Winterson's gigantic, unwashed, physically violent Dog-Woman 
in Sexing the Cherry. They have both also created sexually transgressive 
female protagonists - women who actively initiate sexual encounters and women 
who work as prostitutes. Most significantly for the present discussion, they both 
subversively play with the idea of female identity as performance; a construct 
shaped, on the one hand, by social pressures and, on the other, by women 
themselves. 

The Masked Ball of Gender. 

For Carter, any idea of gender identity as other than uncertain and 
unstable is an illusion, and an illusion that male protagonists in her fiction are 
prone to, rather than female, since western culture conceptualises the male as 
the subject; the unit; the starting point. Femininity, in contrast, is always a 
masquerade - women have to be experts in the art of self-creation, This process 
of self-fashioning was a major concern of Carter's, and this is one reason why 
she so often wrote about women, like Fevvers, who are professional performers 
- women in show business - women who, for a living, create themselves as 
objects of the gaze, for the pleasure of others. Earlier, in Chapter 3, we 
considered Joan Riviere's theory that womanliness is essentially masquerade. 
Contemporary women theorists, such as Judith Butler and Marjorie Garber, have 
taken this idea further, arguing that all gender identity, masculine or feminine, is 
a masquerade; a performance; a construction. Butler writes that 'Gender ought 
not to be construed as a stable identity or locus of agency from which various 
acts follow, rather, gender is an identity tenuously constituted in time, instituted 
in an exterior space through a stylized repetition of acts. ' 83 Butler argues that 
the representation of gender as an essential identity is a 'regulatory fiction' 
designed to uphold the dominant patriarchal, phallocentric, heterosexual system 
of western culture: 

That gender reality is created through sustained social 
performances means that the very notions of an essential 
sex and a true or abiding masculinity or femininity are also 
constituted as part of the strategy that conceals gender's 
performative character and the performative possibilities 
for proliferating gender configurations outside the restrict- 
ing frames of mascutinist domination and compulsory 
heterosexuality84 

83 Judith Butler, Gender Trouble, (Routledge, New York & London, 1990), p 140. 
84 Ibid., p 141. 
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We can see this concept of all gender identity as performance reflected in 
many of Winterson's male characters, such as Henri, as well as in some of 
Carter's - Desiderio being a good example. 

In her novel, Sexing the Cherry, as in The Passion, Winterson divides the 
narratorial voice between two protagonists, one female and one male; the 'Dog- 
Woman' and her adoptive son, Jordan. In both characters, Winterson 
transgresses and subverts accepted notions of gender. I shall be examining the 
portrayal of the Dog-Woman more closely in Chapter 8, but it will be useful to 
consider the character of Jordan in the context of the present discussion. 

Jordan, like Henri, is a gentle, sensitive young man who is capable of great 
passion. He is also, in many ways, an androgynous character: when, for 
example, the Dog-Woman has rescued him as a small baby from the River 
Thames (the reason she gives him the name of a river), her witch-like neighbour 
helps her to wash him and prophecies that he will be more often an object than a 
subject of desire (reminding us of Desiderio, 'the desired one'): 'she stopped 
awhile and put her ear on his chest, and the noise of his beating heart filled the 
room. "There's many will want this heart but none will have it. None save one 
and she will spurn it. "'85 The 'one' mentioned is the dancer who Jordan 
devotedly seeks throughout the novel - although not sure whether he might in 
actuality be pursuing the dancing part of himself: it may be the female part of 
himself - his feminine persona or Other- that he seeks. 

In his search for the dancer, he dresses in women's clothes in order to gain 
access to a brothel, or harem, 'kept by a rich man for his friends', 86 where he 
believes she may be known. The description of this incident emphasises 
Jordan's androgynous qualities: 

The women were gracious but urged me to 
return in female disguise. That way / might 
be granted admittance. As a man, however 
chaste, / would be driven away or made a 
eunuch. 

/ did as they advised and came to them in 
a simple costume hired for the day. They 
praised my outfit and made me blush by 
stroking my cheek and commenting on its 
smoothness. 87 

85 Sexing the Cherry, (Bloomsbury, London, U. K., 1989), p 7. 
86 This phrase reminds us once again of the theory of a homosocial closed circuit underpinning 
patriarchal society, developed by Irigaray and Kosofsky Sedgwick; (see Luce Irigaray, 
'Frangaises', Ce sexe qui n`en estpas un, [This sex which is not one], and Eve Kosofsky 
Sedgwick, Between Men: English Literature and male homosocial desire): and also reminds us 
of Claude Levi-Strauss's theory of the exchange of women by men as providing the basis for 

social and kinship structures; see The Elementary Structures of Kinship, (Eyre & Spottiswoode, 
London, 1969). 
87 Sexing the Cherry, p 27. 
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In this passage, a number of factors work to place Jordan in an ambiguous 
gender position. Firstly, the active lead taken by the women in deciding his 
course of behaviour; secondly, his passivity is reinforced by the suggestion that 
he might be castrated - literally rendered asexual - and by the comments of the 
women on the smoothness of his cheek, suggesting that he lacks masculine 
facial hair; thirdly, the stress on his modesty - an attribute traditionally 
associated with, and valued in, women, not men - emphasised by his choice of 'a 
simple costume', and the mention of his blushing when his looks are praised. 
Following this incident, Jordan chooses to continue in female disguise for a time, 
telling us that: 'I have met a number of people who, anxious to be free of their 
gender, have dressed themselves men as women and women as men. ' 88 

Later in the novel, Jordan dresses once again as a woman, but in a very 
different style and for a different reason: this time he and his friend, the traveller 
and botanist, Tradescant, dress as prostitutes in order to gain access to the 
court where the King (Charles I) is to be tried by the Puritans. This section of 
the novel is narrated by the Dog-Woman, and she tells us that: 

Tradescant and Jordan dressed themselves 
as drabs, with painted faces and scarlet lips 
and dresses that looked as though they'd been 
pawed over bye vely infantryman in the capitol 
Jordan had a fine mincing walk and a leer that 
got him a good few offers of a bed for the night. 89 

Jordan's apparent sexual desirability to men when in this transvestite 
dress, is reinforced by the behaviour of the Puritan preacher he approaches to 
ask for passes to the court to view the trial: 

Jordan, in his costume as a drab, had felt 
Hugh Peter's oily hand slide under his skirts 
promising the freedom that only Christ can 
bring. Jordan wept and moaned and begged 
two more passes for other friends of his. 
Common women, women in need of a pastor's 
touch. 90 

This humorous passage describing the Puritan preacher touching Jordan 
up in an obviously sexual manner is reminiscent of Sade's portrayals of corrupt 
priests, Bishops and monks, and suggests a certain ambiguity about the way 
Jordan is perceived - do the men find him attractive because they see him as a 
sexually attractive woman, or do they desire him as an attractive transvestite? 

88 Ibid., p 28. 
89 Ibid., p 71. 
90 Ibid., p 72. 
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shall be returning to this question of the dynamics of sexual desire and 
transvestism in the following chapter. 

It is possibly of some significance that as a very young child of three years, 
Jordan was taken to see the first banana to be exhibited in London and is 
transfixed by it: 

/ saw Jordan standing stock stil/. He was 
standing with both arms upraised and staring 
at the banana above Johnson's head. /put 
my head next to his head and looked where 
he looked and / saw deep blue waters against 
a pale shore and trees whose branches sang 
with green and birds in fairground colours and 
an old man in a loin-cloth. 

This was the first time Jordan set sail. 91 

Jordan clearly finds the phallic-shaped banana - graphically described by 
the Dog-Woman as resembling 'the private parts of an Oriental [... ] yellow and 
livid and long' - an object of fascination and desire, and also a source and 
representational symbol for fantasies of exotic places beyond the limits of the 
known world. Jordan, while gazing at the banana like the people surrounding 
him, is also seeing something other, a vision they do not share. This is 
frequently an aspect of sexual desire and experience. 

In Joan Riviere's essay, 'Womanliness as Masquerade', she gives an 
interesting discussion of the case of a homosexual man who experienced such 
anxiety about his sexuality that sexual relations with other men proved 
unsatisfactory, and who obtained his chief sexual gratification from the fetishistic 
scenario of masturbation in front of a mirror while dressed in a bow tie and with 
his hair parted in the centre. Riviere asserts that 'these extraordinary "fetishes" 
turned out to represent a disguise of himself as his sister: the hair and bow were 
taken from her' [Riviere's emphasis]. She argues that he was only safe against 
anxiety and able to enjoy sexual satisfaction when he could see in the mirror 
'that he was safely "disguised as a woman". ' 92 This scenario of the man looking 
at himself in the mirror and seeing his feminine other, his double, is reminiscent 
of the scene in Doctor Hoffman, where Desiderio looks in the mirror, dressed for 
dinner, and sees that he resembles Albertina 'in her male aspect'. It is 
significant that neither the man in Riviere's essay, or Desiderio in this scene, are 
actually wearing female clothing: they recognise themselves as being disguised 
as women in male disguise. 

The mirror and the reflections it offers us, have different meanings for men 
than for women. For the woman, the mirror reflects her fragmentation; for the 
man, his mirror-image consolidates and affirms his identity. In Carter's fiction, 

91 Ibid., p 6. 
92 Joan Riviere, 'Womanliness as Masquerade', in Formations of Fantasy, ed. Victor Burgin, 
James Donald, and Cora Kaplan, (Methuen, New York, 1986), pp 39-40. 
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this relationship to the mirror signifies the alienation from their inner being that is 
a characteristic of many of her male protagonists, reflecting their mistaken belief 
in their own unity and stability of identity. 

Throughout The Passion of New Eve, the central protagonist, Evelyn, is 
forced to re-evaluate who he is, and who she appears to be. When, after his 
enforced sex-change operation, he contemplates Eve in the mirror for the first 
time, he tells us, 'I had become my own masturbatory fantasy. And - how can I 
put it - the cock in my head, still, twitched at the sight of myself. ' 93 Later in the 
text, after his/her baptism by fire into the experience of being female, at the 
hands of the brutal, misogynous Zero, we read, 'although I was a woman, I was 
now also passing for a woman, but, then, many women born spend their whole 
lives in just such imitations', and, when raped yet again by Zero, 'I felt myself to 
be, not myself but he; and the experience of this crucial lack of self [... ] always 
brought with it a shock of introspection. '94 

There are several significant moments in Carter's fiction when a male 
character, looking into a mirror, sees in his reflection the object of his desire; for 
example, in the scene already described when Evelyn first sees himself reflected 
as Eve; in the scene in Doctor Hoffman, when Desiderio recognises his likeness 
to Albertina; and, again in The Passion of New Eve, when Zero and his enslaved 
harem plan to torment Tristessa, the transvestite film star, by devising his mock 
marriage to Eve: they drag him to his dressingroom and begin transforming him 
into a bride. As he watches his feminine persona being recreated in the mirror, 
the anguished Tristessa begins to recover his composure and sense of identity: 
we read that he, 'saw the grudging hands of his tormentor were building up 
again the spectacular fiction of his beauty. He began, by miraculous degrees, to 
grow back into his reflected self . 

'95 Tristessa, looking into the mirror at herself, 
sees that which he desires, however, unlike the other male figures mentioned, 
Tristessa's desire is to be rather than to have; for Tristessa the self reflected in 
the mirror that he desires is himself, although it is his female self. Like the 
hermaphrodites in Carter's short stories who experience no desire of their own, 
such as the Golden Herm, Tristessa has little desire for another, only to be 
Other. 

In Carter's short story, 'Reflections', the male narrator also finds an object of 
desire in his own reflection. When he kisses himself in the mirror, he 
experiences intense and unexpected erotic pleasure: 'these mirrored lips of mine 
were warm and throbbed [... ] it was too much for me. The profound sensuality of 
this unexpected caress crisped the roots of my sex and my eyes involuntarily 
closed whilst my arms clasped my own tweed shoulders. ' 96 However, for the 
narrator of this story, his reflection remains his unquestioned, unequivocally 
male self, not his female other. 

93 The Passion of New Eve, (Virago, 1982), p 75. 
94 Ibid., p 101. 
95 Ibid., pp 133,134. 
96 'Reflections', Fireworks, (Virago, 1987), p 92. 
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Carter portrays most sympathetically those male characters who are 
prepared to undergo, or, like Tristessa, even embrace, a loss of stable gender 
identity. Since one of Carter's main concerns in her writing is the deconstruction 
of gender identity, it is not surprising that she regards transvestism in a positive 
light. More than once, she uses the work heroic to describe Tristessa, writing, 
for example, of her'heroic lack of compromise [... ] her allure had lain in the 
tragic and absurd heroism with which she had denied real life. ' 97 If we apply 
Marjorie Garber's theory that transvestism represents a primal scene, or primal 
phantasy in the Freudian sense, without which there would be no cultural 
meanings, to these scenes from Carter's fiction of the male character looking 
into the mirror, they open up the essential ambiguity of gender identity and the 
multiplicity of possible meanings. As Garber writes: 

When the wig is doffed, ceremonially, at the end of 
a transvestic stage performance, what is the "answer" 
that is disclosed? Only another question: is this the 
real one? In what sense real? What is the "truth" of 
gender and sexuality that we try, in vain, to see, to 
see through, when what we are gazing at is a hall 
of mirrors ? 98 

Garber, in her discussion of the fetishistic scene described in Riviere's 
essay, of the homosexual man looking at his reflection while he masturbated, 
emphasises the idea of 'disguise': 'He did not [... ] see his sister in the mirror, but 
himself disguised as his sister. He saw, apparently, both the "woman" and 
"himself'. ' 99 Both Carter and Winterson believe it is important to acknowledge 
the instability and uncertainty of gender identity, and playfully to exploit this 
flexibility; treating gender always as performance, disguise, masquerade. I shall 
proceed to explore more fully the questions raised by the issues of gender 
disguise and cross-dressing in the following chapter. 

97 The Passion of New Eve, p 7. 
98 Vested Interests. - Cross-Dressing and Cultural Anxiety, (Routledge, U. S. A., 1992), p 389. 
99 Ibid., p 209. 
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Chapter 7. Subverting Gender Identity, 2: 
Crossdressing: Radical or Reactionary? 

Disguise or Desire? 

Feminist critics writing on gender disguise and crossdressing have pointed 
out that women who dress as men are regarded more tolerantly than men who 
adopt female dress. Women in male costume are even viewed as attractive and 
desirable; as Sara Maitland has explained, the image they present is not 
necessarily threatening and transgressive: 

'disguise' cross-dressing [.. ] is perceived as 
a (justifiable) criticism of one's own (naturally) 
limited femaleness, and is therefore at least 
partially pleasing to the dominant culture - 
provided, of course, that it is not excessive, 
and does not include claims to male sex 
objects. 1 

It is also often regarded as "sexy" for a woman to dress as a man, while 
this is rarely the case with male crossdressing except in certain specific 
homosexual situations: certainly, as we have seen, in Angela Carter's novel, The 
Infernal Desire Machines of Doctor Hoffman, AIbertina's gender disguise is 
represented as erotic and sensual, adding rather than detracting from her sexual 
appeal. We can see the effects of this cultural bias on representations of 
transvestism in classic Hollywood comedies. In films that employ male 
crossdressing as a comedy motif, such as, Some Like It Hot, 2 the male gender- 
disguised characters are set up as figures of fun - to be laughed at by the 
audience, whereas films that have a woman as the crossdressed character, 
usually establish her as a sympathetic figure and, in comedy, one that the 
audience laughs with more often than laughs at; Victor/Victoria 3 being a good 
example. As Annette Kuhn has asserted, however, these comic films are not 
transgressing accepted notions of sexual difference or radically challenging 
concepts of gender: 'Crossdressing films that are regarded as comedies are 
characterised by a narration which ensures that the spectator is never for an 
instant in doubt as to which of the characters is "really" male and which "really" 
female. ' 4 As a part of mainstream popular culture, the makers of these films are 
not aiming to threaten, and thus possibly alienate, their audience with radically 
transgressive representations of gender. The crossdressing of their characters 
is always "legitimately" explained at the beginning of the film: in the two films 

1 Vesta They, (Virago, London, 1986), p 85. 
2 Directed by Wilder, U. S. A., 1959. 
3 Directed by Edwards, U. S. A., 1982. 
4 The Power of the Image, (Routledge, London, 1985), p 62. 
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mentioned above, the crossdressed characters, who are performing artists in 
both films, adopt gender disguise in order to obtain work which is only available 
to performers of the opposite sex. 5 

This is significant because assuming the clothing of the opposite gender 
for purposes of disguise is one thing - such cases are frequently regarded with 
sympathy, whereas crossdressing while still avowing one's own gender 
constitutes more subversive and challenging behaviour. As Marina Warner has 
written of Joan of Arc, who chose to dress as a knight while still openly 
acknowledging her femaleness: 

Through her trans vestism, she abrogated 
the destiny of womankind. She could there- 
by transcend her sex; she could set herself 
apart and usurp the privileges of the male 
and his claims to superiority. At the same 
time, by never pretending to be other than a 
woman and a maid, she was usurping a man's 
function but shaking off the trammels of his sex 
altogether to occupy a different, third order, 
neither male nor female, but unearthly[.. ) 

The uncertainty points to a reality at the centre 
of transvestism for a woman: that it unsexes and 
dehumanizes her, but does not confer manhood 
upon her. She remains ambiguous. But in the 
process, she rises rather than falls. Yet her 
unsexed state requires the manners, customs 
and, of course, the dress of the male. There is 
no mode of being particular to the third sex, or 
to androgyny[.. ) 

That a woman contravened the destined sub- 
ordination of her sex when she wore men's 
clothing underlies many of the prohibitions against 
it. Transvestism does not just pervert biology; it 
upsets the social hierarchy. 6 

This suggests that a danger for women appears to exist in the fact that 
adopting male clothing can be a rejection of their female identity, involving an 
internalisation of patriarchy's denigration of women and a denial of their female 
sexuality. To again quote Warner: 

The state of suspension, of non-differentiation, 

5 Barbra Streisand's film, Yenti, (U. S. A., 1982), offers another good example, starring Streisand 
herself in the role of an Eastern European Jewish girl who crossdresses in order to gain access 
to the life of study only open to the male sex. 
6 Joan ofArc: The Image of Female Heroism, (First published Weidenfeld & Nicolson, 1981, this 
edition, Penguin Books, London, 1983), pp 152,153. 
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achieved by a transvestite girl was confirmed by 
the Christian tradition as holy. Sexlessness is 
virginity's achievement and a metaphor for martyr- 
dom, as hagiography bears out. Transcendence 
of gender in most of these cases heralds a welcome 
or even self-imposed death; transvestism becomes 
the transitive verb in a sentence of self-obliteration.? 

Warner compares transvestism as denial with the clinical condition of 
anorexia nervosa in cases where young girls starve themselves, referring to the 
common interpretation of this condition as being an attempt to escape physical 
development into adult womanhood and a rejection of female maturity. While I 
appreciate Warner's argument here, since conventional female clothing has 
generally been chosen according to the expectations and desires of the 
dominant, patriarchal culture, and imposed upon women regardless of their 
preferences or practical needs, and since this clothing has worked to construct 
"femaleness" as defined by the male, it cannot be simply a question of rejecting 
one's femaleness in rejecting conventional female clothing but, rather, a 
rejection of femaleness as constructed by male-dominated culture. I suggest 
that the many women, such as Joan of Arc, who throughout western cultural 
history have adopted male costume, were partly questioning what really 
constituted femaleness, and seeking to construct their own female identity. 

Crossdressing in many cultures once possessed ritualistic significance, 
playing a part, for example, in ceremonies of initiation into adulthood, and in 
spiritual and religious ceremonies, such as those practised by Shamans in 
Russia and Mongolia. Sara Maitland claims that it provided a means of 
'ritualizing difference in order to both contain and to defuse it. ' 8 While it is 
certainly true that crossdressing has been used as a tool of social control, it 
does offer the potential for subverting and transgressing traditional gender roles, 
and for challenging the cultural construction of gender in western society. As 
Marjorie Garber has argued, 9 transvestism is an integral part of human culture, 
and many established cultural forms contain essential rituals of crossdressing, 
such as in opera and the theatre. In her essay, 'Tancredi continues', Helene 
Cixous explores Rossini's opera where the role of the hero, Tancredi, has been 
traditionally sung by a woman. Cixous writes: 

Listen: Rossini does not say that to be Tancredi, 
the hero, a woman's voice must possess him. 
He brings it about. 

There is no explanation. There is the singing. 
The body's insistence that in order for a man to 

7 Ibid., p 162. 
8 Vesta Tilley, p 87. 
9 See Vested Interests: Cross-dressing and Cultural Anxiety, (First published by Routledge, 
1992, published Penguin Books, 1993). 
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love a woman as Tancredi loves Clorinda or 
Amenaide, he has to be a woman, -/ mean 
Tancredi. 
if it is enigmatic, so much the better Because 

if it were not we would no longer have the least 
bit of life work to do. ' 0 

Cixous asserts that Rossini understood that the hero Tancredi has to be a 
woman: 'for Rossini, it is obvious, "Tancredi" is a woman in a man. ' "' This is 
bound up with his love for Amena*ide: 'So Rossini guesses: for a man to love as 
Tancredi loves this woman who is this and still more, he had to be a woman. ' 12 

In Rossini's opera, Tancredi is a warrior fighting against Islam. He is also 
the lover of a woman, Amenaide, who is accused of being a traitor because a 
letter she sends to Tancredi is assumed to have been meant for the leader of 
their enemies. Tancredi believes Amenaide to be guilty, but still defends her 
honour in single combat, saving her from execution. Later he is wounded in 
battle but is reunited with his beloved and assured of her innocence before 
death overcomes him. The opera is thus concerned with both questions of false 
identity - who is the letter actually addressed to? - and questions of female 
sexuality, desire, and virtue. Rossini originally intended the role of Tancredi to 
be sung by a castrato; today it is always given to a woman. Cixous argues that 
this casting reveals significant qualities in Tancredi's character as perceived by 
Rossini, for Tancredi defends Amenaide against the 'Law-of-the-Father' - it is 
Amenaide's own father who actually condemns her to death for her alleged 
treachery - in spite of Amenalde's apparent transgression of male values and 
ideals of fidelity and purity as necessary female attributes. Cixous sees 
Tancredi as defending the Other, the feminine, in himself as well as in Amenaide 

- the feminine in the masculine - symbolised by the woman's voice that 
apparently inhabits the body of the warrior hero in the opera. Cixous argues that 
this "crossing over", this transgression of the boundaries between the identities 
of "masculine" and "feminine", is her'life work', for such concepts limit individual 
identity and sexual expression. 

Opera as an art form is one obsessed with artifice, illusion, and gender as 
representation, and this is facilitated by its ritualism and glamour. It has also, as 
performing art, often seemed particularly to signify androgyny and gender 
disguise: the obvious examples being the tan, or female impersonator, of the 
Chinese opera, traditional Japanese Kabuki, and the castrati of Italian opera. 

Another well-established, traditional example of ritual crossdressing as 
performance can be found in British pantomime, with its Dame historically 
always played by a man, and its Principal Boy always performed by a young 

10'Tancredi continues', trans. Ann Liddle and Susan Sellers, Writing Differences: Readings from 
the Seminar of He%ne Cixous, ed. Susan Sellers, (Open University Press, Milton Keynes, 1988), 
p 39. 
11 Ibid., p 52. 
12 Ibid., p 51. 
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For the purpose of the present study, the most significant point about them 
lies in their popularity with their large female audience. It would appear that 
women, more than men, are attracted to people of androgynous or undefinable 
gender. This is clearly illustrated by the popularity of Vesta Tilley among her 
female fans during the earlier decades of this century, as Sara Maitland has 
written: 'the majority of her greatest fans were women, who both courted her and 
named their daughters after her', and 

almost without her will or consent, she represented 
something important for an enormous number of 
people, especially women, throughout her working 
life. She had played with the boundaries of gender 
definition at a time when those boundaries were 
wobbling 14 

Women, of course, have always had a lot more to gain from any subversion 
or bending of fixed gender roles and rigid stereotyping of gender identity, 
because of their secondary gender status and inferior social position. This is 
probably why so many contemporary women writers and film-makers have such 
a major concern with the issue of gender construction, and continuously play 
with different gender definitions. While they are particularly reappropriating the 
archetypal roles assigned to women within patriarchal culture and the traditional 
images used in the representation of women, for example, the Mother, the 
Virgin, the Whore, the Witch, they are also exploring more transgressive images, 
such as the transvestite and transsexual (both female and male), the lesbian, 
and the androgyne, and the way these representational images can be 
manipulated. 

A good example of such exploration can be found in a short film made by a 
North American feminist film-maker, Jan Oxenburg, A Comedy in Six Unnatural 
Acts. 15 This film works as a satire on prejudiced and stereotypical perceptions 
of lesbians, containing six scenes that each represent a common assumption or 
misconception of lesbian life-style and sexuality, such as the child-molester who 
has a wardrobe of costumes - girl guide uniform, nurse's outfit, etc. - designed to 
catch her "prey". Each scene is also a take-off of a different genre of Hollywood 
cinema; the source of so many of our cultural stereotypes. The novelists whose 
work I shall be examining later in this chapter also repeatedly refer to Hollywood 
cinema - its vocabulary of representation clearly carries significant resonances 
and meanings for contemporary feminist thinking. 

In A Comedy in Six UnnaturalActs, Oxenburg's use of humour creates a 
mood part way between satire and vaudeville. I intend to focus on just one of 
her six brief scenes: a scene called 'Role-Playing', which opens with a woman 
carefully dressing to go out for the evening. Our first view is of the back of a 
person of conventionally beautiful but androgynous appearance, standing in 

14 Vesta Tilley, pp 10 & 52. 
15 Oxenburg, USA, 1975. 
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front of a mirror hung above a chest-of-drawers that is littered with the various 
paraphernalia of dressing - hairbrush, a pot of brylcream, cologne, etc. - and the 
effect of androgyny is increased since all the items could well belong to a man. 
An old-fashioned, wooden 1950s wireless is blaring out Rock & Roll music. The 
scene is shot, using diffusion filters, in soft lighting. Once we see the person's 
face, as she peers anxiously into the mirror, we become convinced that she is a 
woman; she continues her preparations, however, by carefully dressing in male 
costume - white shirt and three piece suit. Before she puts on the jacket, she 
plasters her hair liberally with the greasy brylcream. The elements of farce in 
the scene are highlighted by the excessive amounts of cream that she applies, 
until it is dripping down her face and on to the chest-of-drawers. Finally, she 
puts on a tie, knotting it with extreme care and concentration, parodying the male 
display of the 1950s "teddy boy". 

Once she is dressed and ready, she picks up a large bunch of flowers - 
presumably intended for her date - and leaves for her evening out. We see her 
walking down a suburban street; she arrives at a house and rings the doorbell. 
The assumptions that Oxenburg has set up through the scenario so far, are 
clearly that this is a "butch" lesbian on the way to pick up her "femme" girlfriend. 
These assumptions are reinforced by the references to the 1950s, when there 
was a strong butch/femme lesbian sub-culture in existence, particularly in the 
U. S. A. Our assumptions are overturned, however, when the door is opened by 
another butch-looking woman of androgynous appearance, dressed in an 
identical manner and carrying a similar bunch of flowers. The two women 
exchange their bouquets, and walk off together arm-in-arm, smiling and clearly 
well-pleased with each other. 

In this scene, Oxenburg is playing with the expectations we form on the 
basis of someone's appearance - expectations that encompass a great deal 
more than gender or sexual orientation: this is an area of discussion I will be 
returning to. 

Men in Frocks. 

It is interesting that male transvestite characters in contemporary feminist 
fiction are all sympathetically portrayed, challenging both the traditional attitude 
of ridicule, and also radical feminist critique of male crossdressing and 
transvestism. Feminist critics like Sheila Jeffreys argue that male transvestism 
is essentially a product of patriarchal culture. Jeffreys asserts that'Drag would 
have no meaning in a world beyond male supremacy', and that the clothes male 
transvestites desire to wear are not 'women's clothes but stereotypically 
effeminate clothing [... ] the symbols of oppression [... ] those which a male- 
dominated culture considers appropriate for females [... ] not necessarily the 
clothes that women choose to wear'. 16 Jeffreys goes on to analyse transvestite 

16 Anticlimax, (The Women's Press, London, 1990), p 175 and p 169. 
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pornographic texts, including a lesbian pornographic story, and concludes that 
masochism is a fundamental element in the pleasure derived from wearing this 
kind of symbolically effeminate clothing: 

if the very same kind of garments can be used by 
both men and women in rituals of sexual humiliation 
it would suggest that these clothes represent not 
'women' but the crippling, restrictive and inferior role 
which has been assigned to woman in the gender 
role system. Attached to fetishistic 'women's' clothing 
are meanings of powerlessness and submission. 17 

I would take issue with Jeffrey's argument here, in that she is assuming 
that the meaning assigned to transvestism in pornographic texts accurately 
reflects the total role and significance carried by transvestism throughout culture, 
whereas pornographic representations always only appropriate, and manipulate, 
a limited element of any symbol or image in order to use it for the purposes of 
erotic titillation. Marjorie Garber argues that transvestism is not merely a parody 
or imitation of an other gender identity; not even, in fact, an identity in the sense 
of a "third" term or sex, but a new and different space; she describes it as 'a 
mode of articulation, a way of describing a space of possibility', 18 which can thus 
provide a way of challenging and subverting binary thinking in relation to 
sexuality and gender, and open up the possibility of multiple identities and 
differences. 

It is interesting that feminist creative writers during the last two decades 
have also taken a more complex view of male transvestism than that adopted by 
critics like Sheila Jeffreys. It is notable, however, that these writers have 
concentrated on gay men in their fictional representations of transvestite 
characters, while in actuality, dressing in women's clothing is not necessarily 
associated with male homosexuality. Much evidence exists suggesting that 
wearing items of women's clothing, often in secret, such as women's underwear, 
is found pleasurable, and sexually arousing, by many heterosexual, as well as 
gay, men. 19 It may be the social oppression experienced by gay men, and the 
willingness on the part of some gay men to identify with the powerlessness of the 
female gender role, that attracts the sympathy and interest of contemporary 
feminist novelists. 

I shall examine three male figures, two of them transvestite and one a 
transsexual, from novels by three feminist writers: Tristessa from The Passion of 
New Eve by Angela Carter, Gloria Goodtime from Rotary Spokes by Fiona 

17 Ibid., p 171. 
18 Vested Interests, p 11. 
19 See, for example, Marjorie Garber. Vested Interests, p 3: 'My work on this project has brought 
me into contact with transvestism in many historical and cultural configurations [... ] to the Tiffany 
Club of Waltham, Massachusetts, a group of some 350 transvestites, mostly male, middle class, 
and ninety percent married. ' 
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Cooper, and Marlene from Jeanette Winterson's Boating for Beginners; 
beginning with the text by Angela Carter. 

While Tristessa displays the masochism and pleasure in humiliation 
described by Sheila Jeffreys, Carter presents her/him as a positive and 
sympathetic figure, and one that is far from being ridiculous. As both Jeffreys 
and Sara Maitland have acknowledged, in the gay male community there exists 
some "glamour drag" - the attempt by some gay men to represent genuinely 
beautiful and desirable women (although it should also be acknowledged that 
their attractiveness is always consonent with male standards and fantasies of 
femininity) rather than the caricatures of unattractive female stereotypes created 
by the traditional, popular male drag artiste. Tristessa lacks the political 
motivation of the radical gay men discussed by Jeffreys: 

Drag is a phenomenon deeply rooted in gay 
male consciousness, so deeply rooted indeed 
that one might be persuaded to see it as the 
foundation of gay male culture. Men in gay 
liberation had adopted drag in the belief that 
this made them 'radical feminists' and that it 
expressed their solidarity and identification 
with women's liberation. 20 

Nonetheless, Tristessa sincerely wishes to represent 'the most beautiful 
woman in the world'. As with Albertina's masquerade as Lafleur in Carter's 
Doctor Hoffman, the reader as well as the central male protagonist and narrator 
in the novel, do not know Tristessa's actual biological sex until some 
considerable way through the narrative. 

As a small boy, Evelyn, the narrator, had worshipped Tristessa de St Ange, 
then a great Hollywood film goddess who had created her own identity out of the 
magic and fantasy of 1940s cinema. Tristessa desires to be the woman as 
victim: beautiful and suffering - beautiful, in fact, because suffering. At the 
beginning of the novel, Evelyn tells us that: 

Tristessa had long since, joined Bi/lie Holliday 
and Judy Garland in the queenly pantheon of 
women who expose their scars with pride, 
pointing to their emblematic despair, just as a 
medieval saint points to the wounds of his 
martyrdom, and no drag-artiste felt his repertoire 
complete without a personation of her magic 
and passionate sorrow. 21 

20 Anticlimax, p 168. 
21 The Passion of New Eve, (first published Victor Gollancz, 1977, this edition, Virago, London, 
1982), p 6. 
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The heavy irony of the last line, setting up the fascinating scenario of a 
female impersonator impersonating another female impersonator, is not 
apparent to the reader at this point in the text, since Tristessa is only unmasked 
as a transvestite over one hundred and twenty pages later. Tristessa constructs 
her own identity as 'the perfect woman' by fulfilling male myths and fantasies of 
desire regarding women, as Evelyn explains: 

nobody had ever loved her for anything as 
commonplace as humanity; her allure had 
lain in the tragic and absurd heroism with 
which she had denied real life. [.. J 

She had been the dream itself made flesh 
though the flesh / knew her in was not flesh 
itself but only a moving picture of flesh, real 
but not substantial22 

Carter, as we considered in an earlier chapter, was fascinated by cinema 
and the Hollywood cinematic tradition, and particularly with the way it makes 
overt the elements of display and masquerade in sexuality and gender identity. 
In this novel, and specifically in the figure of Tristessa, she is playing with these 
qualities in cinema. Tristessa as film goddess, embodies Hollywood cinema's 
classic representation of woman as beautiful victim. For Tristessa, being the 
perfect woman essentially involves suffering: 'Tristessa's speciality had been 
suffering. Suffering was her vocation. She suffered exquisitely until suffering 
became demoded; then she retired to [... ] a hermit-like seclusion'. Her 
representation of the woman as victim constitutes a major part of her appeal as a 
film star - Evelyn describes her as 'the very type of romantic dissolution, 
necrophilia incarnate [... ] I'd dreamed of meeting Tristessa, she stark naked, 
tied, perhaps to a tree in a midnight forest'. 23 

Her transvestism is psychically necessary to Tristessa - her sense of self 
depends upon this constructed, or deconstructed, identity, and this is partly why 
the result is so complete and carries such conviction. So successful, in fact, is 
her/his construction of the perfect woman, that when Evelyn is given a sex- 
change operation, against his will, by the extremely militaristic and misandrous 
women of Beulah, they use old Hollywood movies starring Tristessa in order to 
educate, re-socialise and programme Evelyn into the psychological identity of a 
woman: 

/ don't know if the movies were selected on 
purpose, as part of the ritual attrition of my change 
in ontological status: this is what you've made of 
women! And now you yourself become what 
you've made [.. J Certainly the films that spun out a 

22 Ibid., pp 7,8. 
23 Ibid. 
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thread of illusory reality before my dazed eyes 
showed me all the pain of womanhood. Tristessa, 
your solitude, your melancholy - Our Lady of the 
Sorrows, Tristessa; you came to me in seven veils 
of celluloid and demonstrated, in your incomparable 
tears, every kitsch excess of the mode of femininity. 24 

It is significant that the women of Beulah are aware of Tristessa's true 
biological sex, since he had approached their awesome leader, the Mother, 
some years earlier, asking her to perform on him the same operation she forces 
upon the reluctant Evelyn. They recognise that "perfect femininity" can only be 
created and performed by a male actor. At this point within the text, however, 
both Evelyn and the reader still believe Tristessa to be biologically female, and 
his exposure by the brutal misogynous Zero is disturbing and shocking: 

he ripped away her chiffon neglige to reveal a 
water-pale torso, a breast as hollow as a hole, a 
rib-cage like an abacus [. j Beneath her robe she 
was stark naked but for a g-string sequinned to 
match her eyes [ .] When he had beaten her enough 
to bring out her tears again, he took the knife from 
his boot, thrust her down with a foot in her belly 
and slit the g-string with one sweep of his stiletto. 

And then, astonished, he lurched back [ .. J / in vol- 
untarily darted forward and then fell back, covering 
my eyes, for / could hardly believe what / saw!. .1 

Out of the vestigial garment sprang the rude, red- 
purple insignia of maleness, the secret core of 
Tristessa's sorrow, the source of her enigma, of her 
shame. -5 

It is notable that, although Tristessa as film star, has represented femininity 

as inextricably connected with suffering, here, Carter tells us that the 'secret 

core of Tristessa's sorrow' is the phallus - suggesting that the Hollywood 
representation of woman as victim is actually a projection of a male problem with 
masculine sexual identity. The language Carter employs throughout the above 
account of Tristessa's exposure, emphasises the instability and confusion of 
Tristessa's gender identity: 'His wailing echoed round the gallery of glass as his 
body arched as if he were attempting to hide herself within himself, to swallow 
his cock within her thighs'. 26 

Tristessa's anguish here contrasts with the preceding scene where we 
receive the impression that he almost enjoys Zero's abuse and brutality. Before 

24 Ibid., p 71. 
25 Ibid., p 128. 
26 Ibid. 
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the unmasking, Zero's abuse affirms and consolidates Tristessa's feminine 
identity, and so she is able to derive satisfaction, even pleasure, from it - Zero 
provides the embodiment of the fantasies she acted out for the film cameras, to 
be projected upon the cinema screen. As Evelyn says: 

While Zero ingeniously tortured you in your gallery 
of glass, you must have been in absolute complicity 
with him. You must have thought Zero, with his guns 
and knives and whips and attendant chorus of cringing 
slaves, was a man worth the ironic gift of that female 
appearance which was your symbolic autobiography. 
/ read it at a glance. You had turned yourself into an 
object as lucid as the objects you made from glass; 
and this object was, itself, an idea. You were your 
own portrait, tragic and se/f-contradictory. Tristessa 
had no function in this world except as an idea of him- 
salf, " no ontological status, only an iconographic one. 27 

Deprived of her identity as suffering femininity, Tristessa is alienated from 
himself: 'Tristessa [... ] looked down with a blank face at his own maleness as if 
he had never seen it before. He seemed numbed by the rediscovery of his 
virility; it was incomprehensible to him. ' 28 After Zero and his acolytes have been 
destroyed in Tristessa's house of glass, and Evelyn (now the female New Eve) 
has escaped with Tristessa, Tristessa creates a whole series of pasts and 
identities for himself in which he is always female and always a suffering victim, 
narrating them to Eve as if he has forgotten that she saw him unmasked as a 
man. Eve wonders, as she listens to him lamenting one of these fantasies of 
suffering, 'What was he wailing for - regret that these things had not happened 
to him and he could only imagine them? For all he'd been had been the greatest 
female impersonator in the world, and so forever cheated of experience. ' 29 

In the curious scene where the transsexual Eve seduces the male aspect 
of Tristessa, Angela Carter comes close to representing gender anarchy; that 
she fails is due, I think, to her failure in convincing us of Eve's femininity, since, 
to the end of the novel, even when pregnant with the child fathered by Tristessa, 
she remains for us still fundamentally Evelyn; the unpleasant, solipsistic, 
chauvinist, and utterly selfish man so vividly portrayed in the first six chapters. 
For Evelyn, himself, his gender identity remains a problem, alienating him from 
his new female body so that when, for example, he is raped by Zero, he retains 
an aloof posture of distanced, subjective spectator watching the violation of his 
body as an object separate from his actual identity: 'I felt a grateful detachment 

27 Ibid., p 129. 
28 Ibid., p 141. 
29 Ibid., p 144. 
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from this degradation; I registered in my mind only the poignant fact of my 
second rape in two hours. "Poor Eve! She's being screwed again! "' 30 

A similar sense of gender role chaos can be found in the bizarre mock 
marriage Zero conducts, with Eve, the transsexual, as bridegroom and Tristessa 
as the transvestite bride. This scene is surely a conscious borrowing from the 
weddings as transvestite carnivals performed in Sade's Juliette, and it recalls 
Jane Gallop's description, referring to Sade's writings, of a vertiginous 'masked 
ball' violating 'certain sexual identities'. It is one of Carter's most outrageous, 
virtuoso, "set-pieces" of gender-bending: 

So he made us man and wife although it was 
a double wedding - both were the bride, both 
the groom in this ceremony. 

[. j Ancient Ancient terrors rushed into my heart at that 
shattering moment when / put my lips against 
your lips. / entered the realm of negation when 
/ married you with my own wedding ring. You 
and I, who inhabited false shapes, who appeared 
to one another doubly masked, like an ultimate 
mystification, were unknown even to ourselves 
[. .J the false universals of myth transformed us, 
now we cast longer shadows than a man does, 
we were beings composed of echoes. These 
echoes doom us to love. My bride will become 
my child's father31 

In this masked dance with Tristessa, however, Eve does experience real 
love and tenderness for another human being, for the first time within the 
narrative; but although Tristessa does also respond to Eve sexually, it is made 
very clear in the text that his primary sexual orientation is towards men. 

Sheila Jeffreys claims that transvestism and transsexuality are a sign of 
self-hatred and self-punishment among homosexuals. While she acknowledges 
the radical intention behind much gay male crossdressing, she claims that it is 
mistaken: 'Radical feminism is a political philosophy which places the elimination 
of gender roles at the foundation of its politics. Gay men distorted this idea into 
an excuse to pursue their predilection for femming-up under the guise of political 
correctness. ' 32 It might be argued that in Tristessa's case, Jeffreys' theory 
would appear to fit, since Tristessa's masochism is obvious and excessive. 
Indeed, it is his masochistic desire for dominant men who despise him that finally 
causes his death at the hands of a juvenile Colonel and his extreme, right-wing, 
religious fundamentalist militia: 

30 Ibid., p 91. 
31 Ibid., p 136. 
32 Anticlimax, p 172. 
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Tristessa stared at his own bare fingers and then 
at the Colonel's fury. He broke into a perfectly 
pure and silver laugh. Before my eyes, even 
though they'd shaved him and scrubbed the white 
paint from his face, in all his pared-down integrity 
of a death's head, he changed into his female 
aspect He reverted entirely to the sinuous 
principle of his notion of femininity. With a single, 
uncoiling motion, he rose up from his knees and 
pressed his lips to the Colonel's mouth. 

This kiss did not last long. The Colonel uttered 
a sharp cry and started back. His face twisted; 
he doubled over and vomited copiously in the 
sand. 
An officer shot Tristessa immediately with his 

revolver. 33 

Taking Tristessa's notion of femininity, with its predominant qualities of 
passivity and suffering, to its logical conclusion, leads inevitably to death - its 
only possible ultimate realisation. Tristessa, however, does not pretend to any 
radical feminist consciousness, and remains a victim throughout his life of the 
constructed life and identity he has chosen and created for himself. 

Tristessa appears too stereotypically feminine; too much a woman as 
constructed according to the fantasies of patriarchy. It can be argued that no 
"real" woman, how ever much she might want to, and how ever hard she tries, 
can conform so perfectly to this fantasy because it is a construction that fails to 
allow any space for her own desires, or recognises her as an autonomous 
subject with transgressive fantasies of her own. 

In order to understand these issues more clearly in relation to The Passion 
of New Eve, we need to examine the concept of fetishism as a function of this 
kind of stereotypical fantasy, and the idea of the phallic, as opposed to the 
castrating, woman. Laura Mulvey, the feminist film-maker and critic, has pointed 
out how important the process of fetishism has been in classic cinema, and how 
it operated in the creation of the cult of the female star. ' E. Ann Kaplan, 
another feminist film-theorist, claims that'our culture is deeply committed to 
myths of demarcated sex differences, called "masculine" and "feminine", which 
in turn revolve first on a complex gaze apparatus and second on dominance- 
submission patterns. '-35 She asserts that these myths clearly privilege the male 
at the expense of the female. The growth of the feminist movement in the 1970s 
and 1980s led to women being permitted, within certain cultural representations, 
to assume the position defined as "masculine" providing that a man - or another 

New Eve, p 156. 
34 Laura Mulvey. 'Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema', (first published in 1975 in Screen), 
Visual and Other Pleasures, (Macmillan, Basingstoke & London, 1989), pp 14-26. 
35 Women & Film: Both sides of the camera, (Routledge, New York & London, 1983), p 29. 
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woman - was represented as assuming the "feminine" position. Thus the whole 
structure of Hegelian dominance-submission patterns of relationship can be 
preserved intact with nothing radically changed or disrupted: Donna Deitch's 
film, Desert Hearts, is an example of a film, made by a feminist film-maker, that 
reproduces the positions that are so ingrained in representations of erotic 
relationships in our culture. The gaze may not necessarily be male, as writers 
such as Angela Partington and Shelagh Young have argued, 36but the position 
of the spectator remains dominant in relation to the person being looked at. As 
Kaplan says, 'to own and activate the gaze, given our language and the 
structure of the unconscious, is to be in the "masculine" position'. 37 

Feminist film critics, such as Kaplan and Laura Mulvey, have pointed out 
that the construction of classic Hollywood cinema reflects the unconscious of 
western industrial, phallocentric culture, organising narrative through male- 
identified language and discourse, paralleling the language and processes of 
the male unconscious. Kaplan asserts that representations of women in 
Hollywood cinema are transformed into a sign that represents desire in the male 
unconscious: the female body become an erotic object for the male spectator, 
representing sexuality, so that the screen image of the woman is sexualised 
whatever the woman is actually represented as doing, and in a manner 
unconnected to the actual plot or narrative. The male gaze also implies the 
power to act and to possess the object of that gaze, while, to quote Kaplan, 
'Women receive and return a gaze, but cannot act upon it'. w 

This eroticisation and objectification of the woman in traditional cinema can 
be understood, in terms of Freudian psychoanalytic theory, as an attempt to 
annihilate the threat women present to men as "castrated" beings, lacking a 
penis and possessing a sinister genital organ - the vagina. In an influential 
article of 1932, 'The dread of woman', the psychoanalyst, Karen Horney, 
offered an explanation of male fear of women, suggesting it was not only based 
on the fear of castration, as Freud had believed, but in a fear of the vagina. 
Fetishism is a process, emanating from the unconscious mind, whereby men 
attempt to deny the existence of the female genitals and endeavour to discover a 
penis in the woman. 

E. Ann Kaplan has analysed the way that the film camera in Hollywood 
cinema renders the female form phallus-like, thus mitigating the threat posed by 
the woman. Fetishism turns the woman into a satisfying object, controlled and 
dominated by the male gaze. These mechanisms of fetishism and voyeurism are 
fundamental processes in classic cinema. The fetishised representation of the 
woman becomes reassuring and attractive instead of threatening and sinister, 

36 See Angela Partington, 'The Gendered Gaze', Woman to Woman, (Hexagon Editions, Bath, 
England, 1990), and Shelagh Young, 'Feminism and the Politics of Power, The Female Gaze, 
eds. Gamman and Marshment, (The Women's Press, London, 1988). 
37 Women & Film, p 30. 
38 Ibid., p 31. 
39 Published in Feminine Psychology, ed. Harold Kelman, (Norton, New York, 1967). 
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thus creating the cult of the female star who is over-valued as a result of this 
process. 

The Freudian psychoanalytic theory which claims that the first primary 
object of desire and love is the mother, who is first seen by the boy-child as 
being the same as himself - therefore necessarily possessing a penis - explains 
the desirability to the male of the idea of the phallic woman. The boy-child 
discovering that his mother lacks genitals like his own, assumes with horror (so 
the theory claims) that his mother has been castrated, and consequently begins 
to fear that he will meet with a like fate. Thus, the woman becomes associated 
in his unconscious mind with the threat of castration and, in particular, with the 
childhood suspicion that his mother might castrate him herself, out of anger at 
her own lack. His original belief in the existence of the phallic mother persists, 
however, in his unconscious, leading him to seek her in other women. Men in 
female clothing and gender disguise may be able to fulfil this unconscious 
desire. 

Angela Carter is playing ironically with these Freudian theoretical 
concepts in The Passion of New Eve. If what men desire and are seeking in the 
great Hollywood film goddess is the phallic mother - the woman with the penis - 
Tristessa as film goddess is exactly that: 

Tristessa had been able to become the most 
beautiful woman in the world, an unbegotten 
woman who made no concessions to humanity. 

Tristessa, the sensuous fabrication of the 
mythology of the flea pits. How could a real 
woman ever have been so much a woman as 
you? 40 

It is also ironic that the chauvinistic Evelyn, admirer and male fan of 
Tristessa, the film goddess, actually does experience castration by 'the Mother': 

And that was the end of Evelyn, who'd been 
sacrificed to a dark goddess of whose existence 
he'd ne ver been aware. [ .. 

J 
The plastic surgery that turned me into my own 

diminutive, Eve [... ] this artificial changeling, the 
Tiresias of Southern California, took in all only 
two months to complete [.. J / would, occasionally, 
awake to a sense of deadened pain and the 
knowledge of grievous internal wounds that 
would never heal, never 41 

40 New Eve, p 129. 
41 Ibid., p 71. 
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To deepen the irony, Tristessa had approached the Mother himself many 
years before, asking her to perform on him the very operation that she forces 
upon the unwilling Evelyn, but she refused Tristessa. The reader is left 
uncertain as to whether the Mother foresaw the union of Eve and Tristessa and 
was acting always in accordance with this precognition. The women of Beulah 
tell Evelyn that once he is Eve, he will be impregnated with his own semen, but 
Eve comes to suspect that the Mother may possibly have intended Tristessa to 
father her child. The reasons the Mother gives for refusing to operate upon 
Tristessa, explained to Eve by Lilith, mysterious daughter of the Mother, are as 
ambiguous and paradoxical as he himself: 'he was too much of a woman, 
already, for the good of the sex; and, besides, when she subjected him to the 
first tests, she was struck by what seemed to her the awfully ineradicable quality 
of his maleness. ' 42 Since, as we have considered in earlier chapters, femininity 
as an identity can be regarded as always being a masquerade, a performance, 
constructed to meet the demands of phallocentric culture, the man 
masquerading as a woman might indeed be said to be 'too much of a woman', 
and so be the more 'ineradicably male'. The Mother, herself, as we saw in 
Chapter 5, is the epitome of the female figure who has been perceived as 
lacking the phallus - the terrifying, castrating mother. 

While the Mother, as the castrating female monster, a horror to men, is 
surrounded by her army of daughters, Tristessa, as the phallic woman, desired 
by, and reassuring to, men, represents the fetishised image that carries the 
magical power to negate the terror of the feminine, and s/he is alone. It is 
interesting that Tristessa, however, as an object of visual gratification appears to 
speak most powerfully to the gay men in the cinema audience. Evelyn describes 
to us, at the opening of the novel, the emotional response to Tristessa shown by: 

pairs of sentimental queers who, hand in hand, 
had come to pay homage to the one woman in the 
world who most perfectly expressed a particular 
pain they felt as deeply as, more deeply than, any 
woman, a pain whose nature / could not then define 
although it was the very essence of your magic. 43 

This 'particular pain' seems to stem from Tristessa's own lack: his deeply 
felt lack of "real" femininity; his discomfort with the gender role assigned to men 
in western culture . 

Tristessa actually desires the castration that is so feared and 
dreaded by men like Evelyn. 

"Putting on" identities. 

The process of fetishising the female form is largely dependent on certain 
types of clothing - clothes which, as Sheila Jeffreys describes, 'are designed to 

42 Ibid., p 173. 
43 Ibid., p 5. 
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exaggerate women's physical characteristics [... ] Such clothing includes high- 
heeled shoes, low cleavages, corsets, frilly underwear, tights and stockings, and 
the sort of dresses or skirts which restrict movement'. 44 However, almost any 
part or appendage of the female form can be used as a symbolic substitute for 
the penis; long hair, for example, or items of jewellery, or, as E. Ann Kaplan 
points out, 'the whole female body may be "fetishized" ' as happens in classic 
Hollywood cinema. 

But this psychoanalytic theory of fetishism does raise some questions when 
applied to the areas of crossdressing and gender-bending. If men find this sort 
of fetishised clothing, i. e. high-heels, suspender belts, corsets, etc., attractive 
because of their fear of castration, or their horror of the woman's'lack', why is it 
that many women, including lesbians, also find this sort of dress sexually 
exciting, both on other women and when wearing it themselves? It may be that 
such dress is not necessarily about fetishisation, or about bondage/submission 
patterns, so much as about the construction and mechanisms of desire. Most 
people both feel sexual desire and want to be desired - want to be seen as 
desirable. If they associate this kind of clothing with arousing and attracting 
desire, then, clearly, they may choose to dress in this way, despite the fact that 
other people might lament their lack of political consciousness. 

The reasons underlying the adoption of such fetishistic clothing by gay men, 
lesbians, or other women, may be more complex and subversive than radical 
feminist critics like Sheila Jeffreys recognise. Clothing in our society is closely 
tied up with identity, and the playful manipulation of culturally stereotypical 
clothing may provide a means of breaking down rigid social definitions of 
identity. We examined this process at work in Chapter 3, in the playful use of 
such clothing, and of role-play and bondage games, between the two lesbian 
lovers in Sheila McLaughlin's film, She Must Be Seeing Things; looking at the 
way Jo constructs herself as the fetishistic object of desire through the erotic 
performance she stages for Agatha, dressing up in the "teddy" that Agatha has 
bought for her; and then seeing the way McLaughlin both capitalises on the 
erotic tension between the two women but also undercuts the stereotypical 
representation of sexual roles and dominance/submission patterns in the 
humorous disruption of Jo's sexually provocative display. In terms of the 
Freudian concepts of the castration complex and the phallic woman that we have 
been considering, Agatha is represented as experiencing classic Freudian 'penis 
envy', although this, too, is treated in an ironic and playful manner by 
McLaughlin. As we noted earlier, McLaughlin has commented that 

There's an important line for me in the film when 
Jo and Agatha are in bed and Jo asks 'Do you 
really want a cock? ' and Agatha says 'Yes. No. 
Maybe. Sometimes. But / don't want to be a man. ' 

44 Anticlimax, p 169. 
45 Square Peg, Issue 21,1988, p 34. 
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We considered that for McLaughlin, as for Claudia Schillinger in her short 
film, Between, 46 (a film which addresses polymorphous perversity and the 
tabooed and repressed in "adult" sexuality, through representations of women 
wearing highly naturalistic-looking dildos, among other powerfully charged 
images) this distinction and separation of the penis from the masculine is crucial: 

People usually connect these things but / really 
wanted to disconnect them! It's something you 
can put on or take off[ .. ]These connections aren't 
necessary. You can be free of it, use it, play with 
it, discard it, and everything that goes along with 
it as well. 1 just wanted to break it open. 47 

This idea of gender identities and roles as costume that can be 'put on' or 
'taken off has become an important one for many contemporary feminist writers 
and critics. 

The feminist literary critic, Sandra Gilbert claims that, in the field of 
literature, male and female writers of this century view the relationship between 
costume and identity in quite different ways. Gilbert argues that the modern 
woman writer views both costume and identity as social creations 'put on' by the 
individual, and as creations that are inseparable - "we are what we wear"; while 
the male writer believes in identity, and particularly gender identity, as an 
ultimate reality that may be masked or disguised by costume but remains 
fundamentally independent of it. Writing of Virginia Woolf s novel, Orlando, 
Gilbert points out that: 

as if to emphasize that costume, not anatomy, 
is destiny, Woolf comically eschews specific 
descriptions of the bodily changes that mark 
Orlando's gender metamorphosis [.. J Her trans- 
sexual, she argues, is no more than a trans- 
vestite, for though Orlando has outwardly be- 
come a woman, 'in every other respect [she] 
remains precisely as he had been; and this 
not because sexually defining costumes are 
false and selves are true but because costumes 
are selves and thus easily, fluidly, interchange- 
able. 48 

46 1989, Germany. 
47 Square Peg, Issue 21,1988, p 34. 
48'Costumes of the Mind: Transvestism as Metaphor in Modern Literature', Writing and Sexual 
Difference, ed. Elizabeth Abel, (Harvester Press, Brighton, Sussex, 1982), pp 206,207, quoting 
Virginia Woolf, Orlando. 
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Discussing such male writers as Joyce, Lawrence, Yeats, and Eliot, Sandra 
Gilbert argues that the transvestite costume imagery in modernist texts by male 
writers is 'profoundly conservative', while 

feminist modernist costume imagery is radically 
revisionary in a political as well as a literary 
sense, for it implies that no one, male or female, 
can or should be confined to a uni-form, a single 
form or self On the contrary; where so many 
twentieth-century men have sought to outline the 
enduring, gender-connected myths behind history, 
many twentieth-century women have struggled - 
sometimes exuberantly, sometimes anxiously - to 
define a gender-free reality behind or beneath 
myth, an ontological essence so pure, so free 
that 'it" can "inhabit" any self, any costume. 49 

This struggle, described by Gilbert in the above passage, is very evident in 
the texts I am examining in this chapter. 

It seems clear that crossdressing can be either radical or reactionary, 
depending on who is crossdressing and in what context - why and how. Even in 
cinema and the performing arts, where crossdressing is rarely being used as a 
radical tool, it still threatens to disrupt an apparently natural order to the extent 
that it works to denaturalise sexual difference. As Annette Kuhn points out, in 
The Power of the Image, 50 this threat may go no further than to hint at a 
possibility that is ultimately closed off in revelations of the actual body beneath 
the clothes. In The Pleasure of the Text, 51 Roland Barthes has distinguished 
between the pleasure of resolution traditionally found in the classic text, and the 
'jouissance', or'bliss', we experience from a text that denies us a final resolution, 
thus nurturing a genuine ambivalence. When crossdressing is made explicit by 
narrative closure, it may end up confirming sexual difference as fixed, rigid, 
naturally defining gender identity. Both Annette Kuhn and Sara Maitland claim 
that narrative closure - the explicit and emphatic revelation of the crossdressed 
characters' "true" gender - makes any real subversion of the social order and 
current sexual economy impossible. Maitland writes: 

/ do not know any performance representation 
that exposes the audience to the risk of real gender 
confusion and the possibility of Barthes's bliss'[ .. 

J 
the final refusal to put the audience at risk seems 
to characterise all recent performance drag, and 
obliges it, formally, to remain at the level of slap-stick 

49 Ibid., p 196. 
50 Annette Kuhn, The Power of the Image, (Routledge & Kegan Paul, London, 1985). 
51 Roland Barthes, Le P/aisir du texte, (Seuil, France, 1973). 
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or titillation [ .. 
] The very enterprise of performance 

drag is [. j inherently contradictory. Out of this 
contradiction it ought to be possible for a very 
complex range of emotions to be built up [.. ] but 
our society is weighted against such complexity, 
particularly in cases where it might favour the real 
advancement of women. Indeed the fear of this 
complexity may explain why gender impersonation 
has so often been tabooed, outlawed, or firmly 
associated with sexual deviance. 52 

While most performance drag may indeed be reactionary in its effect, 
crossdressing in feminist fiction usually offers a radical critique and analysis of 
the construction of gender in the willingness of its protagonists to identify 
themselves with the role they are "playing". For a character like Tristessa, his 
whole identity has become inextricably bound to his female disguise and when 
he is unmasked by Zero, it is his sense of self, and therefore his basic psychic 
structure that is under attack. Tristessa's identity has also been tied up with her 
female persona for the other characters and for the reader, and the feeling of 
violation and shock remain after his actual biological sex has been made known. 

If, however, gender-disguise constructs identity in Carter's The Passion of 
New Eve, in the scene I shall discuss next from Fiona Cooper's Rotary Spokes, 
clothing constructs desire. 

Costumes of Desire. 

Rotary Spokes, 'six foot four in her boots', a lesbian motorcycle mechanic, 
has come to the brand new city of Hyperburg in search of the woman of her 
dreams, the elusive and mysterious Jess. While waiting for Jess to re-enter her 
life, she sets up business in Hyperburg and concentrates on enjoying the 
opportunities offered by 'a city that was puffing and blowing with Newness' as 
Cooper describes it. 

Being very fond of leather, one evening Rotary visits the Rawhide Palace, 
a gay bar that operates a strict dress-code, 'leather or bizarre dress only', in 
order to hear the great blues singer, Eugenie Lafayette. Rotary has hardly 
arrived in the bar - only long enough, in fact, to find a mirrored pillar on which to 
lean 'as if she had never done anything else' and to put a Mahawat cheroot to 
her lips - when she is picked up by an elegant, unknown woman; picked up in a 
most sophisticated and experienced manner: 

Out of the darkness came a light. A flame from 
a tailored gold slim lighter. She lit and inhaled, 
and dragged her eyes along the hand, past chunky 

52 Vesta Tilley, p 92. 
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diamante, or probably, diamond rings, pasta six- 
tier spangly bracelet, up along a netted arm to a 
muscled shoulder, a slender neck, and a pallid 
face with intense kohled eyes, vampire-red lips, 
and a pile of ash-blonde hair sparkling in the light. 
The lips parted in a smile, eyes met and looked 
away. 

Jesus. 
The woman was the bizarre dress advertised 

alongside the leather on the bill. Her tunic had 
black, glittering panels slashed up fish-netted thighs. 

More - there was a tattoo of a long-tailed butterfly 
at the base of her throat, curving down to the glitter- 
ing orchid brooch pinned to her bosom. It was Joan 
Crawford, Bette Davis, a real Hollywood queen. [ .. j Rotary Spokes felt a ringed and netted arm through 
her own. Oh, yeah? She was supposed to make the 
moves, wasn't she? A w, what the hell. The lady of 
the nets and spangles hollered something into her 
ear She couldn't hear, but pushed through the crowd, 
guided by the arm, onto the dance floor Damn, could 
the woman dance! It was so junior-high sexy. The 
Hug surged through her body, about to give her a 
good time ... 

53 

While the reader can find hints of the truth in the above passage - the 
phrase 'a real Hollywood queen' is quite a strong one! - this description of Gloria 
is reminiscent of lesbian characters from other contemporary novels, for 
example, Priscilla in After Delores, by Sarah Schulman: 

That's when / saw Priscilla. Some girl was dressed 
up as Priscilla Presley in a long black wig and mini- 
skirt wedding dress that said "lin a slut but lm really 
a virgin, "just the way Elvis liked it. She was so hot 
in that dress / surprised myself, watching her sashay 
around the hall handing out pictures of The King. [ . .1 When / caught her watching me, she came in like a 
close-up and said in the sweetest Texarkana voice, 
"Honey, take me for a ride in your Chevrolet. "[.. ] 

Once we were out on the dance floor it got even 
hotter. I'd never gotten so hot so fast for a girl/ didn't 
know before. She wrapped me up in her pink tulle 
veil and / could hear the crinkling of polyester as our 
bodies rubbed together. 

53 Fiona Cooper, Rotary Spokes, (Brilliance Books, London, 1988), pp 214,215,216. 
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"You really do it for me, Priscilla. " 
She looked up from her orange lipstick and tons of 

black eyeliner [ .. J 
She flicked her bracelets down her wrist in a way that 

let me know Pris was just an old-time femme. 54 

At the point we have reached in the narrative of Rotary Spokes, Gloria 
could also be 'just an old-time femme', and between pages 214 and 225 of the 
text, we have no clear intimation that anything is wrong. On the contrary, Rotary 
experiences an almost ecstatic sense of the "rightness" (in the widest meaning 
of the word) of homosexual love: 

Here, in the Rawhide Palace [.. ] She saw a sinuous 
embrace between two men who had used the same 
stencil for a moustache. She saw an old man boogie- 
ing gently with another old man, their easy caress 
speaking the pleasure of their love. 

/ do have the right not to conform! She thought of the 
broken spines and listless drudgery of Lorie-Kay and 
MarAnn [.. ]for this she should change? 

Damned if / ain't a woman! she thought. And happy 
with it. Two women were dancing near her - who said 
grease was out? And a blonde muscle-boy swaying in 
the arms of a black muscle-boy bestowing kisses like 
velvet butterflies on the blonde boy's face and neck[.. ) 
Ms. Satin-and-Glitter welded herself to Rotary Spokes' 

body[. ] 
And so she danced. Danced; the videos flashed over 

her head, the men kissed the men, and the women kissed 
the women. And it all seemed pretty alright to Rotary 
Spokes. 55 

Following this euphoric passage, Fiona Cooper gives us an account of the 
life and love of Eugenie Lafayette, and a vividly evocative description of her act 
at the Rawhide Palace. The blues singer has a powerful effect on Rotary who is 
deeply moved by her: 

Rotary Spokes felt her blood stir mightily. She 
felt., if / die this day, / have been lifted into another 
dimension. Her cells would carry the memory of 
that voice, that song, the lights, the eager grasp of 
the nameless person at her side. Keep your 

54 Sarah Schulman, After Delores, (first published by E. P. Dutton, New York, this edition, Sheba 
Feminist Publishers, London, 1988), pp 1,2,3. 
55 Rotary Spokes, pp 216,217. 
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heaven, milk-white Jesus. This earth is pretty 
damn good. 

But at this moment of high feeling, Cooper undercuts the whole scene: 

She kissed the head beside her. 
Who thought, alas, dear me, to himself 
'I've done it! ' 
He'd had his eye out for something long and lean, 

cool and powerful as a polar bear, and Rotary Spokes 
had moved in, like a pillar of fire parting the Red Sea. 56 

The whole scenario is unexpectedly transformed and our expectations, (of 
what? Certainly of complications - for what can Rotary do with another 
involvement, when we feel sure Jess must turn up again soon) whatever our 
expectations, they're overturned with a jolt. For the present, however, the two 
protagonists are still happy with each other: 

Gloria Goodtime had shot to Rotary Spokes'side like 
a north-to-south magnet. He'd always been a push- 
over for that physique and the leather, and thank God, 
this one smoked. His slim gold lighter had been the 
passkey to many a bed of wondrous delight, and tonight, 
judging by the anonymous hunk of talent on his arm, 
would be no exception. Gloria relaxed. The night was 
his. 
And goodness gracious, Rotary Spokes was happy to 

be pulled by such a smart woman. 57 

The revelation, when it comes, although now anticipated by the reader, 
takes them both by surprise: 

Gloria clearly had shares in the feather and silk 
industry. Gloria started teasing. 

She swirled her pale pink gown and let it slither 
to the floor. 

Rotary Spokes choked. 
Gloria, in a silver G-string, flaunted his body, 

luring Rotary Spokes on. 
Well, what's a girl to do ? 
Rotary Spokes stood up. The lightly muscled body 

in front of her paused in mid-gyration. 
'Is there something wrong? 'said Gloria. 

56 Ibid., p 225. 
57 Ibid., p 226. 
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'There ain't but two things wrong' said Rotary Spokes. 
'Tell me, 'said Gloria, perching on the sofa. 
Rotary Spokes slugged bourbon and put the record 

back to the beginning. Real loud. She unzipped her 
jacket and tossed it to the floor. She turned to Gloria. 

'Breasts, dear, 'she said. And the rest of it. ' She 
blew smoke. 

Gloria slipped his gown on again. 
'Oh, heavens, 'he said, you must think l'm a very 

naughty girl. ' 
'Truth to tell, 'said Rotary Spokes. 'Truth to tell, I've 

been taken for a man before. '[.. ) 
Gloria giggled. 
'l thought you were the best-looking man I ever saw. ' 
And I thought you were a pretty classy-looking woman. ' 
"Well, I regard that as a real compliment, 'said Gloria, 

and flung back his head and laughed. 
'Shit, honey, ' he said. Anyone can make a mistake, 

right? ' 
'Sure as hell can, 'said Rotary Spokes [... J 
Damn, but wasn't life strange? 58 

As we have already noted, men wearing female costume have traditionally 
been viewed with amusement and contempt; seen as grotesque, absurd, 
ridiculous, but the male transvestite figures in the novels I am discussing are all 
portrayed in a very different manner. Tristessa is a pathetic figure in many ways 
- although certainly portrayed in a sympathetic light, s/he is probably the only 
male transvestite character in the feminist novels I have read, who is actually 
presented as pitiable. Grace in Rosie Scott's Glory Days, is viewed at times with 
compassion, for example when s/he has been abused and beaten up by the 
police, but s/he is always portrayed with respect, sympathy and admiration as a 
character of integrity and dignity. Male transvestite characters in other 
contemporary feminist novels, such as Gloria in the scene we have examined 
from Rotary Spokes, and Marlene in Jeanette Winterson's Boating for 
Beginners, or Davie/Dinah in Ellen Galford's The Fires of Bride, are certainly not 
presented with pity. They are all portrayed with amusement but also with some 
admiration, even with some envy. This admiration seems to be aroused by their 
flamboyance, courage, and excessiveness - and it is particularly this element of 
excess that these novelists admire, recognising its radical, transgressive quality. 
While they are often portrayed with amusement, the laughter the writers wish to 
provoke is not sadistic but affectionate and, on the whole, respectful. In the 
scene from Rotary Spokes, for example, the mistaken assumptions of Rotary 
and Gloria are comically portrayed, but we laugh with them rather than at them. 

58 Ibid., pp 226,227. 
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Dis-covering the body. 

In this scene between Rotary and Gloria Goodtime, Cooper is addressing 
the issue that maybe we can be mistaken and misled in the expectations that 
seem an inextricable part of our desire. In this scene she is taking this to its 
logical conclusion. She is totally calling into question the idea of gender 
difference, suggesting that gender construction can be entirely ambiguous. 

The question remains that if we can be attracted to the body in the clothes, 
why should our desire disappear when we know the actual sex of the body 
without the clothes? This problem is also raised in traditional Hollywood films 
that employ crossdressing, such as Victor/Victoria; as Annette Kuhn writes: 

a pivotal sequence in the film [... J is constructed 
around the premise that King Marchand (James 
Garner) is desperately keen to know whether or 
not Victor (Julie Andrews) is actually a boy. It 
is interesting, in view of the ideological conflation 
of subjectivity, gender and body[.. ] that Marchand's 
desire can apparently be gratified only by his 
contriving to see Victor naked. 59 

It is also significant that King Marchand, in contrast to the ending of 
another classic Hollywood transvestite film, Some Like It Hot, only declares his 
love and says to Victor that he doesn't care if he is a man, once he has assured 
himself, in a voyeur scene when he spies on Victor in the bath, that Victor is 
definitely a woman, thus exciting the very confession he wants - the avowal of 
her "true" sex. It appears that sexual desire is dependent on far more than just 
what we see; than an appearance, or even a person, we feel attraction towards. 
This illustrates the difference we considered earlier, described by Roland 
Barthes, between the conventional pleasure of resolution and the 'jouissance' of 
an open-ended, genuine ambivalence that remains unresolved. 

Feminist writers usually assume that we do know, can instinctively sense, 
when the body beneath the clothes is the one that we desire, as with Villanelle, 
in Jeanette Winterson's The Passion, who falls in love with a woman while in 
gender disguise and fears to tell her beloved the truth but finds, when she does, 
that the other woman knew her actual sex all along. This scene in Rotary 
Spokes, between Rotary and Gloria is an exception in its representation of 
gender confusion. 

In Rotary Spokes, Fiona Cooper is proceeding in a very different way to 
that of Carter in The Passion of New Eve, and after wrestling with the 
complexities of Carter's text, the reader may well find Cooper's more playful 
approach refreshing and stimulating. In Rotary Spokes, however, although the 
novel is clearly intended to be light-hearted, Cooper is raising many complex 

59 The Power of the Image, p 61. 
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issues. In the scene we have discussed between Rotary and Gloria, Cooper is 
not setting out to resolve the issues she raises, but to challenge conventional 
assumptions; one of the most interesting of these issues being the question of 
how desire is constructed. In this scene it seems to be rooted partly in clothing - in appearance - but also in the expectations of what lies beneath the clothes. 
Where recognised crossdressing arouses desire, it does actually seem to be 
that sense of transgression, of surprise, shock, defiance, that are at work - the 
fact that the body beneath the clothes is inappropriate and inconsistent, when 
judged by social norms, to the clothes it is wearing. 

In Rotary Spokes, the young girl, Carolee also does not realise that Rotary 
is a woman when she first meets her, but the main point Cooper is making here 
is that it just does not matter. Carolee knows she desires Rotary and when she 
discovers Rotary is a woman it makes no difference - her desire is independent 
of actual sexual identity. 

Rotary Spokes can be read as a kind of "lesbian's progress" - an inner 
journey of self-discovery. Cooper even uses significant names in the novel in a 
manner reminiscent of The Pilgrim's Progress, so that Rotary's inner journey is 
allegorically symbolised by her physical travelling from Normal to Middlesville to 
Hyperburg. At the beginning of the text, Rotary is a character of ambiguous 
gender identity - she could be a man, she could be a woman - but she always 
sees herself purely as a woman; she never questions her gender or her sexual 
desire - this questioning, this self-doubt, is imposed on her from without: she is 
forced to question; made to ask why she feels the way that she does; and then 
she is led to wonder why she is not happy and to question her satisfaction with 
her life as an independent, sexually celibate, hardworking mechanic. 

The scene where she meets Carolee offers a good example because, as 
stated above, Carolee desires Rotary for herself. Rotary, however, sees 
Carolee as a pure, innocent child who needs to be protected from herself. 
Rotary at this point is trying to conform to the morality of Normal - she wants to 
protect Carolee from herself, but Carolee desires her and even when she knows 
that Rotary is a woman, she still knows that Rotary is who she desires. Rotary 
firmly resists Carolee's advances: 

"l mean, hey, Caro%e, drop it, huh, it just 
ain't right. " 

""Well, well " said Caro%e, "l got the moral 
majority at home, and the moral minority in 
my bed. "[.. J 

"It's nuts, really, "said Caro%e, slipping her 
arm through Rotary Spokes' elbo w. "You're 
too damn moral to molest me, and / want you 
to. "60 

60 Rotary Spokes, pp 101,122. 
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When Carolee is shut up in a mental asylum, by her religious extremist, 
right-wing, parents, for desiring Rotary, Rotary appears as, and sees herself as, 
a powerful, avenging superwoman who is going to rescue Carolee: 

Rotary Spokes' firm-fleshed skeleton strode down 
the deadpan clinic corridor. Dim lights flush with the 
ceiling drained the colour from the walls and buffed 
floor tile to a uniform gray. The same lights gave 
Rotary Spokes the silhouette of an avenging angel; 
the silhouette silenced the institutional barrage of 
officiousness from the reinforced glass nurses' 
station. 61 

And Carolee, locked in the asylum, clings to her faith in Rotary: 'Carolee 
Phoebe Hodges stared with forced calm out of the reinforced windows of the 
madhouse lounge. In her heart she knew that Superwoman was not dead, just 
misrepresented. ' 62 

We know, however, that Rotary is more than just this 'superwoman' figure. 
We know that what she desires is a partner -a mature woman who will equal her 
in experience and passion, and only in Jess does she find such an equal. 
Rotary desires Jess because she recognises a quality in herself that Jess 
shares and that Carolee lacks. When she first meets Jess at a meeting in a 
hotel, for example, Cooper describes them as 'two great cats circling each other 
in one corner of the lounge', and later, when Rotary is taking Jess back for a 
drink with her on her motorbike, we read that'neither of them clinging close on 
the flanks of the Harley, was aware of the witches brew of two Hugs confounded 
into shyness by meeting an equal. ' It is only after Jess has left her that Rotary 
'suddenly recognised the same feline power of The Hug that was now one with 
her body [... ] She had spent the evening with a live panther curled up across the 
hearth from her! No wonder she felt she was purring inside! ' 63 The feline 'Hug' 
is the image Rotary adopts, at the beginning of her awakening to her lesbian 
identity, to give a name to her sexual desire that she cannot, at that time, 
comprehend: 

At the other end of the scale was The Hug that 
Rotary Spokes hardly dared dream of. This Hug 
would be warm like a chord out of heaven in a 
movie as the clouds part; a Hug which strides the 
hill tops with the sunrise and cradles the sky at 
sunset; a Hug to start the night with and - dare she 
even think it? -a Hug to go to bed by. 
At the thought of 'bed" she blushed again. 

61 Ibid., p 146. 
62 Ibid., p 141. 
63 Ibid., pp 161,165,167. 
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'You cain't get a man with a gu-hun! ' trilled Doris 
Day. 

'But, 'thought Rotary Spokes, never have wanted 
me a man. ' 

She closed her eyes. A Hug. An al/-body, head- 
spinning, toe-tingling Hug that occupied the space 
where it happened forever lt was a hologram of a 
Hug, glinting rainbows off all your eyes can see. 

Rotary Spokes woke with the dream of The Hug, 
swishing a leonine tail over the hills and far away. 64 

The Hug becomes symbolic of Rotary's power and grace as a desiring 
subject, achieved towards the end of the book when she has accepted her 
lesbian desire; as she is seen, for example, by Jess when they first meet. The 
passage quoted above, however, comes from the beginning of the novel when 
Rotary, for the first time, is becoming slowly aware of her sexual desire and 
lesbian orientation. Previously she had not considered or examined her feelings 
in this respect, and had lived fairly contentedly in Normal. Normal, itself, had 
accepted her almost unquestioningly since she did nothing drastic to shock its 
narrow expectations, although Mar'Ann when she first, somewhat reluctantly, 
makes friends with Rotary and her friend, Dor, thinks, 'Them two was odd, and 
sinners with it. But they didn't have no airs about 'em. And they was women. 
Waaall, she reserved judgement on Rotary Spokes. ' 65When Jess first meets 
Rotary, it seems to be this androgynous quality that attracts her: 

Rotary Spokes' eyes were a tantalizingly 
otherwise-engaged sea gray. There were 
fine lines around them. Her hair tangled to 
an abrupt two inches around her fine-boned 
face. Her leather jacket was firm and full on 
her muscles; her boots were tight on long 
strong legs. 66 

There appears to be a problem here, in that if clothing and appearance are 
involved in the construction of desire, and maybe of identity as well, how does 
this relate to sexual orientation? If Rotary Spokes appears to look like a man to 
such a degree that she can be mistaken for a man by at least two men in the 
novel, by Carolee when she first meets her, and by the authorities in the mental 
hospital, then why is she found so desirable by several lesbians in the narrative, 
who presumably do not find men sexually attractive? This question also applies 
to Gloria and other gay male transvestite characters: why are they perceived by 
other gay men as being desirable when they dress as women? Is it because 

64 Ibid., p 26. 
65 Ibid., p 20. 
66 Ibid., p 161. 
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other gay men are actually aware of the true sex of these characters? If so, this 
still fails to explain why they find the sexual disguise attractive. It may be the 
element of transgression, the violation of the restrictions on gender roles 
imposed by society, or it could be a more reactionary impulse, for example, the 
need to objectify the desired sexual partner. If E. Ann Kaplan is correct when 
she claims that sexual desire in western culture is constructed on Hegelian 
dominance/submission patterns, requiring a concept of difference between the 
two subjects of the encounter, then homosexual as much as heterosexual desire 
will be shaped according to this polarity of dominant or submissive, active or 
receptive roles. On the other hand, Marjorie Garber's theory that transvestism 
offers an alternative space of possibility would suggest that transvestite figures 
are found desirable because they inhabit a position outside the usual cultural 
sexual patterns. 

Admittedly, I think the reader can guess that Gloria Goodtime is a man 
before Cooper tells us. She does give us several clues - the phrase 'a real 
Hollywood queen' being a major one - also, Gloria Goodtime, like Tristessa, 
actually appears too stereotypically feminine; too much the woman as 
constructed according to the fantasies of patriarchy. This brings us back to the 
concept of fetishism as a function of this kind of stereotypical appearance, and 
the idea of the phallic, as opposed to the castrating, woman. 

Shaping the Body. 

Marlene, in Jeanette Winterson's novel, Boating for Beginners, is the third 
male character, and phallic woman figure, from a contemporary feminist text I 
wish to discuss. Marlene is a transsexual -a man who has been turned, through 
the intervention of medical science, into a woman - but not content with that, she 
actually asks for her penis to be restored. She ends up being a man turned into 
a woman with penis intact, therefore becoming a truly phallic woman. It is 
significant, however, that to achieve this end, she depends entirely on other 
women protagonists in the novel. It is women characters who, at Marlene's 
request, perform both the first operation - turning him into her - and the second 
one - giving her his penis. She is thus, in a sense, a parallel figure to Tristessa, 
who asked the Mother in The Passion of New Eve, to operate on him, although 
he was refused. The women in Boating for Beginners with this power to change 
people's sexual identities are Rita, Sheila and Desi, the daughters-in-law of 
Noah, the Biblical patriarch, who run their own clinic: a place, as Sheila explains, 
'to help people who have problems, personal problems with their bodies and 
themselves' . 

67 
We see all these characters and events in the light of their effect upon the 

central protagonist in the novel, a naive young woman called Gloria whose 
mother works as cook for Noah himself. Gloria is just attempting to surface in 

67 Boating for Beginners, (Methuen, London, 1985), p 27. 
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the external life of the outer world, having been in hiding in an enclosed inner 
world of her own. At the beginning of the narrative we are told that, 'Gloria's 
vision of life was rather like the Lady of Shalott's. She dared not expose herself 
to the genuine and unruly three-dimensional world that included her mother. ' 68 
When her mother procures a job for her collecting animals for Noah's 
blockbuster movie of an international flood disaster, Gloria is enrolled by Rita, 
Sheila and Desi to help them in their work. She thus meets Marlene and is 
considerably shocked as a result: 

Gloria thought she was going to die [. ]The person 
she was sitting next to had no gender identity and 
still expected Gloria to be able to talk about her 
hobbies [. ]A// she could do was wait for Desi to 
come back from the toilet and rescue her. She did. 

'So what's the problem, Marlene? You've had the 
operation, it went well, and / know my sister's a 
fine needlewoman. ' 

'Denise, 'began Marlene, 'l want it back' 
There was a moment's silence, during which Gloria 

underwent several reincarnations and returned to her 
chair weaker than ever. 69 

It is interesting that Marlene does not actually want her own penis back 
necessarily, but any one - any penis will do; possibly an ironic play upon the 
Freudian idea that in the male unconscious the phallic woman is the ideal 
woman - any penis will do, but a penis is what is needed, what is lacking. In the 
novel, Marlene explains: 

'Of course, / don't mean the same one. Any one 
would do, even a smaller one, just so that / could 
feel it was there. Oh l know %m wicked and ungrate- 
ful but l can hardly walk without it. / used to call it 
my sleeping snake and now there's only a nest. ' 

Reading further, we find that Marlene's desire for a penis hardly seems 
orthodox in Freudian terms: 

Desi walked over to the couch and sat beside 
Marlene. She looked worried. 'Marlene, how do 
you feel about your breasts ?' 

'Denise, / love my breasts. /go to sleep holding 
them. l don't want to lose them. 1 just want it back 
as well. ' 

68 Ibid., p 20. 
69 Ibid., p 37. 
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All right, but there are a few things you should 
know. First, it's going to be expensive; second, 
we probably don't have the right colour, and third, 
it might not work. ' 

'Oh, / don't care about that, 'breathed Marlene. 
'l only want it for decoration, so it might be quite 
nice to have it in a different shade. "70 

We never see Marlene in relation to men in the text, only in relation to 
women, particularly Gloria and Desi, and Winterson makes it very clear that 
Marlene is in complicity with them against the patriarchal intrigues and plots of, 
on the one hand, Jehovah and his angels, and on the other, Noah and his sons. 
However, Marlene, like the other male transvestite characters we have been 
examining, actively identifies with the cultural stereotype of the beautiful woman. 
In arguments with Gloria, who takes the traditional radical feminist position, 
Marlene defends the right to alter her body and use artificial cosmetic aids in 
order to conform to a conventional male fantasy of feminine beauty: 

Marlene and Gloria were walking down the street, 
arguing again, this time about body hair 

'Listen! ' shouted Marlene, already inflamed. 'Don't 
give me all this natural rubbish. If you had warts 
growing out of the side of your ears, would you leave 
them there or would you get them seen to? ' 

Gloria said that the type of warts Marlene was describ- 
ing would be person-specific and therefore belonging 
to medical science. Body hair was gender specific and 
therefore to do with image and cosmetics. 

'You mean, 'said Marlene, 'that however you're born 
is how you've got to stay - buck teeth, spotty, maybe 
bald, maybe hunchback, perhaps dribbling. Why 
bother to wear any clothes at all? Why don't we just 
grow our hair, those of us who can - God help the 
baldies - and run hoofing? ' 

'l never mentioned hooting, ' snapped Gloria. 'l think 
you're too concerned with the way you look, that's all 
l don't care if you've got underarm hair ' 

'You don't care about my cellulite either. As far as 
you're concerned / could be as matted as a furze with 
thighs like orange peel as long as / read Northrop Frye 
[.. J Some of us can lead rich emotional lives and shave 
our armpits, you know, 171 

70 Ibid. 
71 Ibid., pp 102,103. 
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Marlene as a transsexual character has done a great deal more than just 
shave under her arms in order to achieve her desired ideal of female identity, 
and this whole argument about 'natural' appearance echoes the question of the 
"naturalness", as against the constructedness, of gender itself. 

Radical feminist critics, such as Sheila Jeffreys and Janice Raymond, 72 
claim that transsexuality is a phenomenon caused by the growing sexual 
technology of the male-dominated medical profession, who benefit financially, as 
well as acquiring status and power, from trading on people's discomfort with the 
gender role assigned to them by society. They also argue that the medical 
profession is increasingly willing to interfere with, and manipulate, individual 
problems of identity, pathologising such problems and ignoring the cultural 
causes that underlie them. Sheila Jeffreys writes: 

Gender identity clinics, such as that at the Charing 
Cross Hospital in London, to which transsexuals are 
referred to assess their suitability for surgery, require 
aspirants to cross-dress and live publicly as the 
desired gender for a specific period of time prior to the 
operation. This checks out the degree of their motivation 
[.. J During this period they must learn and practise feminine 
traits. Not surprisingly they choose to imitate the most 
extreme examples of feminine behaviour and dress in 
grossly stereotypical feminine clothing. It would be much 
harder for aspirants to imitate the behaviour of women 
who had shrugged off unnecessary feminine attributes 
and dressed in jeans and T-shirts. Indeed it would 
defeat the object, since transsexual males want to become 
their image of what women can and should be, not a 
liberated or feminist version. 

The language and tone adopted by Jeffreys in the above passage is 
somewhat judgmental in the references she makes to the men desiring the 
operation. It is possible that she is wrong to assume that it is they who 'choose 
to imitate the most extreme examples of feminine behaviour and dress in grossly 
stereotypical feminine clothing', since they will be under great pressure from the 

clinic to prove that they require the operation, and may well be responding to the 

signals given out by the medical profession, suggesting what behaviour and 
clothing will be approved. Jeffreys asserts that transsexuality results from 

repressed homosexuality combined with a culturally ingrained homophobia and 
self-hatred on the part of these individuals: 

transsexuals are people who have grown up in a 

72 See, for example, Janice Raymond, The Transsexual Empire, (The Women's Press, London, 
1982). 
73 Anticlimax, pp 177,178. 
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homophobic society but are attracted to others of 
their own sex Such is their aversion to homo- 
sexuality that these men and women are unable 
to accept that they are simply gay. In order to 
relate to people of their own sex they need to 
transform their bodies so that they can convince 
themselves that they are really heterosexual. 
This explanation is vigorously denied by trans- 
sexuals, who invest a great deal of money, time 
and suffering in an effort to establish that they are 
heterosexual. The vast majority of male-to-female 
transsexuals relate to other men after the operation. 
All female-to-male transsexuals relate to women 
after the operation. 74 

Jeffreys offers convincing support for this argument, quoting from 
autobiographical accounts written by male-to-female transsexuals, which deny, 
rather too adamantly, any homosexual inclinations before the operation and 
claim that a magic transformation of their sexual desires occurred afterwards. 
The transsexuals quoted by Jeffreys clearly see gender as an essential, natural, 
instinctive phenomenon, based in biology not in socialisation. Feminist critics, 
whose theories are founded on a diametrically opposing view of gender as a 
cultural construction, clearly regard transsexuals as mistaken, even wilfully 
wrong. 

As with the issue of transvestism, the view expressed by the radical 
feminist critic is more negative and dogmatic than that found in contemporary 
feminist novels. In Winterson's novel, Boating for Beginners, Marlene and Gloria 
reach a tolerant and supportive acceptance of each other's different points of 
view: 

'How do you feel about your inner life, Gloria? ' 
asked Marlene. 

'l feel / can continue it after the flood, 'replied 
Gloria evenly. 'l can think, l can string sentences 
together and / hope one day to manage a whole 
paragraph without losing my theme. ' 

'Well, / look forward to your moment of continuous 
prose, 'said Marlene in a heartfelt and generous 
fashion. At least you can get on with your projects. 
My ce/lulite's going to take over my whole body. l'll 
be like a piece of discarded orange peel and then 
/l/get hairy because l've only got enough razors to 
last a year ' 

'Two years, 'said Gloria, smiling. 7 packed some 

74 Ibid., p 182. 
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too, just to show you that / really do care. ' 
'You're an angel, ' cried Marlene, hugging her. 'In 

two years / might have reinvented the razor. 175 

In Boating for Beginners, Winterson, like Angela Carter, is playfully 
manipulating Freudian psychoanalytic theory. The fact that the novel is 
sometimes unclear in its messages, being ambiguous, for example, in regard to 
Marlene and the psychoanalytic theory of the phallic woman - open to being 
read in different ways - is probably inevitable considering the light-hearted and 
humorous tone of the narrative. Winterson's treatment of the subject, and of 
transsexualism, is well illustrated by the scene where Gloria questions the three 
sisters-in-law about their surgical activities: 

When Rita and Sheila arrived, they were deep in 
conversation about Marlene's problem. They had 
spares, but not the right spare. Could they or 
couldn't they trim one to fit? 

'What do you usually do with the - er - spares? ' 
asked Gloria nervously. She knew she shouldn't 
be asking but a terrible curiosity drove her on. 

Rita and Sheila glanced at one another, then 
Sheila said, 'You vegetarian? ' 

Gloria shook her head. 
Sheila swallowed. 'You ever eaten sausages 

from a chain store called Meaty Big And Bouncy? ' 
Gloria nodded her head. lt was the rival chain to 

More Meat, and usually cheaper 
Well, 'said Sheila, 'now you know what we do 

with the off-cuts. ' 
Gloria clutched her menu. Visions of sausage 

casserole swam before her eyes. Bewies of 
sausage and mash danced in front of her. She 
was assaulted by hot dogs wherever she looked. 76 

It seems significant that many contemporary feminist fiction writers employ 
humour as a pre-dominant strategy in their work. This raises questions about 
the function and purpose of humour in literature; indeed, in the arts generally. 
Humour is often used as a satirical tool or a political weapon, but it tends to be a 
disarming weapon - putting a message across in a manner that will not be 

resented. Many feminist writers, on the other hand, employ humour in a notably 
exclusive way. They use "in-jokes" and make witty and humorous references 
that only other women - sometimes only other feminist women - will fully 

understand or appreciate. This also applies to feminist film-makers, and 

75 Boating for Beginners, p 152. 
76 Ibid., p 46. 
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Marleen Gorris's film, A Question of Silence, 77 which I will be discussing in the 
following chapter, is one of the clearest examples of humour being used to unite 
women in the solidarity of laughter, with patriarchy as the butt of a very black 
joke. 

In Boating for Beginners, Winterson employs humour in order to subvert 
the power and prestige of the male-dominated Christian Church, and also to 
challenge accepted notions of psychoanalysis; for example, in her portrayal of 
the franchised clinics run by Rita, Sheila and Desi. Sheila explains to Gloria 
that, 'We used to do it just as a hobby but the thing took off and now it's so 
popular we have to franchise out. We're taking this opportunity to visit our 
branches and maybe put in a few guest appearances. ' 78 The status of 
psychoanalysis as a serious medical profession is undermined by this 
representation of these clinics as a successful business venture - as we have 
seen, even the removed body parts are recycled for profit. Winterson is thus 
highlighting the capitalist economic and political basis upon which 
psychoanalysis is founded. In this novel, problems in the relationship between 
men and women, rather than being seen in terms of phallocentric psychoanalytic 
concepts, such as penis envy or castration complex, are presented within a 
political context of power and oppression, through the strategic use of parody, 
irony, and humour. Winterson recognises that the rigid division of gender roles 
into "masculine" and "feminine" plays an integral part in the founding and 
maintaining of this political context and of the western sexual economy. 

To, once again, quote Helene Cixous on Tancredi: 

Now l am complete/y lost. All / have left to 
offer you is to lead you astray into the space 
where Tancredi lives and yearns to be a 
woman [. j 
/ know that if / start saying "woman" or `man" 

again, and quite simply (as / have done, as 
we do, as we have all done, which is why / do 

-79 it too) then / will never be free of the words. 

This passage expresses the need for a radical challenging and disruption 
of the binary divisions of gender; a disruption that transvestism and gender 
disguise can work towards fostering, being, to quote Marjorie Garber, 'a space of 
possibility structuring and confounding culture: the disruptive element that 
intervenes, not just a category crisis of male and female, but the crisis of 
category itself. ' 80 

77 De sti/te rond Christine M, (The Netherlands, 1982). 
78 Ibid., p 27. 
797ancredi Continues', p 39. 
80 Vested Interests, p 17. 
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Chapter 8. Freaks, Viragos, and Monstrous Women. 

In this chapter, I shall examine the way contemporary women writers and 
film-makers have taken some of the most negative representations of women 
constructed by phallocentric culture, and reappropriated them in order to create 
innovative alternative forms of representation and a radical critique of the social 
construction of the "feminine". 

'All human societies have a conception of the monstrous-feminine, of what 
it is about woman that is shocking, terrifying, horrific, abject. ' " 

In the previous chapter we considered psychoanalytic theories explaining 
the male fear of women and of the female body: firstly, that the man's terror of 
women is linked to his infantile belief that the mother is castrated; secondly, his 
fear that the castrated woman, through anger at her own "lack" or "wound", 
becomes a castratrice, threatening his own genitals; and, thirdly, on a deeper 
level of the male unconscious, that he sees the woman as castrated to cover his 
actual dread of her real, existing genital organs - his terror of the vagina. 

These theories can be used to explain male images and patriarchal myths 
that view the female genitalia as dirty - illustrated by ancient and traditional 
taboos, those, for example, surrounding menstruating women; that view the 
female genitalia as dangerous - for example, the myth of the "toothed vagina" or 
vagina dentata; and that view the female genitalia as annihilating or consuming 
-a black hole or vacuum that, having once spewed the man forth at his birth, has 
the power to suck him back into itself, swallowing him whole. 

These fears find expression in many patriarchal myths and folkloric beliefs. 
We see them displayed, for example, in the innumerable female monsters of 
classical mythology, such as the Medusa whose head with its serpent locks 
would turn any man who gazed on her to stone, the Bacchae who tore men apart 
in their frenzied Dionyssian rituals, the Sirens with the heads of women and the 
bodies of birds who sang to lure sailors on to the rocks in order to devour them, 
or the Sphinx with the head of a woman and the body of a lion: the two latter 
monsters, like female monsters of folkloric mythology, such as mermaids (part 
woman, part fish), emphasise the male perception of woman as animal, lacking 
the human attributes and status of man; a part of the dangerous, chaotic, 
irrational world of nature. We also find these male fears of women underlying 
Judeo-Christian myths and tales of women possessed by, or in league with, the 
demonic. Mary Magdalene in the Bible is a good example, particularly since 
tradition has come to associate her possession by demons as connected to 
promiscuous and unbridled sexuality (she is frequently referred to as a 
prostitute) while such a connection cannot be found in the actual Biblical text. A 

1 Barbara Creed, The Monstrous-Feminine. Film, Feminism, Psychoanalysis, (Routledge, 
London & New York, 1993), p 1. 
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further example is found in the figure of the witch, and the discourse employed 
by the medieval Christian witch-hunters, which also demonstrate these male 
terrors. As Barbara Creed writes: 

The witch [. I is invariably represented as an old, 
ugly crone who is capable of monstrous acts. 
During the European witch trials of recent history 
she was accused of the most hideous crimes: 
cannibalism, murder, castration of male victims, 
and the advent of natural disasters such as storms, 
fires and the plague. 2 

Once again, we find here an association between the monstrous female 
and the natural world. It is also interesting how often the fear of being eaten or 
devoured is a strong element in the horror these female figures inspire. We 
considered earlier, in Chapter 5, the theory that male fear and resentment of 
women stems from the small boy's perception of his mother as all powerful. It 
may be that this fear of the woman as a devouring monster has its roots in the 
infant's dependency on the maternal breast for nourishment, and is actually a 
distortion of unconscious memories of sucking and biting the mother. It also 
seems, however, to be linked to the fear of the vagina and the womb - possibly 
an unconscious perception of death as a literal reversal of the birthing process. 

In startling contrast to these images of female monstrosity, male 
constructions of femininity have also traditionally represented an ideal woman as 
gentle, nurturing, dependent, passive, self-sacrificing, desiring to please; and 
with physical attributes that complemented this ideal; small, graceful, delicate, 
even-featured, unblemished. This ideal is clearly illustrated by the work of male 
nineteenth-century novelists, such as Dickens and Thackeray, 3 but it is 
significant that these nineteenth-century writers also often directly associated 
the "bad" women characters in their novels with the mythical monstrous female 
images mentioned earlier: in Vanity Fair, for example, Thackeray likens Becky 
Sharp to a mermaid, using powerful, misogynous, negative language and 
imagery. 4 While femaleness is in itself a source of dread to men, women who 
exhibit characteristics and behaviour that transgress male cultural norms of 
"femininity" are seen as monstrous or depraved - one of Becky Sharp's worst 

2 ibid., p 2. 
3 For example, the character, Little Dorrit, in Dickens' novel of that name, and Little Nell in his 

novel The Old Curiousity Shop. It is significant that both these heroines of Dickens' have the 
diminutive "Little" attached to their names. 
4 At the beginning of Chapter 64 of Vanity Fair titled 'A Vagabond Chapter: 

/ defy any one to say that our Becky, who has certainly some vices, 
has not been presented to the public in a perfectly genteel and inoffensive 

manner. In describing this syren, singing and smiling, coaxing and cajoling, 
the author, with modest pride, asks his readers all round, has he once 
forgotten the laws of politeness, and showed the monster's hideous tail above 
water? No! Those who like may peep down under waves that are pretty 
transparent, and see it writhing and twirling, diabolically hideous and slimy 
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crimes, for example, as represented by Thackeray in Vanity Fair, is her neglect 
of her child and her lack of "proper" maternal feeling. 

In general, female novelists of this period also employ such images in a 
negative manner, disassociating themselves from violent, forceful, aggressive, 
physically dominant female characters - Bertha Mason, for example, the mad 
wife in Jane Eyre, is described by Charlotte Bronte in language that undermines 
her humanity, making her seem like a beast or monster. The misogynous belief 
in the uncleanness of women's flesh is one that women themselves internalise 
with the rest of the cultural unconscious of their society and civilisation. Alicia 
Suskin Ostriker, referring to the work of contemporary women poets, writes that: 

scenes of female humiliation are often intimately physical. 
The body, to women, is what is real, but the presumably 
male idea of the uncleanness of the flesh, and of women's 
flesh in particular, which we inherit with the rest of our 
Judeo-Christian dreamlife baggage, is one idea that perhaps 
few women themselves evade. Self-disgust is a strong drink 
and to the passive woman an intoxicant. 5 

This is an unconscious conviction difficult fully to evade or escape. In 
contemporary women's writing, however, this uncleanness or monstrousness is 
not projected outwards and punished or destroyed, as it was in the nineteenth 
century, but is allowed its own place. 

The woman writer has also had to contend with the cultural perception and 
identification of the writer as male. This is, of course, why so many nineteenth- 
century women writers, such as Charlotte Bronte and her sisters, chose not to 
write under their own names but to assume a male, or an androgynous, identity 
and pen-name. As Alicia Ostriker has argued, culturally, the woman writer has 
been deprived of an identity - her being at all is a form of violence to male 
culture, and this culture does violence to her in return through some of its most 
powerful images: Disobediant, clever, or intellectual women have often been 
damned as deformed by men's pens. ' 6 The woman writer or artist is frequently 
represented as formless, uncontrolled, excessive, tyrannical. Rather than being 
content with fulfilling the female role of procreator, she has become a creator -a 
role of which male culture is exceedingly jealous, and therefore is doomed in the 
terms of that culture to monstrosity. Many contemporary women writers are 
aware of the paradox this sets up - that the more successful the woman is as a 
writer, then the more of a freak she becomes in cultural terms. 

This may be one reason why women writers have increasingly begun to 
identify openly with the figure of the monster-woman. Sometimes, admittedly, 
this has been accompanied by expressions of self-disgust, or a sense of a 
fascinated attraction to images of deformity. Such identifications also often 
express an awareness of excessive personal female power, possibly stemming 

S Stealing the Language, (The Women's Press, London, 1987), p 139. 
6 Ibid., p 74. 
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from misogynous male fear, and of the connection women are perceived to have 
with a chaotic, untamed, unregulated natural world, hostile to men. These 
feelings have been expressed in ambiguous terms - guilty or triumphant, 
aggressive or defensive: but within the last twenty years, images of female 
monstrousness, violence and excess have been employed positively in ways 
that validate and even celebrate. Contemporary women writers and film-makers 
have both reclaimed such images of female violence and transgression, creating 
female characters who are subversive of all social and cultural stereotypes of 
femininity: being dirty, ugly, enormous, strong; noisy, self-centred, greedy and 
demanding; violent and murderous; or physical freaks. They have deliberately 
employed imagery derived from classical myths of female monsters, 
superstitious beliefs in the vagina dentata, and the figure of the witch. 

I shall begin by examining texts that creatively play with female monster 
figures, and then move on to the representation of female violence and look at 
texts that portray violent and aggressive behaviour by women in order to explore 
the political and social issues involved. Finally, I shall consider the figure of the 
"madwoman" and her connection with the woman as writer. 

The "Olympia Complex": the Woman as Uncanny. 

Angela Carter has consciously used and manipulated myths and images of 
female monstrousness throughout her fiction, frequently employing references to 
the male myth of the vagina dentata, to female vampires and cannibals, to 
simulacra and female puppets or automatons, and to folklore figures like the 
Baba Yaga. She has created many powerful witch-like female characters, 
including the castrating Mother in The Passion of New Eve. She reappropriated 
and reinterpreted traditional fairy tales in her collection of short stories, The 
Bloody Chamber, often in ways that actively promoted the alliance of woman and 
beast against hostile, oppressive, male-dominated society. 

Carter is well aware of, and frequently refers to, the male dread of the 
female body and fear of female sexuality. This dread is explored through a 
number of images in Carter's fiction, including the image of the female genitalia 
as 'Chinese boxes' which is one that Carter frequently employs. For example, in 
her short story, 'Peter and the Wolf', 7 the little boy, Peter, catching sight of the 
exposed sex of the captured wolf-girl, is filled with a horrified fascination. We 
read that she unknowingly offers him 'a view of a set of Chinese boxes of 
whorled flesh that seemed to open one upon another into herself, drawing him 
into an inner secret place in which destination perpetually receded before him'. 8 
This image of Chinese boxes can also be found in Nights at the Circus, 
describing the effect that Fevvers, the giant, winged aerialiste, has upon Jack 
Walser, the young American reporter investigating her authenticity; but this time, 

7 Black Venus, (Picador, 1986), pp 79-87. 
8 Ibid., p 83. 
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significantly, Carter uses the image with reference to Fevvers' gaze upon 
Walser, not in relation to the sight of her genitalia: 

Walser felt the strangest sensation, as if these eyes 
of the aerialiste were a pair of sets of Chinese 
boxes, as if each one opened into a world into a 
world into a world, an infinite plurality of worlds, and 
these unguessable depths exercised the strongest 
possible attraction, so that he felt himself trembling 
as if he, too, stood on an unknown threshold. 9 

The female gaze, making the man object to its subject, as with the gaze 
of the Medusa, is frequently perceived as monstrous in male culture - an issue l 
shall be returning to later. 

In Nights at the Circus, Fevvers is kidnapped from the grim Madame 
Schreck's subterranean museum of freaks by the devious Mr Rosencreutz, who 
intends to make of her a Spring sacrifice, to distil her essence into an elixir of 
immortality. He - being the epitome of cerebral, patriarchal misogyny, whose 
talisman is the winged phallus - describes the female sexual part as the abyss 
'[... ] or atrocious hole, or dreadful chasm [... ] the vortex that sucks everything 
dreadfully down, down, down where Terror rules' 1° which suggests that the 
man's dizzy terror of female power can be read as a dread of the female interior; 
female sexuality. 

In relation to Mr Rosencreutz, and his horror of the female sex - the 
'atrocious hole' - we might consider that women can be regarded as being inside 
themselves, looking outwards, seeing the world as external to themselves and to 
their identity; while men are outside, seeing the world as extensions of 
themselves, constructing their identities on the basis of what is outside, thus 
looking in from without. Women see the world as Other - autonomous, strange, 
uncanny, mysterious; while men try to assimilate, possess, appropriate it - to 
make it part of the self, not Other, not strange but familiar. 

If this is so, then women construct themselves in relation to the world as 
Other, while men construct themselves on the basis of the external world as a 
part of the self. Men see women, however, as being Other - uncanny, strange, 
mysterious - as not fitting in with the world and with the reality they have 
constructed. They see femininity as Other, different to themselves. 

This perception of the woman as uncanny has been explored by several 
feminist critics in connection to the "Olympia complex". Any such discussion 
needs to begin with reference to Freud's essay 'The "Uncanny"' (1919), in which 
he examines E. T. A. Hoffmann's short story, 'The Sandman'. Freud defines the 
"uncanny" as a sense of fear and unease which is triggered by the perception of 
something disturbing and alarming in the apparently known and ordinary: 'that 
class of the frightening which leads back to what is known of old and long 

9 Nights at the Circus, (Picador, 1985), p 30. 
10 Ibid., p 77. 
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familiar. ' 11 For Freud, the importance of Hoffmann's tale lies in the fear of the 
small boy, Nathanael, that a bogey of childhood, "the Sandman" - used by adults 
to frighten children who will not go to sleep - will come and tear out his eyes. 
Freud interprets the story as representing the fear, on the part of the male child, 
of castration by the father as a punishment for his Oedipal love of the mother. 
As the contemporary woman critic, Nancy R. Harrison, has pointed out, in his 
essay, Freud views the mechanical doll, Olympia, passed off in the story by her 
two "father" creators as a living woman, 'as a mere prop pointing up the conflict 
that finally drives the young man mad. ' 12 

E. T. A. Hoffmann (1776-1822) was a German writer in the Romantic 
tradition of the late eighteenth and early nineteenth-century. The Romantic 
writers were concerned with exploring the seeds of insanity existing, as they 
believed, in every human being, including themselves. They deliberately 
present the world in such a way that familiar things begin to look strange and 
any idea of a stable "reality" is undermined - thus conforming to Freud's concept 
of the "uncanny". E. T. A. Hoffmann was particularly successful at achieving this 
effect in a highly disturbing and powerful manner. He depicts in his fiction a 
world in which the ordinary and prosaic are imbued with the extraordinary and 
incomprehensible; in which the uncanny, the horrible, and the grotesque, are 
merged with the familiar and everyday. This partly explains the sense of horror 
lurking beneath the surface of his short stories, such as 'The Sandman', in which 
Hoffmann combines realistic details and an ordinary setting with mysterious, 
incomprehensible happenings. Hoffmann never fully explains to us the strange 
events which occur in the story, leaving us uncertain whether the hero, 
Nathanael, is mad and that the horrific and uncanny happenings are all 
projections from his disturbed mind, or whether there is a dark, supernatural 
force at work in his life, seeking to bring about his ruin. 

Hoffmann often reduces his characters to the level of puppets, manipulated 
by sinister forces: either psychological, unconscious forces, or external, 
supernatural powers. In 'The Sandman', however, Olympia actually is a puppet - 
a life-size doll or automaton - not a living human being at all. Nathanael falls in 
love with her, and one of the most humorous, but also, I think, for a female 
reader, one of the most disturbing passages in the tale, describes how he talks 
to Olympia of his passionate feelings and reads her his poetic works, believing 
her to be the most sympathetic and understanding woman he has ever met. As 
he pours out his heart to her, all she ever replies is, "Ah, ah! " Hoffmann writes 
that: 

he read [.. j tirelessly to Olympia for hours on end. 
Never had he known such an admirable listener 
[.. .J she was not obliged to suppress a yawn by a 

11 Freud. 'The Uncanny', trans. James Strachey, The Complete Psychological Works of Sigmund 
Freud, Vol. 17, (Hogarth Press, London, 1953), p 220. 
12 Harrison. Jean Rhys and the Novel as Womens Text, (University of North Carolina Press, 
Chapel Hill & London, 1988), p 35. 
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gentle forced cough. In short, she sat for hours, 
looking straight into her lover's eyes, without stirring 
j... J it seemed to him as if Olympia had spoken con- 
cerning him and his poetical talent out of the depths 
of his own mind; as if her voice had actually sounded 
from within himself This must indeed have been the 
case, for Olympia never uttered any words whatever 
beyond those which have already been recorded. 13 

This witty and ironic description of Olympia echoes the writing of many 
feminist critics, such as Virginia Woolf, 14 who have analysed the way men use 
women to reflect back their idealised image of themselves, invisibilising and 
silencing the woman as an autonomous subject. The doll, Olympia, has been 
manufactured by Professor Spalanzani, in partnership with the sinister Coppola, 
an itinerant optician, who has provided her eyes - symbolising the eyes of the 
beholder who attributes her with humanity (in the story, of course, Nathanael's 
eyes). Nathanael only discovers Olympia's true nature when he surprises her 
two "fathers" fighting furiously over her - literally having a "tug-of-war" - and 
finally tearing her apart. 

In his essay, Freud does not regard the doll, Olympia, as being the focus of 
the story, or being the cause of the disturbed and horrified response aroused in 
the reader. He sees her role in the tale as merely providing satire and humour, 
and views the central theme of the story as lying elsewhere - in Nathanael's 
terror of the Sandman, symbolising his fear of castration. Nancy R. Harrison 
argues that Freud also dismisses Olympia as not being a familiar or 
recognisable figure, whereas, for the female reader, Olympia is all too familiar, 
clearly representing the traditional role assigned to women in patriarchal society. 
Freud asserts that automata strike the observer as being uncanny because they 
mimic the actions of animate beings. This view is expressed in Hoffmann's story 
by a man - Sigismund, a friend of Nathanael - who tells Nathanael that 'We find 
your Olympia quite uncanny [... ] She seems to act like a living being, and yet has 
some strange peculiarity of her own. ' 15 The disturbing effect Olympia creates 
upon the woman reader, however, is based on an uneasy sense of identification 
and recognition - many women have found themselves under pressure, at some 
point in their lives, to play the role Olympia fulfills in the tale for Nathanael. 
Harrison defines this experience as the 'Olympia complex': 'This is the woman 
pretending to be the doll - the "Olympia complex, " more relevant for the woman 
and the girl child than is the "Oedipal complex. " And the "immutable laws" are 
those of the fathers'. 16 For the man, however, it is often the woman who does 

13 The Sandman', Ta/es from Hoffmann, trans. Oxenford (1844), corrected and edited by J. M. 
Cohen, (The Bodley Head, London, 1951) pp 138,139. 
14 See Virginia Woolf. A Room of One`s Own, (first published 1928; republished by Penguin 
Books, 1945; fourth reprint, 1970), p 37. 
15 'The Sandman', pp 137,138. 
16 Harrison. Jean Rhys and the Novel as Women's Text, p 38. 
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not pretend to be a doll - the woman who acts and speaks autonomously - who 
is experienced as "uncanny", and also "unfeminine". 

Many references to Hoffmann's tales can be found in the work of Angela 
Carter. The clockwork puppet in her short story, 'The Tiger's Bride', for example, 
can be compared with the mechanical doll in 'The Sandman'. Also, the 
relationship between the doll-maker, Professor Spalanzani - who passes himself 
off as the doll's father - and his manufactured "daughter", throws light upon 
Carter's novel, The Infernal Desire Machines of Doctor Hoffman, and the way 
both the female characters, Albertina and Aoi, in that text, are used and 
manipulated by their fathers to trap and destroy the hero, Desiderio. Even the 
title of this novel appears to contain a veiled reference to Hoffmann, in the use of 
his name - albeit spelt slightly differently. 

Carter is particularly attracted to the idea of simulacra - automatons, 
mechanical dolls, puppets - imitation human beings, that, in her fiction, can both 
replace and be replaced by actual people; but, significantly, in her work, these 
puppets are usually female. In The Magic Toyshop, for example, after Finn has 
broken the marionette heroine of Mr Flower's puppet theatre, the young girl, 
Melanie, is forced to take her place, acting as if she were a puppet alongside the 
other marionettes. 

For Carter, any idea of gender identity as other than uncertain and 
unstable is an illusion, and an illusion that male protagonists in her fiction are 
prone to, rather than female, since western culture conceptualises the male as 
the subject; the unit; the starting point. As we have considered in earlier 
chapters, femininity, in contrast, is always a masquerade - women have to be 
experts in the art of self-creation, This process of self-fashioning was a major 
concern of Carter's, and this is one reason why she so often wrote about women 
who are professional performers - women in show business - women who, for a 
living, create themselves as objects of the gaze, for the pleasure of others. It 
also explains her fascination with theatrical settings; with circuses, freak-shows, 
and puppet theatres. 

As we considered in an earlier chapter, a woman's identity is always 
fragmented, divided between her inner sense of self and the images of herself 
reflected back to her by the gaze of others and the cultural representations 
surrounding her. In this sense, female subjectivity and autonomous identity are 
always compromised, and the woman is indeed a simulacra - imitating the idea 
of the "feminine". This is a concept that Carter continuously explored and 
played with in her fiction. 

In her short story, 'The Tiger's Bride', " Carter reverses the situation in The 
Magic Toyshop, having the heroine make use of the puppet as a substitute for 
herself. This short story is one of Carter's reworkings of the traditional fairy tale, 
Beauty and the Beast, but unlike traditional tales, 'The Tiger's Bride' enters into 
Beauty's consciousness, telling the story from her point of view, in a complex 
first-person narrative. The story tells the specific history of a particular father 

17 Angela Carter, 'The Tiger's Bride', The Bloody Chamber, (first published 1979 by Victor 
Gollancz, London, this edition, Penguin Books, 1987), pp 51-67. 
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and daughter, explaining their position and circumstances through elaborate 
socio-historical and economic details, and in it Carter refers to several 
anthropological and psychoanalytic theories. 

Beginning with the dramatic line 'My father lost me to The Beast at cards', 
the story illustrates and develops Levi-Strauss' research concerning the 
exchange of women by men as providing the basis of human kinship structures 
and social interaction. 18 Her father stakes Beauty on a hand of cards, just as he 
has previously staked his estate and all his possessions, and loses her just as 
he lost them. Beauty is fully aware of being a puppet in the hands of men, 
forced to accept their power to decide her fate. In the Beast's house she finds a 
mechanical maid; a clockwork mannequin modelled on Beauty herself, placed at 
her service by the Beast as a representation of what she could become living in 
"civilised", male-dominated society. Beauty tells us, 'I certainly meditated on the 
nature of my own state, how I had been bought and sold, passed from hand to 
hand. That clockwork girl who powdered my cheeks for me; had I not been 
allotted only the same kind of imitative life amongst men that the doll-maker had 
given her? ' 19 

Beauty, although virginal, is not an innocent fairy-tale heroine in this story; 
she is well aware of her position as a woman in society, and of its implications. 
She makes this clear to the Beast when he first informs her of his desire to see 
her naked. Her first reaction to his request is humiliation and anger, and she 
offers herself to him on the crudest, most basic monetary terms, thus exposing 
what she sees as his hypocrisy. Her knowledge of such things is explained in 
the story in terms of initiation into knowledge by her nursemaids as a child. This 
is a Freudian reference; when his patients apparently possessed knowledge that 
he found surprising and puzzling, Freud frequently put it down to the indiscreet 
talk of servants; as in his case history of 'Dora', where he writes, concerning 
Dora's former governess, 'For some time I looked upon this woman as the 
source of all Dora's secret knowledge, and perhaps I was not entirely wrong in 
this. ' 20 The case of 'Dora' is also interesting because it, too, raises the question 
of the exchange of women as objects of negotiation and value between men, 
and of the silencing of women and the denial of their autonomy. 

In Angela Carter's story, Beauty does not learn to love the Beast and thus 
transform him into a man, as happens in the traditional tale. On the contrary, it 
is his essential animal nature that wins her, as she begins to recognise in him a 
victim of male society just like herself. The Beast reveals his true self to her, 
stripped naked of artifice and disguise, throwing off the hypocrisy of humankind 
with his human mask and clothes, exposing his underlying tiger nature. Beauty 
is able to perceive his vulnerability and fear, and also his truthfulness and 

18 See Claude Levi-Strauss, The Elementary Structures of Kinship, (Eyre & Spottiswoode, 
London, 1969). 
19'The Tiger's Bride', p 63. 
20 Case Histories I: Dora'and 'Little Hans; trans. Affix and James Strachey, (first published in 
German, 1905, this English translation first published in The Standard Edition of the Complete 
Psychological Works of Sigmund Freud, Vols. VII and X, Hogarth Press, 1953, this edition, 
Pelican Freud Library, Volume 8, ed. Angela Richards, 1985), p 68, (footnote 1. ). 
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nobility - the ferocious nobility of a wild beast. Wild animals and women are 
both the prey of men, hunted and exploited, outcasts of male "civilised" society, 
regarded as inferior, but also as dangerous - even as being without the immortal 
souls possessed by men. Beauty, as she rides out with the Beast and his 
monkey valet, reflects that: 

the six of us - mounts and riders, both - could boast 
amongst us not one soul, either, since all the best 
religions in the world state categorically that not 
beasts nor women were equipped with the flimsy, 
insubstantial things when the good Lord opened the 
gates of Eden and let Eve and her familiars tumble 
Out 21 

At the end of the story, Beauty realises that the Beast is more afraid of her 
than she is of him: 

Nursery fears made flesh and sinew; earliest and 
most archaic of fears, fear of de vourment. The beast 
and his carnivorous bed of bone and /, white, shaking, 
raw, approaching him as if offering, in myself, the key 
to a peaceable kingdom in which his appetite need 
not be my extinction. 

He went as still as stone. He was far more frightened 
of me than / was of him. 

/ squatted on the wet straw and stretched out my hand. 22 

Far from transforming the Beast into a civilised man, Beauty willingly 
becomes a tiger herself; a transformation from woman into wild animal that 
happens in more than one of Carter's reinterpretations of the fairy tales. Carter's 
heroines take on the identity of the wild, fierce, natural creature, in a way that is 
reminiscent of their frequent adoption of gender disguise, and their "putting on" 
of different sexual and gender identities in her fiction. It is the fluidity and 
flexibility of identity that is seen as of value in Carter's work. 

Beauty rejects her former life and identity, sending the clockwork doll back 
to her father in her place, knowing he will not see beneath the surface and 
recognise it for the mechanical puppet it really is: 'my maid, whose face was no 
longer the spit of my own, continued bonnily to beam. I will dress her in my 
clothes, wind her up, send her back to perform the part of my father's 
daughter'. 23 

Carter's most effective use of the female freak or monster is found in her 
novel, Nights at the Circus, and it is interesting that, at one point in the text, 

21 'The Tiger's Bride', The Bloody Chamber, p 63. 
22 ibid., p 67. 
23 Ibid., p 65. 
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Fevvers, the central character, becomes the subject of a rumour in the press 
claiming she is also an automaton -a bouncy one made of rubber: 'That 
morning, the newspapers carry an anonymous letter which claims that Fevvers is 
not a woman at all but a cunningly constructed automaton made up of 
whalebone, india-rubber and springs. ' 24 

Freak or Fraud? 

Nights at the Circus is one of Carter's most exuberant and light-hearted 
works, full of playful wit and vitality. It seems to be the case for many 
contemporary women writers that the representation of the woman-monster is 
experienced as a pleasurable and liberating process. 

Fevvers certainly seems to be a creature of dream and fantasy for she is a 
bird-woman; a winged giantess, who claims to have been hatched from an 
enormous egg abandoned on the doorstep of an east London brothel: 'I never 
docked via what you might call the normal channels, sir, ' she tells Jack Walser, 
the young reporter come from the United States of America to interview her, 'but, 
just like Helen of Troy, was hatched. Hatched out of a bloody great egg while 
Bow Bells rang, as ever is! ' 225 No one knows - or if they do they're not saying - 
who Fevvers' parents were. She has grown into a great, powerful woman, with 
tremendous vitality, who knows how to exploit her winged state in order to make 
herself a fortune. She has not, however, always been in such a fortunate 
position. The first section of the novel consists of a long narrative describing 
Fevvers' life history so far, as told by her to the young journalist, Jack Walser. 
Walser is out to "rumble" Fevvers - to prove her a fraud - and since Fevvers is 
quite intelligent enough to realise this, it may be that we cannot trust the account 
of herself she creates for his benefit. Nonetheless, if only some of the many 
bizarre and fascinating adventures and incidents are true, she has led an 
eventful and far from trouble-free career. One of the most fantastic of these 
incidents was the period she spent as an exhibit in Madame Schreck's strange, 
horrifying brothel/freak-show -a museum of human oddities on sale for the 
sexual gratification of those with unusual and macabre sexual inclinations. 

Unlike Carter's earlier female protagonists, such as Albertina in The 
Infernal Desire Machines of Doctor Hoffman, in Fevvers, Carter portrays a 
woman who possesses insight into her own position in society; is in control of 
her own destiny; is active and powerful, as well as attractive and sympathetic as 
a character. Fevvers earns her living by exhibiting herself on stage as an 
aeria/iste in a highly dramatic, theatrical performance: 'Is she fact or is she 
fiction? ' runs her publicity slogan, and this is the central question of the novel - 
are Fevvers' wings real or false? It is a question that is never satisfactorily 
resolved, because Carter's purpose in posing such a question is to confront the 
reader with the implications of either solution: for if the wings are false, then 

24 Nights at the Circus, (first published 1984 by Chatto & Windus, London, this edition Picador, 
1985), p 147. 
25 Ibid., p 7. 
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Fevvers is a wonderful aeria/iste -a true artist and star in her field; but if the 
wings are real, then she is merely a freak. Carter has pointed out that this 
question is one that proposes itself to all exceptional or "special" women (such 
as, of course, the woman writer! ): 'are you more interesting because you're a 
freak or because you're a fraud? ' 26 This question can also be said to apply to 
all women, since femininity, as we have already discussed, can be seen as 
being, in itself, a constructed or "false" identity. 

Much of Fevvers' vitality and subversive power as a character stems from 
her outrageous transgression of all conventional notions of the feminine. She 
explodes out of the novel, large and loud, from the very first line: on the first 
page we read that her voice'clanged like dustbin lids'. She totally overwhelms 
young Jack Walser - exposing her large thighs, guffawing at him 'uproariously', 
and flashing at him 'a pair of vast, blue, indecorous eyes' fringed by six inches of 
false eyelashes. The most transgressive elements stressed by Carter in her 
portrayal of Fevvers, are the qualities of grubbiness and squalor. Fevvers' 
dressing-room is untidy and smelly: 

this twice-used ice must surely be the source of 
the marine aroma - something fishy about the 
Cockney Venus - that underlay the hot, solid 
composite of perfume, sweat, greasepaint and 
raw, leaking gas that made you fee/ you breathed 
the air in Fewers' dressing-room in lumps. [.. ] 
a writhing snakes' nest of silk stockings, green, 
yellow, pink, scarlet, black, that introduced a 
powerful note of stale feet, final ingredient in the 
highly personal aroma, 'essence of Fewers, 
that clogged the room. When she got round to it, 
she might well bottle the smell, and sell it. She 
never missed a chance. 27 

This last comment refers to Fevvers' ambition and money-grabbing, 
materialistic greed. She is cheerfully free from any "lady-like" inhibitions, 
belching and farting in front of Walser with defiant and blatant openness. 
Although the novel is set at the end of the last century, poised at the dawn of the 
new one - characteristic of Carter's fascination with cusps in time - so that the 
story is being played out in the Victorian era, Carter satirically flouts the ideal of 
the Victorian heroine, 'the angel in the house', emphasising Fevvers' coarseness 
and her "common" social origins and class: 

At close quarters, it must be said that she looked 
more like a dray mare than an angel At six feet two 
in her stockings, she would have to give Walser a 

26 Angela Carter, speaking on BBC 1, Omnibus, Angela Carter's Curious Room, 1992. 
27 Nights at the Circus, pp 8,9. 
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couple of inches in order to match him and, though 
they said she was 'divinely tall', there was, off-stage, 
not much of the divine about her unless there were 
gin palaces in heaven where she might preside 
behind the bar Her face, broad and oval as a meat 
dish, had been thrown on a common wheel out of 
coarse clay; nothing subtle about her appeal, which 
was just as well if she were to function as the demo- 
cratically elected divinity of the imminent century of 
the Common Man. 28 

This "commonness" and ordinariness, emphasised in the text, cleverly 
underlines, by throwing into contrast, Fevvers' extraordinary quality: she claims, 
after all, to be a freak of nature. To the end of the novel, the riddle of Fevvers' 
wings remains teasingly unresolved. During the first few pages, while Jack 
Walser watches Fevvers perform her act, there comes a point when he finds 
himself considering the possibility that she is indeed an authentic bird-woman: 

he was astonished to discover that it was the limitations 
of her act in themselves that made him briefly contemplate 
the unimaginable - that is, the absolute suspension of 
disbelief 

For, in order to earn a living, might not a genuine bird- 
woman - in the implausible event that such a thing existed - 
have to pretend she was an artificial one? 

He smiled to himself at the paradox: in a secular age, an 
authentic miracle must purport to be a hoax, in order to 
gain credit in the world. 29 

While he is interviewing her, Walser regains his characteristic scepticism 
and is amused to remember his own momentary belief. He reflects that, since 
she claims to have hatched from a gigantic egg, Fevvers, should have no belly 
button: 'The oviparous species are not, by definition, nourished by the placenta; 
therefore they feel no need of the umbilical cord ... and, therefore, don't bear 
the scar of its loss! Why isn't the whole of London asking: does Fevvers have a 
belly-button? ' 30 At the end of the novel, however, when Jack and Fevvers are 
finally reunited and able, at last, to consummate their love, Fevvers assures him 
that the fantastic narrative she told him of her life history, at the very beginning 
of their acquaintance, was entirely true, and we read that, seeing her naked for 
the first time, Walser does not, in fact, see any belly button: 

'Believe it or not,, all that / told you as real happenings 

2-8 Ibid., p 12. 
29 Ibid., p 17. 
30 Ibid., p 18. 
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were so, in fact; and as to questions of whether / am 
fact or fiction, you must answer that for yourself.! ' 

Without her clothes on, she looked the size of a house. 
She was engaged in washing herself piece by piece in 
a pot of water drawn from the samovar while Walser, 
naked but for his beard, waited on the Shaman's brass 
bed. He saw, without surprise, she indeed appeared 
to possess no navel but he was no longer in the mood 
to draw any definite conclusions from this fact. Her 
released feathers brushed against the walls; he 
recalled how nature had equipped her only for the 
'woman on top' position and rustled on his straw 
mattress. 31 

If, however, we are tempted to take this as proof of the reality of Fevvers' 
wings, how are we to interpret the closing passage of the book, which seems to 
put their authenticity once again in question?: 

Smothered in feathers and pleasure as he was, there 
was still one question that teased him [.. J 

Fevers, only the one question ... why did you go to 
such lengths, once upon a time, to convince me you 
were the "only fully-feathered intacta in the history of 
the world"? ' 

She began to laugh. 
'l fooled you, then! 'she said. 'Gawd, /fooled you! ' 
She laughed so much the bed shook [... J 
The spiralling tornado of Fevers' laughter began to 

twist and shudder across the entire globe, as if a 
spontaneous response to the giant comedy that end- 
lessly unfolded beneath it, until everything that lived 
and breathed, everywhere, was laughing. Or so it 
seemed to the deceived husband, who found himself 
laughing too, even if he was not quite sure whether 
or not he might be the butt of the joke. Fe veers, 
sputtering to a stop at last, crouched above him, 
covering his face with kisses. Oh, how pleased with 
him she was! 

'To think / really fooled you! 'she marvelled. 'lt just 
goes to show there's nothing like confidence. ' 32 

Whether Walser was fooled in relation to Fevvers' wings or her famed 
virginity remains significantly ambiguous, and the connection between the two - 

31 Ibid., p 292. 
32 Ibid., pp 294,295. 
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between Fevvers' claimed physical abnormality and her sexual "intactness" - is 
an important one, since women's power, whether it be in terms of their sexuality 
or in terms of special abilities they may possess, are both regarded with fear and 
suspicion by male-dominated culture, because they are forms of power that are 
perceived as being beyond male control. 

'Certain kinds of outlaws'. 33 

Another woman character who appears not to have 'docked by the normal 
channels' is Pilate from Toni Morrison's novel, The Song of Solomon. Pilate 
crawled from her dead mother's womb, alive and unaided to the amazement of 
the midwife, thus literally birthing herself, and is left afterwards with no belly 
button (as Jack Walser realises Fevvers should not, if her story is true): 

lt was this absence of a navel that con vinced people 
that she had not come into this world through normal 
channels; had never lain, floated, or grown in some 
warm and liquid place connected by a tissue-thin tube 
to a reliable source of human nourishment. Macon 
knew otherwise, because he was there and had 
seen the eyes of the midwife as his mother's legs 
collapsed. [.. J But the rest was true. Once the new 
baby's lifeline was cut, the cord stump shriveled, fell 
off, and left no trace of having ever existed, which, 
as a young boy taking care of his baby sister, he 
thought no more strange than a bald head. He was 
seventeen years old[.. ] when he learned that there 
was probably not another stomach like hers on earth. 34 

This lack of Pilate's is regarded with superstitious terror by others, and 
leads to her rejection by two communities she makes her home among until she 
learns to keep it hidden. I use the word "lack" deliberately, since Pilate, herself, 
as a child close only to her elder brother, Macon, believes a belly button to be 
equivalent to a penis -a physical attribute possessed by men and boys but not 
by females. In fact, this so-called lack is a sign of Pilate's "unfeminine" strength 
and independence which firstly brought her into the world from the dead, against 
all expectations, and continues to enable her to live an unconventional life on 
her own terms, seen as scandalous in the eyes of the respectable, repressed 
people around her, such as Macon, her brother. It is interesting that, again like 
Fevvers, Pilate is physically a big woman - one of the few people in the town 
who is as tall as her brother. Her emotional strength and independence is partly 

33 Toni Morrison, Song of Solomon, (first published in UK. by Chatto & Windus, 1978, this 
edition, Picador, 1989), p 149. 
34 Ibid., pp 27,28. 
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forced on her, however, by the effects of the lack itself, since she is forced to live 
a life without men, relying on herself - for apart from the father of her daughter 
Reba, she never finds a man who can accept her difference: 

They froze at the sight of that belly that looked like 
a back; became limp even, or cold, if she happened 
to undress completely and walked straight toward 
them, showing them, deliberately, a stomach as blind 
as a knee. 

"What are you? Some kinda mermaid? " one man 
had shouted, and reached hurriedly for his socks, 35 

Her difference isolates her from the rest of her community - both men and 
women shrink from her as from something inhuman and monstrous. Pilate's 
monstrousness, however, is significantly different from Fevvers' in that Fevvers 
claims to possess the non-human attribute of wings (and therefore might also 
lack a navel) Pilate merely lacks a human attribute. This means that while 
Fevvers can exploit her difference, turning herself into a spectacle, Pilate can 
only keep hers hidden or be shunned: 

Even a traveling side show would have rejected her, 
since her freak quality lacked that important ingredient 
- the grotesque. There was really nothing to see. Her 
defect, frightening and exotic as it was, was also a 
theatrical failure. lt needed intimacy, gossip, and the 
time it took for curiosity to become drama? 

Pilate has to learn to reject the social community and fellowship of others 
and to make the best of her independence, for she has the intelligence and 
strength to realise that there can be advantages to being placed outside the 
boundary of "normal" human society and the restrictions and conventions that go 
with it: 

Although she was hampered by huge ignorances, but 
not in any way unintelligent, when she realized what 
her situation in the world was and would probably 
always be she threw away every assumption she had 
learned and began at zero. 37 

The first change she makes that signifies her rejection of the human 
society that has labelled her a freak is one that flouts conventional ideas of 
feminine appearance and beauty - she cuts her hair. Next she begins to 

35 Ibid., p 148. 
36 Ibid., pp 148,149. 
37 Ibid. 
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concentrate upon her own needs and desires and to decide what it is that she 
wants from life. We read that 'She gave up, apparently, all interest in table 
manners or hygiene, but acquired a deep concern for and about human 
relationships. ' w She shocks "respectable" society by never marrying - although 
she has a daughter and a grand-daughter - and by earning her living running a 
wine-house. 

As with Fevvers, Pilate's transgression of the "feminine" ideal frequently 
provokes and outrages, as well as sometimes fascinating, the men around her. 
The ambitious and conventional Macon, in particular, finds his sister's eccentric 
and unfeminine appearance and behaviour infuriating: 

She had cut the last thread of propriety. At one 
time she had been the dearest thing in the world 
to him. Now she was odd, murky, and worst of all, 
unkempt. A regular source of embarrassment, if 
he would allow it. But he would not allow it. 

Finally he had told her not to come again until 
she could show some respect for herself Could 
get a real job instead of running a wine house. 

'Why can't you dress like a woman? [. ] What's 
that sailor's cap doing on your head? Don't you 
have stockings ? What are you trying to make me 
look like in this town? ' He trembled with the thought 
of the white men in the bank - the men who helped 
him buy and mortgage houses - discovering that 
this raggedy bootlegger was his sister. f .. J a sister who 
had a daughter but no husband, and that daughter 
had a daughter but no husband. A collection of 
lunatics who sang in the streets like common street 
women! Just like common street women! '39 

Macon sees Pilate as an extension of himself - as his female relative, she 
is his property and should reflect creditably upon him. He does not recognise 
her autonomy as an independent, subjective, separate human being, who will 
decide for herself how best to lead her life. 

Pilate, like Fevvers' foster mother, Lizzie, in Nights at the Circus, appears 
to possess genuinely supernatural, witch-like power and knowledge. When 
Macon has rejected his wife, Ruth, refusing to approach her sexually, Pilate 
secretly provides Ruth with an aphrodisiac potion that causes Macon to 
experience an irresistible desire for her. This leads to the conception of their 
son, but Macon suspects what has happened and insists that the foetus be 
aborted. Pilate, however, once again intervenes, averting all harmful measures 
taken by Ruth and Macon that might get rid of the child. 

38 Ibid. 
39 Ibid., p 20. 
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Apart from her strength of character, much of Pilate's power seems to stem 
from her belief that she is in close communion with the spirit of her dead father. 
As with Fevvers' wings, it is left up to the reader to decide for themselves 
whether this belief is actually true or not; what is important is the evident 
existence and effectiveness of the power that Pilate wields. 

Toni Morrison's novels contain many transgressive female characters who 
refuse to conform to the narrow limits society allows the "good" woman; taking 
control of their lives and of their sexuality; being actively desiring and 
autonomously sexual; refusing to recognise the social conventions of marriage 
or marriage ties, or the Christian moral values of chastity and fidelity. Sula, from 
the novel of that name, is of this ilk, as was her dead mother, Hannah. Sula is 
seen as monstrous by the community of Bottom when she returns there after her 
ten year absence, and her monstrosity appears to stem from her flouting of 
stereotypical feminine values and her total rejection of the traditional feminine 
role, as we see illustrated in the following dialogue that she has with her 
grandmother, Eva, immediately on her arrival: 

Sula shrugged and turned over on her stomach, her 
buttocks towards Eva. 

'You ain't been in this house ten seconds and already 
you starting something. ' 

'Takes two, Big Mamma. ' 
'Well, don't let your mouth start nothing that your ass 

can't stand. When you gone to get married? You 
need to have some babies. It'l settle you. ' 

'l don't want to make somebody else. I want to make 
myself ' 

'Se/fish. Ain't no woman got no business floatin' 
around without no man. '° 

Sula transgresses all the social expectations of the "feminine" woman. She 
has her grandmother committed against her will to an old people's asylum. She 
seduces Jude, the husband of her best friend, Nel. She is determined neither to 
marry nor have children. She cares nothing for the opinions of others. She had 
assumed that Nel felt as she did, for when they were girls they had seemed as 
one. Sula views possessiveness and jealousy about men as absurd having 
grown up under the care of her mother, Hannah, who indiscriminately had sex 
with any man of the community who she wanted, on a friendly, casual basis, 
totally regardless of marriage ties. The fact that Nel can act as any conventional 
"wronged" wife comes as a shock to Sula: 

Now Net belonged to the town and all its ways. She 
had given herself over to them, and the flick of their 

40 Toni Morrison, Sula, (first published in UK. by Chatto & Windus, 1980, this edition Triad 
Grafton Books, 1988), p 85. 
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tongues would drive her back into her little dry corner 
where she could cling to her spittle high above the 
breath of the snake and the fall 

lt had surprised her a little and saddened her a good 
deal when Nel behaved the way the others would 
have. 41 

While Nel is hurt and outraged by what she sees as Sula's betrayal, at the 
end of the novel, after Sula's death, she realises that Sula's friendship was more 
important and necessary to her than her marriage, and sees how much she lost 
by condemning and rejecting her, and, perhaps most significantly, it becomes 
clear that in many ways she felt this loss more than Sula did. Throughout the 
rest of Sula's life in the Bottom, however, Nel is estranged from her. The rest of 
the black community increasingly cast Sula in the role of witch and devil, 
interpreting every small incident as further proof of her evil: 

Among the weighty evidence piling up was the fact 
that Sula did not look her age. She was near thirty 
and, unlike them, had lost no teeth, suffered no bruises, 
developed no ring of fat at the waist or pocket at the 
back of her neck. /t was rumoured that she had had no 
childhood diseases, was never known to have chicken 
pox, croup or even a runny nose. She had played 
rough as a child - where were the scars? Except for 
a funny-shaped finger and that evil birthmark, she was 
free of any normal signs of vulnerability. 42 

It is significant that one of Sula's worse crimes is to sleep with the other 
women's husbands 'once and then no more'; unlike even her mother, Hannah, 
who had at least slept with her lovers regularly. Sula's behaviour is felt as 
arrogant, unseemly, and insulting, for she seems to be trying the men out to see 
if they are to her taste 'and discarding them without any excuse the men could 
swallow. ' 43 Once again, it is Sula's total flouting of conventional feminine 
behaviour that is found so unacceptable. Worse yet, in the eyes of the black 
community around her, is found the rumour - never actually proved - that Sula 
also sleeps with white men -a violation of all expectations of the "good" black 
woman. 

At the end of the novel, when Net visits Sula who is fatally ill, they have the 
same argument Sula had earlier with her grandmother, Eva, although expressed 
in different words. Net tells Sula that she 'can't have it all'; that she should 
accept the place in life allotted to 'a woman and a coloured woman at that'; and 
that without children and a husband, Sula does not share the experiences of 

41 Ibid., p 109. 
42 Ibid., p 104. 
43 Ibid. 
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other women. Sula refutes such logic with her usual self-willed obstinacy - she 
claims that, in living her life as she chose, she has achieved much more than the 
"respectable" women like Nei who have lived according to the rules, and when 
Nei repeats Eva's opinion that a woman needs a man to give a worth to her life, 
Sula declares that men 'ain't worth more than me. And besides, I never loved no 
man because he was worth it. ' 44 

Ultimately, it becomes clear that it is Sula's different perception of the 
quality and measure of human love that separates her from the people around 
her: when Nei demands to know how Sula could have taken Jude away from her, 
Sula retorts that she did not 'take him away' but'just fucked him', and demands 
in her turn why Nel's love and friendship for her had not been big enough to 
accept it. Nel's response reveals her lack of comprehension, and voices the 
general evaluation of Sula held by the local community: 'You laying there in that 
bed without a dime or a friend to your name having done all the dirt you did in 
this town and you still expect folks to love you? ' Sula replies to this with a 
speech that is almost an incantation, and that conjures up a surrealist picture of 
total sexual anarchy and perversity, breaking down all barriers of gender, race, 
class, and even species: 

'Oh, they'll love me all right. /t will take time, but they'll 
love me. [. ] After all the old women have lain with the 
teenagers; when all the young girls have slept with 
their old drunken uncles; after all the black men fuck 
all the white ones; when all the white women kiss all 
the black ones; when the guards have raped all the 
jailbirds and after all the whores make love to their 
grannies; after all the faggots get their mothers' trim; 
when Lindbergh sleeps with Bessie Smith and Norma 
Shearer makes it with Stepin Fetchit, after all the dogs 
have fucked all the cats and every weathervane on 
every barn flies off the roof to mount the hogs ... then 
there'// be a little love left over for me. And / know just 
what it will feel like. 145 

Sula questions Nel's limited ideas of morality - of what makes a person 
"good" or "bad", or makes their behaviour "right" and "wrong" - as well as Nel's 
limited ideas of love as property and possession, providing security and social 
status. Net is still unable to understand or appreciate Sula's point of view: it is 
not until Sula has been dead for twenty-five years that Nel is able to see that she 
herself has no monopoly on goodness - that her virtue is no greater than Sula's 

was - in fact, if anything, morally she was more "monstrous" than her friend. 
This raises once again the idea of the monstrous female gaze, for both 

Sula and Net are accused of 'watching', rather than 'seeing', a violent death in a 

44 Ibid., p 129. 
45 Ibid., p 130. 
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manner that incriminates them. It is Eva who accuses them both, denying any 
difference between them. Firstly, when they are young girls, Eva claims that 
Sula watched her mother, Hannah, burn to death, 'standing on the back porch 
just looking'. 46 Eva is sure that Sula had watched Hannah burn out of interest, 
not paralysed horror, and holds it against her grand-daughter ever after. 
Secondly, near the close of the book, when Nei visits the very elderly Eva in the 
old people's asylum, Eva accuses her of having caused, or, at least, of having 
watched the death by drowning of a small boy, Chicken Little -a death for which 
Sula had been unwittingly responsible: 

'Tell me how you killed that little boy. ' 
'What? What little boy? ' 
'The one you threw in the water[. .J How did 
you get him to go in the water? ' 
'/ didn't throw no little boy in the river. That 
was Sula. ' 
'You. Sula. What's the difference? You 
was there. You watched, didn't you? Me, / 
never would've watched. '47 

It is Eva's senile but determined refusal to admit any difference of guilt, 
responsibility, or even of identity, between Nei and Sula, that forces Nei to 
compare her calm emotions at the time of Chicken Little's death with Sula's 
distraught grief and shame, and to confront the truth of her own feelings: 

What had she felt then, watching Sula going around 
and around and then the little boy swinging out over 
the water? [. .J What did old Eva mean by You watched? 
How could she help seeing it? She was right there. But 
Eva didn't say see, she said watched. 'l did not watch 
it. 1 just saw it. ' But it was there anyway, as it had 
always been, the old feeling and the old question. [ .. ) All these years she had been secretly proud of her 
calm, controlled behaviour when Sula was uncontrollable, 
her compassion for Sula 's frightened and shamed 
eyes. Now it seemed that what she had thought 
was maturity, serenity and compassion was only 
the tranquillity that follows a joyful stimulation. Just 
as the water closed peacefully over the turbulence 
of Chicken Little s body, so had contentment washed 
over her enjoyment. 48 

46 Ibid., p 74. 
47 Ibid., p 149. 
48 Ibid., p 150,151. 
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There is something monstrous - and also something "unfeminine" in 
conventional terms - about a calm, voyeuristic gaze, intent upon its own 
pleasure. Nei finally recognises that her calm in the face of the small boy's 
death was more culpable than any action of Sula's. She also comes to 
acknowledge the importance of their lost closeness as friends, and that in 
rejecting Sula she robbed herself. 

The novel ends with Nel's mourning: 

All that time, all that time. / thought / was missing 
Jude. ' And the loss pressed down on her chest and 
came up into her throat. 'We was girls together, 'she 
said as though explaining something. '0 Lord, Sula, ' 
she cried, girl, girl, gir/gir/girl. ' 

lt was a fine cry - loud and long - but it had no bottom 
and it had no top, just circles and circles of sorrow. 49 

Nei thus proves Sula right - although it takes the long passing of time. In 
the end she is loved once more. 

Superwoman: or The Monster Within. 

Sula is unusual among most "monstrous" female characters, such as 
Fevvers and Pilate, in that she does not transgress convention through her 
outward appearance; by, for example, being dirty, unkempt, or wearing 
"unfeminine" clothing. The Dog-Woman, however, in Jeanette Winterson's 
novel, Sexing the Cherry, follows this pattern to humorous excess. 

The Dog-Woman, so-called because, to earn her living, she keeps a pack 
of hounds that she breeds and enters for dog-fights, is portrayed as unwashed, 
ugly and monstrously large. Describing herself, she says: 

How hideous am /? 
My nose is flat, my eyebrows are heavy. 1 have 

only a few teeth and those are a poor show, being 
black and broken. / had smallpox when l was a 
girl and the caves in my face are home enough 
for fleas. But 1 have fine blue eyes that see in the 
dark 50 

She is so huge that she once outweighed an elephant in a travelling circus; 
and so successfully, what is more, that she shot the elephant high into the air: 

/ looked higher, following the gaze of the people. 

49 Ibid., p 154. 
50 Jeanette Winterson, Sexing the Cherry, (Bloomsbury, London, 1989), p 19. 
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Far above us, far far away like a black star in a 
white sky, was Samson. 

lt is a responsibility for a woman to have forced 
an elephant into the sky. What it says of my size 
/ cannot tell, for an elephant looks big, but how 
am / to know what it weighs? A balloon looks 
big and weighs nothing. 51 

All descriptions of the Dog-Woman, and all accounts of her actions, are 
extreme and excessive - we read, for example, that she could hold her adopted 
son, Jordan, on the palm of her hand when he was a baby, and that she can 
hold 'a dozen oranges in her mouth at once'. The text continuously reminds us, 
however, that appearances cannot be relied on and that power comes from 
within a person more than from without. The Dog-Woman's enormous physical 
strength and size seem to exist primarily in relation to men. This has applied 
from her childhood onwards, for even when she was an infant her father could 
not lift her on to his knees - when he tried, her weight broke both his legs - 
whereas her mother who was a frail woman, and 'so light that she dared not go 
out in a wind', could lift her daughter easily and carried her on her back for 
miles. The Dog-Woman comments on this that, 'There was talk of witchcraft but 
what is stronger than love? ' 52 

Possibly her size and strength developed in the face of the weakness and 
inadequacy of her father's love: she tells us that when she began to grow so 
unusually large, her father wanted to exhibit her as a freak. Her mother refused 
to allow this, but her father stole the child and tried to sell her to a freak-show 
proprietor -a betrayal which leads to her first act of violence: 'They had a barrel 
ready to put me in, but no sooner had they slammed on the lid than I burst the 
bonds of the barrel and came flying out at my father's throat. This was my first 
murder. ' 53 

The Dog-Woman is one of the most startling and extraordinary heroines to 
be found in English fiction. While she shares certain qualities with Angela 
Carter's character, Fevvers, such as her cheerful exuberance and vitality, the 
Dog-Woman is a more subversive and transgressive figure than Fevvers, partly 
because of her physical violence and her total independence - it would be very 
difficult, for example, to imagine the Dog-Woman consummating a romantic, 
heterosexual love, as Fevvers does with Jack Walser. Winterson makes the 
Dog-Woman profoundly sympathetic to the reader while transgressing every 
cultural expectation and ideal of femininity, or even of humanity. She is huge, 
fat, dirty, physically grotesque, apparently simple-minded, on occasions 
horrifically violent, and yet the reader is both fascinated by her and always on 
her side. 

51 Ibid., p 21. 
52 Ibid. 
53 Ibid., p 122. 
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Through the Dog-Woman, Winterson represents, in a very humorous and 
satirical manner, many of the myths and superstitions concerning the monstrous- 
feminine that I have mentioned earlier. The Dog-Woman's hideous ugliness and 
gigantic size frequently reduce men to swooning, gibbering, terrified wrecks - particularly when she exposes her naked body to them. She cheerfully mutilates 
and murders men - and with the breezy, matter-of-fact, business-like attitude of a 
school-mistress punishing a naughty schoolboy. She seems to fulfil all the most 
horrifying, misogynous male fantasies of the all-powerful, vengeful, castrating 
mother. She is so large that no man can successfully perform sexual intercourse 
with her - the only one brave enough even to try, ends up literally sucked into 
the 'atrocious hole' feared by Mr Rosencreutz, totally enveloped by the Dog- 
Woman's vagina: 

/ did mate with a man, but cannot say that / felt 
anything at all, though / had him jammed up to 
the hilt As for him, spread on top of me with his 
face buried beneath my breasts, he complained 
that he could not find the sides of my cunt and 
felt like a tadpole in a pot. He was an educated 
man and urged me to try and squeeze in my 
muscles, and so perhaps bring me closer to his 
prong. / took a great breath and squeezed with 
all my might and heard something like a rush of 
air through a tunnel, and when / strained up on 
my elbows and looked down / saw / had pulled 
him in, balls and everything. He was stuck. / 
had the presence of mind to ring the bell and my 
friend came in with her sisters, and with the aid 
of a crowbar they prised him out and refreshed 
him with mulled wine while / sang him a little 
song about the fortitude of spawning salmon. 54 

The wit and humour in Winterson's representation of the Dog-Woman is 
created partly by the apparent naivete of her character. At times we are left 
feeling a little suspicious of this innocence; such as when she tells us of her 
meeting with a man who exposes his penis to her, encouraging her to touch it 
and then to put it in her mouth. The Dog-Woman's account of this incident 
conveys an ignorant simplicity of mind, suggesting that when she touches his 
flaccid penis she is quite surprised when it enlarges as he has said it will. The 
implication is that when following his further directions to eat his penis, she bites 
it completely off, she does not understand, and is not responsible for, the 
castration she carries out on him: 

Put it in your mouth, 'he said. 'Yes, as you would 

54 Ibid., pp 120,121. 
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a delicious thing to eat' 
/ like to broaden my mind when / can and / did as 

he suggested, swallowing it up entirely and biting 
it off with a snap. 
As I did so my eager fellow increased his swooning 

to the point of fainting away, and /, feeling both 
astonished by his rapture and disgusted by the 
leathery thing filling up my mouth, spat out what l 
had not eaten and gave it to one of my dogs. 

The whore from Spitalfields had told me that men 
like to be consumed in the mouth, but it still seems 
to me a reckless act, for the member must take 
some time to grow again. None the less their 
bodies are their own, and / who know nothing of 
them must take instruction humbly, and if a man 
asks me to do the same again l'm sure / shall, 
though for myself / felt nothing. 55 

The last phrase contains a wonderful combination of threat and apparent 
ingenuousness. 

This incident, described above, illustrates a significant aspect of the Dog- 
Woman, and a quality that sets her apart from the female characters we have 
already examined; for while the Dog-Woman resembles Fevvers, Pilate, and 
Sula in different ways, being physically large and strong, transgressively dirty 
and smelly, and independent and autonomous; unlike these other characters, 
she deliberately and cheerfully commits excessively violent and murderous 
actions. Of the other characters, Sula alone caused someone's death, and, as 
we have seen, that was inadvertently, when, as a young girl, she playfully swung 
the little boy, Chicken-Little, and he slipped out of her hands, falling into the river 
and drowning. It is suggested to the reader, moreover, that the trauma and 
distress Sula experiences as a result of this incident, are partly responsible for 
her subsequent alienation and emotional indifference to human society. The 
Dog-Woman, in contrast, feels no guilt at all over her violent actions, only 
satisfaction and pride. 

The plot of Sexing the Cherry is primarily set in the historical period of the 
Civil War in England, and the Dog-Woman is an ardent Royalist - her son, 
Jordan, even works for the King as a gardener and botanist. Her most violent 
actions are perpetrated upon hypocritical Puritan men in defence of the Royalist 
cause. While these actions are often very brutal indeed, the overwhelming 
impression conveyed to the reader is one of humour and a surreal, almost 
cartoon-like quality: during one incident, for example, shortly before the trial of 
the King, when the Dog-Woman and Jordan return to their old home after a long 
absence, they find that two of their most hated Puritan enemies, Preacher 
Scroggs and Neighbour Firebrace, have taken over their home with a gang of 

55 Ibid., pp 40,41. 
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Roundhead soldiers. The outraged Dog-Woman takes them all on in a fight that 
is reminiscent of school-boy comic characters - she appears to be invincible and 
indestructible; even when shot in the chest with a musket, she merely plucks the 
musket ball out of her cleavage and returns to the battle more enraged than 
before: 

/ ran straight at the guards, broke the arms of 
the first, ruptured the second and gave the third 
a kick in the head that knocked him out at once. 
The other five came at me, and when / had 
dispatched two for an early judgement another 
took his musket and fired me straight in the 
chest. / fell over, killing the man who was 
poised behind me, and plucked the musket ball 
out of my cleavage. / was in a rage then. 

'You are no gentleman to spoil a poor woman's 
dress, and my best dress at that ' 

/ sat up and rolled up my sleeves, for it dawned 
on me that / must take these scurvy fellows 
seriously. 56 

The narrative style used in this passage is both extremely comic and also 
fantastic and surreal. It is particularly amusing, and subversive of our 
expectations, that one of the Dog-Woman's chief concerns at such a moment is 
one so stereotypically "feminine" as that of the state of her dress. 

One of Winterson's most constant themes as a writer is that of the relativity 
of time. In all her novels we can find passages propounding the idea that time is 
not a straightforward continuum, but that all times exist simultaneously: 

Thinking about time is like turning the globe 
round and round, recognizing that a//journeys 
exist simultaneously, that to be in one place is 
not to deny the existence of another, even 
though that other place cannot be felt or seen, 
our usual criteria for belief. 57 

In Sexing the Cherry, Winterson dramatises this concept by reintroducing, 
towards the end of the novel, the characters of the Dog-Woman and Jordan 
living in the present day. There is, however, a major and significant difference in 
the style of language and narrative technique here, since the modern characters 
are described in a more realistic and bleak manner, lacking the playfulness and 
the bizarre fantasy of the historical narrative. While the seventeenth-century 
Dog-Woman seems comfortably at home and well-adjusted in her physical and 

56 Ibid., p 69. 
57 Ibid., p 99. 
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emotional identity and powerfully in control in the external world around her, the 
modern-day woman character is alienated and unhappy, desperately struggling 
against corrupt, technological, twentieth-century, male-dominated society and 
the pollution and destruction it is causing to the natural environment. There is 
even a suggestion that the all-powerful, monstrous Dog-Woman is a cathartic 
fantasy of the modern-day woman, who describes retreating into day-dreams of 
being a gigantic superwoman, able to right the evils of the modern world: 

/ am a woman going mad. / am a woman 
hallucinating. / imagine / am huge, raw, a 
giant. When / am a giant / go out with my 
sleeves rolled up and my skirts swirling 
round me like a whirlpool / have a sack 
such as kittens are drowned in and / stop 
off all over the world filling it up. Men 
shoot at me, but / take the bullets out of 
my cleavage and l chew them up. Then 
/ laugh and laugh and break their guns 
between my fingers the way you would a 
wish-bone. 513 

The contemporary woman character possesses neither the Dog-Woman's 
enormous physical size, her superhuman strength, or the actual power to 
intervene in order to prevent the evil doings of male authority. The modern-day 
character is thus in a similar position to the woman reader of Winterson's text; 
and the monstrous figure of the historical character offers a positive and 
cathartic image to both; one celebratory of female power and autonomy. This, I 
believe, is the reason why the excessively violent and murderous acts - which 
are sometimes very brutal indeed and described in highly vivid and graphic 
language - are not found disturbing or shocking, but only cause laughter. 
Laughter, of course, can be a way of dealing with discomfort, and there may be 
an element of that process at work in this text, but I think the sheer ludicrous, 
playful quality of Winterson's wit and humour in her narrative, successfully 
represents the violence in an acceptable, and even pleasurable, way. 

In this novel, the success of Winterson's representation of the Dog-Woman 
rests partly on the humorous effect arising from her transgression of 
conventional female behaviour. As we noted in Chapter 6, the character of 
Jordan is also subversive of stereotypical gender representation - this gentle, 
sensitive, androgynous young man, who makes such an attractive and sexually 
desirable woman when he is in gender disguise, offers an amusing contrast to 
his huge, hideous, murderous mother. It is interesting that, as we have 
considered earlier, a man dressed as a woman is often regarded as ridiculous, 
grotesque, and humorous, while a woman dressed men's clothing is frequently 
viewed as attractive; and, equally, representations of violent women are often 

58 Ibid., p 138. 
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seen as absurd, ridiculous and a subject for jokes, while male violence is usually 
regarded very seriously. Men in gender disguise are perceived as being more 
threatening, and therefore more taboo, than women in such disguise, and 
similarly violence by women is culturally more transgressive and more 
threatening than male violence: the threat posed by both is thus defused, in 
cultural terms, through mockery and ridicule. 

Unladylike Behaviour? 

The feminist literary critics, Sandra Gilbert and Susan Gubar, 59 have 
highlighted the internalised taboos in women's writing which have historically 
worked to censor the depiction of female anger, and are particularly strong in 
relation to the representation of actual physical violence by women. These 
taboos can still be seen at work in much contemporary women's writing. This 
attitude is a deeply-rooted part of our cultural heritage, and, for the woman 
writer, a part of her female literary tradition: Virginia Woolf, in her famous and 
influential essay, A Room of One's Own, 60 warned against the expression of 
strong personal emotion, claiming that it marred the literary value of a woman's 
writing. She specifically criticised Charlotte Bronte for the deep feeling and 
anger over the position of women in society she communicated in her novels. In 
A Room of One's Own -a text that argues eloquently for the rights of the woman 
writer to the independence, autonomy, and social and educational opportunities 
enjoyed by men - Woolf demonstrates her own argument by employing a light, 
witty, emotionally detached, urbane prose style in order to discuss issues that 
are clearly of great personal importance to her. It is, however, debatable 
whether such a technique is so useful or effective in the writing of fiction as in 
the writing of polemical essays. In my opinion, few women readers would agree 
with Woolfs critical comments on Charlotte Bronte's fiction, but would feel that 
the emotional power and energy in Bronte's writing, and the anger she often 
expresses in quite strong and violent language, are qualities that charge and 
vitalise her work. 

In the last thirty years, however, most feminist writers have acknowledged 
a need for creating positive and complex images of women. Anger and physical 
aggression in women has traditionally been regarded as monstrous: seen as a 
male prerogative - it is thought "unfeminine" and "unwomanly" to give vent to 
violent expression, either verbally or physically. Representations of female 
violence therefore arouse anxiety and concern - we saw this illustrated in 
Chapter 3, when we examined the controversial response provoked by Sheila 
McLaughlin's film, She Must Be Seeing Things. Most radical feminists have not 
seen violent action as a valid response, or viewed representations of female 
violence as offering a positive image of women. While they may well repudiate 

59 See The Madwoman in the Attic, (Yale University Press: New Haven, 1979). 
60 Virginia Woolf, A Room of One's Own, (first published Hogarth Press, London, 1928, 
published in Penguin Books, Harmondsworth, 1945). 
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the social double standard that judges violence by women as worse and more 
reprehensible than that by men, they would argue that violence is never 
productive or desirable. 61 

A few feminist writers and film-makers, 62however, have explored the issue 
of violent behaviour by women, adopting a more positive approach; suggesting 
that such violence can be strategic, and is sometimes the only valid or 
satisfactory response to an intolerable situation. Most of these creative 
explorations involve a detailed examination of wider social and political factors in 
women's experiences. It is significant that such representations of violent or 
destructive behaviour are more often depicted in a realistic and disturbing 
manner, without the intervention of humour or irony, by black women writers: for 
example, in many of Toni Morrison's novels, such as Beloved and Jazz, and 
also in The Color Purple and Possessing the Secret of Joy by Alice Walker. In 
these works, the female protagonist's situation is so oppressed and 
circumscribed, and so movingly portrayed, that the violent impulse or action, 
even when, as in Beloved, it involves infanticide, can be accepted by the woman 
reader as understandable and justifiable - although, interestingly, in Toni 
Morrison's novels it is often not accepted by the surrounding black community in 
the story. By graphically portraying the oppression and suffering of their women 
characters, black women novelists, such as Morrison, have thus been able to 
use strategically any discomfort aroused in the reader by the violence 
represented in the text, in order to communicate more effectively the horror of 
social and political injustice. 

White women writers and film-makers, even while they also draw upon the 
wider social and political context in order to explain the anger and violence of 
their characters - in terms, for example, of the effects of capitalism, the power of 
religious institutions, and other male-dominated, authoritarian power structures - 
tend to employ humour, as Jeanette Winterson does, as a strategy for defusing 
the discomfort caused by the cultural taboo against women's anger and 
aggression. 

'Vicious, stiletto-heeled furies'. 

In Marleen Gorris' film, A Question of Silence, 63 laughter is used, not to 
defuse the representation of violence by women, but as a political weapon, 

61 This appears to be a fairly general view, and one based on the idea that violence is 'male- 
identified' behaviour. For example, a letter concerning the murder committed by Sara Thornton 
of her abusive husband, published in the journal, City Limits, (No. 534, January 2-9,1992), 
claims that: 'feminism is about finding alternatives to normal male reactions which meet violence 
with violence [... ] Feminists must reject violence and not fall prey to traditional male leftish knee- 
jerk reactions. Many murders are the result of provocation, but they're still murder. Feminism 
doesn't mean supporting retaliatory killing because it's done by a woman'. 
62 For example, the novelist, Marge Piercy, and the film-makers, Margarethe von Trotta and 
Marleen Gorris. 
63 First released as De sti/te rond Christine M, (The Netherlands, 1982). 
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excluding male-dominated society and making it the butt of a joke that lies 
beyond its understanding. 

In this film, three women, previously unacquainted with each other, meet in 
a boutique and become united by a sudden, unpremeditated, and apparently 
motiveless, impulse to murder the male owner. The other four women customers 
present in the shop at the time, stand by and watch with calm interest; 
representing, once again, the monstrous, voyeuristic, objective gaze that we 
considered in relation to Toni Morrison's Su/a. 

The attack is a very brutal one, leaving the man's head and genitals 
completely smashed and mutilated. It is notable, however, that at least two of 
the male professionals involved in the case joke about the murder, illustrating 
the point made earlier that violence by women is often treated flippantly in male 
culture, as ridiculous and risible. The forensic pathologist, for example, who has 
examined the corpse, describes its mutilation to the psychiatrist called in to 
assess the women, remarking humorously that, 'The ladies really gave him a 
dusting, eh! ', thus trivialising the violence of their actions. A legal professional 
whom the psychiatrist meets in the car park, when she first visits the women in 
prison, even makes humorous, critical comments about the fact that the women 
were not 'clever' or 'professional' in carrying out the murder. Presumably he 
makes this judgement because they have been caught and do not (and, in fact, 
deliberately make no attempt to) "get away with it". 

The role of the woman psychiatrist, Janine Van Den Bos, is a crucial one in 
the film, and it is through her growing understanding of the women, and also her 
growing insight into her own position as a woman in society, that the spectator is 
led to realise the political meanings of the film. 

The three women who commit the murder are all in powerless and 
disadvantaged social positions: Christine, the most oppressed of the three, is a 
young housewife and mother, isolated and depressed, trapped in her drab home 
with her three small children and an insensitive, self-centred husband; An is a 
middle-aged, lonely widow who works in a down-market cafe, patronised by 
working men who continuously ridicule her; Andrea is a secretary whose 
intelligence and talents are unacknowledged and exploited by her boss, who 
appropriates her achievements for his own advancement and credit, keeping her 
in a subservient position. Janine, the psychiatrist, is a highly-qualified woman, 
in a more privileged social position. Initially her oppression by male-dominated 
society is far less obvious or burdensome than that of her female clients; a fact 
that Andrea deliberately emphasises when she asks Janine who will be typing 
out her recorded professional interviews with the women. As Janine begins to 

reply that it will be her secretary, we are shown a close-up of her face as she 
realises what she is saying and rather shamefacedly starts laughing. Through 
her dealings with this case and her involvement with the women, Janine 
becomes increasingly aware of the everyday oppression, and repression, of 
women by patriarchal culture. 

One of the central issues of the film focuses on the question of the sanity 
or insanity of the women. All the men portrayed in the film glibly dismiss them as 
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mad; Janine's lawyer husband informs her early in the film that the women are 
obviously 'completely deranged', thus ignoring, and also appropriating, her 
professional qualifications and status as an expert on such matters. During this 
conversation Janine turns away from her husband and, directly addressing the 
camera - and consequently the spectator - clearly states 'I don't think those 
women are insane'. This is fundamental to the message of the film and, in my 
opinion, represents one of the film's major achievements: that it manages to 
convince the woman-identified audience that the violent murder, given the 
context of the women's lives, is understandable, inevitable, and even justifiable. 
It is an important quality of the film that it unapologetically assumes a female 
audience and a female point of view; as Charlotte Brunsdon writes 'the film not 
only refuses to address a male audience, but repeatedly represents men within 
the film as people who cannot understand what is happening. ' 64 

When the film was first released, however, some feminist critics felt 
uncomfortable with the representations of women as brutal murderers, even 
while recognising the film's technical and emotional strengths. One explanation 
resorted to by these critics was that the murder acts as metaphor and symbol for 
women's resistance to oppression. 65 In my opinion, such an explanation is 
neither convincing nor constructive; it is more useful to look at the way Gorris 
handles the realistic representation of the murder. 

The scene in the boutique is shown us in three separate flashbacks 
throughout the film, and each of these flashbacks begins where the previous one 
left off; so that, while Gorris builds up a high degree of tension in each, using 
atmospheric, discordant music and a strategic use of camera position and point 
of view, it is only in the last scene that we are actually shown the three women 
attacking the man, and, even then, we are not actually shown his body after two 
initial blows that knock him to the ground; thus, the major part of their brutality is 
only suggested to us - by, for example, Andrea taking a plastic coat hanger and 
snapping it in half to make a weapon, and An breaking a glass shelf for the same 
purpose. While Gorris makes no attempt to sanitise, prettify, or minimise the 
horrific level of the women's violence, she successfully establishes their point of 
view and their experience as the central ones in the film. The over-riding 
impression made by the scenes in the boutique is of the sympathy and solidarity 
bonding the women together. 

This begins during the first flashback when we see Christine attempting to 

shoplift a garment, surreptitiously stuffing it into her bag. The boutique owner 
walks over to her with a smug, sneering smile on his face, and confronts her 
triumphantly. The camera shows us first Andrea and then An catching sight of 
this confrontation and stopping to watch as Christine, in a sudden act of 
defiance, grabs the garment back and pushes it once more into her bag. Andrea 

and An join her in taking garments, and they also resist the owner's attempts to 

reclaim the clothes. These scenes leading up to the murder are highly comic, 

64Fi/ms for Women, ed. Charlotte Brunsdon, (BFI publishing, London, 1986), p 5. 
6' For a further discussion of this point, see Jeanette Murphy, 'A Question of Silence', ibid., pp 
99-108. 
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placing the smug, unpleasant boutique owner in an absurd and ridiculous 
position as he ineffectually attempts to prevent the women's transgressive 
behaviour. 

I find this film more successful than Gorris' Broken Mirrors, 66 (discussed in 
Chapter 4). I think it is the stronger film even though it was made two years 
earlier, for it is more controlled and emotionally disciplined, lacking the 
melodramatic elements of Broken Mirrors. The two films are similar, however, in 
that Gorris portrays in both the development of powerful bonds between women, 
represented through their shared gaze. 

As we considered earlier, the female gaze is frequently perceived as 
monstrous and terrifying by male-dominated culture: this is most clearly 
illustrated by the myth of the Medusa, whose gaze when turned on a man 
transformed him into stone. It is not just a female gaze that makes men object to 
its subject, however, that is transgressive, but a subversive female look between 
women: a mutual regard -a powerful female gaze that excludes and disregards 
men; one beyond male understanding - that is found threatening and intolerable 
by male culture. One of the most notable strengths of Marleen Gorris' films lies 
in her powerful reclamation and validation of such a female gaze: A Question of 
Silence continuously represents women looking mutually and meaningfully at 
each other, as well as predicating a female world-view and a female audience. 

One important scene showing a charged, exchanged gaze between women 
occurs between Andrea and Janine in the prison. Of the three prisoners, Andrea 
is the most socially and politically aware. She has previously confronted Janine 
twice in the film: once with the uselessness and powerlessness of her role as 
psychiatrist to help the three women in any real or effective way; and once when 
she angrily confronts her with her total lack of understanding of their lives and 
feelings, coming, as she does, from her sheltered, pleasant, wealthy, liberated 
life-style and social position. Following this second confrontation, Janine returns 
to Andrea's cell and humbly approaches her without speaking. At first Andrea 
turns and demands with hostility 'What do you want now? ', but when Janine 
makes no reply, simply standing and looking at her, Andrea, too, falls silent. 
Returning Janine's gaze, Andrea begins to outline Janine's body with her hands, 
starting with her face and slowly moving down to her feet, without ever actually 
touching her. 

She then looks up at Janine's eyes and stands to meet the other woman's 
gaze once more. They share an intense look of deep emotion, that can be 
interpreted as desire, until they are abruptly disturbed by a man walking into the 
room. The female spectator is left to imagine what might have occurred between 
the women without this interruption. 

This intense and highly-charged scene, although imbued with erotic 
tension, typifies the respectful distance Gorris observes with the camera towards 
the women in the film. It also contrasts with the portrayal of Janine's apparently 
liberal, middle-class marriage. 

66 First released as Gebroken Spiegels, (The Netherlands, 1984). 
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29. Andrea & canine, face to face 
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We are shown two sexual scenes in the film between Janine and her 
husband which are very different from each other in mood. The first of these, 
significantly, is part of the opening sequence of the film and shows Janine 
attempting to seduce her husband. While this scene apparently presents Janine 
as an independent, autonomously desiring woman, able to initiate sexual 
relations, it actually emphasises her dependence on her husband's desire, since 
his initial refusal to respond to her leaves her powerless and frustrated: it is only 
when she steals his pen and uses it to mimic the action of slitting him down the 
middle with a knife (thus ironically anticipating the murder), that he reacts to her, 
and then by taking control and adopting the dominant sexual role himself. 

The second scene between them, much later in the film, echoes and 
reverses the first one. In this scene, the man wants sex but Janine, tensely 
preoccupied with the case, is not interested. Unlike the earlier scene, where the 
satisfaction of her desire is dependent on her husband's, here, he presses her 
into sex against her wishes. This scene is followed by a vivid sequence of shots 
- clearly a nightmare Janine is having - of the three women standing opposite 
each other in the boutique, apparently over the owner's dead body, and then of 
Janine herself repeatedly turning away from each of the three women in turn. 

The most important employment of the mutual gaze between women, 
symbolising their solidarity, is found throughout the film in the collusion of the 
four women observers of the crime. As the film develops, the significance of 
these four women becomes increasingly apparent. The three murderers, under 
questioning, protect the observers: Andrea is adamant that there was no one 
else in the shop at the time of the murder; An, on the other hand, flippantly 
claims that the small boutique was 'as crowded as a supermarket on a Saturday'; 
and Christine, throughout the film, refuses to speak of the incident at all. 

The four witnesses are also clearly bound together by their experience. 
After the murder, when they have left the boutique separately, we see them drift 
towards each other and leave the shopping precinct as a unified group. In the 
final scenes of the film, set in the Courtroom, they are all present, although not 
as official witnesses, but, once again, purely as observers - all the witnesses that 
give evidence in the Court are men. The observers have arrived separately, but 
after the Court has adjourned for lunch and reconvened, they all sit together in 
the front row of the public seats. Janine notices the three women in the dock 
exchange meaningful glances with the four women observers. 

The final powerful expression of solidarity between the seven women, also 
involving Janine, is through laughter. Janine, as psychiatrist, shocks the male 
Court by insisting upon the women's sanity. When she argues that their crime 
was neither irrational, incomprehensible or motiveless, the prosecuting council, 
who describes the women as 'vicious, stiletto-heeled furies', declares angrily that 
their crime is no different to the murder of a woman by three men. 
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30. The women spectators laughing at the trial. 

31. The accused women laughing. 
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When he makes this statement, An begins laughing uproariously; she is 
almost immediately joined by one of the four observers -a respectable-looking, 
older woman; and then by a second - the black woman observer; Christine and 
Andrea soon join them, as do the two young teenage observers (see plates 30 & 
31, p 348). 

Finally, Janine, too, starts laughing helplessly. The women's laughter is 
raucous and anarchic, and they are oblivious to the Judge's attempts to restore 
order. He asks that the women should be removed, and as the three prisoners 
walk to the central staircase, leading down to the cells, the four women 
observers stand up and gather round the stair-well. The seven women, still 
laughing, exchange final looks of unity and sympathy. 

Janine, who has been repeatedly insulted by the male legal professionals 
in the Court - who have cast aspersions upon her professional ability because of 
her gender - walks out of the Court after the four observers; indicating by this 
action her refusal to participate any longer in the trial. Once outside the 
Courthouse, she ignores her husband who, enraged by her behaviour which he 
believes will reflect badly on his own professional status, is sitting in his car, 
angrily sounding the horn at her. The four observers walk out of the Courthouse 
door behind Janine and pause upon the steps above her. The last mutual 
female gaze of the film is exchanged between Janine and these four women, 
and the final shot rests upon Janine's face, capturing her lingering look of 
solidarity, delight and warmth as she looks up at them, (see plates 32 & 33, p 
350). 

Perhaps it is hardly surprising that when this film was first released in 
Britain, it attracted some virulent responses from male critics. The Observer, a 
supposedly liberal paper, ran a review by Philip French, describing the film as 
'inherently stupid', 'in no fruitful sense provocative' and the 'unacceptable face of 
feminism'. The New Statesman review, by John Coleman, consisted of a single 
dismissive comment, claiming that the film 'tries to catch my gender in a Catch 
22. To hell with it. The most violent and hysterical reaction, however, came 
from Milton Shulman in The Standard, who eloquently argued that the film's 
political message 'is an argument that would have justified the Nazis' 
exterminating Jews, Herod's slaughter of babies and the lynching of blacks. [... ] 
Genocide is a comparatively modest moral device compared to the ultimate logic 
of this film's message. ' 67 Interestingly, at one point in the film, Janine appears 
to comment upon the attitude expressed by Shulman, when she argues with her 
husband that the murder committed by the three women is comparable to the 

usual atrocities of war. Her husband adamantly denies any similarity, illustrating 

one of the central motifs and messages of the film (one also demonstrated by 
the male reviewers quoted above) - that of the wilful blindness to the oppression 
of women on the part of men, and their refusal to acknowledge the abilities, the 

experiences, and the needs of women as valid and legitimate. 

67 Observer, 20th February 1983, p 30; New Statesman, 25th February 1983, p 28; The 
Standard, 17th February 1983, p 23. 
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32. Exchanged gaze between Janine & the four women spectators 
outside the courthouse. 
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33. Close-up of canine's face as she looks up at the other women. 
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It is significant that for each of the three women, the murder acts as a 
liberating, emotional release and enables them to make a small step towards 
taking control of their lives in a way they have not before, and in a way that is 
rewarding and nurturing for themselves. Christine leaves the boutique and takes 
her baby daughter for a ride on a big-wheel at a funfair; An buys the expensive 
ingredients for an elaborate meal and cooks it for her own enjoyment; Andrea 
indulges in an ice-cream, and then allows herself to be mistaken for a prostitute 
by a man kerb-crawling, insists on charging him a large sum of money, and then 
has a sexual encounter with him in a hotel room, of which she remains totally in 
control: sitting astride him, still wearing her clothes; refusing to allow him to 
touch her; moving only as she wishes; and abruptly terminating the encounter, 
leaving him lying naked on the bed, and without speaking to him, but looking at 
him with a triumphant laugh of amusement and contempt, before walking from 
the room. 

In A Question of Silence, Marleen Gorris has attempted - and, in my 
opinion, successfully - to make a radical intervention into the cultural 
representation of women. Using a plot that subverts conventional ideas and 
notions of acceptable female behaviour, she has created a film that is enjoyable 
and entertaining but that also offers a powerful feminist critique of the 
invisibilisation and trivialisation of women in male-dominated society, 
transforming the monstrousness of female violence and murder into a positive 
and moving celebration of women's shared experience and mutual desire, 
uniting the female audience through a pleasure and laughter that transgressively 
excludes men. 

A Question of Silence was made in 1982, twelve years ago at the time of 
writing, and the intervening years have seen an extreme political conservatism, 
and a growing fascism, throughout Europe and the U. S. A. - even the term 
"feminist" is now frequently regarded as a dirty word. It seems unlikely that a 
woman film-maker working today, could make such a directly politically radical 
and anarchic film, or one so positive and celebratory in mood, as A Question of 
Silence, however, I think this enhances rather than detracts from the film's value. 

Creativity, insanity, and female identity. 

Finally, I wish briefly to discuss a second - and more recent - film, An Angel 

at My Table; 68 which also explores the relationship between female identity and 
insanity. The film was written and directed by Jane Campion, one of the most 
exciting and original contemporary film-makers to emerge in the international 
film-world during the last decade, and is based on the autobiographical trilogy by 
Janet Frame, the New Zealand writer. This film also directly raises the 

68 Directed by Jane Campion, New Zealand, 1990. 
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relationship between the madwoman and the woman writer, for Janet Frame 
spent eight years incarcerated in a large mental hospital in New Zealand, 
diagnosed as schizophrenic, and received some of the most brutal and horrific of 
so-called psychiatric "treatments". These included over two hundred electric 
shock treatments, administered without anaesthetic or muscle relaxants, 'each 
one equivalent in fear to an execution' as her voice-over on the film tells us. 
This experience is portrayed with disturbing power and graphic directness by 
Campion in her film. 

One of the most striking, bizarre, and vivid scenes is that of the patients' 
dance, which, in representational terms, draws upon many traditional images of 
freaks and lunatics, 69and, in political terms, shows how psychiatry views female 
mental health as synonymous with conformity to the conventional stereotypes of 
"femininity". We see Janet reluctantly being prepared by a nurse for the dance, 
in a grotesque parody of an adolescent girl preparing for a party: being dressed 
in a ludicrous costume reminiscent of something from a small girl's dressing-up 
clothes, and having make-up thickly applied to her face, making her into a 
bizarre spectacle, (see plates 34 and 35, p. 353). 

Janet only escapes, firstly from the hospital, and secondly from her 
psychiatric diagnosis of schizophrenia, because a book of short stories she had 
written previously, unexpectedly wins a literary prize, and after she leaves the 
institution, she continues to win acclaim as an author. Her male doctors had 
decided, much to her terror and dismay, that she should have a leucotomy 
operation, but now they suddenly change their minds and she is discharged and 
sent home: her identity no longer constructed by the male authorities and 
institutions of power as that of incurable mental patient but as that of successful 
writer. Janet herself immediately grasps the significance of this change - when 
her sister and brother-in-law bring her a pile of her newly published books to 
sign, she demands, with agitation, why her photograph is not on the books, 
realising that it would symbolise, in concrete terms, her identity as author, (see 
plates 36 and 37, p. 354). 

69 In her study of women and madness in English culture, The Female Malady, Elaine Showalter 
describes and discusses the tradition of the "lunatics' ball". She writes 'The most popular form 

of asylum recreation was the lunatics' ball, a dance held for inmates, attendants, and often 
visitors. Journalists went frequently', and later she comments that a 'pervasive note of the 

uncanny, of a parodied ceremony, is struck in many accounts of the lunatics' ball. From 
beginning to end, as witnesses could not avoid noting, the dancers were obeying the commands 
of the keepers. [... ] The utopian vision of social harmony which ennobled the Victorian asylum 
seemed as much a beautiful fantasy as the joyful lunatics' ball. ' The Female Malady, (Virago, 
London, 1987), pp 38,50. This element of control is very obvious in the patients' dance in 
Campion's An Angel at My Table. 
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34. Janet being made-up for the hospital dance. 

35. Janet & her partner dancing. 
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36. Janet examining her book for a photograph of herself. 

37. Janet, in her new identity of author, signing her book. 
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Later, when Janet has won a literary grant to go to Europe, and she is 
admitted to a hospital in London, she is told that she is not, and never has been, 
schizophrenic. Ironically, and to the surprise of a naive spectator, Janet is 
dismayed by this pronouncement: 'At first the truth seemed more terrifying than 
the lie, how could I ask for help, if I wasn't ill? ' her voice-over demands of the 
audience: if she was not ill, what excuse did she have for being the way she 
was? The film makes it clear that the method of treatment and the diagnosis that 
Janet receives at the hands of the psychiatric profession, is irrational, arbitrary 
and absurd. Her behaviour and "symptoms" remain the same - extreme lack of 
confidence, high levels of tension and anxiety, acute depression, and paralysing 
self-consciousness and shyness - both before and after her period as a mental 
patient. The film also explains Janet's distress, and presents it as 
understandable and reasonable, within the context of her life experiences of 
family tragedy and social poverty, and in relation to the damage inflicted on her 
by the many years she spent in the mental institution. 

I find it significant that when this film was shown on British television, on 
Channel 4, it was introduced as a film about the life of the writer, Janet Frame, 
who 'was misdiagnosed as "schizophrenic". ' This offers a graphic example of 
the way our culture avoids confronting the real issues concerning the social 
construction of madness, and also its inability to recognise the fact that identity 
is not fixed and rigid, but fluid and unstable, and certainly does not in actuality 
conform to the demands and to the convenience of society's definitions of 
people. Janet only begins to develop a strong sense of self when she manages 
to reconcile the two conflicting identities society has constructed for her, by 
using her past experiences to provide powerful and extraordinary source 
material for her fiction. Her lack of self-esteem and confidence improves as she 
achieves further success and recognition through her literary career. 

Feminist critics, such as Phyllis Chesler and Elaine Showalter, 70 have 
argued that the majority of women "patients" are admitted to mental hospitals for 
behaving in ways that break society's rules of what is "feminine" and acceptable 
in women. This is almost inevitable since anger, rebellion, strong expressions of 
emotion and pain, are all considered "unfeminine". Sex role stereotypes for both 

men and women lie at the heart of what is called "mental illness". Women and 
gay men are negatively viewed and frequently punished by patriarchal society, 
and the psychiatric system is a particularly useful and powerful tool of social 
control. 

For all women receiving "treatment" within the system, psychiatry not only 
pathologises but also sexualises their problems. Judeo-Christian culture sees 
the very state of being female as a state of sinfulness, abnormality, or, since the 

rise of the medical profession to its present position of unquestioned and 

70 Phyllis Chesler, Women and Madness, (Penguin Books, Harmondsworth, 1979), and Elaine 

Showalter, The Female Malady, (first published by Pantheon Books, New York, 1985, published 
by Virago, London, 1987). 
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unaccountable authority, a state of being, at least potentially, ill: both physically 
and mentally. 

Women's sexuality in particular is seen as threatening, evil and sick. The 
young heterosexual woman patient is frequently accused by mental health 
professionals of being promiscuous, a destructive femme fatale in relationships 
with men; the straight older woman is accused of being sexually inadequate and 
frigid. In both cases, the woman's sexuality is seen as an essential part of her 
so-called "mental illness". Lesbian women are usually, by definition, regarded 
as "sick" by the heterosexist medical system. Women's sexuality, identity and 
desire, is in itself a problem, both for male-dominated society and for the 
phallocentric psychiatric system. 

In An Angel at My Table, Jane Campion exposes this false representation 
of women as "sick", and highlights the connection between the woman writer as 
subversive - as extraordinary: a freak - and the woman mental patient as 
transgressive; alienated from social perceptions of "femininity". All autonomous 
behaviour by women, and all behaviour that trespasses on a domain of which 
men are jealous and possessive, such as artistic creativity, is judged as 
abnormal and wrong by male authority. Nonetheless, the cultural construction of 
the woman writer and artist as freak, monster, and madwoman, has been 
increasingly subverted and challenged by women writers and film-makers, and 
they have successfully reappropriated these representations in order to create 
exciting and radical images of women in their work. 
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Epilogue. 

The title of this section reflects the impossibility (and the undesirability) of 
attempting to conclude a thesis of this kind, since I can, at best, only pick out a 
few points of interest and trace certain developments in contemporary women's 
writing and film-making. The importance of such a field of research lies in the 
fact that it is not static and definitive. In this section I intend, therefore, to 
identify significant changes and developments that have occurred during the 
period of time I have been doing my research. 

One of the major developments in the last five years is the increasing 
undermining and rejection of the term feminism and the critical questioning of 
established feminist ideas. Many women working today, in both creative and 
critical fields, are clearly uncomfortable about identifying themselves as 
feminists without either justifying or qualifying that term. 

Recent years have seen a strong backlash against the politically radical, if 
somewhat narrow, feminist movement of the 1970s and early 1980s. This is not 
only voiced by male-dominated institutions, such as the mass media, but is also 
frequently expressed by women writers and academics. Writers like Naomi Wolf 
claim that feminism has placed women in the role of victim, always seeing them 
as powerless and helpless. Such "neo-feminist" views have been articulated 
over controversial issues like "date-rape", and similar debates. This argument 
for 'female power', asserted for example in Naomi Wolfs text, Fire With Fire, ' 
tends to overlook the fact that victimisation is not the same thing as oppression, 
and that a recognition of the existence of oppression is a vital part of the process 
of politicisation. By ignoring the oppression of women in phallocentric, male- 
dominated society, critics like Wolf do not make women more powerful but deny 
them the opportunity to become politicised and therefore more empowered. 
While the identities, subjectivities, and sexuality of women need and deserve to 
be celebrated and affirmed, nothing will be achieved if this affirmation is sought 
at the expense of political radicalism. As we have considered earlier, (in 
Chapter 4), much of this new feminism seems closely connected with the 
consumerism promoted by the reactionary capitalist authorities dominant in 
Euro-American culture over the last fifteen years. 

The extraordinary success and media publicity afforded the critic, Camille 
Paglia, is another clear example of the current backlash against radical feminism 
in western culture. Paglia represents herself as a contemporary critic who is 

articulating disturbingly new ideas, but this representation is undermined when 
we consider how closely her view of women, as expressed in her massive study, 

I Naomi Wolf. Fire With Fire: the new female power and how it will change the twenty-first 

century, (Vintage, London, 1994). 
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Sexual Personae, 2 resembles the attitudes expressed in the early 1960s that 
we considered in the first chapter of this thesis. In Chapter 1, we looked at Margaret Atwood's first novel, The Edible Woman, written in 1965, where 
Atwood describes the female body in the following terms: 

They were ripe, some rapidly becoming overripe, 
some already beginning to shrivel- she thought of 
them as attached by stems at the tops of their heads 
to an invisible vine, hanging there in various stages 
of growth and decay... [.. J 

with varying proportions and textures of bumpy 
permanents and dune-like contours of breast and 
waist and hip; their fluidity sustained somewhere 
within by bones 3 

In Sexual Personae, Paglia describes the female body in a very similar 
manner: 

Nature is serpentine, a bed of tangled vines, creepers and 
crawlers, probing dumb fingers of fetid organic life [. ] 
Mythology's identification of woman with nature is correct 
[... J Feminism has been simplistic in arguing that female 
archetypes were politically motivated falsehoods by men. 
The historical repugnance to woman has a rational basis: 
disgust is reason's proper response to the grossness of 
procreative nature. [... JApollo's great opponent Dionysus 
is ruler of the chthonian whose law is procreative female- 
ness. As we shall see, the Dionysian is liquid nature, a 
miasmic swamp whose prototype is the still pond of the 
womb. 4 

Besides the disgust she expresses with the female body, Paglia's 
unquestioning acceptance of mythology seems surprisingly reactionary - she 
frequently refers to traditional cultural myths about women as 'true' and 'correct'. 
Considering the amount of critical and creative work produced by women, such 
as Angela Carter, that questions and deconstructs cultural mythological systems, 
Paglia's attitude towards mythology seems, to say the least, somewhat naive. 
This also applies to her assertion of the essential binarism of gender identity: 
'What an abyss divides the sexes! Let us abandon the pretense of sexual 
sameness and admit the terrible duality of gender. ' S 

2 Paglia. Sexual Personae: Art and decadence from Nefertiti to Emily Dickinson, (Yale University 
Press, 1990; Penguin Books, London and Harmondsworth, Middlesex, 1991). 
3 Atwood. The Edible Woman, (Virago, London, 1989), pp 166,167. 
4 Sexual Personae, pp 11,12. 
5 Ibid., p 27. 
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It should also be noted that Paglia's argument is as overtly racist as it is 
misogynous. Sexual Personae is a brilliantly argued PR exercise for white, 
phallocentric, western culture: 

We must ask whether the equivalence of male and 
female in Far Eastern symbolism was as culturally 
efficacious as the hierarchization of male over female 
has been in the west[. ]The tension and antagonism 
in western metaphysics developed human higher 
cortical powers to great heights. Most of western 
culture is a distortion of reality. But reality should 
be distorted; that is, imaginatively amended. The 
Buddhist acquiescence to nature is neither accurate 
about nature nor just to human potential. The Apollo- 
nian has taken us to the stars. 6 

It is notable that Paglia has apparently been convinced by her own PR 
exercise. She always writes from a phallocentric perspective as if she herself 
were of the male gender: 

Feminism, arguing from the milder woman's view, 
completely misses the blood-lust in rape, the joy of 
violation and destruction. [. .J Women may be less 
prone to such fantasies because they physically 
lack the equipment for sexual violence. They do 
not know the temptation of forcibly invading the 
sanctuary of another body. 7 

Paglia's use of language in this passage suggest that she herself is 
personally acquainted with, and therefore certain of the existence of, this 'joy' 
and 'temptation', which, however, she is clearly stating women 'do not know'. 
There is a clear, and a not very productive, tension between her acknowledged 
identity as a lesbian academic and many of her statements; for example: 'Happy 
are those periods when marriage and religion are strong' and 'Man, the sexual 
conceptualizer and projector, has ruled art because art is his Appollonian 
response toward and away from woman. A sex object is something to aim at' .8 It 
would appear that Paglia's own self-disgust, and problems around accepting her 
biological female sexuality, are motivating her theoretical approach. I also 
suggest, however, that a strong motivating factor behind Paglia's work is her 
desire for publicity and attention - she seeks to shock and provoke in order to be 
noticed. 

6 Ibid., pp 12,13. 
7 Ibid., p 24. 
8 Ibid., p 25 &p 31. 
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More useful and relevant criticism of the western feminist movement in the 
1970s has come from black women writers, such as Alice Walker, who have 
identified the narrowness of perspective expressed by white, middle class 
feminists in North America and Western Europe. These black women writers 
have highlighted the multiple identities, subjectivities and experiences included 
in the word women. Black women writers have also increasingly rejected the 
term feminist, adopting instead the word 'womanist' to identify themselves. 

At the beginning of her collection of critical essays, In Search of Our 
Mothers' Gardens, Alice Walker gives several definitions of the term womanist. 
In the first, she specifically states that it refers to a 'black feminist or feminist of 
color', thus demonstrating that, while she sees the need to make a space for 
black women's identities within feminism, unlike Camille Paglia, she is not 
rejecting the ideals and principles of feminism. Walker goes on to trace the 
origin of the word 'womanist', rooted as it is in the history and traditions of Afro- 
American and Afro-Caribbean culture: 

From the black folk expression of mothers to female 
children, "You acting womanish, "i. e., like a woman. 
Usually referring to outrageous, audacious, courage- 
ous or willful behaviour. Wanting to know more and 
in greater depth than is considered 'good" for one. 
Interested in grown-up doings. Acting grown up. Be- 
ing grown up. Interchangeable with another black folk 
expression. "You trying to be grown. " Responsible. 
In charge. Serious. 9 

In the second definition Walker gives of the term womanist, she positively 
asserts the value of a female desire that is fluid, and transgressive of rigid 
binaries and polarities: 

A woman who loves other women, sexually and/or 
nonsexually. Appreciates and prefers women's 
culture, women's emotional flexibility (values tears 
as natural counter-balance of laughter), and women's 
strength. Sometimes loves individual men, sexually 
and/or nonsexually. Committed to survival and 
wholeness of entire people, male and female. Not 
a separatist, except periodically, for health. 10 

In this passage Walker's ideas seem similar to the theories of 
contemporary women critics like Judith Butler, expressing a conception of sexual 
desire and identity as unstable and fluid. 

9 Walker. In Search of Our Mothers' Gardens, (The Women's Press, London, 1984; fifth reprint 
1992), p A. 
10 Ibid. 
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Feminism/womanism is a useful umbrella term for a political movement that 
seeks radically to change culture and society. More than one process is 
involved in the attempt to achieve this goal, and all of them are important. One 
of these is direct social and political action; a second is the development of a 
radical and sophisticated theoretical analysis and critique; and a third is the 
production of challenging, revolutionary creative and artistic work. These three 
processes should all be interconnected and interdependent, like the three facets 
of a pyramid. I would argue that one problem with western feminisms in the 
1990s lies in the fact that our critical and theoretical work has fallen behind the 
standards and achievements of the creative work being produced by women. 
The creative writing and film-making of feminist women over the last three 
decades shows a more advanced and sophisticated critique of traditional cultural 
representations, a greater degree of experimentation and innovation, and an 
earlier recognition of, engagement with, and expression of radical and 
transgressive ideas. Fictional representations of sexual desire and identity tend 
to be more daring and less censorious than the views expressed by radical 
feminist critics. 

In expressing these views on creative and artistic work and its importance, 
I am at variance with the position adopted by the feminist critic, Susanne 
Kappeler, when she writes: 

/ do not believe in the possibility (or desirability) of lay- 
ing down a programme of 'feminist aesthetics , [.. J The 
concept of `aesthetics' is fundamentally incompatible 
with feminist politics. [... ) 

Art will ha ve to go. The necessity of giving a voice to 
our female perspective, to female vision, understanding 
and critique is beyond question, but we should seriously 
ask why we should wish to offer these to aesthetic con- 
templation in fiction, in make-believe forms designed for 
leisure consumption. The committed intention of the 
feminist (or any other political) writer is irreconcilable with 
the attitude required of art and artists, that is, their 
irresponsibility towards political reality. ' 1 

Kappeler characteristically overlooks the question of whose 'political reality' 
she is referring to here. It is in the recognition of the limits of social realism, and 
in an awareness of the way that "reality" in phallocentric culture is male-defined 
and male-oriented, that women creative artists have been able to free 
themselves from accepted notions of "reality" and "subjectivity", to explore 
radical and alternative representations of identity and desire. Writers, such as 

11 Kappeler. The Pornography of Representation, pp 221,222. 
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Angela Carter, Jeanette Winterson, Toni Morrison, Jewelle Gomez, 12 and Rebecca Brown, and film-makers like Sally Potter, 13 Jane Campion, 14 and Maria 
Luisa Bemberg, 15 have all used elements of the gothic, the fairy tale, and magic 
realism in order to examine issues of identity and the social constructions of 
sexuality and reality, in startling and original ways. 

Much of this creative work reflects and often anticipates the recent critical 
writings of postmodern and Queer theorists: challenging, undermining, and 
breaking down the rigid binaries and divisions fundamental to patriarchal, 
heterosexist culture. In more directly relating these transgressive ideas in 
fictional terms, through their imaginative representational explorations of 
women's experiences, their creative work carries more powerful political 
meanings than the abstract and somewhat inaccessible writings of contemporary 
theorists, such as Judith Butler and Donna Haraway. 16 

In their fiction, for example, both Rebecca Brown and Jeanette Winterson 
have attempted to write androgynous narratives - to create a narrator whose 
voice is genuinely ambiguous in respect to gender. Rebecca Brown has tried 
this in her short story, 'Folie A Deux', published in her collection, The Evolution 
of Darkness, and Jeanette Winterson attempted it in her novel, Written on the 
Body. These two writers both have a sophisticated, complex, and highly-crafted 
prose style, however, they are significantly different from each other. In her 
novel, Winterson writes in her usual lyrical, almost dreamlike, prose, enlivened 
with her characteristic humour and highly personal tone. Owing to the social 
constructions of the feminine in western culture, this style of writing makes her 
attempt at creating a genuinely androgynous narrative voice less successful 
than that of Brown. 

Brown's short story is written with a stringent clarity and discipline of 
language. It is almost impossible to guess either the gender of the narrator or 
the gender of the other/beloved in this tale, although in one place we are given a 
hint that the beloved is female by the use of the one word, 'blouse': 'you stayed 
on the phone a long time, unconsciously unbuttoning your blouse as you 
talked'. 17 Since this story is about a couple locked in a relationship that is 
mutually co-dependent and symbiotic, the ambiguity regarding their gender 
identity affects the reader as both appropriate and yet disturbing: 

In the interest of security, we agreed to put out your 

12 See, for example, The Gilda Stories, a magical collection of tales about the life (or lives) of a 
lesbian vampire. 
13 For example, Potter's recent and highly successful film adaptation of Virginia Woolfs novel, 
Orlando. 
14 For example, Campion's most recent film, The Piano, (Australia, 1993). 
15 Bem berg's most recent film, We Don't Want To talk About It, [De eso no se hab/aJ, 
(Argentina/Italy, 1993), offers a bizarre but beautiful celebration of difference. 
16 See, for example, Butler. 'Gender Trouble, Feminist Theory, and Psychoanalytic Discourse', 

and Haraway. 'A Manifesto for Cyborgs: Science, Technology, and Socialist Feminism in the 
1980s', both published in Feminism/Postmodemism, ed. Linda J. Nicholson, (Routledge, New 
York and London, 1990), pp 324-340, & 190-233. 
17 The Evolution of Darkness, p 59. 
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eyes and burn the insides of my ears. 
This made sure we were always together. Each of 

us had something the other didn't have, something 
the other needed, and each of us knew exactly what 
the other needed and how to take care of the other. 18 

In this story, Brown employs elements of the gothic and horror genres, but 
she is reappropriating them for her own ends, refusing to be limited by them. 
She avoids parody and farce, successfully creating a radically powerful and 
deeply disturbing tale that critically analyses the dynamics of difference and 
dependence within relationships. Like the other creative writers and film-makers 
mentioned above, Brown draws upon dream-imagery and incorporates the 
techniques of fantasy, surrealism, and the grotesque; using the bizarre, the 
fantastic, and the disturbing in order to critically examine and deconstruct 
familiar social and cultural patterns, creating an art that is profoundly radical and 
political. 

I began this epilogue by referring to significant changes that have occurred 
in the areas of contemporary women's literature and cinema during the time I 
have been working on this thesis. A major focus of interest for my research was 
the writing, both critical and creative, of Angela Carter. When I began the thesis 
I did not anticipate being in a position at its close to evaluate her career as a 
writer. It is beyond question that Carter has made a major contribution to 
English literature, and, in the context of this thesis, particularly to feminist 
literature. Over the thirty years she was writing, Carter's critical analysis of the 
social construction of "femininity" and female sexuality demonstrates both a 
marked intellectual development in complexity and sophistication, and also an 
increasing affirmation and celebration of the experiences and identities of 
women. It is characteristic of Carter, and emotionally moving, that her final 
novel, Wise Children, is a comedy that celebrates sisterhood, fertility, 
continuance, and the kind of popular culture that Carter recognised as existing 
and being of value in both Shakespeare's plays and in Hollywood cinema. 

In contrast to Susanne Kappeler, Carter asserted her belief that'all art is 
political [... ] I think my work is very deeply political'. 19 Her radical deconstruction 
of the phallocentric, patriarchal cultural constructions of mythology, gender 
identity and social reality, anticipated many of the ideas current in contemporary 
radical critical theory. The intelligence, incisive wit, and good temper of her 
journalism and critical writing make it both valuable and greatly enjoyable to 

read. 
On a personal level, I feel a deep loss and sadness over the death of 

Angela Carter, however I believe there are several feminist creative writers and 

18 Ibid., p 55. 
19 Quoted from Angela Carter's Curious Room, a film she made for BBC television, one of the 

last projects she worked on before her death, broadcast on BBC 1, Omnibus, September 1992. 
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film-makers who are continuing and developing the radical and challenging work 
that she achieved. 
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woman. Pantomime has its origins in the Roman feast of Saturnalia, and in 
Twelfth Night - the Feast of Fools -a festival still celebrated in the sixteenth 
century. These were both major feasts of social reversal, allowing men and 
women, adults and children, masters and slaves, the opportunity to swap roles 
and costume for the duration of the feast. While the containing, and, therefore, 
the restraining function of such a ritual is clear, the very acknowledgement of the 
possibility of exchanging and playing different roles raises important questions 
about the socially constructed nature of these roles, and so, by implication, the 
possibility of different constructions. It also raises questions about the reasons 
why human beings enjoy swapping roles, playing different parts, wearing masks, 
adopting different social or sexual identities. As far as the socially oppressed 
and disadvantaged are concerned - women, children, slaves - this may appear 
obvious: a desire to usurp some of the freedom and status denied them; but the 
question of the pleasure that, for example, some men derive from dressing in 
stereotypically feminine dress, is more complicated and problematic. 

If we consider "performance" drag, traditionally male drag artistes have 
been seen as comic, ridiculous, grotesque - the Pantomime Dame being a good 
example. This tradition still continues today in the performance and 
entertainment offered by characters like Dame Edna Everidge. They're partly 
ridiculous because they masquerade as stereotypes of women, making fun of 
women, satirising, parodying, and "showing up" women, and therefore they are 
laughed at as women: they are exploiting male stereotypes of women in order to 
make their audience laugh. Their male gender, always known to the audience, 
adds to the entertainment because they are men who are letting the side down - 
showing themselves up by giving up their male status, adopting the identity of 
ridiculous female creatures. Thus, much of the pleasure experienced by their 
audience is sadistic in nature. 

It is interesting to note, however, that a change has been occurring since 
the 1970s, beginning in the field of popular music, with performers like Mick 
Jagger, David Bowie, and Boy George. It is significant that this change 
coincided with the rise of the Gay Liberation movement with its early concept of 
'radical drag'. 13 Such performers have helped to raise new questions about male 
gender identity. This new type of male "gender-bender" (they cannot accurately 
be called female impersonators) culminates in the 1990s with the popularity and 
media success of the overtly gay male performer, Julian Clary. The point that 
should be stressed about performers like David Bowie and Julian Clary is that 
they are notdrag artistes as such - even when wearing stereotypically "feminine" 
garments it would be inaccurate to define them as being in drag since they never 
actually pretend to be, or masquerade, as women, but use their masculine 
gender and their outrageous costumes together in a way that highlights 
conventional social constructions and expectations of gender identity, thus 
challenging those expectations. 

13 The Gay Liberation Front, for example, was first established in Britain in 1970. 
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